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FOREWORD
An international meeting on Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) and Human Reliability
Analysis (HRA) was jointly organised by Electricite de France - Research and Development
(EDF DER) and SRI International in co-ordination with the International Atomic Energy
Agency. The meeting was held in Paris 21-23 November 1994.

A group of international and French specialists in PSA and HRA participated at the
meeting and discussed the state of the art and current trends in the following six topics:

Topic 1 - PSA Methodology;
Topic 2 - PSA Applications;
Topic 3 - From PSA to Dependability;
Topic 4 - Incident Analysis;
Topic 5 - Safety Indicators;
Topic 6 - Human Reliability.

For each topic a background paper was prepared by EDF/DER and reviewed by the
international group of specialists who attended the meeting.
The results of this meeting provide a comprehensive overview of the most important
questions related to the readiness of PSA for specific uses and areas where further research and
development is required.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Over the past two decades Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) has become an important
tool in evaluating the safety of nuclear power plants (NPPs). All countries operating and
constructing NPPs are engaged in national and international activities related to PSA.
The International Atomic Energy Agency has been providing guidance for the development
and use of PSAs and assistance to peer review PSA results.
In France, EDF has devoted substantial efforts to the development of PSA methods and
applications. In 1992-1993 the state of the art on PSA and Human Reliability Analysis (HRA)
was reviewed by EDF Research and Development (DER) together with SRI International. This
review showed that although they are undergoing substantial development in several countries,
PSAs are still a source of debate with respect to their contents, the scope of their use, and their
actual insertion in a decision-making process.
The decision was therefore made to convene an international group of experts to debate on
most significant aspects of PSA and HRA.
The meeting was organised jointly by EDF/DER and SRI International in the framework of
the Technological and Scientific Monitoring Action on Operational Safety and Human Factors
managed by EDF Research & Development in co-ordination with the IAEA. It was held from
November 21-23 in the suburbs of Paris (Hotel International in Neuilly sur Seine). Most
qualified PSA and HRA experts were invited from different countries and organisations. An
overall list of participants is included in this report. French representatives from various EDF
Divisions (Inspection Generate de la Surete Nucleaire, Direction de l'Equipement, Exploitation
du Pare Nucleaire, Direction des Etudes et Recherches), the CEA (Commissariat a l'Energie
Atomique), and FRAMATOME also took part in the debates.
The meeting was chaired by L. Lederman from the IAEA and the Vice-Chairman was
P. Kafka (GRS, Germany).
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2. OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE
Mr. L. Lederman, Mr. M. Maxant and Ms. C. Ancelin (EDF/DER) welcomed the
participants to the meeting. They highlighted the importance EDF and the IAEA gave to the
meeting and thanked participants for their contributions.
The objectives of the meeting were the following:
to review international trends in the field of Probabilistic Safety Assessments,
to review the trends adopted by EDF, for instance in the field of Research & Development
(common points, divergence),
to determine the fields in which use of PSAs has reached a recognised maturity and also the
pending questions which require further R&D, using the international state of the art drawn
up in 1992 and 1993 by EDF/DER and SRI International [1].
With these aims in view, it was suggested that for each of the six topics the experts should
address the following questions:

1.

WHAT TYPE OF PSA IS REQUIRED FOR EACH PARTICULAR APPLICATION?

2.

WHAT COMBINED USE OF BOOLEAN AND DYNAMIC METHODS IS BEST
FOR PSA OR FOR THE APPLICATIONS OF SPECIFIC PSAs?

3.

WHAT TOOLS ARE NEEDED FOR COMPUTERIZING PSAs AND THE
ASSOCIATED APPLICATIONS?

4.

WHO ARE THE REAL USERS OF PSA RESULTS?
HOW ARE PSAs INTEGRATED INTO A DECISION PROCESS?

5.

HOW VALID ARE PRACTICAL DECISIONS BASED ON THE USE OF PSAs?
WHAT ARE THE OTHER SAFETY INDICATORS?

6.

WHICH METHODS AND SOFTWARE PROGRAMS EXIST FOR ASSESSING
SYSTEMS?

7.

WHICH METHODS CAN BE USED TO ACCOUNT FOR HUMAN FACTORS?

EDF/DER had prepared background papers on each of the six topics and submitted them to
the experts for reviewing prior to the discussions (refer to appendix 1 for the texts). In this way
both the authors of the background papers and the reviewers were able to speak on their specific
papers at the meeting. Most of the experts also supplied a written synthesis of their review (refer
to appendix 2 for the texts). After the speeches presenting background papers and experts'
reviews, each topic was then open for discussion to enable free exchange of views between all
participants.

1These specific themes were discussed over the first two days and, on the third and final
morning, six reporters each gave a synthesis of one of the reviewed topics which they had
prepared during the meeting, the aim being to summarise the discussion. Their reports are
presented here, topic by topic. Lastly, the general conclusions of the meeting were given by the
Vice Chairman.
In the opening session, Mr. Lederman presented an overview of the work of the IAEA in
the PSA field [2]. His presentation dealt with the following subjects:
Preparation of guidelines for conducting PSA levels 1, 2 and 3;
PSA applications to improve operational safety;
PSA for shutdown conditions and external hazards (e.g. seismic);
Safety (risk-based) indicators;
Safety of NPPs in Eastern Europe and countries of the former Soviet Union. PSAs are not
essential for identifying the weak points in the design or operation of these reactors.
However, this type of study can help to rank priorities. The IAEA is helping these countries
to review the completeness of PSAs.

3. REVIEW OF SELECTED TOPICS

3.1. PSA METHODOLOGY
3.1.1. Summary of the background papers
The "PSA Methodology" paper contains three sections:
The first section begins with a description of several different approaches to PSA building.
Three of these are given: the "Fault-Tree linking" approach (FTL), the "Event-Tree Linking"
approach (ETL) and the "Dynamic Numeric Linking" approach (DNL). Comparison of the
various approaches is then made, using an example which aims at demonstrating the value of
Markov's methods as a complement to Boolean ones, and the conclusions of this section are as
follows:
complementarity of methods should be se>ught rather than sticking to a set method,
choice of methods mainly depends on the objectives behind the use of PSAs.
The second section raises methodological problems, starting with the specific requirements
connected to use of the PSA. It attempts to classify these requirements according to the
objectives behind each particular use of PSA (for instance "observation" or "prospection", "safety
demonstration" or "understanding of phenomena") and according to the different types of users.
Over and above these classifications, this section aims at defining the technical requirements
PSAs must fulfil in order to meet their different applications:
requirements relative to "safety assessment" (choice of the undesirable event, scope of the
PSA),
requirements relative to "prospection goals" (realistic modelling, robustness, feasibility of
sensitivity studies, performance),
requirements relative to "observation goals" (accuracy of results and input data,
calculations of importance, uncertainty calculations, etc.), etc.
The third section raises particular points for debate, as follows:
choice of methods; where it suggests introducing some degree of complementarity between
existing tools and methods,
limitations of PSAs, with emphasis on the need to master the validity of models,
the objective of distributing PSAs to non-specialists, which is judged hard to fulfil.
3.1.2. Synthesis of reviewers' comments by the topic reporter
The background paper was reviewed by: Messrs. de Gelder (AIB VINCOTTE), Fleming
(PLG), Papazoglou (DEMOKRITOS), Poucet (ITER Co Center), Riley (SAIC). Mr. Papazoglou
was the topic reporter.
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Methods
Methodological approaches modelling "logic structure" are more or less equivalent.
However, each of them has specific advantages:
For one expert (Fleming), the "Event-Tree Linking" method is better adapted to the
processing of functional dependencies and to identifying them in the PSA results.
For others (De Gelder, Kafka), the "Fault-Tree Linking" method makes updating easier.
The advantage of dynamic methods, which allow for more realistic simulation of system
behaviour, is emphasised. Several experts underline the fact that dynamic methods are already
partially used as a complement to Boolean methods (Fleming, Parry). On this subject, one expert
(Fleming) thinks that, in general, dynamic methods are more rigorous and more advanced than
the purely Boolean methods that use either static or time-averaged probability models to facilitate
quantification. Hence, Boolean methods must be regarded as a simplification or special case of
the more general dynamic models. However, the ability to simply rank and prioritise issues,
equipment, etc. with the simple Boolean risk importance measures has made Boolean methods
more popular with non-specialists. But the impact of underlying simplifying assumptions needed
to define these measures simply is seldom, if ever, gauged by the non-specialist.
The question is: what is the future for dynamic methods in the PSAs of tomorrow?
These methods have a future, if the situations in which they are required are precisely
defined, i.e. the situations where the added accuracy and possible qualitative insights are
going to affect the relevant decisions (Papazoglou).
The use of dynamic methods can only be envisaged on the basis of an existing structural
model (Boolean): therefore, dynamic methods must only be used in addition to structural
methods (Poucet).
Finally, it would be useful to incorporate physical processes, structural reliability, software
reliability etc. more effectively, from both the time-dependency and the physical process
angles. Dynamic methods allow for this. But a great deal of work will need to be done to
give them a standard character.
PSA: Who? How? Why?
All the experts agree that suggested classification for the objectives behind PSA use (which
distinguishes between "prospection" and "observation", between safety-demonstration and
understanding of phenomena) is not very useful, since it does not affect the choice of methods.
However, aside from this, it is true that the methods and the degree of detail of the models
necessarily depend on the objectives behind use of the PSAs, and on the role of these objectives
in the decision-making process as well.
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The experts (De Gelder, Fleming, Parry) recognise the need to prescribe certain technical
requirements for PSA:
one expert (Fleming) stresses two such requirements in particular: the detailed and
complete modelling of accident sequences, and the concordance of models with specific
characteristics of the plants. These criteria all go to show the importance of having unitspecific PSAs, rather than generic PSAs which are common to several units.
another expert (Poucet) suggests that we take PSAs to be evolving^ knowledge-bases, and
use them to answer questions on safety during the lifetime of the power plant, which
implies that the technical requirements mentioned above are at least a minimal
requirement.
Choice of methods
Choosing methods should no longer be a subject for debate. We should try, instead, to use
them in a complementary way. Numerous experts expressed this idea (Poucet, Fleming, Mosleh).
When selecting methods, we should be guided by the problems we have to solve: for instance,
dynamic methods can be useful for some interface problems between levels 1 and 2, and also to
obtain better models of physical processes, structures, software, control and instrumentation, etc.
Above all, methods should be selected according to the objectives behind the use of the models
and according to the role of these objectives in the decision-making process.
Limitations of models
The limitations of models should always be taken into account. However, some examples
of the real usefulness of PSAs (quoted by Fleming) show that we should not be overconcerned on
this score. PSAs do indeed have limitations, but they can be used anyway.
Distribution of PSAs to non-specialists
Even if the above objective is rephrased: "Distribution of PSA Results (not including
models) to non-specialists", we are still a long way from it.
According to one expert (Fleming), work should be done to train non-specialists on risk
concepts. Risk management guidelines should be defined. And operators' needs should be
understood better (Riley).
The specialists are responsible, for updating the PSA knowledge-base with operating
feedback on events and, secondly, for guiding non-specialists in the use and interpretation of the
results.
3.1.3. The lessons learned
EDF is in full agreement with the conclusions made on "PSA methodology" at the meeting,
as presented by the topic reporter (Papazoglou). Three main lines of thought are expressed in this
synthesis:
the question of choice of methods should be treated in terms of complementarity between
several methods and not in terms of their opposition,
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dynamic methods are of real value, and therefore have a future in the PSAs of tomorrow, if
they are used judiciously,
the methods you choose depend on your objectives in using PSA and on how these
objectives relate to the decision-making process. The question therefore is: which types of
models for which applications?
We need to stress some points:
the question of validity of the models, and the proof of their validity. Many experts
(Apostolakis, Fleming) broached the concept of "range of validity", especially for
applications such as Risk Monitors. One expert (Mosleh) pointed out that Probabilistic
Safety Assessment is a rather sensitive area to work in, where expert judgement counts
enormously, and that we have to be very cautious when we use PSAs. The question of the
validation of models is a central question;
the question of uncertainties. This question is generally seldom considered. According to
one expert (Fleming), the uncertainty about the models reflects the state of our knowledge.
Some questions remain unanswered: how do we best evaluate the uncertainty of results?
What is the minimum level of uncertainty for drawing conclusions? These points were not
solved during the meeting;
the question of establishing criteria for PSA quality. A lot of work still has to be done to
define them. The background paper and the synthesis of the topic reporter (Papazoglou)
stress the need for PSAs to meet precise technical requirements. One expert (Parry) adds
that if PSAs can be used by experts only, then their evaluation must be "codified" with
rules of good practice. We must work very hard at drawing up rules for PSA definition, and
also on specifying the literature we have to create in order to get traceable basic choices
and assumptions. These steps are a preliminary answer to the validation problem
mentioned above.
3.2. PSA APPLICATIONS
3.2.1. Summary of the background paper
PSA has numerous applications. They relate to design and operating procedure validation
as well as to the optimisation of unit operations or of regulatory applications.
One limitation common to all PSA applications stems from our difficulty in judging their
validity. The scenarios studied are never totally complete. We often reach the limits of our
knowledge concerning plant operations. Reliability data relating to materials, and especially that
relating to operators, are not always accurate. Lastly, PSA results cannot be validated as a
thermohydraulic calculation code is, with the construction of a test loop.
However, PSAs represent a unique synthesis of varied knowledge (thermohydraulics,
neutronics, human factors, etc..) and from this point of view are irreplaceable.
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Before using PSA results, we should evaluate the degree of confidence we have in them,
whatever the application.
The use of PSAs to assess and substantiate a design hardly raises any problems. It is a
"transverse" and complementary approach to the deterministic method of design, which makes it
possible to check that there is no severe weakness in design or operation. However, this approach
can be biased when it is used to demonstrate and not to assess. The use of PSAs as a support tool
for the design of future reactors is more delicate. We have not done all the thermohydraulic
studies necessary for the creation of realistic scenarios, and the reliability of passive safety
systems is difficult to assess, as is the reliability of operators in the absence of operating
procedures. Studies should be carried out repeatedly during design phase.
When we use PSAs to help us establish Operating Technical Specifications, we need
models which incorporate the risk factor linked to reactor shutdown conditions and to transient
states.
In an RCM approach and using importance factors (Risk Achievement Worth and Risk
Reduction Worth) developed by PSA, it is possible to pinpoint the critical equipment that
requires enhanced maintenance. The main problem is that this selection is made according to an
equipment reliability assessment which corresponds to the maintenance programme at that time.
Any change in this programme can compromise the list of critical equipment and at present it is
not possible to predict the impact of a change in the maintenance programme on failure rates and
on the list of critical equipment.
PSAs can be used to assess the risk run by a unit in a given situation on-line or off-line.
These assessments are often regrouped under the name of Risk Monitor. This application poses
few problems when it is used for tasks such as maintenance scheduling. On the other hand it is
much more problematic if used as a real-time decision-making tool, when it is no longer possible
to analyse the results before using them.
In order to minimise the risk of incorrect use of PSAs, we need to improve their userfriendliness, to draw up "users' guides", and to adapt the PSA model to the different requirements
of the applications.
In conclusion, PSAs can provide precious help in the design and operation of nuclear
power plants. More than the final numerical result, it is the whole evaluatory process which is
important. The results must therefore be interpreted and users should have training on PSAs or be
in contact with specialists in this field. In the same way, if PSA applications are to be relevant,
their respective ranges of validity must be clearly defined and PSA ranked among other
assessment criteria, (availability, dosimetry, costs, etc.) when making a decision. Under these
conditions PSAs will become a true support tool in designing or operating.
3.2.2. Readiness of applications: the experts' judgement
In order to help sum up the debates on topic 2: "PSA applications", a limited number of
experts from various countries and agencies (Messrs. Fleming (PLG USA), Kafka (GRS,
Germany), Gunsell (Vattenfall, Sweden), and Van der Borst (Borssele, the Netherlands)) were
requested to answer, as best they could, the following three questions:
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which three PSA applications can be considered to be the most operational today?
which applications will require some progress in methodology before they are ready?
who are the real users of these studies and what is the level of expertise required to use
them?
Summary of K. Fleming's answer
The applications which are considered to be the most operational today (K. FLEMING feels
there are more than three of them) are:
technical specification changes, meaning an off-line review of the rules (pass/fail rules) for
changeover to a fallback state (as opposed to an on-line review by a risk monitor).
incident analysis is also an excellent application,
assessment of design modifications (this is one of the oldest uses of PSAs),
the risk monitor, provided its use is limited to its present-day capacities... i.e. maintenance
scheduling and risk management under shutdown conditions,
and, lastly, cases when deterministic reasoning reaches its limitations in a decision-making
process (authorisation to re-start a unit under impaired conditions, etc.).
The applications that need more development:
the replacement of technical specifications by a task monitor, i.e. real-time calculation of
the Operating Technical Specifications. But this very interesting application remains an
objective for the future,
the extension of use of the risk monitor to that of risk meter, which gives an instantaneous
measurement of risk. This application is of great interest, since today we are far from
knowing how to measure the impact of organisational factors on risk. However it still
remains rather futuristic. Moreover, we shall never truly be able to monitor instantaneous
risk since many of the time-dependent risk parameters, e.g. failure rates, are inherently nonobservable quantities.
PSA users:
K. Fleming thinks that there are three levels of expertise:
experts or specialists who have been working in this field for a long time,
those who have been using these tools for a certain time and who can be considered to be
"prospective specialists",
non-specialists.
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According to K. Fleming, when non-specialists try to use such tools they have a problem
interpreting the results and evaluating the limitations of these results. Certain applications with a
well-defined range of use, such as risk monitoring for the crews in charge of scheduling during
shutdown sates, can counteract this problem. But specialists will always be necessary to update
PSA models, which are, after all, only representative of our knowledge at a given time.
Summary of P. Kafka's answer
The applications that are considered to be the most operational today:
PSAs can be used for periodical safety re-assessments, in connection with licensing,
PSAs can be used during design phase, to answer a certain number of questions such as
optimisation of the Operating Technical Specifications, determination of authorised
unavailability times,
we can look forward to using PSA as an operation support tool (advisor) in configuration
control, maintenance scheduling, and precursor evaluation (although it will not be a
substitute for existing methods, which will continue to be used in parallel).
The applications that need further development:
PSAs can be used to compare reactor design, which means they must be able to compare
absolute values and not just risk profiles. Here we again come up against the difficulty of
completely covering all aspects, and the problems linked to uncertainty, result
interpretation, and the integration of organisational factors, structural reliability, etc. More
research is still needed in this field;
valorisation of risk calculations in terms of costs: progress is still needed for us to be able
to carry out real studies in safety/cost optimisation;
probabilistic safety assessment of passive systems: a difficult challenge but an important
one for the choice of future reactors. However the modelling of physical phenomena
remains a source of difficulty in the case of passive reactor design;
probabilistic safety assessment of computerised systems: in this field, research is still
needed to identify the types of defect and their potential consequences.
Summary of L. Gunsell's answer
The applications that are considered to be the most operational today:
PSAs can be used to demonstrate safety, for instance to identify the weak points in design,
and they are used in maintaining safety-levels during design modifications. This is why it is
important to have complete models (level 1, level 2, hazards) which can be easily updated;
PSAs can be used in risk management (risk monitors), in particular to assess risks in
complex situations where several components are unavailable,
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PSA can be used for maintenance optimisation on components with a critical risk factor.
The applications that need further development:
whatever the final use of applications is, progress will have to be made in producing easily
updatable models, even if this means incorporating all the initiating events (the fire risk
factor, for example, is fundamental when decisions have to be made on equipment
modifications);
aside from this, the application which needs the most research is, of course, instantaneous
risk calculation, particularly when it is used for on-line calculation of Operating Technical
Specifications. We must define a procedure for searching out and using information on
equipment unavailability, out-of-service times, etc. We can only expect to make progress in
this field after we have found the way to do this.
PSA users:
L. Gunsell discerns three categories of users:
experts, who are involved in work on PSA models (we do not see who else could do this
job considering the need for personal investment in knowledge of the tool),
decision-makers, who are the real users of the results of PSA studies, the experts being the
"consultants" at their disposal for handling the models and interpreting the results,
any person who has to deal with safety problems and who must have a "risk" outlook.
Summary of M. Van der Borst's answer
The applications that are considered to be the most operational today :
use of PSAs in connection with a larger engineering project, aimed at the modification and
improvement of the units (backfitting), on condition that PSA specialists use the
deterministic language of the decision-makers to present their results,
targeted use of the risk monitor, since the Operating Technical Specifications do not
answer all the questions. For example, where several systems are working under impaired
conditions, PSAs can supply valuable information. But cases where the Risk Monitor is
used must be limited by forbidding access to it for other types of use,
fixing risk objectives and checking that these objectives have been reached. Although it is
difficult to determine figures in absolute terms, this is current practice throughout industry
in the Netherlands (including non-nuclear industries). We need to identify all sources of
uncertainty correctly, and probabilistic objectives should be fixed with this knowledge in
mind.
The applications that need further development:
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As far as Reliability Centered Maintenance is concerned, it is possible to identify the
critical components.
However, it is very difficult to determine what influence a modification to a maintenance
programme (frequency of tests, etc.) will have on equipment reliability. There is a shortage
of data on the subject and progress will have to be made in this field.
As regards the two major sources of uncertainty in PSAs, i.e. the Human Factor and
Common Cause Failure (CCF), M. Van der Borst considers that the most frustrating point
is still CCF since:
on the Human Factor side, there are still means of taking action: by procedures,
by training, by modification of certain equipment, by the installation of
automatic devices, etc.
on the CCF side, no obvious solution always springs to mind as diversification
is not in all cases the relevant solution (it goes, for instance, against the
advantages of standardisation).
3.2.3. Synthesis of reviewers' comments by the topic reporter
The background paper was reviewed by: Messrs. Dube (Northeast Utilities), Gaertner
(ERIN), Gunsell (Vattenfall), Kafka (GRS), Ross (Nuclear Electric), Sursock (EPRI), Van der
Borst (EPZ Borssele). Mr. Van der Borst was the topic reporter.
According to the first reviewer (Dube), PSA is chiefly a design support tool. He also thinks
the Risk Monitor is valuable in assessing increased risk linked to component unavailability,
especially when there is multiple component unavailability which is not generally covered by the
Operating Technical Specifications (OTS). The Risk Monitor is therefore a useful complement to
the OTS, but it must not be used to reduce safety margins.
The next reviewer (Gaertner) thinks that PSA technology is "ready"for most applications
now, and that early PSA applications should be used to address the most important issues facing
nuclear utility management, such as: continued safe operation in all operating modes,
improvements in plant availability, operation and maintenance cost reduction, safety evaluation
of new plants and design alternatives. He also states that PSA applications should support
broader utility programmes which are addressing these objectives, like: risk-based "grading" of
regulatory requirements, risk management versus prescriptive O&M rules, or maintenance and
test optimisation including RCM. Then he stresses the importance of an understandable interface
between the PSA and plant personnel, PSAs configured to give timely answers for operational
decisions, and quality control of models and data. Finally, he lists the specific PSA applications
with the greatest short-term benefits: out-of-service equipment planning (at power and
shutdown), graded regulatory requirements such as QA procurement, in-service testing and
allowed out-of-service times, test and maintenance optimisation (RCM) and establishing O&M
programmes for new plants.
According to the third reviewer (Gunsell), most of the questions asked in the EDF paper
are relevant, but they have no answer. PSAs must be used anyway as an important element in the
validation, or decision-making process (since PSAs alone do not constitute the whole decision
tool).
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In fact, PSA does not provide all the information but must be used together with other
information, such as deterministic analysis, operating and maintenance feedback and human
factors, to give a complete safety assessment. In other words, PSA studies are enlarged safety
analyses with deterministic studies at their base. Shortcomings in the validation of the
deterministic analyses can thus incur corresponding deficiencies in the PSA. The two studies are
not independent and can not validate each other.
Summarising the situation, the fourth reviewer (Kafka) thinks that of course PSAs have
limitations but that there is no alternative approach. Indeed, they do mak'e it possible to enlarge
the safety "survey window". Moreover, he does not think it is realistic to have all the applications
covered by a single model. He feels it would be preferable to develop specific models for each
application.
The fifth reviewer (Ross) encourages increased two-way communication between
reliability engineers and designers or operators. Reliability engineers have to know more about
the design or the operation if they want their own message to be coherent.
The last reviewer (Sursock) also thinks that PSAs can be used to control safety level
according to the exact configuration of the unit, but that they must not be a means for reducing
safety margins. He believes PSA traceability should be improved through good documentation
and presentation of the models, so that users can easily grasp the assumptions which underlie the
models.
Discussion mainly related to the use of PSAs by "non-specialists". Most of the participants
think that this is possible if, firstly, the users are "sufficiently trained" and, secondly,- if the
models are adapted to the applications so that results cannot be misinterpreted, even if this means
the range of use has to be narrowed down (Van der Borst). To sum up, all the experts agree that
PSA readiness varies widely from one application to another, and there is relative unanimity
about where we can draw the line between applications which are already considered operational
and those which need to progress before they are (ref. paragraph 3.2).
3.2.4. The lessons learned
PSAs represent a unique synthesis of varied knowledge (thermohydraulics, neutronics,
human factors, etc.). However, they are not a perfect representation of reality, and never will be.
They are an approximate, but complex modelling of this. We should try to make intelligible
models with discernible limitations, rather than seek to be accurate at the cost of greater
complexity (Ross). After all, the end-users of the results of these studies are designers or
operators who are not PSA specialists. Besides, how can we define a PSA specialist? (Sursock,
Parry).
PSAs are, above all, a way of thinking, a way of looking at the problems which are
generally treated in a deterministic way by introducing a probabilistic concept. This makes it
possible to envisage all the aspects of a problem (within the limits, however, of what is
conceivable and judged to be sufficiently plausible).
PSAs shed extra light on problems they deal with (Carretero, Fleming, Kafka). They must
be used as a complement to other information (economic aspects, or, more generally, any aspects
not related to safety or not incorporated in PSAs) (Gunsell, Van der Borst).
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Bearing this in mind, it is better to have a well-integrated, multi-disciplinary team (of
reliability engineers and designers or of reliability engineers and operators) working on PSAs.
This facilitates exchange between the different skills (Row). An effort to train end-users should
also be made. And PSA specialists should endeavour to present their studies in the most userfriendly way possible:
graphic interfaces for reliability models, and presentation literature or users' guides are
considered to be a valuable aid (Sursock);
the range of validity of models, their limitations, and associated uncertainties should be
made very clear (Apostolakis, Fleming, etc.). And we should trace out all the main
assumptions (Poucet);
in addition to this, everybody agrees that results must be analysed and interpreted: is this
calculation relevant? What are the fundamental assumptions underlying the result? What
are the main contributions to the result? etc. Great care should be taken to seek out the
qualitative lessons, which must not be overshadowed by the numerical results;
we should develop interfaces with the users which are specific to each application. Some
participants even think that PSA models themselves should be adapted to each application
(Fleming, Kafka). It is true that the use of a specific model for a specific application is
necessarily limited, and this reduces the risk of faulty use by non specialists.
PSAs, then, are essentially enquiry tools ("what is the risk if...?) which help the user to
know which choice to make between various strategies or concepts. The difficult part is knowing
how to incorporate the PSA indicator and how to rank it among the other safety assessment
criteria (and this in the absence of precise regulations). PSA results are often subject to
uncertainty, but they do give a measure of one fundamental aspect: overall safety, whereas other
safety measurement tools are often more accurate but measure parameters of less general import.
Well-integrated, multi-disciplinary teams can negotiate this problem by assessing, case by case,
the degree of confidence they have in each of the different safety indicators, and hence evaluating
where they would rank them in the decision-making process. PSAs constitute one of the elements
in this process and not the decision process as a whole (This point of view was widely shared by
the experts present at the meeting).
All this pleads in favour of a closer dialogue between PSA specialists and the teams using
the results of these studies; it also makes PSA use very difficult in on-line decision-making as it
is not possible to interpret the results correctly in real time.
The Risk Monitor application was the one participants commented on the most during the
meeting. Opinions on it where relatively divergent, although everybody agreed that it must not be
a means of reducing safety margins (Poucet, Sursock). In the same way, the majority of
participants recommend this application when it is used for post hoc analysis of the safety level
of a power plant or for assessment of the impact of a given configuration on risk, and to take
decisions after analysis, interpretation of results, and the incorporation of all other relevant
information not included in the PSA model (constraints imposed during operation, the
deteriorated state of certain equipment, dosimetry, etc.).
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This application is, as such, considered to be complementary to the Operating Technical
Specifications (Fleming, Kafka, Gunsell, Van der Borst) and is what we will call the "off-line"
application, whereas use of the "Risk Monitor" as a control tool allowing for instantaneous
decision-making is still considered to be a futuristic "on line" application (Fleming, Gunsell).
In particular, it poses the problem of the qualification of models and of users' training,
except when the application has a perfectly delimited range of operation (which is the case of the
ESSM tool at Heysham 2 or of the "Safety monitor" currently being developed in San Onofre).
Ways to progress
Generally speaking, although they are conscious of PSA limitations, the experts seem to
favour their use in connection with real applications. This may be explained by the fact that PSAs
and their applications are already widely used abroad (notably in the U.S.). Their status is
therefore better established in these countries than it is in France.
However, opinions expressed during this meeting confirm that PSA applications in France
(design aids or design validation, Operating Technical Specifications, Reliability-Centered
Maintenance, incident analysis) are considered to be relevant ones. Nevertheless one application
which is widespread abroad is absent from France, and this is the Risk Monitor. This application
monopolised a large part of the debate during the meeting. Numerous support tools are being
created (ORAM, SENTINEL, EOOS, RISKMAN issue 6 in the U.S., RELIABILITY ADVISER
in Germany, ESSM in Great Britain). EDF should apparently keep a close watch on this
application and analyse the advantages of using it in France.
Like thermohydraulic studies, neutronic studies, etc., PSAs are subject to uncertainty. We
must learn to live with these uncertainties, be aware that PSA results should be relativised
according to the degree of confidence we have in them, and rank the PSA indicator among the
others when making a decision.
This calls for an improvement in the definition of each application's range of use and
doubtless for a better definition of PSA's role in the design and operation of the units. With this
in view, we should develop two-way communication between PSA specialists and designers or
operators, so that applications come to match the real needs of the end-users and are carried out
in the right conditions.
What EDF has started to do in documentary work and in improvement of user-friendliness
of the models is a step in the right direction, which experts at the meeting made a point of
recommending.
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3.3. FROM PSAs TO DEPENDABILITY
3.3.1. Summary of the background paper
In the report written for the international meeting, the aim was to deal with the still
emergent problem of incorporating Dependability and Human Factors into the design process of
nuclear power plant units. On the basis of a certain number of established facts, participants
suggested what action could be taken and raised some pending questions.
Established facts
Assessment of dependability characteristics in the design phase is not current practice, but
it is the subject of Research and Development work in EDF.
The link between PSAs and dependability characteristics is not studied in relation to
specific design problems: PSA is still essentially a tool for substantiation.
The place and role of ergonomics in a design process, and hence the relationship between
PSA and an analysis of the operator's mission, still have to be clearly defined.
Proposed action
If we are to be in a position to incorporate dependability criteria into the design process,
then we have to devise a specific approach. Building indicators for this purpose implies
having a system approach which uses functional analysis to counteract the paradoxical
effects of using the most fragile indicators at the beginning of the project to make the most
important decisions. This same functional approach can also help to give an explicit
definition of the role of the operators in the system.
From early design phase on, it is advisable to use the same system approach for safety
assessment criteria as for the other dependability criteria, but complement it by a
preliminary risk study to determine the objectives linked to safety systems.
Lastly, the qualitative aspect of PSAs can help us significantly to think out designs, and
PSA results can be used to target experimental simulator studies in ergonomics.
Pending questions
Do designers consider that there is a real advantage in taking dependability indicators into
account when they are making choices during the design process? Likewise, do they think
ergonomists have a real role to play in guiding design choices?
Has the system approach recommended in the paper been used in other fields?
How could ergonomists' and reliability engineers' jobs be updated to adapt to these new
problems?
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3.3.2. Synthesis of reviewers' comments by the topic reporter
Reviewers of the paper proposed by EDF/DER: Messrs. Boy (EURISCO), Cacciabue
(ISPRA), Carretero (Empresarios Agrupados), Laprie (LAAS-CNRS), Mrs. Pate Cornell
(Stanford University). Mr. Laprie was the topic reporter.
Mr. Laprie pointed out that all the experts supported the EDF report, and particularly
agreed on the need to incorporate dependability from design phase onward, not only as regards
safety (through PSAs), but also regarding availability, maintainability, etc. However, he
mentioned that the design approach - presented in this paper with two main stages - must in fact
be an iterative approach worked around several design loops. This approach necessarily goes
through the development of assessment criteria which can be used during the specification phase
and for final validation of the system. By virtue of this it allows for tracing of the decisions made
during the design process, and the knowledge base thus built can be re-used for other projects
(Boy) [3].
Dependability itself exists only through the definition of the criteria (or indicators) by
which it is measured. In other words, the objective (system dependability) and the results
measured (such as reliability) should not be mixed up. The difficulty lies in making comparative
assessment of existing practices (in EDF and elsewhere) relative to the approach recommended
in this paper.
The design approach must take explicit account of the difficulty of assessing the
dependability of systems which include software programmes.
Lastly and more generally, regarding all types of systems (computerised or not), it is
important to base the design approach on the concept of an error-tolerant system.
3.3.3. The lessons learned
General remarks
From a general point of view, several experts (Pate Cornell, Carretero) consider that we
have no assurance that dependability and ergonomic criteria have been incorporated into the
design process in the nuclear field, although they have in other industries. In the nuclear industry,
dependability (mainly characterised by PSAs) is essentially treated under the nuclear safety
aspect. On the other hand, dependability in the aeronautics and aerospace industries is not limited
to just one aspect, but also deals with availability and maintainability.
For an overall approach to design which incorporates ergonomic and dependability factors,
and consequently the methodological characteristics of both, here are the important comments to
be borne in mind.
An overall design approach incorporating ergonomic and dependability factors
The following experts (Boy, Laprie, Pate Cornell) noted that integrating human factors in
the design is an interactive process. In this incremental perspective, prototyping, as introduced in
design loops, enables us to assess future situations before the tool is actually built. When
incorporating dependability, we need, in particular, to introduce evaluation loops during design
phase (Laprie); it is also useful to carry out these experiments during the specification phase to
get subsequent criteria for assessment of the final system.
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In addition, one expert (Pate Cornell) encourages making the most of the new capacities of
fast and flexible prototyping in order to reproduce various design options, as simulator studies
can help us to assess potential situations, and make the design choices easier.
In the context of automation, the need for us to decide advisedly is central to EDF's
approach to the human factor.
As for using the functional approach to design, one expert (Boy) [4], while confirming his
interest in it, stresses two imperatives for this approach:
the traceability of design choices in each project,
continuity between projects, i.e. the capacity for re-use in designing; and he consequently
emphasises the need to develop standards.
He also points out that there are two contradictory approaches involved in designing:
the downward approach, which takes an overall approach to the design process. This
approach gives us a clear idea of system maintainability; on the other hand, it does not
allow for integration of the human factor until the end of the design process, at the time of
assessment,
the upward approach, which uses fast prototyping; this approach allows us to incorporate
the human factor from the beginning but, on the other hand, it does not deal with the
maintainability aspect.
The present problem therefore is to combine both these points of view. With this in mind,
the same expert (Boy) envisages a downward approach which would include the human factor
and re-use knowledge already applied in previous projects.
On the same question, another expert (Pate Cornell) considers that there is no paradox in
making critical choices before we know the minutest details of the system, but that this requires a
downward approach which will take the system as a whole rather than in separate parts. As far as
can be seen from our experience in various fields, it looks as if human factors should be
integrated right from the beginning of the design process.
This would mean, given the uncertainty over human factor data, that we would have to
evaluate the uncertainty level of these results with accuracy. We must address the whole manmachine system and anticipate the consequences of our different technical choices at different
stages. There is a close connection between the choices which are made during the design
process and the procedures which are to be carried out later on in the operating process, and we
must bear this in mind when we plan:
the number of personnel required to manage the system,
the required level of training, while differentiating between knowledge acquired on the
physical process and the more operational knowledge about procedures,
the duration and frequency of maintenance actions and the various regulations that will
help us to decide whether to have a break in production for "on demand" maintenance.
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These different options will correspond to variations in cash flow, which are a useful
element of decision in the design phase.
Lastly, it is noted that the task of incorporating dependability and ergonomics comes, to a
large extent, within the realm of project management (Carretero); and that it will only be
effective if personnel in both these disciplines have an explicit desire to cooperate and if the right
means are provided for that end.
Methods for incorporating dependability
The meeting highlights one of the main difficulties in assessing new systems: the reliability
of software programmes. For other organisations (such as the LAAS), as for EDF, this difficulty
poses an important problem which has not been solved yet (Laprie).
One expert (Cacciabue) agrees with EDF that PSA qualitative results are of prime
importance: qualitative analysis makes for complete viewing of the system. He also stresses the
central role of expertise in our approach to dependability.
Another expert (Pate Cornell) stimulated some interest with her opinion as to which
various indicators should be incorporated. She stresses we must not underestimate the costs
which stem from our design choices and thinks we must analyse the overall cost of design and
operation right from the beginning of a project in order to avoid surprises later on such as:
pushing safety and reliability into the background when designing in order to limit the
immediate costs, which in the long term can induce much higher costs to ensure safe and
efficient operation,
the absence of planning for maintenance costs when making design choices, which can
have unfortunate financial consequences later on.
There should be a general link made between the various types of dependability indicator
and the variations in cash flow, for whole-life costing of systems.
One expert (Gaertner) stresses the major role of maintainability among the various
dependability criteria. He also encourages the use of Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM) in
the design phase of power plants or for modification of designs or re-designing of systems, as
was formerly the case in the aeronautics industry. RCM can tell us what is critical for safety or
for availability and thus what should be maintained and at which frequency. If PSA is not
incorporated into RCM, then there is no means to really gauge the impact of maintenance on
safety.
As regards dependability methods, we should remember that a specific balance between the
deterministic/probabilistic and qualitative/quantitative has to be found for each objective
(Carretero). It would be wiser to define the dependability system for a nuclear project as a whole
and adapt our methods of approach to the specific objectives we have defined than to extrapolate
the probabilistic PSA approach to all the aspects of dependability.
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In other words, although some co-ordination between the various dependability aspects
may be useful, it is not necessarily the best solution to try and set up a unique assessment tool.
Designing requires a certain degree of continuity in its methods and techniques, even if up-dating
is still needed, so the type of information supplied by PSAs should be predictable to some extent,
and in conformity with certain standards. The expert draws attention to the fact that this line of
action has already been adopted in the aeronautics industry, where the use of standardised data is
stipulated by contract.
Methods for incorporating human factors
Referring to EDF's ergonomic analysis of those PSA sequences where the human factor
carries particular weight, one expert (Cacciabue) emphasises the value of such an approach, but
points out two difficulties:
this complex work necessitates having a paradigm of the operators' behaviour, which
would have to be modelled around a systematic identification of errors and their
causes, and a classification of these errors into different categories;
we have to make sure the necessarily detailed analysis of human factors remains
compatible with the whole range of PSAs, otherwise it may be impossible to link the
two types of approach.
A final point on human error. It is important to remember that the systems we design
should be of the "error-tolerant type" rather than the "error-avoiding" type, since human error is
inevitable (Boy).
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3.4. INCIDENT ANALYSIS
3.4.1. Summary of the background paper
Probabilistic incident analysis is a method for assessing the potential consequences of
incidents which is based on models derived from PSAs. It consists in representing the possible
sequences in the deterioration of real incidents and in calculating the probability of their
occurrence and, as such, is therefore a complement to the usual methods of incident cause
analysis. Four possible objectives are discussed in the background paper:
a measurement of the seriousness of incidents (conditional probability of core melt) and an
overall safety indicator built around these probabilities,
a qualitative description of the main scenarios accompanying deteriorated states, which
provides operating feedback on serious accidents arising from common incidents,
a "probabilistic safety culture" based on the application of probabilistic incident analysis
within NPPs,
the improvement of PSA models, using operating feedback from the utilities.
These objectives are widely discussed in the paper. As far as the first of them is concerned,
it was pointed out that seriousness measurements would vary according to the underlying
assumptions, and that resulting indicators had to be used with great caution.
A number of examples in the report go on to illustrate some of the lessons we can learn
specifically from this kind of analysis -.functional dependencies are brought to light, as are hidden
common modes; the importance of some incidents and the relative unimportance of others is
demonstrated. The report then suggests using PSA models to identify serious accident scenarios
which are not anticipated at design phase, by means of an overall man-machine approach to
operation.
Lastly, it raises a series of questions concerning methodology which were put to the experts
at the meeting: where should analyses be started (notably in the case where the incident is a
series of events)?; which data should be varied to represent potential scenarios?; which data
should be used (specific, generic, etc.)?; how do we evaluate that consequences are
unacceptable?
The paper concludes by stressing that the method is highly exploratory and multidisciplinary, and as yet far from automation stage.
3.4.2. Synthesis of reviewers' comments by the topic reporter
Reviewers of the paper proposed by EDF/DER: Messrs. Mosleh (University of Maryland),
Ostberg (University of Lund). Mr. Ostberg was the topic reporter.
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The advantages of probabilistic analysis
The difficulty of perceiving risk, for those directly involved with it (and also for the general
public) is a well-known problem. Probabilistic analysis is a means of improving risk perception,
insofar as it helps us to trace and to represent possible accident scenarios, and hence to calculate
the risk linked to a plant more accurately. PSAs give a formalised representation of incidents, "a
kind of framework".
The method should thus enable us to increase our knowledge of risk and hence contribute
to an overall improvement in safety. Simultaneously, analysis of real incidents enables us to
complete PSA models.
The limitations
If probabilistic analysis does help us to represent incidents, the question is then raised
concerning those potentially important events that are in fact outside the scope of PSA analysis.
On the other hand, the fact that there are a number of incidents (however large that number might
be) which can be satisfactorily adapted to PSAs, does not necessarily prove their validity.
More generally, limitations stem from the fact that models are essentially built around
technical considerations and that, although these considerations represent our present knowledge
bases, they are only a partial aspect of reality. The contextual aspects of the incident should also
be taken into consideration. In particular, it is important to find the means to incorporate
organisational factors in the analysis: incidents are not isolated events, they are the product of
factors which can be related to organisation. The question is, then, to collect the greatest possible
number of factors in order to draw up an overall picture of the incident.
3.4.3. The lessons learned
The advantage of the method
The EDF paper stresses the importance of the lessons we learn from studying the possible
consequences of real incidents. This is a widely-shared viewpoint. It is even thought that the
study of "near misses" can teach us as much as that of serious accidents can and that we have a
lot to learn from incidents which did not produce catastrophic effects (Cacciabue). However, it is
recognised that efforts devoted to studying the causes and consequences of near misses are not
sufficient and that there is a shortage of methods for carrying out such studies.
Moreover, probabilistic analysis makes it possible to enlarge the field of vision, to see how
a failure can affect the whole installation, to identify where the weaknesses are in the lines of
defence, the significance of the operating profile, of manual or automatic actions, etc. (Tomic).
Lastly, and above all, incident analysis is a means of comparing the assumptions
underlying the models to reality, and of checking the completeness of these models (Carre tero):
incident analysis is therefore a particularly good way to make probabilistic models evolve.
Risk assessment
What we need, above all, in risk assessment is to use analyses with a credible data-base:
it is unreasonable to declare very low figures (Fragola).
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In order to get operating feedback, we use probabilistic analysis to see whether plant
operations as a whole can go outside the safety standards (in the same way as a doctor has
standards by which to assess his patient's state of health). But identical standards can lead to very
different results depending on the plants concerned. There are specific technical characteristics
and different cultures which can only be appreciated from the analysis of real incidents
(Fragola).
The causes of incidents
This background paper, which centres on the study of potential consequences, likewise
illustrates the importance of giving good descriptions of incident causes when you build the
possible sequences evolving from these incidents. Many participants shared the view that it is
valuable to have detailed descriptions like this of the causes of events, and a large part of the
debate concerned the study of these causes. Basically, to know them helps us to overcome the
uncertainties in data. The Challenger accident is still cited with regard to this, since the problem
concerning its seal-ring data is totally different depending on whether or not we incorporate the
determining factors, i.e. their temperature. Essentially what we have to do is to look for
parameters with the greatest overall relevance and test the systems under exact operational
conditions (Fragola).
We must then evaluate the context and the causes of the incident correctly, particularly
with regard to decisions made (modelling of the human factor at all levels) and to organisational
factors (here the Challenger accident is cited as an example). This also raises the problem of
knowing how far to go in incident cause analysis, especially if our objective is to develop a safety
culture (or quality culture) (Apostolakis) [5], [6].
But as we are unable to incorporate organisational factors and economic assessment criteria
into PSA models, we tend to put them aside. As one expert (Apostolakis) said, there is resistance
to studying how decisions are made. From this point of view, can we say that the Challenger
accident is due to organisational failure or to component failure? In this particular case, all
physical phenomena were known. It would be possible to go as far as to say that a failure is only
"technical" if the physical phenomenon that caused it has not already been recorded in literature.
The ideas expressed above are akin to those developed in the EDF paper: that is to say,
analysis of causes and analysis of consequences form a whole, which is why it is so important to
carry out incident analysis in the field or as close as possible thereto, and the implication here is
that we need to be more closely involved with NPPs when developing these analyses, so that we
can come up with specific models and increase our contextual knowledge of incidents. The use of
PSAs on-site can then be seen as a risk analysis tool, an aid to decision-making or simply as a
guide to ways of thinking for operators.
Analysis methods
A series of more technical questions was submitted to the experts. Here is a synthesis of the
answers given.
Should specific or generic data be used?
The use of models and generic data is close to the Accident Sequence Precursor approach.
When they can be used, specific data give more accurate results (the conditional probabilities
only really mean something within the context of the incident) but they take more time to
process.
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The best solution seems to be a compromise (Mosleh) but it has been observed that,
compared to studies based on specific models, ASP results can be wrong by several orders of
magnitude (Tomic). The tendency with the ASP approach today is to develop specific models for
each plant.
Can criteria other than that of core melt be used?
It would be useful if we could have several assessment criteria^ (core melt, release of
radioactivity, availability, compliance with technical specifications, etc.). The interesting
information gleaned from this meeting is that it seems it would be possible to work on several
criteria, using the same models, methods and tools (Mosleh).
Does this kind of analysis present any risks if it is used by operators?
It seems that the benefits are more significant than the potential risks that could be
imagined (Mosleh). Moreover, the idea was put forward that probabilistic analysis compared to
reality through incident analysis is a rather good instrument for risk management (Gaertner).
Where should incident analysis start?
This problem was raised in the EDF text: when the potential consequences of incidents are
being studied, at what moment in the incident must the break be made between the determined
past of the plant and the study of its possible futures? One answer is that this only applies to
complex incidents. In most cases, PSA models can be taken as a base (i.e. the analysis can start
as soon as a PSA-modelled event occurs). For complex incidents, we can illustrate the various
event-tree initiating states which have been gone through, then draw and calculate all the
sequences, using in each case the methodology developed for PSAs (Mosleh). When the events
cannot be linked to existing PSA trees, then they have to be created and the PSA models
completed.
How do you estimate the probability of an event occurring on another unit?
There should be a qualitative analysis made of both the "original" NPP and the "target"
NPP (identical methodology to that of Common Cause Failure, NUREG/CR-4780). In principle,
this kind of extrapolation should only be necessary for the most significant incidents (Mosleh).
How should an indicator that varies from year to year be interpreted?
This phenomenon is well known (in American NPPS), where indicators may fluctuate
greatly from one year to another, although they increase in reliability over a long term period. It
would seem that one year is too short a period of time to calculate an indicator, a good solution
being to calculate the indicator over five years (Mosleh). The experts likewise expressed their
agreement on the validity limits surrounding probabilistic evaluations of event seriousness, and
hence surrounding the safety indicator which is derived from them.
Ways to progress
We should relativise the importance of probabilities in incident analysis (as in PSAs) and
exploit its multi-disciplinary aspect, which is the real advantage of the method. PSA-based
incident analyses can be performed using qualitative models built around scenarios that use
reactor physics, equipment behaviour, human factors, etc.
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The most important question is the following: "how can the situation deteriorate?" The
question: "what is the probability of occurrence?" comes later on (Apostolakis). We therefore
stress the highly multi-disciplinary character of this type of analysis which requires another type
of expertise than that which is usually needed in the technical field (Ostberg).
The experts expressed their agreement on the value of developing this type of method of
analysis. They urged EDF to carry on with its efforts, using PSAs as a framework for analysis
(Ostberg). However, not all incidents can be processed in this way, and this brings us back to the
validity and the completeness of PSA models.
Comparing PSAs with the reality of plant operations is actually a means of questioning
them more extensively: why is PSA validity challenged by incidents that it cannot incorporate
easily? How do we account for contextual and organisational factors in PSA-based analysis?
The importance of incorporating organisational factors, and inversely, the absence of such
factors in PSA models, came up several times during the debate. There may be a promising line
of research here, which would increase the multi-disciplinary character of the incidents even
more and hence that of the methods for analysing their causes and consequences.
All this indicates that we are still far from automating our methods, that these methods
require great knowledge of the plant and expertise in PSA models, and that analysis of causes is
as important as that of potential consequences, since it enables us to identify the deepest
underlying causes (contextual and organisational factors) which are not satisfactorily
incorporated in PSAs.
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3.5. SAFETY INDICATORS
3.5.1. Summary of the background paper
The purpose of the communication to the International Meeting was to present a project for
development of an organisational indicator of "safety culture" (or of "safety climate"). The
principle behind it derives from both psychometric and epidemiological methods.
The indicator is based on a questionnaire, similar to the one elaborated to assess corporate
climate.
The aim is to make it possible to assess and to diagnose daily safety routines involving
both field operators (control and maintenance), and managerial staff.
The questions or items aim at finding out how the personnel perceive their everyday work,
its difficulties and safety, i.e. what opinions or judgements they form, both through their
subjective experience and from their point of view as professionals.
The questionnaire should be designed to offer some ways to improve the situation (such as
training, management, procedures etc.), since it is liable to detect the causes of dysfunctions, as
identified by the personnel concerned.
The questionnaire should likewise come up to a certain number of criteria (validity,
sensitivity, ease of use, etc.). The major phase of validation must then confirm that these criteria
are in fact met.
Once drawn up in detail and validated, the questionnaire can be regularly issued to plant
employees; this will help to evaluate any changes perceived by the personnel, in particular
possible deviations in safety routine.
The results of the questionnaire then have to be analysed and interpreted, and can thus help
to establish common grounds for talks between management and field operators.
3.5.2. Synthesis of reviewers' comments by the topic reporter
Reviewers of the paper proposed by EDF/DER: Messrs. Logan (INPO), Tomic (IAEA).
Mr. Tomic was the topic reporter.
Although it was thought to be incomplete (since building of the indicator and connected
work are still in progress) and confusing, EDF's proposal was judged stimulating and promising,
and at least original.
The principles behind building of the indicator
On this subject, acknowledged points of interest for the experts were as follows:
the indicator should enable us to spot situations of risk (thus there is a predictive element),
it should enable us to diagnose problems, organisational dysfunctions as early as possible,
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its aim is to supply sufficiently complete information for us to be able to build up an
overall diagnosis of the really human and organisational aspects of a nuclear unit considered here as a sociotechnical system;
the basic concepts underlying the questionnaire are incorporated in the analysis of the work
that is in fact done and of work-organisation as it really is, (as opposed to prescribed work
and prescribed work-organisation),
the questionnaire is based on what the personnel perceive, i.e. on subjective opinions,
the indicator aims to pick up difficult and "soft" notions.
Leading or lagging indicators?
The specificity of the organisational indicator developed (a questionnaire based on what
the personnel perceive) makes it difficult to categorise. Is it a predictive indicator ("leading
indicator") or a retrospective indicator ("lagging indicator")?
In other words, must the indicator be used in management or for building up PSA data?
The experts agree that this is a predictive-type (or "leading") indicator.
Organisational and technical indicators
Organisational safety indicators should be linked to objective numerical indicators, which
are based on technical performance:
to complete the organisational and human aspect of safety with the technical aspect.
to correlate subjective perception with technical data, in order to back it up and to
calibrate it.
Conditions of use of the indicator
According to the experts, this type of indicator could be used when a serious or important
incident happened, by examining the possible deviations and points that may have helped to lead
to it (and by comparing the results given by the indicator at an incident-free period with those
issued after the event).
We should look carefully into how often we use the indicator; there is in fact a risk of
having biased or distorted information if it is used too often.
"Auto-realiser prophecy"
This indicator brings specific points to the attention of the personnel who use it, and thus it
has a tendency, to some extent, to be self-implementing, to "auto-realise" or carry out its
objectives on its own.
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As one expert (Logan) puts it: "What is not measured (by the indicator) will not occur".
This phenomenon heightens the value of the indicator.
The indicator: an emerging concept
The indicator concept developed by EDF is emerging in a lot of countries. Research is
underway with a view to developing indicators of this kind, based on organisational factors and
on the subjective assessment of employees and operators.
Recommendations
In conclusion, the experts strongly support the development of this new concept, with the
following main recommendations:
the indicator should check all the IAEA criteria (the required characteristics) [71],
the scope of validity of the QSC (Questions of Safety Climate) question list should be
better defined,
the QSC must be considered as one part of a larger, more comprehensive programme of
indicators, including:
specific technical safety indicators,
indicators built to Operating Technical Specifications,
complex risk-based indicators,
the QSC should be developed along with a review (a bibliographical review essentially)
which targets what is going on in this area, and subjective indicators in particular. This
implies an assessment of the work being done in this field by organisations like WANO,
INPO, the UNIPEDE, and utilities,
the variables (or scales) must be detailed into items (in question form),
lastly, a particular effort should be made to check, calibrate and validate the QSC.
3.5.3. The lessons learned
The remarks or recommendations made by the experts are recapitulated and some
comments added when justified.
Leading character of the indicator
The indicator being developed has a predictive purpose. There is a prior assumption
underlying it that personnel (management and operators) are particularly well-placed for
detecting and identifying deviations or dysfunctions or for expressing their worries concerning
safety.
On top of this, analysis of a certain number of industrial accidents (Bhopal, Challenger,
Piper Alpha, etc.) confirms that people concerned have the faculty to draw attention to safety
aspects and to express their doubts on them in this way.
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Further to this, the information collected should be discussed and interpreted in liaison with
the personnel. The diagnosis is the result of this approach as a whole.
Organisational indicators and technical indicators
A certain number of safety-quality indicators, essentially of the technical type, are already
used in EDF nuclear power plants. What is lacking is a perception-based indicator, centred on
real-life work-organisation and everyday safety routines as seen through the eyes of the
employees.
The analysis and interpretation phase mentioned above should (or may) include an
examination of overall, technical results, of overall performance, in order to compare these to the
results of the questionnaire.
But the correlation is not necessarily direct between these two types of indicator. The
personnel may detect deviations a long time before the deterioration of overall safety
performance becomes tangible.
Conditions of use
Objectives for the validation phase, and then for the first phase of more systematic use,
include careful examination (in conjunction with NPP operators/experts) of:
(i)
(ii)

the frequency of use of this questionnaire
specific terms concerning its use: after a serious incident, but also for instance when unit
management thinks it is useful.

"Auto-realiser prophecy"
The range of variables and items examined in the QSC (all related to everyday work and
safety aspects) increase its aptitude for diagnosing.
If it is too specialised, an indicator runs the risk of focusing the attention of the personnel
on a particular objective, at the expense of other factors. The risks are much lower when the
indicator is in questionnaire form (and includes approximately a hundred questions).
Ways to progress
It is clear that current development of the indicator is well planned out, with the following
targets:
to meet the criteria mentioned in the paper and, as far as possible, those of the IAEA,
to list the QSC into items or questions, of a specific type determined from detailed clinical
surveys made in the field over the past few years,
to calibrate and validate the QSC with reference populations.
Lastly, the QSC should be developed along with a synthesis of the work that is being
carried out in this field, by a certain number of organisations, and also at university research
level.
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It would be an unquestionable advantage to link the results of this type of organisational
indicator with those of technical indicators of overall plant performance. As we mentioned
before, technical indicators are already operational in nuclear power plants but they are often
difficult to interpret by themselves.
A comparative study of these different types of indicator will only be foreseeable after we
have had the first feedback from using the QSC.
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3.6. HUMAN RELIABILITY
3.6.1. Summary of the background paper
Our ability to carry out Probabilistic Human Reliability Assessments (PHRA) is often
challenged. From our experience at EDF in Probabilistic Safety Assessments for nuclear power
plants, we go on to show that PHRA's very high uncertainty level relates to the fact that some
very important factors here are often poorly taken into account and that, if you are going to
account for them, you need to have proper understanding of the actual context in which operators
work. This necessitates skilled behavioural science surveys in the field, involving power plant
and simulator studies.
The idea of estimating the probabilities of operator failure must not be abandoned, but
probabilities should be given less importance, for they are only approximate indications. The
qualitative aspects of PHRA (analysis process and qualitative lessons) should be given greater
value.
That is why the description (illustrated by case histories) of the main human behavioural
mechanisms, and of their manifestations in the nuclear power plant context (in terms of habits,
attitudes, and informal methods and organisation in particular) should be an important part of
PHRA handbooks. We also suggest that these handbooks should insist more on methods for
gathering information about the actual context of operator work. In these conditions, PHRA
should not only be possible but opportune as a process for systematic analysis and assessment of
human intervention.
3.6.2. Synthesis of reviewers' comments by the topic reporter
Reviewers of the document presented by EDF/DER: Messrs. Apostolakis (University of
California), Fragola (SAIC), Hollnagel (Human Reliability Associates), Kirwan (University of
Birmingham), Parry (NUS Corporation). Mr Fragola was the topic reporter.
Main points:
A PSA is not a measurement of risk. It is a systematic method for discussing risk.
Qualitative aspects are very important, and the analysis process is as important as the final
result.
Improvement is required, particularly on the models which underlie human reliability
assessments, and there is a shortage of work on this aspect.
To develop models, it is important to gather field information, particularly by interacting
with operators.
Comments of experts
There was general agreement with the EDF paper, and particularly general consensus on
the fact that the major benefit of PSA is scenario assessment and, more precisely, understanding
how the operator interacts with the power plant during an accident sequence. This has a "hidden
benefit": analysis of human reliability forces operators, plant management, engineers and outside
analysts to sit together and discuss the risks involved in scenarios.
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Although all recognise the importance of qualitative analysis, the remarks of the first
reviewer (Apostolakis) indicate that qualitative analysis has a major shortcoming: it gives no
indication of uncertainty, which is crucial for decision-making. This is why we have to quantify.
The performance of a nuclear power plant can be significantly different from PSA
predictions. This is primarily because of issues that PSA does not address, such as organisation.
Somehow these organisational factors must be taken into account: inside the human reliability
analysis process, or outside the analysis but with a link to it (as proposed by another reviewer).
.•<
Short-term improvements are possible by linking operator behaviour better to the situation
or context.
For the next reviewer (Fragola), human reliability analysis is probabilistic by nature.
Probabilistic aspects can be assessed qualitatively. But if we give up using probabilities for
operator actions, we take a major component of risk out of PSA.
Generic models and data must be used to select the scenarios where the effect of operator
actions on the risk is most significant. Only for these scenarios is it useful to implement the
detailed qualitative methods of human reliability and psychology.
The next reviewer (Hollnagel) agreed that there is a need for a review of the models
underlying the human reliability analysis. There is a significant difference between psychologists
and human reliability people. It is necessary to develop a non-directional methodology (inductive
and deductive) that rebalances the psychological perspective centred on representations and the
probabilistic perspective of human reliability.
The next reviewer (Kirwan) stressed the need to take account of errors of commission.
Safety culture is also very important. But it can be assessed outside PSA, whereas a minimum
level of safety culture in the plant studied should be required to validate the PSA.
The last reviewer (Parry) stressed the importance of the process of identification and
definition of Human Failure Events (HFEs) in the context of the PSA model. In other words,
which failures do we need to model and how do we do it? This, in particular, refers to HFEs
representing the results of errors of commission. Then, he stressed the value of permanent "back
and forth" comparison between models and the field (including interviews with operators). The
response times observed on simulators are not totally representative of reality, but simulators are
useful if their data are combined with interviews of operators. Finally, he pointed out that,
without probabilities, human reliability analysis is no more than an academic exercise, for it is
not useful for decision-making.
3.6.3. The lessons learned
Qualitative and quantitative aspects
The experts agree that both the final result and the PSA process itself are very important.
Two of them (Apostolakis, Fragola) put particular emphasis on this point: an essential
contribution of PSAs is to constitute a structured, multi-disciplinary approach to risk, built
around scenarios (or event sequences). PSA allows for structured analysis and discussion of risk,
based on scenarios and involving reliability people, human factor specialists, operators, engineers
and management.
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Concerning the respective importance of qualitative aspects and probabilities, the debate is
more open. Many experts seem to have perceived the paper as a relatively vehement attack
against probabilistic quantification of the Human Factor. They therefore develop a vigorous
defence of probabilities based on the following arguments:
probabilities are the best tool for handling non-deterministic problems and, consequently,
human behaviour (Apostolakis, Fragola),
qualitative aspects are affected by uncertainty just as much as probabilities; and, contrary
to probabilities, they are not accompanied by an assessment of this uncertainty
(Apostolakis),
decision-makers vitally need figures to make their decisions. A PHRA without
probabilities therefore loses its essential merit as a decision support (Carretero, Fragola,
Parry, Sursock).
However, two experts (Apostolakis, Hollnagel) recognise that probabilities are often
overemphasised. The completeness of the analysis, the substantiation provided, and the analysis
process itself are important. One of them (Hollnagel) even thinks that:
it is very difficult to quantify Human Factors in a PSA, because the best predictive models psychological models - are deterministic,
moreover, it is not necessary to quantify Human Factors: qualitative descriptions can be
ranked, and an interface can thus be found between a deterministic assessment of the
Human Factor and PSA.
Although they do not go so far, most of the experts consider that qualitative aspects are
important:
to "predict" operator actions, it is necessary to have detailed analyses of the context in
which the actions are performed,
the qualitative information derived from these analyses is of use in improving safety.
One expert (Fragola) nevertheless recommends that no detailed qualitative analysis be
performed before first determining the potential gain from such an analysis in terms of reduction
of uncertainty and better assessment of risk (at the end, therefore, of a process of screening, and
in accordance with the "expected value of even perfect information" - "EVPI").
To sum up, on the whole the experts recognise the importance of the qualitative teachings
and of the PSA process itself. Nevertheless, challenging the central "status" of probabilities in
PHRA and scepticism over their real significance seem to be very much minority attitudes. Most
of the experts think that probabilistic quantification of the Human Factor is essential, and that the
difficulties encountered do not fundamentally compromise or detract from the current approach.
But they emphasise the importance of assessing the uncertainties as well.
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Modelling of human factors: factors to be taken into account (other than organisational
aspects)
The paper implies that most operator actions involve complex cognitive processes which
are not well modelled at the moment. Certain essential factors are not explicitly taken into
account in the current models, which are task models rather than operator models. This
considerably reduces the "predictive" capacities of PHRA, particularly with respect to errors of
commission.
On the whole, the experts (Apostolakis, Carretero, Fragola, Hollnagel, Kirwan, Mosleh,
etc.) consider that it is important to take account in more detailed manner of the "context" of the
scenario studied, but only three of them give details on this idea.
One (Kirwan) gave examples showing the importance of factors like "the structure of
objectives and the values of operators" which are very similar to those mentioned in the
EDF paper. He stressed the problem of "prediction" of errors of commission.
Another (Hollnagel) centred his presentation on the need to use psychological models that
describe the mechanisms of error production. The current empirical approach, centred on
the results of cognitive processes ("error modes"), which overlooks mechanisms and
causes, has a very limited predictive virtue. The probability of an "error mode" depends
largely on the situation, on the context, and therefore on the process which leads up to it.
Lastly, one expert (Mosleh) points out that the main problem lies in not actually having a
systematic method for identifying potential operator errors. He considers that the present,
static structure of PSAs (event trees, fault trees) is not apt for taking adequate account of
the context and does not allow for sufficiently complex modelling of the operator. This
problem cannot be solved by PHRA specialists alone, for it concerns the structure of PSAs
as a whole. He also considers that dynamic modelling of the unit and cognitive processes
could improve the situation. On this point, another expert (Kirwan) believes that cognitive
simulation is an approach that should be encouraged, despite its restrictions, for it forces us
to make operator models explicit and enables us to test them.
Data: generic data and collecting information in the field
The EDF article considers that collecting information and data in the field (power plants
and simulators) is an essential phase of a PHRA, and one of which the importance is not stressed
enough in current methodologies. This opinion appears to be widely shared by the experts. One
of these (Fragola) even seemed surprised by EDF's insistence on this point, considering that the
matter "went unsaid". However, it is possible that there may be some misunderstanding on the
collection and use of field data and generic data. Another expert (Parry) stressed the need for
permanent "back and forth" comparison of models and data. With regard to the use of simulators,
he drew attention to the fact that response times observed are not really representative of real-life
response times, so it is necessary to combine simulator data with information obtained from
interviews with operators. Other experts (Fragola, Kirwan) also mentioned the value of
simulators for PHRA.
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Taking account of organisational factors
The paper considers that failure to take account of organisational factors in PSA is a real
problem. However, it admits that it is difficult to build highly structured and very complete
models of the organisation of a power plant and to incorporate them in the PSA model.
This topic was the subject of considerable controversy. One expert (Sursock) considered
that it would be a long time before organisational factors could be taken into account explicitly in
PSAs. For him, as things stand in the theory of organisations, it is not possible for this theory to
be used to quantitative and predictive ends, which excludes it outright for PSA. On the other
hand, it is possible to have a qualitative approach to organisations, and this is even necessary
when it comes to safety analysis. But this cannot be integrated into a PSA.
A second expert (Kirwan) expressed a similar opinion, even though he spoke of "safety
culture" rather than organisational factors in general. He considered it difficult to quantify the
effect of safety culture in a PSA. Consequently, he made two recommendations:
a qualitative evaluation should be made with other tools,
PSAs should be performed independently, but considering that their validity depend on the
achievement of minimum conditions with respect to safety culture.
Lastly, one expert (Apostolakis) considered that it is both indispensable and possible to
incorporate these aspects into PSAs. It is indispensable, for experience (incidents, etc.) has
shown the essential role organisational factors play in risk. But the results of a PSA are not really
sensitive to the quality of management and organisation in the power plant under study. If no
progress is made in these respects, PSAs cannot claim to be tools of any use in risk management,
and it will not be possible to apply risk-based regulation. PSA specialists must therefore find
solutions.
NB: This expert proposed directions to be followed up; he did not develop them at the meeting,
but in articles handed out to EDF [8] [9], where he suggests a means of addressing the problem,
to start off with, by performing systematic analysis of the prescribed organisation for safety
system maintenance tasks. This approach sets out to reveal latent common modes which have a
known impact on risk.
Ways to progress
As a whole, the experts encouraged pursuing the ideas put forward in the paper, although
further discussion was deemed necessary on the role, meaning and uncertainties of PHRA.
Progress will not be possible unless we each specify what we mean by probability, and our
conclusions will differ according to whether we consider PHRA probabilities to be frequencies or
a simple means of ranking the situations that we class as "sequences" (to refer to two extreme
interpretations); S.R. Watson's article [10] is one such attempt at clarification.
We will have to shape out more detailed ideas on how to improve qualitative analysis
methods and how to account for cognitive mechanisms and "really human" factors (like operator
attitudes). Bibliographical studies, a synoptic review of all the behavioural data we have on
operators and a return to real incident analysis will help us to do this.
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There was unanimous agreement on the importance of collecting data "in the field" and
EDF's worries about this point seem to have come as something of a surprise. Here again, the
problem is one of knowing what you are talking about: which data, in which field, and with
which methods? If we are more specific about the factors we need to incorporate (previous
point), this should help us to clarify our positions and check the unanimous opinion expressed at
the meeting.
We should look more closely into the potential value of certain cognitive simulator studies
as an aid in structuring our field data.
Lastly, we are going to study the suggested lines of action for integrating organisational
factors in PSA. We think that the documents submitted on this subject address the problem in a
realistic and reasonably ambitious way.
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4. GENERAL CONCLUSION OF THE MEETING
4.1. GENERAL SYNTHESIS
This synthesis was presented by Mr. Kafka. To start off with, he pointed out the
considerable advantage obtained by the preparation of reports before the meeting, and stressed
that these documents were all judged to be of high quality, and that this preliminary work had
allowed in substantial reviews. He also appreciated that the meeting had been an opportunity for
extensive debates and free exchanges between the representatives of numerous countries from
Europe and America. He hoped that similar meetings of this type would also incorporate
representatives of Japan and/or Eastern Europe. Lastly he also pointed out that grouping the
representatives of different organisations (i.e. designers, operators, safety authorities, research
workers, etc.) had been beneficial for the enrichment of the exchanges.
What type of PSAs for specific applications?
There are four major categories of models:
those intended for periodical safety assessments as part of a regulatory process. These
studies generally supply an average figure per reactor-year;
living PSAs, regularly updated with a set of real data; these models are used to follow the
evolution of risk: ("risk follow-up" as the Swedes call it, or "performance indicators" as the
Americans call it);
models intended to evaluate instantaneous risk: they need to have sequence dependencies
incorporated, and they do not use average values. This type of model is used to implement
risk monitors as operating aids;
combined models which use operating feedback for identifying real incidents and for
predictive studies of their potential consequences. We need combined models to implement
precursor analysis.
What combined use of Boolean and dynamic methods for PSA or for specific PSA
applications?
In general, PSAs use "macro-models" for which we ordinarily employ Boolean methods,
the methods underlying fault trees or event trees. For certain subsystems, such as diesels or
reactor protection systems, it may be necessary to use other kinds of models such as Markov
graphs.
In certain cases it can also be useful to apply totally different approaches, such as dynamic
event trees (ref. works of A. Mosleh), or simulator models of the physical process or of timedependencies (ref. works of the ISPRA on the DYLAM calculation code or the works of
Professor Devooght - Universite Libre de Bruxelles).
What tools for computerising PSAs and associated applications?
There are two trends:
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to use calculation codes on personal computers and adapt them to on-line (real time) or offline applications to answer questions such as: "what happens if...?"
Certain calculation codes are now widely used in the international community, for instance
RISK SPECTRUM, CAFTA, IRRAS, RISKMAN, etc.
to use codes based on expert system shells that allow for a more user-friendly
implementation of PSA models by means of graphic interfaces, tools to question the
models, or complementary modules to generate additional results.
Who are the real users of PSAs? Of PSA results? How are PSAs integrated into a decisionmaking process?
The answer to this question is different for each of the following three categories of users:
safety authorities, operators, and designers.
The first category (safety authorities) use PSA primarily with a view to obtaining licences,
making safety re-assessments, and ranking priorities in safety improvement.
The second category (operators) see it as a potential means of establishing Operating
Technical Specifications (such as assessment of authorised operating times in the event of
component unavailability), or, as in the United States, of reducing Quality Control costs.
Scheduled maintenance on components that have no important safety function can then be
relaxed. To sum up, PSAs allow for homogenisation of the risk profile during operation.
For the third category of users (designers), the objective is to evaluate new reactor concepts
(such as the use of passive safety features), man/machine interfaces, etc. This also involves
optimisation of safety/availability/costs.
Whatever the use may be (risk-profile optimisation, comparative studies of reactor
designs), final figures must be used with extreme caution and uncertainty margins incorporated.
What validity for practical decisions based on PSA? What are the other safety indicators?
The use of PSAs as elements in the decision-making process may be feasible in the
following cases:
when a licence is being obtained for a new unit, to check that safety objectives are met.
(These, it should be remembered, are based on probabilistic criteria in certain countries
such as the United States, Canada, Finland),
to rank priorities in safety improvement (using operating feedback),
to improve systems, by detecting weak points in design (this is a widespread application),
for the elaboration of accident management procedures,
for training, for awareness programmes on hazardous actions, and transmission of safety
culture,
for putting across the lessons learnt from PSAs, especially when they relate to a group of
units,
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fox precursor analysis,
for building performance indicators to aid unit operations,
for following up the aging problems connected with certain types of equipment (such as
valves, diesels, etc.), and for optimising periodical testing policy,
as a risk communication tool, for use with politicians or with the general public.
Which methods for assessing systems that include software programmes?
We do not know today how to solve this problem correctly, either with regard to failure
modes and conceivable failure mode combinations or with regard to the frequency of their
occurrence. This is why the Westinghouse Company is reluctant to switch from conventional
technology to computerised systems. Sizewell B is one example of a unit which combines both
these technologies. We must improve our capacity to assess in this field.
Which methods for taking account of the human factors ?
A current practice is to include human failure errors or errors of commission in the fault
trees or event trees. Then there are methods (such as Swain's) that allow for quantification of
these errors. However, certain problems are still not sufficiently well understood today: for
instance, assessing the effects of operator stress in accident situations; the incorporation of
organisational aspects (safety culture, decision process), which differ widely from one NPP to
another; the collection of specific human data reflecting the operating feedback for a given unit;
and determining what can be quantified and what cannot.
4.2. LESSONS LEARNED
Many lessons were learnt from the meeting. We now present a summary of the most
significant ones.
PSA Methodology
Choice of methods for building PSAs was not the central issue of the debates; most of the
experts already use complementary methods. We choose our method or methods according to the
objective behind the studies, the application being studied, the desired degree of detail, the
current practice of the users, etc.
Should we sometimes use dynamic models? The answer is positive on condition that the
basic model is a structural model and that complementary dynamic models are used only if
absolutely necessary. It should be noted that numerous research units are now actually dealing
with this problem in order to improve the realism of models (University of Maryland, Universite
Libre de Bruxelles, the ISPRA European Centre, etc.) and that the research carried out covers the
incorporation of time-dependencies (as is the case with EDF), and also physical modelling linked
to the dynamics of the process.
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As regards methodology, all the experts agree that substantial progress still has to be made
as far as the presentation of the models and their legibility go, and likewise the traceability of
assumptions underlying the models, identification of their limitations and their range of validity.
PSAs are only limited representations of reality; their results must be discussed and interpreted
prior to their use in a decision-making process. PSA models - which are representative rr the
state of knowledge of a complex installation at a given time - should be complete (i.e. they must
include events such as fire, in particular) and they should be updatable, as any living knowledge
base is.
PSA Applications
Although they are aware of PSA limitations, all the experts at the meeting were favourable
to their use with real applications provided that the specialists, whose role is essential in updating PSAs with newly-acquired knowledge or operating feedback, do their utmost to give the
results in a language that designers and operators can understand. This understandable interface
can lead to models with a delimited range of use, which target specified applications. It should,
above all, incite us to pass PSAs on to well-integrated, multi-disciplinary teams, to promote
dialogue between experts from different fields.
The experts recognise that not all applications have reached the same degree of readiness,
yet and most of them tend to agree on where you can draw the line between those which are
operational and those which still need to progress.
The first category (the "operational" ones) includes: design aids, safety demonstrations, and
re-assessment, safety upkeep throughout design modifications, optimisation of Operating
Technical Specifications (off-line calculation), incident analysis, Reliability Centred
Maintenance (RCM), the use of Risk Monitors uniquely for risk profile optimisation and
maintenance scheduling during shutdown.
Note: the term "operational application" does not preclude the possibility of further
progress (in RCM, for instance, some progress ought to be made in assessing the impact of
maintenance programme changes on equipment reliability), but characterises the fact that these
applications have already proved themselves to be of real value in the industrial context.
In the second category, we find "on-line" calculation of the Operating Technical
Specifications, risk meters which give instantaneous pictures of plant risk, and design aids that
incorporate cost optimisation.
We still need to make progress in a transverse approach to the following fields: software
reliability assessment, structural reliability assessment, and evaluation of passive systems
reliability; the incorporation of Common Cause Failures; incorporation of human factors, and, in
particular, of organisational ones.
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From PSAs to dependability
We need to assess the different plant dependability criteria during the design process.
As well as safety (which can be evaluated with PSAs), it is important to assess unit
availability and maintainability.
The experts encouraged incorporating dependability characteristics into the design
process as early as possible, by using an iterative approach, based both on a downward
approach (which takes the system as a whole) and on an upward approach (which uses fast
prototyping). The use of ergonomics and functional analysis were also judged very helpful
in structuring evaluation methods for dependability characteristics and for tracing
decisions or design choices. Lastly, some experts stressed the need to incorporate wholelife costing (maintenance costs included), at the earliest opportunity.
Rather than extending the range of PSA applications, it therefore seems more useful:
to make progress in linking up an overall approach to design (which would include
dependability factors other than safety) with the PSA knowledge-base (relating to
functional systems analysis in particular),
to use PSA models, both for allocating safety objectives to the systems and (during
the design process) for checking overall safety performance in the unit.
Incident Analysis
Incident analysis is a specific PSA application that is considered to be of value by all the
experts, since it uses operating feedback to analyse real events and these can give us lessons of
fundamental importance:
it can determine the potential seriousness of incidents post hoc,
it can give us a clear understanding of the risk concept and transmit safety culture,
it helps us to search for the root causes of incidents, including organisational factors (that
PSA, by itself, cannot easily incorporate).
This is of course on the assumption that there is no censorship of contextual research
on these incidents and that the teams in charge of the analyses are, here again, wellintegrated, multi-disciplinary teams (specialists in unit operation, specialists in human
factors, specialists in PSAs).
There seems to be general agreement on which methods of analysis to use, as
everyone thinks that incident analysis is only relevant when it presents a sufficient degree
of realism; and there is a trend towards specific models which incorporate real-life
configuration of design and of unit operations.
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INTRODUCTION

Methods and tools used for nuclear Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) are
subject to debate: which methods are best: dynamic or static ones ? Boolean or
Markovian ones ? Are large event trees or large fault trees better ? In fact each of
these possible choices has its advantages and drawbacks. The debates have no
absolute answer. In fact, it is according to the needs which PSAs must meet that the
question of methods and tools, among others, should be asked. The choice should
then be undertaken in terms of pertinence to those needs.
Reality is totally different: the question of the needs which PSAs must meet has
(until recently) been asked only after the execution of PSAs. This is how
methodological problems were set "in an abstract way", without any concrete
foundation on which to judge the pertinence of the choices. Similarly, the contents
of PSAs and the level of realism of the models are defined beforehand without taking
the future uses into account.

***

The purpose of this text is first to ask a certain number of questions on the methods
related to PSAs. Notably we will explore the positioning of the French
methodological approach - as applied in the EPS 13001 and EPS 9002 PSAs compared to other approaches (Part One). This reflection leads to more general
reflection : what contents, for what PSA ? This is why, in Part Two, we will try to
offer a framework for definition of the criteria a PSA should satisfy to meet the
clearly identified needs. Finally, Part Three will quickly summarize the questions
approached in the first two parts, as an introduction to the debate.
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PART ONE
PSA METHODOLOGY : BOOLEAN OR MARKOVIAN ?

The methods used in the first French PSAs include some characteristics.that make them original
compared to other PSAs in Europe or in the United States. These characteristics are essentially
derived from the partial but frequent use of the Markovian method, or from the dynamic
methods derived from it.
We are going to describe some methodological approaches used in the international community,
before trying to start a comparative test.

1. DESCRIPTION OF THE DIFFERENT METHODOLOGICAL
APPROACHES
1.1

General procedure for construction of a PSA
A PSA is a set of accident scenarios (or accident sequences), generally represented
by means of event trees. The events integrated in these scenarios are called "topevents". Most of the time they are complex events representing, for instance, the
failure of the missions of elementary systems, or of operators' actions. The first
stage in building a PSA is thus the identification of scenarios.
The next stage is modelling. A set of models for two levels of analysis is built: the
event trees are prepared at the most global level possible, taking account of the main
operation interactions between the elementary systems, and also of plant control by
the operators. The top-events are elaborated from a more accurate analysis, at the
level of the elementary systems themselves, or at the level of analysis of operator
actions.
Finally, quantification consists in assessing the probability of scenarios by
regrouping the studies of top-events with the event trees, in order to obtain a
complete model.
Of course this is a schematic presentation : the three steps always overlap each other
and work frequently moves from one to the other.

1.2

Methods
This work arrangement (identification of the scenarios, modelling, quantification) is
very general. It is during the methodological implementation of the modelling or of
the quantification that some distinctions appear. The following are three different
methods used in Europe or in the United States :
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1 - "Fault-tree linking"
This approach retains a single method of modelling (the Boolean method). The
results of the top-events (fault trees) and the event trees are linked by pooling the
fault trees. Fault-tree linking enables automatic processing of the functional
dependencies, and requires manual processing of the sequence dependencies. Today
it is the most comonly used approach internationally. Some examples of support
software : CAFTA (SAIC)3, RISK-SPECTRUM (RELCON)4, or NUPRA (NUS).

2 - "Event-tree linking"
This approach also retains a single method of modelling : the Boolean method. The
results of the top-events (fault trees) and the event trees are brought together by
numerical linking : the numerical results of the top-events are transferred into the
event trees. It is then necessary to analyze the functional dependencies manually.
The simplicity of the calculations performed in the accident sequences
(multiplications) enables a very accurate level of detail. This method, implemented
with the RISKMAN software (PLG)5, is used by some American utilities.

3 - Dynamic numerical linking ("dynamic method")
Depending on needs, this approach enables the use of various methods of modelling :
fault trees, states graphs, products of convolution for accident sequences6. As for the
above approach, the results of the top-events and the models of scenarios are brought
together by numerical linking. The functional dependencies have to be analyzed
manually, but this method enables automatic processing of the time dependencies. It
has only been used for the French PSAs (EPS 900 and EPS 1300 PSAs), and is
implemented with the LESSEPS software (EDF)7.

1.3

Characteristic points of each method
The fault-tree linking approach is entirely concentrated on fault trees. A sequence
does not represent a scenario per se, but rather a combination of system failures
leading to the undesirable event. Thus, all the efforts for model building are based
on Boolean reasoning: search for the causes of failure, reflections on the
"minimality" of event combinations.
On the contrary, the dynamic approach is centred on event trees : the main efforts are
devoted to building these trees: reflections on the scenarios, reflections on the
functional or sequence dependencies between systems, definition of the system
missions (each system can have many missions) or of those of the operators. Studies
of systems are "easier", in so far as the contents of these studies have been defined
by the event trees beforehand.
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The event-tree linlcing method is centred on reflections upstream of the methods : a
precise analysis of functional dependencies between all the plant systems must be
performed first, and then an analysis of the operation under accident conditions.
Then the results of these analyses are transcribed into event trees and rules to define
system missions.
All these approaches are very different, and it is not easy to compare them, as will be
seen. It can be said that the event-tree linking method is the most complete one,
since it very clearly separates the analysis from the processing of the problems. On
the contrary, the other methods (fault-tree linking or dynamic method) mix analyses
and processes.

2. ILLUSTRATION BY EXAMPLE
2.1

Introducing the example
The purpose of the example we are going to study is not to illustrate the totality of
the possible fields of comparison between all the methodological approaches, but
only to discuss the qualitative and quantitative interests of the dynamic methods.
It is a simplified scenario initiated by the loss of external power supplies. We
assume that the nuclear plant studied here has electric power supplies backed-up by
two diesel generating sets and a turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump (TDP).
The scenario is simplified from a technical point of view (other scenarios could be
built with the same initiating events), from a human point of view (the human
actions are all disregarded), and from the probabilistic point of view (no uncertainty
calculation will be performed). For easier reading, no calculation will be detailed in
this document.

Assumptions
- We consider 2 kinds of losses of external power supplies : short losses have a
rather high frequency and are recoverable in an average time of 1 hour; long
losses have a frequency approximately 70 times lower, and are recoverable in an
average time of 48 hours. This data is practically realistic, and is derived from
French operating feedback.
- After the loss of the external power supplies, the two diesels and the turbinedriven auxiliary feedwater pump start up automatically.
-

Start-up signals are perfectly reliable.
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- When the 3 auxiliary systems (both diesels and the turbine-driven pump) are all
lost, a period of one hour is available to recover the external supply of one of the
3 systems. After this time, if nothing is recovered, unacceptable consequences
are reached.
- To simplify the exercise, we consider the diesels and the pump as simple
components, and not as complex systems.
- The data related to the equipment is provided in Appendix 1.

Qualitative model
The qualitative model obtained is the following :
Partial event tree for loss of external power
Loss of external Operation of
power
the diesels

Operation of
the TDP

Recovery of
one system
within 1 hour

2 diesels O

1 diesel OK//
7/
TDP OK
2 diesels US
TDP US

Acceptable
UC

2.2

Quantification
Quantification with a dynamic method
One possible method for obtaining a "rigorous" quantification of this scenario (we
will discuss this idea of rigour further on) is as follows :
- Calculate the reliability law for all the emergency supplies (represented by both
diesels). This is a reliability calculation with repairable components : we choose
the Markov graph method.
- Calculate the reliability law for the turbine-driven pump, here limited to the law
of the component. In reality, the turbine-driven pump consists of a set of
components in series : we would have chosen to represent it by a fault tree.
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- For each initiating event, calculate the product of convolution between the
reliability law for all the auxiliary supplies, the reliability law for the turbinedriven pump, and the law for recovery of the external power supplies, taking
account of equipment repairs and the time before unacceptable consequences are
reached.
This calculation integrates all the input parameters : the frequencies of short and long
losses of external supplies, their mean times to repair, and also the failure and repair
laws for all the engineered safeguard systems.
Result: RDynamic = 1-8 E-6

Quantification with a Boolean method
In this example, there is no need to distinguish the fault-tree linking approach from
the event-tree linking approach. Using a purely Boolean method generally leads to
the following consequences in terms of modelling :
- It is necessary to choose a single mission time for the engineered safeguard
systems, otherwise things could become inextricably complex. Generally, this
mission time will be fixed arbitrarily as 24 hours.
- It is very difficult to take account of repairs of the systems and of the initiating
event.
This scenario is quantified by multiplying the total probability of loss of the
external supplies by the product of probabilities of failure of the engineered
safeguard systems within 24 hours (here, there is no important functional
dependency), and taking no repair into account.
Result: RBoolean-1 = 6.5 E-5
We will discuss the "pessimistic" character of this result in the following paragraph.
We can improve it by multiplying it by a recovery factor. This factor can be
calculated in different ways.
For example, we can calculate the probability of recovering at least one system
within a period of one hour (i. e. before unacceptable consequences), considering
everything to have been lost at t = 0. This gives the following result:
RBoolean-2 = 2.4 E-5
This recovery factor can also be perfectly adjusted by means of precise
complementary analyses external to the model. These complementary analyses
consist in making the calculation in the same way as for "dynamic quantification".
The difference between the two approaches lies in the representation : the Boolean
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representation is used and is adjusted with a precise corrective factor. The corrective
factor is written as follows :
CF = RDynamic/R-Boolean-1
The result is then :
RBoolean-3 = RBoolean-1 x CF = RDynamicThis recovery factor thus allows us to preserve complete Boolean modelling, while
guaranteeing a rigorous assessment.

Importance of the external power supplies
Suppose that we want to compare the relative contributions of the long losses to the
short losses of the external electric power supplies.
The dynamic model enables us to reply to the question with simple sensitivity
studies on the initiating events. The Boolean model can also give a reply, but
unfortunately a wrong one (we choose the model with the best possible recovery
factors, but it changes nothing for the contributions) :
Contributions of the short and long losses of external supplies :

Contributions
measured with the
dynamic model

Contribution
measured with the
Boolean model

Frequency

%

Frequency

%

Short losses of external
supplies

1.5E-8

0.8%

1.8E-6

98.6%

Long losses of external
supplies

1.8E-6

99.2%

2.5E-8

1.4%

Total

1.9E-6

100%

1.9E-6

100%

The contributions of short or long losses of the network are dramatically inverted.
The Boolean model highly underestimates the long losses, and highly overestimates
the short losses. We see that the pessimism of the initial Boolean results was not
constant at all.
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In fact, the interaction between the long periods of loss of the external supplies with
the mediocre values of failure rates of the engineered safeguard systems is not at all
appreciated by the Boolean model: therefore there is a risk of drawing erroneous
conclusions from these contributions. In reality, more precise contributions could be
obtained with the Boolean model, at the cost of a certain complication of the model,
which would tend to be a more dynamic one : distinction of the mission times of the
equipment and recovery factors.
On the contrary, if the contributions calculated by the dynamic model are effectively
exact, one might ask about uncertainty on operating feedback. Is the probability of a
climatic incident on the system not too strong ? Is this probability pertinent for
realistically appreciating the failures of the system at the terminals of a nuclear
plant ? Are the rates of equipment failure during operation not overestimated relative
to the probabilities of failure on start-up ? Finally, do all these uncertainties linked to
operating feedback not make accuracy of the model illusory ?

2.3

Comments
Particularity of the example
The example chosen in § 2. 2 has been voluntarily chosen to show the quantitative
(and qualitative) interest of the dynamic methods. However, such examples do not
represent the majority in PSAs. Most thermohydraulic accidents can be processed in
a sufficiently precise way (in terms of order of magnitude) without having recourse
to any dynamic methods.
Therefore general comparisons between the different methods should not be based
on this single example. We will give more general elements of comparison in § 3.
We will limit ourselves here to some comments on the above example.

Global assessment of the safety level
The first element of information we can obtain from a reliability model refers to the
main results : is the risk admissible or not ?
The dynamic model enables us to reply to this question correctly, since the
quantification appears rigorous enough. Nevertheless, the scientific rigour of the
calculation must be moderated. Indeed, the input data of the model derived from
operating feedback is tainted with major uncertainties. The model integrates many
parameters, and consequently has as many uncertainties to manage.
Boolean processing can give an answer to the question too. The order of magnitude
of the results seems valid, given the uncertainties on the data; if we want to make
sure of it, some complementary dynamic calculations, which enable us to adjust the
results (using recovery factors), will suffice.
L. Magne - Internationa! seminar - PSA methodology - page 10

Incident analyses
Let us suppose that during the operation of the nuclear plant, external sources are
unavailable for a period of 12 hours. What potential risk has the plant run during
that time ? The results provided by the dynamic model will "be qualitatively safer:
the interest of the "rigour" of the model is to avoid risking wrong interpretations
resulting from erroneous orders of magnitude.
However, if the problem manifestly includes strong temporal interactions, the use of
Boolean methods does not prevent using complementary dynamic methods to
validate the analyses : thus to analyze such an incident, the Boolean model will
enable us to anticipate the general potential consequences on the plant.
Complementary analyses will be necessary to study the particular consequences
regarding the emergency supplies.
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3. GENERAL ELEMENTS OF COMPARISON OF THE
METHODOLOGICAL APPROACHES
3.1

Integration of dependencies
Several types of dependencies can be involved in a dependability study :

- functional dependencies between systems (for example, common elements between
systems),
- time dependencies between systems (for example, the starting of a system, as back-up
to another one),
- functional dependencies between components (for example, failures with a common
cause, or probabilities of failure of a component depending on the status of another
component),
- time dependencies between components (for example, components considered as
repairable (or not) according to the failures that have occurred previously).
Each method is more or less well adapted to the integration of each of these
dependencies. Dynamic models enable sequence dependencies to be integrated
naturally, while Boolean models are better suited to functional dependencies. But
things are more subtle in reality : the use of Boolean methods could be improved so
as to represent sequence interactions quite suitably .
In any case, whatever the method, it is very important to identify the significant
dependencies of all types, since they are predominant with respect to safety. Thus,
beyond a more or less automatic systematization of the methods used, might the
important point be rather to know and to master the limits of these methods ?

3.2

Different analysis philosophies
Comparisons between these methods are delicate, maybe impossible to carry out
definitively. Nevertheless, we can deduce different "analysis philosophies".
A PSA studied with Boolean methods enables us to reply to the following question :
in the event of an accident, which are the systems whose availability is sufficient to
control the accident ? Whereas with dynamic methods, we would be better placed to
reply to the question : in the event of an accident, what is the behaviour of the system
that leads to unacceptable consequences ? The Boolean methods are structural, the
dynamic method is behavioural.
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In many cases, a PSA involves some scenarios for which these two types of approach
are equivalent. In other cases (according to whether there are sufficiently important
functional or sequence dependencies) the two types of approach are not equivalent.
But they are complementary : they provide different points of view, and can validate
each other.

3.3

Which method, for which purpose ?
Furthermore, according to the type of problems, we will be able to emphasize either
one or the other type of approach. In the case of incident analysis, it is essentially
behaviour, of the system, and particularly of operators, that will be emphasized.
This analysis may be usefully completed by a study of the main functional
interactions involved.
In the case of a study aimed at justifying or proposing classifications of the
equipment, for maintenance or for operating technical specifications, one
concentrates on the importance of the availability of this equipment with respect to
safety. This method in turn may be complemented by a temporal analysis : is this
equipment important on a short or long-term basis ?
Beyond the methods, which are difficult to compare in absolute terms, we have come
across more general questions of the philosophy of analysis. In reality, depending on
the objectives of use, the question that arises is far more that of the pertinent and
mastered contents of the studies than that of the final choice of a method. Methods
are only a means of meeting the objectives. Thus, in an article about comparisons of
the fault-tree linking and event-tree linking methods10, D. RASMUSSON does not
conclude, but gives a certain number of methodological recommendations for the
realization of PSAs whose objective is to process level-2 consequences (release into
the environment).
This question of the technical requirements PSAs must fulfil to meet exact needs is
the one we are going to develop in the second part of this document.
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PART TWO
PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ASSESSMENTS : WHY, HOW,
WHO?

The use of PSAs for assistance in taking decisions (operation, design, maintenance) is
developing rapidly in all countries. Generally this gives rise to some difficulties regarding
existing PSAs, since they were not sufficiently adapted. Therefore PSAs have been
gradually improved to reply to these new needs. A general idea that seems to be appearing
internationally is to define the technical requirements PSAs must fulfil in order to meet
these needs, as a recent meeting organized by the IAEA11 showed.
First, we are going to propose an attempt to classify the needs (§1). Despite its
shortcomings, this classification can be used to better assess what is at stake in PSA
applications, as will be seen with some short examples (§ 2). Finally, this classification
will enable us to propose an outline definition of the technical requirements PSAs must or
should meet (§ 3).

1. STARTING FROM THE NEEDS
In the following developments, we would like to adopt the following approach : first, define
the needs we wish to satisfy, then according to these needs, specify the "product" that we
want to make, then make it, etc. But this approach is difficult to follow, since twenty years
of experience on PSAs cannot be dispensed with over night. We know the "product" (the
PSA), and it is not a matter of defining other products here. It may be a matter of proposing
improvements to PSAs, or to the products derived from them. The question of needs is
therefore going to be asked "in reverse": given what a PSA is in global terms (a global
model of a nuclear plant, representing a set of probabilized scenarios leading to
unacceptable consequences), what types of needs can we satisfy with such a product ?
The needs PSAs must fulfil can be defined in accordance with the following three
questions : what type of use is a PSA planned for (objectives) ? how do we use a PSA
(approach) ? who uses a PSA (users) ?

1.1

The objectives of use - WHY ?
What types of uses is a PSA planned for ? We propose two categories of objectives
for use : observation objectives and prospecting objectives.
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A PSA can be considered as a tool to help in the analysis of operating feedback. It
gives global information on risks ; it enables us to rank the relative importance of the
system's components, for example in order to intervene on the safety ranking of the
components (graded QA); it can be used to compare one plant with another in terms
of safety : all these types of needs will be classified as observation objectives.
A PSA can also be considered as a tool that enables assessment of the consequences
of a modification of a plant. We can try to assess the potential consequences (in
terms of increase of the risks) of a particular incident situation; we can envisage
using a PSA to propose maximum durations of on-load operation in the event of
equipment unavailability ; a PSA can be used to define a safe fallback configuration
in a particular situation : these kinds of needs are classified as prospecting objectives.
What is the pertinence of this first classification ? It is only an attempt; one that will
probably give rise to objections. Notably, this first classification is certainly of no
use in distinguishing the objectives of assistance for operation from those linked to
design. However, it will enable us to better analyze the needs linked to PSA
applications, as will be seen in § 2. Moreover, it will enable us to define distinct
technical requirements. The technical requirements associated with observation
objectives will be linked to characteristics relative to safety assessment (definition of
the unacceptable situations regarding safety, coverage of the situations taken into
account, accuracy of the data, etc. ). The technical requirements associated with
prospecting objectives will concern the use of the models : a PSA considered as a
prospecting tool must be a re-usable, robust, and effectively productive model etc.
All these technical requirements are defined in § 3.

1.2

The approach for use - HOW ?
How is a PSA used ? We will distinguish two approaches for use : the safetydemonstration approach and the approach for understanding phenomena.
The safety-demonstration approach consists in replying to the requirements
specified by a higher authority or by the Safety Authority. Because of the technical,
social and financial stakes associated with the nuclear field, these demands are
frequent. Therefore, it is necessary to justify a level of safety, or a decision, based
on the results of a PSA, or on some uses of a PSA. This approach is firstly
quantitative, which does not prevent quantitative results being supported by
qualitative arguments.
The approach for understanding phenomena consists in using the PSA as a
knowledge base in order to develop questions related to safety. The complexity of a
nuclear plant, the large number of more or less arbitrary assumptions that have to be
undertaken to build a PSA, and the fact that the results are difficult to check
statistically (rare events), show that this type of model is fragile and very limited.
The question of developing these models is therefore posed, undoubtedly more so
than in other technological areas. This approach of understanding phenomena is first
qualitative, qualitative reasoning being weighted by quantitative elements. For
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example, if a PSA is used to help to determine the maximum duration of operation in
the event of unavailability of a piece of equipment, beyond the quantitative results,
we will endeavour to emphazise the predominant scenarios ; we will endeavour to
study the interactions between this equipment and other systems ; we will possibly
complete the PSA with new analyses ; we will develop analysis of the human factor,
etc.
Is the distinction between these two models pertinent ? Its first aim is to lead to a
reflection on the notion of "model". It constitutes a model of risk assessment of a
nuclear plant and is representative of the state of reliabilistic knowledge, techniques,
and practice at a given moment.
This model can then be used, without querying it again {demonstration approach), or
it can be continually pushed to its limits in order to master them — or at least to take
them into consideration in order to get the best out of the model — (approach of
understanding).
This reflection is of an epistemological nature : PSAs belong to two kinds of
sciences. On the one hand they use some knowledge of physical, statistical and
mathematical fields: thus, from this point of view, they belong to the "natural"
sciences. The work approach for the natural sciences is often based on proof or
demonstration. On the other hand PSAs use elements of theory of systems, they try
to integrate human elements, they assess the safety of complex socio-technical
organizations : thus from this point of view they belong to the social (or human)
sciences. The work approach for social sciences is more of a conjectural approach:
making conjectures in order to understand. It is with this in mind that we have
distinguished the demonstration approach from the approach of understanding.
Even if these two approaches are different, they should not be opposed. In the field
of probabilistic modelling, qualitative and quantitative properties are not opposed,
but are complementary ; giving a demonstration to justify a choice does not prohibit
seeking to develop knowledge to make the next demonstration more precise. Not
can it be said that one approach is "better" than the other: there is a time for
thinking, and a time for action. We can only regret that, in France and elsewhere, the
quantitative demonstration approach is all too often preferred to the qualitative
approach of understanding, particularly since where safety is concerned, it is
imperative and beneficial to frequently query present certainty.

1.3

The users - WHO ?
Let us now deal with the question of the users.
characterized : specialists, and end-users.

Two classes of users can be

PSA specialists are those that produce or analyze the results of the studies. Dealing
with PSAs is their major function. They are the first users, since all the applications
of the PSAs are produced by them. End-users can be very varied : systems engineerdesigner, reactor operator, plant maintenance engineer, manager, etc. They should
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be using the results of the studies to take decisions, or to develop their knowledge of
risks. Do these end-users, whose function is not to be PSA specialists, know enough
about the contents of the PSAs to use the results appropriately ?
A first idea could be to distribute the PSAs to the end-users, so they could use them
themselves occasionally. Is there today such a thing as an occasional user of PSAs ?
Even if the desire to make PSAs accessible to non-specialist users has been emerging
for a few years, it does not seem to have been accomplished anywhere, neither in
Europe nor in the United States12.
More generally, the problem is that of communication between the specialists and
the end-users. Work should be undertaken by the specialists to translate the results
into qualitative terms, to explain them, to present them in a legible way, and to
transmit them to the end-users. This shows the necessity to implement an approach
of understanding (whatever the chosen objective is) in order to favour
communication and discussion between specialists and end-users.
The transmission of knowledge induces at least a requirement for legibility of the
PSA results. Although it is a fundamental question, we will not develop this point
here.

2. EXAMPLES
In this paragraph, we shall try to situate some examples of PSA applications through the
classification of the needs presented above. We choose two examples: probabilistic
analysis of incidents, and the applications of PSAs for maintenance. On the one hand,
these examples will give us an opportunity to question the pertinence of the classification,
and on the other hand, they will enable us to deal with the question of the complementarity
of methods (this question was dealt with in § 3 of Part One).

2.1

Probabilistic incident analysis
Objectives
What are the objectives of probabilistic incident analysis ? This question is
thoroughly analyzed in the article related to this topic in the International Seminar
(topic No. 4)13. In this article, four objectives are presented : assessment of safetylevel indicators, operating feedback on incidents, the distribution of a probabilistic
safety culture, and the improvement of PSAs.
All these objectives are based on the use of PSAs to assess the potential
consequences of incidents. Therefore they are all prospecting objectives. This
prospecting can have a quantitative aim (case of safety indicators) or a qualitative
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aim (operating feedback, safety culture). The technical requirements regarding PSAs
are thus rather important: the PSA must be flexible and robust enough, so that an
incident situation can be identified with the parameters studied in the PSA. Besides,
it can be seen that, under their current form, PSAs are neither flexible nor robust
enough to meet these objectives: these insufficiencies are palliated by building
models specific to the incident analysis, or by making "manual" analyses, diverging
strongly from the initial models.

Approach
What is the approach used in incident analysis ? The approach used in order to assess
safety indicators is close to a demonstration approach. The approach recommended
in the American ASP (Accident Sequence Precursor) method is a static approach,
that moreover must not evolve at all times, so that indicators can be followed up over
a period of time.
On the contrary, the approach used in connection with the other objectives is
essentially an approach of understanding. For example, operating feedback on
incidents aims at exploring, in a qualitative way, the causes of the severity of the
incidents and the way they could have degenerated.
Similarly, the dissemination of safety culture is an objective aimed at inciting
operators to have an interrogative attitude with respect to safety. Therefore the PSA
is used here as a basis for questioning in order to better understand what the sensitive
points of the installation during one incident situation or another are, what the
consequences would have been if the incident had occurred when the unit was in
another status, if it had occurred on another series, etc.

A relevant classification ?
Regarding the objectives of incident analysis, the analysis structure proposed by the
classification does not provide us with a lot of information. Indeed, in France this
application was the subject of a precise definition of the objectives that are chosen
and those that are not. Incident analysis being classified among the prospecting
objectives, this only emphazises some types of technical requirements PSAs should
meet (and that they generally do not, at least in France). These requirements are
developed in § 3. 2.
Regarding the approach, the implementation of both approaches (demonstration and
understanding) is described. This can be useful to better centre the efforts and the
planning of incident analysis : indicators may be assessed within the operational and
controlled framework of the safety demonstration, which will induce regular
publications, while time could be taken to develop operating feedback in detail.
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Which methods ?
A precise review of the choice of the methods for carrying out incident analyses is
not our subject here. Nevertheless, the examples given in the article quoted above14
give some information on the choice of methods. The incident described as case 2
shows important sequence dependencies: the use of dynamic methods seems
appropriate. On the contrary, the incident described as case 3 shows important
functional dependencies : the use of Boolean methods (event-tree-linking, for
example) would probably enable them to be clearly taken into consideration.
Finally, the diversity of the situations encountered within incident analysis is a sound
justification for using diversified methods that validate each other, in order to avoid
errors of interpretation.

2.2

Use of PSAs for maintenance
Objectives
The objectives of using PSAs for maintenance are presented in the article on the
applications of PSAs within the International Seminar (topic No. 2) 15 . Here we
retain only the links between maintenance and safety. The major objective consists
in performing a hierarchical classification of the various components of a nuclear
unit, in order to separate those for which preventive maintenance must be ensured
from those which will be given only corrective maintenance.
This objective is mainly an objective of observation : it is matter of using PSAs to
determine the classification of the components: one technical requirement is thus
that of being able to perform such a ranking (feasibility of importance calculations).
The question might be asked as to what a prospecting objective could be. Once the
components have been ranked, maintenance experts must build another maintenance
programme. This new programme will modify the operating conditions of the unit.
Further thinking can then be given to the influence of this group of modifications on
unit safety. This checking of the safety level obtained can be implemented with the
aid of PSAs : this objective would then be a prospecting objective.

Approach
The approach for use of PSAs for maintenance is mostly a demonstration approach.
The PSA has first enabled a demonstration regarding the global level of safety to be
carried out: one then wants to get information out of it, and to demonstrate that, to
some extent, maintenance costs can be reduced while still guaranteeing an acceptable
safety level.
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What could an understanding approach be ? In most cases, maintenance specialists
are neither operation nor safety specialists. Conversely : safety specialists are not
maintenance specialists. The use of PSAs for maintenance could be an opportunity
on the one hand to disseminate a safety culture in maintenance departments, and on
the other hand, to enable more realistic modelling of equipment in PSAs. The
approach for implementation of these two new objectives would be an approach of
understanding.

A relevant classification ?
In this example, the analysis structure proposed by the classification of the preceding
chapter has enabled us to situate the precise needs of the use of PSAs for
maintenance. Furthermore, it has. enabled us to bring to light other kinds of needs.
Finally, an advantage of this classification is that it may be a tool (although succinct
and insufficient) that enables us to develop the analysis of needs and the associated
objectives.

Which methods ?
As for the example of incident analyses, detailed development of the choice of
methods for the maintenance-related uses of PSAs is not our subject here. The
necessity to undertake frequent importance calculations seems to impose the choice
of structural (Boolean) methods. However, we have seen in the example presented
in the first part (§2) that calculations of contributions can be erroneous in the case of
dynamic scenarios. The complementarity of the methodological approaches can be
perceived again in this case.
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3.

DEFINING TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
Depending on the relative importance of each of these requirements, a PSA will have to
answer a certain number of technical requirements that differ from one PSA to another. It
is clear that a PSA whose objective is only to provide some numerical assessments in the
framework of a punctual safety demonstration will not have the same characteristics as a
PSA used to improve maintenance, or to develop safety culture by daily analysis of
incidents during operation.
We are going to try to more precisely define, in global fashion, all the possible
characteristics associated with the technical requirements associated with each need. It is
an attempt at definition, which should be further developed.

3.1

Requirements relative to objectives of observation
Criteria relative to undesirable events
Definition of undesirable events is essential, since it enables us to give a meaning to
the word "safety". Three levels of criteria relative to undesirable events are usually
defined.
Level 1 concerns core meltdown, or more exactly the beginning of damage to the
core. Depending on the scenario, it may lead to uncovering of the core, or to excess
cladding temperature (above the threshold).
Level 2 concerns release into the environment, or more exactly the assessment of the
"source term" of radioactive release. This criterion level may be too restrictive :
level-2 PSAs generally focus on Large and Early Release, which occurs after a core
meltdown. This criterion would be more general if one focused on all types of
release, even those (the least rare) that occur without any melting.
Level 3 concerns the consequences of release, in terms of damage (death) to the
population.

Technical cover
Depending on the type of assessment to be performed, it is necessary to precisely
define the coverage of the PSA : internal accidents, external or internal events,
shutdown conditions taken into account or not. The coverage can also be defined by
the generic or specific character of the assessment. Generic assessment is a
satisfactory average for a group of plants over an average time period, while specific
assessment is valid for a particular plant, over a particular interval of time.
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Accuracy of the results
The results of a PSA should always appear in the form of central values (averages,
medians, estimates) associated with an assessment of uncertainties (error factors,
confidence intervals). Depending on the type of assessment sought, more or less
accuracy can be required, in relation to the central values and also in relation to the
assessment of uncertainties. In some cases, very pessimistic .values can be accepted.
In other cases, the best possible realism will be sought for.

Accuracy of the input data
The accuracy required for results will be governed by the accuracy chosen for input
data : a particular effort must be made with respect to operating feedback. On the
contrary, the accuracy of the input data is a restriction that inevitably limits the
accuracy of the results.

Choice of the results - importance factors - legibility
The assessment only makes sense if it produces results. There are therefore
requirements regarding the type of results produced and their presentation. The
results can be presented by minimum cutsets or by accident sequences, according to
whether one would rather have an equipment or a system view: one can consider
only the cutsets, or the predominant sequences, or the overall results, depending on
the information sought after. Lists of equipment or systems classified in order of
importance are often required. The general requirement of legibility of PSAs should
be studied thoroughly : it probably depends on the "reader" (the end-user).

3.2

Requirements related to prospecting objectives
An adequate assessment
Any "prospective" application requires a safety assessment in keeping with the
objectives of the application. For example, if an objective is to help define a safe
fallback configuration in a particular situation, it will be necessary to cover the
shutdown conditions. If the purpose is to classify the operating incidents with
respect to safety, it will be necessary to study their effects not only regarding damage
to the core, but also regarding external release : the PSA should be a level-2 one.
Thus, all the characteristics presented within the framework of objectives of
observation will have to be defined according to the requirements related to the type
of application.
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Possibility of re-use
As a rule, the use of a PSA for a prospecting objective requires that the model is not
static, but usable as a tool. More precise characteristics going under the name of "reuse capacity" can be defined.
Robustness characterizes models whose result accuracy is not modified by a change
of assumptions or data, within a defined range.
Flexibility or the feasibility of sensitivity studies characterizes models whose inputs
are easily accessible and modifiable in order to assess the effects of the
modifications.
The level of detail of the models is a characteristic first induced by the requirements
related to the type of assessment one wishes to make, but also, especially, by the
requirement of robustness.

Performances
PSA applications require frequent use of computerized PSA models. Responsetimes and capacities must therefore be sufficient to avoid penalizing the performance
of the applications. This is particularly true for "real time" applications, but they are
still very little developed today. Let us simply say that tool performances must not
prevent reaching the other technical characteristics required by the applications.

3.3

Requirements related to safety demonstrations
Validity of the results - Quality Assurance
There are no real technical characteristics specific to the objectives of demonstration.
The demonstration has to be in accordance with the demand, which can emanate
from the higher authority of the plant operator, or from the Safety Authority. These
replies require a sufficient level of quality (notably of traceability) confirmed by
adequate Quality Assurance. What is at stake here is the validity of the results
produced by the demonstration.
The objective of the request for a demonstration can be of the "observation" or
"prospecting" type : the characteristics presented in the above paragraphs must be
checked as part of a safety demonstration.
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3.4

Requirements related to the approach of understanding phenomena
Realism of models
Beyond the validity of the results, the realism of models, i. e. the realism of the
functional and dynamic reasoning that provides results, is essential in a development
approach. The approach of understanding phenomena is essentially interrogative and
qualitative. Therefore the model is especially useful as a description of the
phenomena. For instance, it may be proved, during a demonstration approach, that
the scenarios derived from the addition of source losses have a negligible
probability. A rough model is sufficient for that. Beyond results, the approach of
understanding will search to study the interactions between electrical sources and to
bring to light the fragility of the installation due to addition of this kind. For this
purpose, realistic models are required.
Mastering the validity of the models
The question here is one of effectively mastering validity rather than ensuring
absolute validity alone. The objective is to know the limits of the validity of the
models, to try to develop them, and not necessarily to obtain a final validity, that
would only be a pipe-dream. Without going into detail (this is not the purpose of this
text), we will mention here some limits of PSAs, which are all fields of development
in which knowledge of the phenomena should be developed :
-

operating feedback provides data whose accuracy is very variable. Furthermore,
it only gives access to events of relatively high frequency. It is the basis of
probabilistic studies, but an incomplete and vague basis ;

- the human factor is taken into account through models of probabilistic
assessments that are very succinct, even if, as in France, it relies on many test
campaigns on simulators;
- social and organizational aspects are ignored by PSAs - would we know how to
model them ? - yet it is known that they play a predominant role in the
functioning (and the dysfunctioning) of complex socio-technical systems ;
-

current techniques allow satisfactory modelling of neither instrumentation and
control nor software ;

-

PSAs are global and abstract models that can make people forget the physics of
phenomena ;

-

even if PSAs are global models, cumulative effects and functional and temporal
interactions are insufficiently modelled ;

-

uncertainty is often measured with arbitrary models. Furthermore, these models
are "central" models (probability densities decrease with distance from the
average) : is this really representative of reality ?
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- PSAs are based on static classifications : classified accident initiating events,
constant samples of operating feedback, etc. These equipment lists are never
queried, although they determine a large part of the contents of PSAs . . .

Transparency
This characteristic derives from those outlined above. A PSA (even a supposedly
simplified PSA) is a complex model. Mastery of the validity of models, work on
their limits, assumes that the totality of the assumptions, of modelling choices, is
traced out and accessible to users. Therefore the PSA must be a "transparent box",
as opposed to a "black box" that would only give access to the inputs and outputs.
Here again, we find the problem of communication between the various users
(specialists and end-users) mentioned in § 1.3.
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4. POSITIONING OF SOME PSAS
From the above developments, we can try to situate existing PSAs according to their
capacities to reply to possible requirements. All the demands we have presented are as
many criteria that can enable us to position PSAs. Does a given PSA enable us to perform
a given application ? Is a given PSA suitable for developing knowledge relative to one
type of accident or another.
As an illustration, we have carried out this positioning exercise for some typical PSAs.
This exercise must be considered as merely an illustration of no demonstrative character :
this is why it is presented in appendix 2.
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PART THREE - QUESTIONS TO BE DEBATED

The above text, which could be described in Latin as "Abusus non tollit usum"
(abuse does not exclude use) raises a certain number of questions regarding PSAs.
We are going to raise them as more or less provocative and schematic affirmations
which summarize the positions presented in this document, as an introduction to the
debate.

1.

The choices of methods are not the essential question raised by PSAs. The
essential question is rather that of the mastered contents of models according to
needs.
We have seen in the first part that comparisons cannot reach definitive results.
Moreover, every reliability engineer knows that any problem can be solved with any
method by adding a dose of appropriate expertise. Then the important thing is to
trace this expertise exactly to justify the results and to be able to use them again.

2.

Concerning methodology, we should search for complementarity between
methods, rather than stick to a definitive and unique choice.
Methods are only a means : we should use the best means for the problems raised.
This also sets the question of the tools supporting each methodological approach:
today these tools are too "compartmented" : we have to succeed in making them
communicate.

3.

There is too often a tendency to use PSAs to make safety demonstrations, to use
the results without querying them, forgetting the limits of the models.
Therefore it is necessary to work on the approach of understanding, by improving,
for instance, the legibility, traceability, and transparency of the models. We should
also work on the junction between the demonstration approach which aims to
produce operational results, and the approach of understanding which aims to make
us question the limits and uncertainties of models.
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4.

The objective of distribution of PSAs to non-specialists has not been reached
today, and is still a distant ambition.
Considering the complexity of the models, and their fragility, the use of PSAs today
seems to be reserved for specialists. It is their responsibility to disseminate
information collected from the PSAs in a transparent enough way to help in taking
decisions. This is the question of communication between specialists and end-users
of PSAs. How should we go about making the end-users receive the knowledge
dealt with in the PSAs? What kind of requirements should PSAs (and the
specialists) fulfil to meet this requirement ?
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APPENDIX 1
RELIABILITY DATA USED
IN THE EXAMPLE OF PART ONE

- External supplies: functional incident on the network
Frequency :
Mean time to repair

fr
xr

= 2.5E-2/year
= lh

- External supplies: major malfunction on the substation or on the network
Frequency :
Mean time to repair

fp
tp

= 3.5E-4/year
= 48h

- Diesel generator
Probability of failure on start-up
Rate of failure during operation
Mean time to repair

-

yd = 3.4E-3/demand
Xd = 7.7E-3/hour
td = 3 Oh

Turbine-driven Pump (turbine and pump)

Probability of failure on start-up
Rate of failure during operation
Mean time to repair
.

yt
Xt
tt

= 2.7E-3/demand
= 3.6E-3/hour
= 15h
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APPENDIX 2
POSITIONING OF SOME PSAS

As an illustration for the second part of this document, we have carried out a
positioning exercise for some typical PSAs of the international community,
depending on the degree of the match with the categories of needs we have defined.
We have chosen only a few PSAs: the first French PSAs from the late 80s, the
American IPEs (Individual Plant Examination) of the 80s, and the recent American
PSAs developed for plant operators.
The proposed positioning is illustrated with a four-axis measurement, representing
the four categories of characteristics we have presented (see next figure). The
horizontal axis represents the characteristics related to the objectives of the PSAs
(objectives of observation, objectives of prospecting). The vertical axis represents
the characteristics related to the approach for using the PSAs (safety demonstration,
understanding of phenomena).
To carry out this exercise, the axes are given a totally arbitrary notation from 0 to 7.
The hatched zone synthesizes the "marks" assigned to the four categories of
characteristics.
We should specify that the "marks" are assigned as a guide, and that they are solely
the opinion of the author of this document.

Positioning of some PSAs
French PSAs

•+'\ 1

American tPEs

\ \ •n

Modern American PSAs

1' IMM'IMM7
Prospecting

1 1
Prospecting

Observation

• 5

Understanding
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Some comments on the graphs
- The characteristics related to the demonstration of safety are relative : they
depend on the requirements of the requesting bodies. An assumption : published
PSAs correspond rather well to these requirements.
- Regarding the objectives of observation, French PSAs are among the first to
process shutdown conditions and the only ones to process long-term defences
against LOCAs. But for the moment, they are only level-1 PSAs : they do not
process external events, nor do they provide any list of contributions of systems
and components. The American IPEs have a larger coverage and produce more
numerous results. Modern PSAs are still progressing, since a lot of them also
process shutdown conditions.
- Regarding the "prospective" objectives, we have made the assumption that
American IPEs were not suitable for that, and therefore do not check the
characteristics of re-use capacity and robustness. Applications of the prospective
type (based on various sensitivity studies) were mentioned in the specifications of
French PSAs. However experience shows that these applications require
numerous and difficult adjustments (in progress). Recent American PSAs,
intended for plant operators, are subject to many developments for the
applications. The "marks" given show the American advance in the field of PSA
applications. They also highlight the improvements which remain to be
performed in this field.
- Finally, we have considered that French PSAs were more oriented than others
towards the approach of understanding (efforts relative to sequence interactions ;
effort of traceability, notably for the studies of elementary systems, with the
development of expert systems for assistance in model building; effort on
operating feedback and probabilistic assessment of human reliability). We have
made the assumption that this was not the objective of American IPEs. However,
by making efforts on applications, recent American PSAs have necessarily
progressed in this field. In any case, the margin of progress remains enormous for
everybody.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
At the outset, PSAs were made in order to assess or to demonstrate the level of safety of
nuclear power plants. For the most part they were studies carried out "after the event" (the
unit had been designed and in some cases was already in operation when the PSA was
performed). The role of PSA has gradually changed: from purely regulatory use in
demonstrating safety, it has found more technically and economically oriented uses as
support for the design and operation of nuclear power plants.
The IAEA now defines three types of PSA applications [1]:
•

validation of design and of operations procedures,
optimization of plant operation, and
regulatory applications.

The applications of PSA are manifold: only a few are dealt with here (precursor analysis is
dealt with in session 3 , topic 4). For each of them, we will do the utmost to demonstrate
the main difficulties encountered, EDF's viewpoint on the matter, and the points remaining
to be solved.

2.

APPLICATIONS
NB: In what follows, unless explicitly stated otherwise, we have made every effort to
represent the different applications as they are practised by all concerned in the
international community, and to describe the inherent difficulties the international
community has encountered with these applications with all objectivity. It goes
without saying that the comments below are simply those of the ESF department, and
are submitted here for discussion by the experts.

FOREWORD
The first difficulty and limit encountered in PSA applications is obviously that of
their validity. PSA validity problems have a large number of varied causes.
Regardless of the efforts made to improve their exhaustivity, there are scenarios that
have not been taken into account and events that have not been imagined, as
Professor Ostberg has explained [2].
Moreover, PSAs are highly complex models. Mistakes are consequently practically
inevitable. There is no means of completely validating them, whether it be through
feedback or any other means, contrary to a thermohydraulic model, for example,
which can be validated with a mock-up on a test loop. Precursor analysis, which can
be a means of comparing incidents that have actually occurred with the start of PSA
accident scenarios, is thus the best means of partially validating PSA.
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PSAs often run up against the boundaries of current knowledge of the operation of
the plant. It is not generally possible to go beyond the limits of the codes of
thermohydraulics or neutronics1. Similarly, it can be considered that common mode
failures are evidence of the improper knowledge of interactions between plant items
(if it was possible, we would modelize these interactions explicitly).
Reliability data concerning equipment, and especially operators, is often tainted with
error. It is often generic and imperfectly adapted to the power plant being studied, or,
if it is specific, has a relatively wide confidence interval.
Whatever the application to which PSA is put, it is therefore necessary to properly
estimate the degree of confidence one can have in the result before it is used.

2.1

DEMONSTRATION OF SAFETY
2.1.1

Description
This is the "oldest" application. It consists in assessing the level of safety of
the unit (risk of core melt, of emission of radioactive matter or radiological
consequences) and ensuring that:
• the risk is low, and above all well "distributed" across all the accident
scenarios and systems,
• there are no predominant cut sets,
• and, consequently, there is no serious defect in the design or operation
(procedures).
Sometimes PSA is also used to demonstrate that quantitative safety
objectives have been attained. Finally, PSA can also be used to assess the
impact on safety of a modification to the design or to an operating rule, and
thus to justify the implementation
(or non-implementation) of the
modification.

2.1.2. Specific Difficulties
This application of PSA is one of the least controversial. It is performed post
hoc, or in deferred time, by PSA specialists, and the results can be thoroughly
analyzed before they are used.
However, when a quantitative safety objective is to be demonstrated, there is
inevitably a bias in the study which can then be carried out not to objectively
assess a design or a procedure, but to demonstrate that a certain result has
indeed been achieved.

Unless expert judgement is used to probabilize the consequences of a given situation that thermohydraulics
or neutronics codes cannot assess! But what control does one have over the results?
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Assessment can then become subjective and, worse yet, analysis can home in
on the (desired) final result, whereas it is essentially qualitative results
interpreted in the light of numerical results that are of real interest (what are
the "common modes" that give the lie to deterministic design principles ?
What are the main contributors to risks ? Is a given risk spread broadly
throughout the different states of the unit ? Are there any dangerous operating
configurations that should be avoided ?, etc.).

2.2

PSA : A DESIGN-SUPPORT TOOL
This application is dealt with in more detail in the paper presented on Topic 3.
2.2.1

Description
The objective is the same as for the safety assessment of an operational
reactor, i.e. to check the uniformity of design, in terms of safety, to determine
weak points in design, to compare two architectures, etc.

2.2.2

Specific Difficulties
The problem of the validity of PSA is particularly acute for reactors at the
design stage which are being "optimized". On these reactors, the "defects"
identified from feedback on operational reactors or by PSAs have been
corrected. The preponderant accident scenarios in the first PSAs therefore
become improbable or even impossible; the risks are therefore displaced, and
what was a negligible risk for the older reactors may become the
preponderant risk. It is therefore constantly necessary to improve the
exhaustivity of PSAs, and this becomes excessively complex when one is
dealing with risks of core melt of about KF/year. From EDF point of view,
this kind of value seems quite impossible to prove, unless "very same
scenarios" as those of operating plants are used and new potential scenarios
are supposed to be negligible..
In addition, to be able to have an effective impact on design, these studies are
often carried out before design is complete. This means the operating
practices (procedures, organization, training,...) or details of instrumentation
and control of the unit are not necessarily available; but it is precisely these
elements that are often major contributors to risks. The assessments that can
be made and the conclusions that can be drawn from them may sometimes be
biased.
Common-mode failures pose a particularly intricate problem for reactors of
new design : the systems of such future reactors have higher degrees of
redundancy than current reactors, and have been subject to rhore or less major
diversification. It is therefore extremely difficult to extrapolate commonmode failure rates for the future reactors on the basis of" feedback from
existing reactors. For example, given the uncertainties on common-mode
failure rates, the comparison between a two-times-100% scheme and a fourtimes-50% scheme has no real significance.
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u
For PSAs for "passive" reactors, a large number of additional difficulties
appear : evaluation of the earthquake resistance of large tanks high above the
ground, probability of triggering of thermohydraulic problems like natural
convection in highly impaired situations, reliability and "testability" of
passive components, irreversibility of some phenomena, appreciably
modified operator role, etc. For EDF, it is seen to be a particularly delicate
undertaking to demonstrate the risks of core melt or of extremely low
emissions, as some have done.
Moreover, the OECD recommends pursuing research and development on
thermohydraulics and neutronics codes in order to validate the design of
future reactors, and to make use of large-scale test loops to check the design
of the passive systems of this type of reactor [3].

2.3

OPERATING TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
2.3.1

Description
In the event of scheduled or unscheduled unavailability of a safety-related
equipment item, operating technical specifications (OTS) are there to ensure
that continued reactor operation does not engender an excessive increase in
risks.
PSA can be used to assess any increase in risk
Hourly risk

AR

Time
Duration of continued reactor
operation with equipment item
unavailable

The additional risk is the product of the increase in the hourly risk, AR and
the duration of unavailability while the unit remains operational.
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Criteria vary from one country to another. However, they can be summed up
as follows : if the increased risk brought about by keeping the unit
operational with the item of equipment unavailable exceeds a certain absolute
value or a certain percentage of the basic risk determined by the PSA, the unit
must go into a fallback state in which the consequences of unavailability of
the equipment will be lesser. This is to be done more or less quickly,
depending on the risk.
2.3.2

Specific Difficulties
There are two types of problem for this application.
The first concerns the method used to calculate the increased risk. It is
tempting to use importance factors (particularly Risk Achievement Worth
which is generally calculated by numerous softwares : CAFTA, RISKMAN,
RISK SPECTRUM,...) to estimate this risk. But importance factors are often
calculated from a set of preponderant cut sets obtained during a Boolean
reduction of event trees. In order to avoid combinatorial explosion,
probabilistic truncation thresholds are used : these can be in fault trees, in
event tree sequences, or in the full model. If the thresholds vary from one
model to another (fault trees or branches of event trees), it is absolutely
impossible to guarantee that the preponderant cut sets in which a given
equipment item is concerned are indeed those which are actually quantified.
Consequently, the relevance of importance factors and the resulting
calculation of operating technical specifications cannot be guaranteed.
For these factors to be correct, a single truncation threshold must be used, and
it must be used at least at the level of the accident sequences or of the full
model. In this way it can be guaranteed that all the cut sets whose probability
is greater than the threshold are retained. The disadvantage of this approach is
that a threshold entirely suitable at full PSA level is by far inadequate at
system level. A trade-off must be made between the two types of thresholds,
which implies a small number of cutsets that can be retained and a relatively
long full PSA processing time.
Another way of handling the problem is to carry out sensitivity studies on a
case-by-case basis. This can be envisaged in the case of a processing code
using numerical-linking, which can be much faster in terms of computer time
than a Boolean code (this aspect is detailed in session 1 of Topic 1).
However, the models must be sufficiently robust to take the probability of
failure of an equipment item to 1, and the tools must be sufficiently advanced
to easily carry out these sensitivity studies.
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The second problem concerns the validity of this type of operating technical
specifications which are based only a calculation of risk for an operational
reactor. It must be remembered that taking a unit to a fallback state can
increase the risk:
• protective automatic systems often cease to operate as soon as the reactor is
shut down,
• in addition, during reactor shutdown and start-up transients, there is a
definite but not-easy-to-quantify risk (start up of equipment, human
intervention, fragilization of the containment and other equipment due to
thermal or mechanical fatigue linked to variations in physical parameters,
etc.).
It is therefore necessary to carry out a calculation for each reactor state,
taking the best possible account of the risks induced by transients, and to do
so, the PSA must cover shutdown states in order to define a correct fallback
state (if there is one), and to compare the risk linked to sustained operation
with that linked to the change to the fallback state.

2.4

RELIABILITY CENTRED MAINTENANCE
2.4.1

Description
The objectives of Reliability Centred Maintenance (RCM) or Reliability
Based Maintenance (RBM) are generally as follows :
• to reduce maintenance costs (preventive and corrective) while guaranteeing
or even improving levels of safety and availability of units;
• to have an approach for drawing up traceable and updateable basic
preventive maintenance programmes (living programmes).
In what follows we will discuss only RCM approaches, without mentioning
the cost-benefit ratio of this kind of study (cf. debate between conventional
RCM and "streamlined" RBM approaches). Similarly, RCM approaches may
or may not use PSA results. We present here an EDF proposal under tuning
for an approach based on the use of PSA.
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EDF Approach
Only the links between RCM and safety aspects are presented.
High contribution
orRRW

NO

High RAW or equipment
covered by anOTS

YES

NO

Equipment critical
since its failure engenders
a substantial increase in
the risk

Equipment critical
since making a major
contribution to the risk

Somewhat upgraded
preventive maintenance

Sustained or even slightly
reduced preventive
maintenance

Non critical equipment

Corrective maintenance

With the help of importance factors (Risk Achievement Worth and Risk
Reduction Worth), equipment is classified into three categories :
• equipment requiring somewhat upgraded preventive maintenance, for an
increase in its reliability results in a substantial gain in safety;
• equipment requiring sustained or slightly reduced preventive maintenance,
for a decrease in its reliability results in a substantial loss in safety; this
maintenance need not be upgraded, for an increase in the reliability of the
equipment does not give rise to a major gain in safety;
• equipment requiring only corrective maintenance, for its unavailability
does not result in a major increase in risk.
Even level-2 PSAs cannot cover all aspects of safety (like dosimetry
problems); the approach must be complemented with operating technical
specifications.
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In addition, for equipment requiring a preventive maintenance programme,
importance factors, together with other indications like failure modes or
impairment modes actually encountered with the equipment, the efficiency
and cost of current maintenance or of a proposed new maintenance
programme, can be used to define it.
2.4.2

Specific Difficulties
Such an approach2 makes intensive use of importance factors : these
calculations are performed for all equipment. This poses problems with
Boolean tools for equipment whose contribution is low3 (this equipment is
not involved in the preponderant cut sets and the calculation of the
importance factor is difficult, if not impossible), and the calculations are
more complex with numerical linking codes.
This use of PSA requires high-quality data, and therefore makes extensive
use of feedback on experience. But feedback introduces a problem of bias :
equipment which is not particularly critical because it is reliable with the
current maintenance programme may cease to be so reliable if its
maintenance is reduced, and may then become critical. Importance factors
must consequently be used with caution : no decision can be made to upgrade
or reduce maintenance, and even less so to eliminate it, on the simple basis of
an importance factor. These factors must be used in conjunction with other
information obtained from feedback or from expert judgement on equipment
(see diagram above). Experts can indeed judge the predictable evolution of
the reliability of equipment in accordance with the envisaged maintenance
programme, whereas safety experts can, with the help of PSA, judge whether
this evolution is acceptable or not.
RCM studies (and particularly the selection of failure modes for critical
equipment) therefore call for different skills to be brought together.
Finally, it is difficult to measure the impact of maintenance on the failure rate
of equipment and on the rate of unavailability for maintenance purposes
(scheduled or unscheduled). It is thus necessary to take account of the risk of
improper equipment configurations as a result of errors in maintenance
operations (the significance of these last two points was brought to light by
the EPS 1300 PSA).

In other RCM approaches, PSA is used only to detect important safety functions and the systems involved.
This obviously raises fewer problems with respect to the utilization of PSA, but does not provide a
comprehensive answer to the NRC "maintenance rule".
There is in fact a problem with Boolean models if the probabilistic truncation threshold used for the
reduction of the models is greater than the contribution threshold adopted to define the equipment requiring
a preventive maintenance programme.
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These negative effects of maintenance must be analyzed. By introducing
them into a PSA model, they can be compared to the advantages brought
about by increased reliability of equipment or its sustained reliability
resulting from maintenance.

2.5

RISK MONITOR
2.5.1

Description
PSA can be used for real-time or more or less deferred assessment of the risk
run by a unit in a given situation. These assessments can be for a variety of
purposes; they are often lumped under the name "Risk Monitor".
One of the most interesting utilizations of the Risk Monitor is to compare
different operating strategies (normal, incident status, or accident status). Let
us look at some examples :
• control of the residual heat removal system in normal operating conditions
(is it better to have one or two trains operating ?)
• control of the residual heat removal system, of long-term safety injection
and containment spray after a LOCA (what systems should be used as
basic requirements, and what other systems should kept on standby; should
the H4 link4 be used as soon as it is available, or only as a last resort ?,
etc.).
Risk Monitor tools can also be used to plan unit shutdown (ORAM, DialCafta, [4]) and, more generally, maintenance. For instance, these tools enable
to know whether, for a given unit configuration, an equipment item can be
locked out without running too great a risk, or whether it would be more
advisable to wait until other equipment is available again, or whether the
reactor status should be changed before the equipment is taken offline. If this
application is used after unscheduled unavailability, to determine the
operating status to be instituted (rather than to know when and how to
schedule unavailability), the application becomes a practically real-time
calculation of operating technical specifications (cf. ESSM, [5]).
Finally, if the value of the hourly risk determined by the Risk Monitor is
integrated over a full year, one can obtain an indicator of the level of safety of
the unit. This should be compared to the NRC Safety Index obtained as part
of the ASP programme [6] (see also the paper devoted to precursor analysis topic 4).

The H4 link is an arrangement which enables French PWR units to link Containment Spray and Low
Pressure Safety Injection pumps. These two systems can thus back each other up, and, in the case of a LOCA,
each of them can perform safety injection and discharge residual power from the containment several days
after the accident.
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2.5.2

Specific Difficulties
This application has not yet been developed by the EDF. The following
comments are therefore only suppositions.
Of all the applications presented here, this is the one that can have the most
direct consequences on control (in the broadest sense including maintenance).
It therefore has a very great effect on safety. This application is potentially
dangerous, particularly since it is "close to" power plant operators who are
not adepts of reliability, and is "far from" PSA specialists.
PSA must be thoroughly understood for its results to be properly interpreted.
This application must therefore be implemented :
• either with the subsequent (deferred) help of a PSA expert,
• or, possibly with only very slight deferment (cf. ESSM), if the number of
cases processed by the tool is restricted and all have been previously tested
by a PSA expert (before being set up in the power plant). But the PSA
application then loses all its interest: it becomes a PSA result presentation
tool rather than a calculation tool.
In addition, it would appear to be prudent to start by setting this type of
application up in safety engineering services before considering setting it up
in maintenance services or in the control room.
It goes without saying that the use of the Risk Monitor solely for safety level
assessment purposes does not raise the same type of problem as for controlsupport purposes. Questions might nevertheless be asked about the
representativity of such an indicator : ESSM measures the supplemental risk
over the basic risk (all equipment available) linked to unavailability of
equipment; the Safety Index of the ASP programme measures the risk
induced by the most significant events (this risk too is supplemental to the
basic risk). With the possible exception of simple unavailabilities resulting in
non-compliance with operating technical specifications and multiple
unavailabilities, no common event is taken into account in these two
indicators. Individually therefore, they cannot really represent the safety level
of the unit. Yet they seem to be complementary. Furthermore, as the NRC has
observed, shutdown states must be taken into account in the estimation of
these safety indicators (something ESSM does not do for the moment5).
Finally, since Risk Monitor tools are based on an estimate of the hourly risk
of the unit, one might ask what purpose this application serves if it does not
use :

ESSM is used for reactor No. 2 of the Heysham plant. It is an AGR unit. Nuclear Electric experts consider
that the risk in shutdown states is negligible with this sort of reactor. Unfortunately this is not so true for
PWR reactors.
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unit-specific data (this is feasible for equipment, but is impracticable for
human-factor data); and
instantaneous data, i.e. which is representative of the current status of
equipment and operators, and not averaged data for the entire lifetime of
the unit. It is practically impossible to generate such instantaneous data.

3.

CONDITIONS FOR USE OF PSA
The conditions for use of PSA pose organizational problems. These problems depend on
the type and structure of the entity (designer, operator, etc.; number of units operated,
engineering services on site or delocated, etc.). The following applies particularly to
entities like EDF (large number of units operated, and highly centralized engineering
services).
PSAs are generally performed first of all in connection with a demonstration of safety.
They are often ill-suited to applications aimed at providing support for design or operation.
They must be "fine tuned" and complemented. In addition, as the number of applications is
on the increase, they can no longer be the sole reserve of reliability specialists, and must
gradually be made available to "design" or "operation" experts who are not necessarily
dependability specialists. It is thus clear that these "comprehensive" and "complex" PSAs
developed essentially for safety assessment are not at all "user friendly" for those not
previously involved in their development.
It is therefore necessary to find an optimum level of detail. This level must be sufficiently
detailed for analysts to find the information they want from a PSA, while being sufficiently
limited for the model to remain within the bounds of human understanding and to enable
design and operation specialists - who must be able to introduce their expertise (which
dependability experts do not have) - to effectively handle the model and use it in their
applications. This level of detail must also be uniform : as has been said in paragraph 2.1.2,
in the case of processing of a PSA using a probabilistic truncation threshold that varies
from one sequence to another, there is a risk of introducing equipment with minor
contributions into the minimum cut sets while eliminating other more important
contributions. In an RCM programme, poor interpretation of results could result in
maintenance being upgraded on equipment with relatively insignificant safety functions, to
the detriment of much more vital equipment.
In fact, the essential thing is to ensure that the model is robust, i.e. to ensure that everything
that is modelled and quantified is modelled and quantified correctly :
•

only the most important equipment failure modes and human errors should be
involved,

•

the major sequences where these events occur should be modelled and quantified.

It is better for an equipment item not to be modelized at all than to be modelized
incorrectly.
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In the first case, no conclusions will be drawn from the PSA, and means of decision
support other than PSA will have to be used, or a specific model will have to be developed
in response to the problem; in the second case, erroneous conclusions could be drawn, with
possibly drastic consequences on plant safety, availability, or operating costs.
To minimize the risk of improper use of these studies by persons who did not work on their
development, it may be useful to draw up "operating instructions" for the studies (by
"operating instructions" we mean any support for the use of a PSA, whether an adaptation
of the computerized PSA model or paper documentation). "Operating instructions", as the
term is understood at EDF, is based on extensive use of the graphic interfaces of the PSA
model. All the basic events, the generic events, and accident sequence probabilities are
featured in it and commented on. The main assumptions required for the construction of
fault or event trees are specified. A synthesis can also present the architecture of the PSA :
the different sets of accident scenarios, the systems involved, the link between the systems
and accident sequences (which sequences a given system or item of equipment might be
involved in). This document can also specify the scope of validity of the PSA (what data or
assumptions can be varied without detracting from the validity of the result ?). This sort of
document is undoubtedly difficult to draw up, but it provides PSA users with precious help
[7]For all the applications of PSAs aimed at loosening regulations, one has to start with
realistic PSAs that are neither too conservative (in which case nothing at all can be
relaxed!) nor too optimistic (in which case the demonstration would not be credible). That
is how EDF came to study reactor shutdown statuses (indispensable for determining
technical operation specifications or organizing maintenance programmes) and long-term
scenarios. The long-term scenarios were particularly valuable, enabling assessment of the
benefits of medium-term emergency action between low-pressure safety injection and
containment spraying; without this mutual emergency action, the medium-term risk
(beyond 14 hours) is far from negligible. These fine features of modelling result in not only
a relatively advanced level of detail, but also a varied choice of methods. Apart from fault
trees, EDF has used Markovian techniques [8] [9] and a method for quantification of event
trees automatically taking account of the actual operating time of systems operating in
normal-emergency mode and the repair of equipment which can avoid arriving at
unacceptable consequences [10]. Moreover, use of Markovian techniques is recommended
by the IAEA [11].
However, sequential methods are often more complex to use than Boolean methods, and
can give rise to models which are more difficult to use in applications (cf. paper on this
subject presented to the Seminar : Topic 1). They do have the advantage of not requiring
simplifying assumptions to take account of sequential aspects, and therefore make more
robust models with fewer implicit assumptions, so they are more easily traceable, though
often less legible6. Sequential models must be used appropriately. As for the level of detail,
a trade-off must be made between the level of detail of the mathematical model and its ease
of use.

For the same modelling precision, sequential models like Markov graphs are more traceable than Boolean
models if time dependencies are taken into account. However, when a Markov graph is used, the opportunity
is taken to model a large number of time dependencies whereas normally, with a Boolean model, the model
would be restricted to the most important time dependencies; Boolean models therefore appear to be simpler
and more legible than the graph.
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The development of applications implies that there will be a greater number of users on a
variety of sites. These applications can be used to enrich PSAs [12]. Precursor analysis, for
example, will validate or invalidate the accident scenarios of PSAs by comparing them to
actual incidents; it can thus highlight initiating events not taken into account in the PSA or
recalculate the probability of occurrence of an event. To facilitate coherence between these
applications and to allow them to benefit from information from the others, it is advisable
for the applications to be able to communicate with each other. If not the concept of living
PSA has no real meaning!
EDF has therefore developed its PSAs on networked work stations, and attributes much
importance to the management of the data and models : studies of sensitivity to a change in
models or data are performed without "overwriting" the results of the "reference study".
This organization makes it possible for each developer to work on his own applications
with the same reference model as other developers. The reference model approved by the
safety authorities is updated from time to time, taking account of new feedback on
experience, amendments to design or operating procedures, and the contribution of the
various applications to the PSA models. Such inter-model communication can obviously
be achieved in other manners. The fundamental point is to establish communication
between the different users of a PSA, and for PSA specialists to be able to guarantee the
relevance of the model used in accordance with the development it undergoes.

4.

SYNTHESIS OF THE MAIN DIFFICULTIES - OUTSTANDING
QUESTIONS
The first limit of PSAs, and one that is common to all applications, concerns their scope of
validity :
Questions :

How, depending on the application, does one define the scope of validity
of a PSA (without testing all cases of application, one by one!) ?
When a PSA is used, how does one ensure that its scope is not
overreached ?

A second difficulty associated with PSAs is the uncertainty hanging over the results. PSAs
provide results that are more or less precise or relevant to a given criteria : the risk of core
melt or of emission of radioactive products. To this criterion are added others related to
decision-making (unit availability, cost of the intervention, doses to which operators are
subjected, etc.). The safety criterion cannot easily be compared with the others.
Questions :

How does one position this criterion given by PSAs relative to others (in
the absence of precise regulations) ?
What credit can be given to an imprecise PSA result, even if it does
measure a fundamental variable : i.e. safety, as compared to other criteria
which are often much more precise but which measure less important
variables ?
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A third difficulty in the use of PSAs is due to their very complexity. PSAs represent a
synthesis of a variety of knowledge :
•
•
•
•

theoretical operation (codes)
feedback (data, operation, operation modes)
reliability
human factors.

This makes their use by non PSA specialists problematical. Yet these users are specialists
in design and operation (control and maintenance) who need the results provided by PSAs
in connection with their applications.
Questions :

5.

Should PSA applications be solely the concern of PSA specialists or
should they be made available to design and operation engineers ?
If they can be opened up to non-specialists, how can the transfer of
know-how from PSA specialists to these engineers be effected ? What
sort of training should the engineers be given ? What role should the PSA
specialists play in the implementation of PSA applications ?
If they cannot be opened up to non-specialists, what sort of organization
should be set up between PSA specialists and design and operations
engineers so that PSA applications are really relevant ?

CONCLUSIONS
PSAs are one of the rare means of obtaining an overall view of the behaviour of a unit with
which one can measure the criticity of phenomena (Seriousness x Probability). Models of
thermohydraulic, mechanical, or neutronics codes are restricted to the "consequence"
aspect and deal with phenomena on a case-by-case basis.
Furthermore, PSAs create a unique reference tool: it is possible to compare two equipment
items, procedures, etc. in terms of the same criterion : core melt (or emission of radioactive
products).
PSAs can also provide precious assistance for the design and operation of nuclear power
plants.
However they remain tools of great complexity with which their potential users (chiefly
among operators) are still relatively unacquainted. One should therefore be relatively
cautious in the development of applications. At the same time as an application is
developed, its scope of validity should be defined, its methods of use foreseen, work done
on the ergonomics of the application in order to minimize the risk of acquisition errors and
erroneous interpretation, and plentiful comments made on the models (if the user has
access to them).
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Although the final result of a PSA may be of relatively little value, all the expertise
implemented in PSA is of great interest. It is a powerful tool for questioning a model of
reality ("What would the risk be if ... ?"). More than probabilities, it is the scenarios,
minimal cut sets, or sequences leading to the loss of a system or to an impaired operating
condition which are of interest. The user of the application should therefore be helped to
understand and interpret the results.7
In the field, in power plants, as well as providing support for the operation of units, the role
of computerized PSA is to serve as a means of developing a safety culture among
"operators" that will lead them to think about the potential consequences of the actions they
intend to carry out or the incidents they have encountered, and which will develop in them
some mastery of the operation of the plant, of the way in which it responds to
"disturbances" (cf. INSAG4, [13]). To do this, PSA models have yet to be sufficiently
representative of the unit and consequently not instil erroneous knowledge among
operators.
Whatever the progress made in reducing uncertainties, the exhaustivity of the situations
considered, the quality of data, the user-friendliness and management of PSA, PSA is
nevertheless a complex and approximate modelization of reality. It could certainly be a
powerful means of analysis, but also a dangerous tool if improperly used. That is why
progress must be made in the completeness and robustness of models, in the precise
definition of their scope of validity, and in the ease with which users can learn how they
work so that correct PSA applications can be implemented. This calls for the level of detail
to be optimized, for the use of complex methods to be restricted to just a few cases, and for
guides for using the studies to be drawn up. A compromise must be reached between
complete but complex models and effectively usable models.
In addition, even complete and detailed PSAs will not answer all questions on safety. New
roads that complement PSA must be explored, particularly those associated with human
factors (psychological and cognitive aspects) or organizational factors (relative to operation
and maintenance), in order to achieve a global approach to safety. Progress must also be
made in the knowledge we have of PSA in order to precisely define its pertinent
applications and the fields in which it can contribute nothing. These studies have yet to
acquire a certain maturity before they can achieve recognized status like thermohydraulics,
mechanics, or neutronics.

Every time a result is obtainedfrom a PSA, it must be understood and compared with what was predicted. As
a good reliability specialist, an expert should mentally calculate the result he is looking for and compare it
with the one he then gets with the computer model, and analyze any discrepancies. However, in this there is
unfortunately a substantial element of bias, i.e. the representation one has of a nuclear power plant unit,
which is limited by Man's intelligence!
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Dependability is all the concepts (Reliability, Availability, Maintainability, and
Safety) which are used to characterize the capabilities of a product to operate, to be
repaired, and to not cause damage to objects or persons.
PSAs (Probabilistic Safety Assessments) are a particular means of assessing the level
of safety of hazardous installations.
The purpose of this communication is to show that although it is still an emerging
concept within EDF projects, the introduction of methods for taking account of
dependability in design can be very useful at improving the safety of plants by, for
example, establishing the link between operating feedback on one hand, and
maintenance and operating policy on the other.
Moreover, we will try to identify the links between an approach that is often used
qualitatively (dependability) and a procedure that in practice is very much oriented
towards quantification (PSA), as well as the questions that are still being asked about
the introduction of dependability into major design projects.
Finally, we will extend our thinking on the insertion of dependability (and PSA) into
design work to consideration of human factors in these projects. All too often kept
apart, the technical and human aspects of design projects do have common
characteristics: participation in safety and ease of operation of power plants, need for
sufficiently early insertion in order to obtain pertinent results, etc.
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2.

2.1

REMINDER OF THE MAIN PROBLEMS

Context

Historically speaking, dependability concepts are derived from reliability and safety
activities, two activities which do not have the same objectives: the former set out to
show the aptitude of a product to remain in service or be put back into service
(reliability, maintainability, availability), and the latter are aimed at demonstrating
the product's harmlessness. These activities are often carried out by different teams of
specialists who work completely separately. But both have led up to the development
of identical probabilistic methods for assessing risks, in as far as in both fields it has
been found to be impossible to qualitatively demonstrate the total absence of
contingencies.
We are now seeing increasing integration of dependability studies (qualitative
analyses and quantitative assessments) in design projects. This integration results
from three factors: the need to present safety-substantiation files in order to obtain
authorization to operate; the increased complexity of the projects; and the need to
better formalize relationships between those concerned.
The presentation of safety-substantiation files corresponds to the conventional
activity of safety. Qualitative and quantitative demonstrations are prepared by the
design teams to prove to an authority that the construction arrangements result in an
appreciable reduction in the risks involved. There is danger analysis to identify
undesirable events, and risk assessment to forecast the frequency and seriousness of
potential accidents. PSAs in nuclear power plants are performed within this
framework.
Furthermore, increasingly fine adaptation of products to economic constraints results
in increased complexity of projects. Designers seek to minimize the ownership cost,
which includes consideration not just of construction costs, but also running and
maintenance costs. To do so, they need indicators which enable them to choose
between different technological solutions. Adoption of and empirical enhancement of
previous solutions is no longer good enough. Operating feedback is systematically
analyzed and its data is used where the knowledge of some experts reaches its limits,
thanks to the construction and operation of models which make it possible to
presumptively assess the relevance of the envisaged solutions. EDF is conducting an
approach of this type in the CIDEM project described in Chapter 3.
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Finally, the relationships between the Owner, the Main Contractor, and other
contractors change. Not being able to acquire a detailed appreciation of all the stages
of the project from the inside, the Owner and Main Contractor implement means of
acquiring a sufficiently good level of knowledge of the work of manufacturers:
•

organization and structuration of activities: at his own level, each person is
positioned relative to the project,
specification of objectives: type of services the products ordered must provide,
performance in terms of time, or expected dependability,

•

qualification of products within a quality assurance policy: verification of the
procedures applied by manufacturers and matching of products to
requirements.

This formalization of relations occurs as much in the field of safety as in the field of
reliability. That is why dependability specialists are more and more often associated
with design teams. Their role is to define and organize dependability tasks for all
phases in the lifecycle of the product, to specify objectives for suppliers and
subcontractors, and to validate the files that substantiate the dependability of the
technological solutions proposed by the manufacturers.
Use of PSA in the design of nuclear power plants is envisaged within this evolutive
context. With our current knowledge, this perspective poses two types of problems:
•

the first problems concern the possibility of adapting dependability analysis
techniques to design, regardless of the aptitude to be characterized (reliability,
maintainability, availability, or safety),

•

the second problems are specific to the assessment of safety indicators because
of the great difficulty of this type of study.

2.2

Problems posed by the integration of dependability analyses into design

The integration of dependability studies into design studies is not really compatible
with the conventional reliabilistic approach based on analysis of the equipment
components of which the product is made: one would need the results of the entire
design in order to assess the objectives to be assigned to subassemblies. This creates
a paradoxical situation where the utility and feasibility of dependability studies
oppose each other. To eliminate (at least partially) the paradox, dependability
T. Desmas - V. Lagrange - International Seminar - From PSAs to Dependability - page 5
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specialists adopt a "system" approach in addition to the conventional "equipmentitem" approach.
The "system" approach consists of analyzing the service that the product must render
and the conditions of impairment of that service. Functional analysis is used in the
initial phase of the study to define the mission, i.e. the expected service, and the
functions that participate in its accomplishment. It makes it possible to build a model
of interrelated entities called the "system". Each entity contributes to the
accomplishment of one or more functions and can itself be considered to be a system
and broken down at a finer level. This incremental approach is pursued to the level of
detail where the technological choice of a hardware or software structure can be
made. This sort of descending approach, going from the general to the particular, is
interesting in several respects:
• it facilitates the comparison of the dependability of products using different
technological solutions but which render the same service,
• it improves the exhaustivity of dependability studies, for it considers the
product from a point of view which makes it possible to structure its
analysis,
• it is well adapted to an evolution in the fineness of the design (this of course
presupposes that designers use it),
• it simplifies the analysis of failure modes of components that it situates in
their environment and whose functions it defines.
The "system" approach is also interesting in that it broadens the field of
dependability studies beyond the product itself and integrates its users. It is a sociotechnical system which is then considered, and which can be studied using methods
derived from ergonomics, for man-machine relations, or from the discipline of
dependability, for the product itself.
Definition of a "system" approach makes it possible to at least partially raise the
paradox induced by the use of dependability indicators in making design choices.
However, its application poses some practical problems:
• adaptation of operating feedback to produce data compatible with the
functional breakdown. Operating feedback is in fact centred on equipment
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failures. It has to be organized in order to be applied to the functions
performed by the equipment.
• organization of relations between design activities and dependability analysis
activities: role of the persons involved (who does functional analysis?) and
sequencing of operations {how and when should dependability studies be
done?). These last points are critical, for they reveal the need to see the
performance of dependability studies not as specific tasks but as constituent
parts of a project.
Finally, it does not totally raise the doubt concerning the robustness of indicators
used when there is an appreciable evolution of the new concept relative to the
existing solution.

2.3

Problems specifically related to the use of safety indicators (PSA)

Since PSAs have to be produced as part of the substantiation file for obtaining
operating authorization from the safety authorities, it is interesting to envisage using
them to guide design choices, especially since this is a means of getting the most
from what is a major investment.
The first task is to analyze the potential contribution this type of study could make to
a project. Safety is an aspect of quality. For a nuclear power plant, it is the most
important one, but it is not the only one. Other examples are availability or running
costs, maintainability, etc. Design work is supposed to find a trade-off between these
different factors, to make multi-criteria choices. These trade-offs are conventionally
based on the experience of designers who generally adopt options which have proved
themselves in operational plants or, possibly modify them after a qualitative analysis.
In the preceding paragraph it is stated that the current trend is to define reliability,
availability, or maintainability criteria and to quantitatively assess indicators
associated with these criteria by making use of operating feedback. This approach is
justified for economic reasons, but is it acceptable in the field of safety? Wouldn't it
be better, when dealing with safety systems, to retain the current situation where
design is controlled by deterministic rales and where PSAs are used as a
complement, only to substantiate claims?
A "wait-and-see" attitude could be supported by thinking on the limits of PSA:
exhaustivity (has nothing preponderant been forgotten?), level of precision (do the
detail of the models, simplifying calculation assumptions, and uncertainties on data
T. Desmas - V. Lagrange - International Seminar - From PSAs to Dependability - page 7
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correspond to the degree of fineness required for the risk indicator obtained?), and
meaning of results (how do you interpret probabilities which are both very slight inaccessible with operating feedback - and representative of risks averaged over a
period of time or over a set of similar power plants?). Are these limits compatible
with a utilization aimed at providing indicators in a decision-making context? This
question is seen to be all the more critical when some phenomena which might be
overlooked in a conservative demonstration have to be integrated to analyze the
impact that streamlining of a procedure and/or modification of a system, for example,
could have on risk. What does this mean in terms of the risk of explosion of the size
of models? In more general terms, how do you take account of the bias introduced
by models and the uncertainties about data when comparing technical or
organizational solutions?
Lastly, the use of PSAs runs up against the paradox of having to take the most
critical decisions at the start of the project, relying on the most fragile indicators.
This paradox is a general one, as has been seen, and is all the more of a problem for
safety studies in which the "system" approach is much less structuring: this approach
is based on a functional breakdown which gives little information for the
construction of accident scenarios since these scenarios depend very much on the
technological choices adopted, contrary to the service functions of the product. Under
these conditions, is it possible to use a safety indicator obtained in the preliminary
design phase? As the project proceeds, couldn't "fine-tuning" of the arrangement of
two competitive systems reverse the conclusions of a preliminary study? If so, on the
basis of what criterion can a system be eliminated in the pre-design phase? As a
result, should one await a certain stabilization of the operating assumptions before
undertaking a PSA? But then how useful is it to designers?
In reference to this series of questions we are going to examine the situation of
dependability studies, and particularly PSA in EDF design projects.
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3.

3.1

POSITION OF EDF RELATIVE TO THIS TOPIC

Practice and objective

Until now we have stressed what is at stake and the problems posed by integration of
dependability in a design project: but what do we actually do? In practice we are still
a long way from this integration which we consider so desirable, but which is
difficult to achieve. Standard EDF practice consists of evaluating indicators one by
one, in accordance with specific identified needs, often independently of design
projects. The only coherent long-term procedure applied to date is PSA. However,
the purpose of this approach is more one of substantiation than construction, since it
is currently applied outside the design phase in order to prepare the safety file.
Our work on instrumentation and control systems is a good illustration of this
problem. We have been approached to assess the dependability of safety systems
within the framework of PSAs. These assessments are performed post hoc, on
systems that have already been built, and which in some cases are already operating.
The situation raises problems of objectives and of methods.
The objectives we were set correspond to availability studies. It is a matter of
assessing the conditional probability of non-transmission of safety-action commands.
Now we all know that in this sort of system, reliability and availability work against
each other: redundant systems in parallel increase the probability of transmitting a
command, but also of issuing unwarranted commands, and series systems have the
opposite effect. Both types of failures change the safety of the process controlled
(and also its availability). Manufacturers therefore adopt more complex
arrangements, or alternate redundancies. What is really at stake in dependability
assessments is consequently the provision of indicators for optimizing the system
architecture. This presupposes that one produces during and not after design.
Assessment methods are themselves problematical. It is in fact necessary to
introduce simplifying assumptions in order to perform indicator calculations: you
have to choose what is modelled (function analyzed, level of detail) and add
independence assumptions. These decisions should normally influence the design of
the product: a given independence assumption must be accompanied by a
construction arrangement which guarantees it. Post hoc involvement of a reliability
specialist does not make it possible to introduce this interaction sufficiently early.
Yet this sort of interaction is considered to be vital for ensuring the quality of the
results one obtains.
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But does this mean that our dependability work is restricted to work on request, with
no common ground other than the use of probabilistic calculations? By no means; we
undertake research and development to build procedures, methods, and support tools
which will make it possible to integrate dependability assessments in projects. For it
would be incoherent to recommend the use of real-time indicators for which we do
not have rapid means of operational assessment. But this construction cannot be built
up from nothing. That is why we organize this research work along three lines: work
"upline" (development of qualitative and quantitative methods), more practical
"downstream" work (results of special studies, methodological guides or tools, use of
Operating Feedback), and thinking on the organizational framework to be set up.
Our studies on instrumentation and control systems are also representative of this
approach. We are trying to automate the calculation method we used in assessments
done for PSA. This thinking is accompanied by a reinforcement of contacts with the
team in charge of following-up the design of the system studied. We want to specify
which criteria are of use in design choices and provide technical support during
relations with manufacturers, whereas previously this team was only called on to
provide the information necessary for the construction of models. In addition, more
general thinking has been undertaken with all the research groups working on
instrumentation and control in order to define methodological guides which can
subsequently be used to implement a "system" approach for this type of arrangement.
However, despite efforts to appreciate the entirety of the problem, the difference
between practice and the situation we are trying to arrive at is still a big one. We
have to be able to describe this situation in order to justify the work done and to
guide our thinking. That is why we have sketched out a general diagram of the
process implemented in design projects. This diagram was drawn up from
bibliographical studies, analysis of current practice in other industries, and reflection
on our own studies which it can put in perspective. We describe it in the next
paragraph.

3.2

Proposed general procedure for integrating dependability into design
projects

Schematically, we consider that the sequence of operations (or the project lifecycle)
is structured as four steps: preliminary studies, functional specifications, design, and
construction.
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The preliminary studies set out to define the major options that will be adopted. They
are based on analysis of the existing situation: diagnosis of the advantages and
disadvantages of the solutions used in operational power plants, in terms of both
equipment on one hand and operation and maintenance on the other. Systematic
utilization of operating feedback reveals points of weakness as well as satisfactory
practice and positive aspects to be renewed in the future system.
Functional specifications are aimed at preparing the work of subcontractors, by
formalizing the needs revealed by the preliminary studies. The main functions and
performances expected of these functions are defined. The main sub-systems are
specified, together with their functions and expected performance.
Design determines the technical solutions that will be implemented during
construction. Design and construction activities are often sub-contracted. This is why
a qualification process is set up to validate the options adopted by manufacturers and
to check the quality of their products.
It can therefore be seen that there are two processes within a project: an active
process which results in the provision of the product and its support aspects
(documentation, maintenance programme, spares) and a reactive process which is
based on technical facts to orient (and sometimes re-orient) the progress of the active
process (Figure 1). The reactive process has three main retroaction loops:
• analysis of technical facts for construction and operation; this serves to orient
the preliminary studies,
• analysis of the design; this serves to validate the technological choices
relative to the need expressed in the functional specification,
• analysis of construction; this checks (generally in experimental fashion) that
the product provided conforms with the design file.
The two processes are piloted by project management activities in the case of the
active process, and by quality assurance in the case of the reactive process.
Relative to this general diagram, dependability specialists fulfil four assignments in a
design project:
• they allocate dependability objectives within the framework of the active
process,
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they assess the dependability of technical choices within the framework of
the reactive process,
they manage dependability activities (dependability programme, follow-up
of manufacturers' files),
they prepare the safety files presented to the authorities in order to obtain
authorization for operation, by performing PSAs for example.
'Allocation of""-.,
dependability
objectives

PSA

Functional
specification

Prelir ninary
stu dies

Construction - L Open tirtTi

Design

>
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\ manufacturer's files ;
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Figure 1 - Activities in design projects
We have said that the current status of dependability analysis as practised by EDF
was far from the situation we have just described. However, the use of dependability
indicators as design support is emerging: drawing up of standard functional
specifications to define reliability and availability objectives in instrumentation and
control projects; but above all, for power plants, implementation of the CIDEM
approach which is presented in the next paragraph.
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3.3

Presentation of studies for integrating dependability in the design of
power plants

The CIDEM1 approach is intended to minimize the discounted average production
cost which integrates the investment, running costs, and fuel costs. This optimization
takes account of the constraints revealed by operating feedback from French and
foreign power plants, including safety constraints. CIDEM covers four main topics:
control of unscheduled and exceptional unavailability, control of scheduled
unavailability, dosimetry, and preventive maintenance.
The aim of the project is twofold: from a methodological point of view, to identify
the methods, approaches, and support tools that should be used, and, from an
applicative point of view, to analyze contributions and to survey the difficulties
associated with the approach. The first application of CIDEM is centred on the
project for the future REP 2000 PWR, but it could be applied to other plants,
particularly in respect of its methodological aspects.
The progress of the REP 2000 PWR project (preliminary design phase) puts the
approach in the period of preliminary studies, as presented in the flow chart in the
paragraph above. The situation therefore limits the possibilities of analysis to just
part of the scope of the study. Moreover, CIDEM is a recent approach: acquired
knowledge is therefore restricted and not necessarily definitive (may be modified).

Conception Integrant la Disponibilite, le retour d'Experience et la Maintenance - Design
Integrating Availability, Feedback, and Maintenance
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Figure 2 - Principle of the CIDEM approach
The approach consists of a review of design options proposed by the REP 2000 PWR
design team. This review involves an analysis structure produced by a system
approach (Figure 2). Starting from general objectives for the unit, particular
objectives are allocated to the various sub-systems for the aspects of scheduled
unavailability, maintenance, dosimetry, and unscheduled and exceptional
unavailability. The consequences of each option are examined in accordance with
these objectives.
Examination of an option consists of assessing criteria associated with each
objective on the basis of data from operating feedback.
These criteria (like for example the reliability of an option for a mission) are assessed
thanks to the creation of indicators (in the example mentioned: the probability of
occurrence of loss of the mission).
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Examination of the option serves to identify the elements that are critical in terms of
the objective.
Three different cases can be envisaged:
1) There is no critical element and the option is adopted.
2) There are critical elements which can be enhanced. The components whose
performance is insufficient relative to the functions they are to provide in
the sub-system are analyzed. Thought is given to the matter to either modify
the maintenance policy or to redesign the sub-system (introduction of
redundancy) or the component itself. In the latter case, the system approach
is reiterated on the component to be redesigned.
3) Critical elements cannot be enhanced at an acceptable cost. It is then
necessary to reallocate objectives, which introduces a retroaction loop in the
analysis process.
The indicators developed during examination of the various options are not all
reliabilistic (dosimetry indicators) or even probabilistic (scheduled unavailability
indicators). However, they do all require use of a system approach such as that
described in paragraph 2.2.
As regards reliabilistic indicators (reliability, maintainability, availability), research
is carried out along two lines:
• definition of allocation methods so that the objectives set for the power plant
can be broken down to sub-system level, and
• development of assessment methods to identify the corrective action to be
carried out at sub-system level.
Allocation of objectives is based on four components: operating feedback data
gathered at the level to which objectives are being allocated; an objective to be
achieved at a more macroscopic level; a model for linking between the two levels;
and an evolution strategy. For dependability criteria, the link model, generally a
series type model, is provided by the functional breakdown. The most critical point is
the definition of the evolution strategy which can vary from equal distribution of the
objective to minimization of owning costs. The results obtained vary widely in
accordance with this strategy. Several allocation methods taking account of the
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various possible strategies are currently being studied, but for the moment we do not
have an operational solution.
The particular case of the development of unscheduled unavailability indicators has
resulted in use of an automatic method for construction of fault trees based on
formal representation of the systems studied. A component model library (valves,
check valves, pipework, pumps, etc.) is associated with a graphic editor. The
component models, which are represented by icons, are assembled to build a system
model which is itself run automatically to produce a fault tree. This method has three
advantages: it limits the need for reliabilistic expertise; it enhances the traceability of
assumptions; and it simplifies updating of the system models. These three points are
felt to be very important in an iterative design procedure. Thought is being given to
extending this method to reconfigurable systems like electrical systems. The problem
of assessment is then more complex, for the gradual evolution of the configurations
of the system studied has to be modelled.
To sum up, the integration of previsional dependability assessment techniques into
the design of power plants is a subject of research and development for EDF. It is
essentially their contribution in the preliminary study period which is explored,
within the scope of the CIDEM approach. In paragraph 3.1. we mentioned that other
work is also in progress: this concerns the functional specification and qualification
of instrumentation and control systems. We hope to be able to converge these
different aspects when the CIDEM project goes from the preliminary study phase to
the phases of specification and then design and construction.

3.4

Taking account of safety

In the general context presented above arises the somewhat particular question of the
integration of safety constraints during design. Can use of quantitative safety
indicators be envisaged to make design choices? Can these indicators be produced by
PSA? Our answer to these questions is affirmative, but needs to be modulated in
accordance with the progress of the project.
In the preliminary study period (the phase in which the CIDEM approach is currently
applied) the only PSAs available are those produced in the past for existing power
plants. Simplified models from these PSAs can produce quantitative objectives for
safety-related sub-systems, and the design options for these sub-systems can be
assessed in terms of these objectives. The studies we have carried out on this topic
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have shown the technical feasibility of this procedure: accident scenarios replace the
functional breakdown for building allocation models, and it is always possible to
assess the reliability or the availability of a sub-system. However, these models are
not very reliable for the reasons outlined in paragraph 2.3. Thus, assessment of
design options presupposes that the arrangements analyzed have a minimum content
which gives the indicators obtained a certain robustness relative to the fineness of the
description of the systems. Now this content is difficult to define. Moreover, being
based on the results of an existing PSA, this approach can have a tendency to
"bypass" the system approach, which can give rise to some incoherence between the
two points of view. This is why we consider it preferable, at this stage, to use the
functional breakdown for a preliminary risk study in order to identify safety-related
constraints. These constraints are then characterized in terms of frequency and
seriousness by experts using the existing PSAs to rank the problems. From this semiquantitative thinking one fixes the safety objectives allocated to the sub-systems and
defines the minimum content of the arrangements studied. This approach is more
coherent with the system approach, but is not implemented in the CIDEM project.
Therefore we cannot give an opinion on its feasibility or on its restrictions.
In subsequent phases of the project, and particularly at the start of the design.phase, it
will be possible to build a specific PSA. It would be advisable for it to accompany
the project with an iterative approach:
• being updated as design choices are made, it will make it possible to verify
the overall risk by introducing accident scenarios,
• from that moment, periodical reviews will reorient the project in accordance
with the results of this verification.
The constraints imposed by the iterative use of a living PSA must be analyzed. In
particular, we feel that the use of formal models similar to those we use in the
CIDEM project (and which were initially built to produce the EPS 1300 PSA) to
describe systems is a prerequisite for the success of this approach, for reasons of
rigour and traceability of assumptions. This is a research field which remains to be
explored.
To conclude this paragraph, we would like to stress two points.
Firstly, we feel that the great deal of work EDF has devoted to building PSAs is
centred on the PSA product itself. Innovative methods have been developed (formal
models, dynamic processing of sequential systems) and original subjects have been
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examined (study of long-term effects of accidents). This work was only very recently
accompanied by thinking on the context for using PSAs, despite the fact that, as we
feel, this influences both the construction and the very form of the product (refer to
the communication on Topic 1 of this seminar: PSA methodology). The importance
of this first point is reinforced by the studies we are carrying out on dependability.
This void is all the more regrettable for PSA being a privileged support for thinking
on the means to be implemented to enhance protection strategies by acting either on
material architecture or on operating procedures.
Secondly, we feel it is important to extend thinking on the insertion of dependability
(and PSA) into design projects to that of consideration of the human factor in these
projects (§ 3.5.1.). The technical and human aspects of design projects are all too
often separated, yet they have common characteristics: their effect on safety and the
ease of operation of power plants, the need for sufficiently early insertion in order to
obtain pertinent results, etc.
Furthermore, it will be shown (§ 3.5.2.) that making use of the complementarity of
these approaches makes it possible to go further in using PSA results for design
choices.

3.5
3.5.1

Taking account of the human factor in design
Contribution of a global approach

The use of a global approach in design should make it possible to define all the
functions necessary for a system for fulfil its missions, by including staff
interventions for control or maintenance.
This more complete view includes consideration of the human factor; in particular it
makes it possible to:
• specify all the functions of the Man-Machine System (MMS), those
associated with elementary actions that can be performed by man or by
machine as well as those which correspond to the performance of complex
procedures requiring solving a problem or the construction of long-term
strategies for which the role of the human operator is still preponderant, and
lastly, those which require man-machine co-operation,
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• explicitly define the role of operators, not by default once the broad technical
choices have been made; this means an explicit decision can be made relative
to the level of automation, and particularly that the distribution of manmachine tasks can be specified on the basis of arguments other than just
technical feasibility.
We feel that taking account of the human factor right from the outset of the first
design phases is a factor in the enhancement of safety, for it makes it possible to:
• increase the capacity for identification of risk situations by anticipating cases
where operators might be put in situations where they cannot perform the
prescribed task because of their capacities (which in this case are exceeded)
or because of the means made available to them (which in this case are illadapted);
• increase sources of enhancement by having a more realistic vision of the
operation of MMS (which goes beyond tasks to take account of actual
activity and conditions of performance) and by envisaging design solutions
which tackle the causes of human error.
With this in mind, the model of the operator which must be introduced into the
analysis is richer than that conventionally used by designers or by human reliability
specialists within PSA; consequently:
• it is necessary to enrich "input-output" type modelization centred on "all-ornothing" detection of the answer given to the prescribed task where the
causes of errors are not systematically identified and where the reasoning of
operators is kept opaque in a "black box";
• it is also necessary to enrich the vision of human reliability with a more
thorough model of the man-machine interaction situation where error is also
seen as "the indicator of ill-matching between the characteristics of the
situation and the limits of man's cognitive operation" (de Keyser, 1989). This
enriched vision shows that to reduce human errors one must consider manmachine interaction (and therefore the complete MMS).
With this vision, a greater number of risk factors are identified; they can then be
studied or not, taken into account in the design, or not, as the case may be, but this
time the decision is made with full knowledge of the situation.
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Enrichment of the MMS model presupposes that knowledge of technical components
is complemented with knowledge about operators and man-machine interaction; in
particular, information concerning the following must be obtained:
• the physiological and cognitive characteristics of operators, as well as the
organization of their work,
• actual work conditions (assignments, call duty/constraints) and the suitability
of interfaces (in the broad sense of work tools) between the technical system
and the operators concerned (knowledge and knowhow), considering all
levels of man-machine interaction: information systems, automatic systems,
but also control and maintenance support resources and organizational
aspects.
All this knowledge comes from two sources: some knowledge is general, derived
from a body of theoretical knowledge or standards, and other knowledge concerns
the situation of the work concerned, being derived from analysis of the existing
situation and reference situations (situations similar to the one to be set up).
The problem is then one of gathering this knowledge and knowing how and when to
integrate it into the design process. Taking the four-step arrangement shown in
paragraph 3.1 for the construction process of a power plant, one can envisage five
possible integration points for analysis of the role of operators:
• During preliminary studies, by setting up a diagnosis of control and
maintenance of existing systems, and by using the diagnosis to determine
design limits for human intervention in the future system, together with the
conditions under which human intervention is to take place (operating and
maintenance conditions for example). This is an important principle: any
design must start from operating feedback (if possible systematically drawn
up during operation).
• During the specification phase, by participation in the definition of the
missions of the future MMS so that all the functions controlled by the
man/machine couple are considered. During the specification phase, the
contribution concerning the human factor must be based on a prognostic of
what the future control/maintenance situation will be. Ergonomics, which in
principle is based on analysis of reality, is then confronted with a difficulty
that it tries to overcome by falling back on so-called reference situations.
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• For the specification of each function, by characterization of the role of
operators relative to automatic systems and supports, and definition of the
tools to be provided so that operators can fulfil these roles. This is done by
setting up a breadboarding/prototyping approach with the direct involvement
of operators as actors in the design process.
• At the moment of design, by providing criteria to guide design and qualify the
product designed.
• At the end of construction, by final evaluation of the finished product, on a
lifesize simulator or after installation on site.
This consideration of the role of operators is more global and more qualitative than
that conventionally used in PSA. It does not oppose the more restrictive view of
human factor models introduced into PSA. On the contrary, as is shown below, it can
use the global accident model that a PSA constitutes to initiate more far-reaching
studies on the subjects that, in light of PSA results, appear to be the most critical.
3.5.2

Example of application

A spot study was carried out as part of the REP 2000 PWR in order to provide a
contribution to the definition of the future level of automation. This study was
performed during the preliminary studies of the project. It consisted of analyzing
operating feedback on existing plants, and especially on risk situations. Two sources
of information were used for this:
• the results of a previous PSA (1300 MW) which made it possible to target
the situations which are still sensitive in terms of safety,
• qualitative analysis of some of these sensitive situations, on a lifesize
simulator, with the crews of nuclear power plants.
Through this twofold approach we benefited from the complementarity of reliability
and ergonomics.
In concrete terms, our approach consisted in taking from the preponderant PSA
sequences those for which the "weight of the human factor" was greatest, and then
simulating situations which correspond to these sequences in order to make a detailed
analysis of the control activity.
In global terms the results obtained show that the twofold approach used means:
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• it is possible to identify the elements of man-machine interaction which
contribute to the weight of the human factor in these accident sequences:
double constraint situation requiring a risk-inducing tradeoff, absence of
means of predicting the evolution of the central parameter, procedure giving
preference to action, to the detriment of strategy, etc.
• it is possible to envisage solutions other than purely technical ones,
proposing alternatives with full automation of safety injection: presentation
associated with different parameters for cross control, support tool for
calculation of some indicators, causal and functional representation of the
status of (part of) the plant concerned.
For us this study constitutes a first attempt at developing an ergonomic approach
aimed at safety objectives as part of a design project.
3.5.3

Lessons learnt

There are still two major methodological difficulties at the centre of consideration of
human factors in design.
Design ergonomics runs up against the same type of paradox as dependability: the
sooner the ergonomic aspect takes place in the design process, the more efficient but
the less well founded it is, and the later it takes place, the better founded it is, but it is
less efficient (Pinsky and Theureau, 1984).
Ergonomics also has to manage a tradeoff between the qualitative nature of the data
gathered and of the man-machine model used and their representativity.
Apart from these difficulties, the study presented has clearly shown the interest of a
complementary approach combining reliability and ergonomics for the improvement
of control situations.
Finally, at EDF, it can be seen that ergonomics is involved in the earliest phases of
design, but only in restricted projects; on the other hand, for large control system
projects, for the moment ergonomics is involved only in the final validation phases.
Is it desirable - as we feel it is - for human factors to be taken into account from the
very outset of the design of these large systems? What can be learnt from experience
with large projects outside the nuclear industry?
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4.

CONCLUSION

Contrary to other fields concerning PSAs, where studies and thinking have been
deepened, the topic broached in this communication has remained emergent:
• assessment of dependability characteristics in the design phase of a power
plant is not standard practice, but is the subject of research and development
work within the CIDEM approach,
• the link between PSA and dependability characteristics of the systems is not
studied in terms of design-specific problems: PSA is still a substantiationoriented tool,
• the place and role of ergonomics in the design process, and therefore of
relations between PSA and analysis of the mission of operators, remain to be
defined accurately.
However, some conclusions can be drawn from the work done:
• To be able to integrate dependability criteria in design, you have to build up
a specific approach. The CIDEM project should demonstrate the feasibility
of this approach, illustrate its interest, and specify its limits.
• The construction of indicators associated with dependability criteria requires
use of a system approach based on functional analysis to attenuate the effects
of the paradox which involves using the most fragile indicators at the start of
the project in order to make the most important decisions.
• Safety indicators produced by PSA pose the same problems as other
indicators, but in more acute fashion since they benefit less from the
structuring character of functional analysis, since this analysis gives no
information on accident sequences. Under these conditions, their validity
decreases all the more as design choices differ from the reference.
Because of this, we consider it advisable, right at the start of design, to use the same
system approach for safety criteria as for other dependability criteria, but
complemented by a preliminary study of risk in order to set the objectives for safety
systems. The models of a previous PSA and its results (figures) would then serve as a
support for the thinking of experts using a semi-quantitative approach to allocate
these objectives. We consider this approach to be preferable to an allocation
produced from a simplified model derived from a previous PSA. The preliminary
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analysis of risk would furthermore make it possible to initiate the production of a
new PSA which would be updated as the project progressed, and which would be
used to reorient it.
Finally, we wish to stress the fact that the qualitative aspect of PSA can give much
support to the thinking of designers. Thus, the study of the activity of operators in an
accident situation where the human factor is deemed to be preponderant in terms of
safety, has revealed the contribution of a PSA in identifying the most critical
conditions which should be used as analysis support. Ergonomics is based on the
results of the PSA to target experimental studies on simulators.
These very general conclusions leave open-ended three fundamental questions
dealing with the utility, the type, and the implementation of integration of previsional
studies in design.
• Do designers consider that it is worth taking account of dependability
indicators to guide their design choices, knowing the limits of the indicators,
on one hand, and on the other hand, knowing that taking this into account has
an effect on the accomplishment of their work? The same question can be
asked about the work of ergonomists for integrating the human factor right
from the start of design.
• The system approach that we recommend and which is based on functional
analysis from a qualitative point of view and on allocation of objectives from
a quantitative point of view, has not yet been applied and has therefore not
proved itself in the fields in which EDF designers work. Is it possible to
better define it, to determine its exact limits, or even to rebuild it on the basis
of experience in fields other than our own?
• Finally, the content of dependability studies and ergonomic studies will have
to be modified relative to our conventional assessments. Are there new
ergonomic methods that can be applied? For example, should we
systematically build formal models of the systems and make them live with
the design project (this is what we recommend for PSAs)? To sum up, should
we make our work as ergonomists and reliability specialists evolve so that it
adapts to the evolutive nature of this new context, and if so, how?
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APPENDIX 1
EXAMPLE OF MODELIZATION OF
AN INSTRUMENTATION & CONTROL SYSTEM
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This appendix briefly presents the technical problems posed by probabilistic
assessment of the availability of safety-related Instrumentation & Control systems in
nuclear power plants. The example chosen is the core I&C system (CO3) of the N4
series.

1.

SYSTEM MISSION

The system mission is to produce and issue reactor-trip commands under critical
operation conditions (about 20 conditions to be envisaged).
(other mission: produce and issue safeguard orders).

2.

AIM OF THE STUDY

The aim of the study is to assess the probability of a reactor trip order not being
issued despite the fact that issuance conditions have been fulfilled. This aim is
erroneously called a safety objective since issuance of the reactor trip order
contributes to the safety of the reactor. For the CO3 system, the aim is an availability
objective, i.e. one assesses the conditional probability of operation of the CO3
system at a given moment, when it is in a condition when it should issue an order.

3.

SYSTEM LIMITS

Sensors, the I&C system proper, and actuators (see Figure 1) are taken into account.
The level of detail adopted corresponds to units (boards or sets of boards) fulfilling a
design function (acquisition, processing, gate function, etc.). To present the general
characteristics of the study, this appendix is restricted to just part of the analysis (see
Figure 1).
The sub-system adopted consists of (Figure 2):
2 sets of redundant sensors (C \, C2),
2 redundant UATPs2, each consisting of:
• an active acquisition unit and a semi-active unit which steps in
automatically in the event of failure of the active unit,
• two functional units, each processing the signal from a sensor,

Protection, Processing, and Acquisition Units
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the input of a UTP 3 which consists of:
. conditional gates on the signals from the redundant UATPs (OR gate for
correct operation),
. a gate on signals from the conditional gates (AND gate for correct
operation).
In functional terms, the subsystem puts out 2 stop signals, S1 and S2 (one main
signal, one permissive signal), which must be present for the information to be
transmitted by the AND gate.

4.

COMPONENT FAILURES

It is assumed that the gates are failsafe. The other units can be in three different
statuses:
• correct operating status (Bj)
• detected-failure status, inhibition status (l[)
• undetected-failure status, masking status (Mj)
The inhibition status of a component affects the corresponding OR gate: a signal
transmitted through an inhibited component is not taken into account by the OR gate,
but the redundant signal is considered. If the two redundant signals each go through
an inhibited component, the OR gate imposes a "correct operation" output (issues a
trip instruction).

Protection and Processing

Unit
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5.

MODELIZATIONS THAT CAN BE ENVISAGED

Three types of models can be built:
•

Models for Monte-Carlo simulation

These models require no additional assumption. Their disadvantage is the number of
simulations that have to be carried out to obtain a reliable result. The probabilities
looked for are about 10"4. They correspond to a sum of probabilities of elementary
events of about 10-5. To approximate them correctly, around 100 elementary events
would have to be observed, involving about 107 simulations for a single calculation
condition (of which there are 20). This approach was the one adopted initially. Part
of the model was simulated (4 UATPs with a single signal per UATP) with 200,000
case histories (insufficient to obtain a representative result). The simulation lasted
10 hours. Extrapolation would extend the duration of the study to about 20 days per
calculation condition. This time could certainly be improved, but there are other
problems: insufficient memory, and above all, difficulty finding the main
contributors to the probability calculated (sensitivity studies of exactly the same
length as the initial study would have to be made).
•

Status graphs

Assuming that the system changes in random fashion, in accordance with a uniform
Markov process (constant failure and repair rates), it is considered to be possible to
quantify a graph representing all the accessible statuses and the transitions between
them. The subsystem adopted has 12 components, each of which has 3 possible
statuses (B, M, I). The graph of the subsystem would have 3 1 2 , i.e. approximately
500,000 statuses. The limit size of practically quantifiable graphs is about
5000 statuses. Even if status-aggregation techniques, the principles of which are
known but whose tools are not operational (or even under development), were to be
used, we are still a long way from taking account of the entire CO3 system.
•

Structural models

These models combine instantaneous probabilities and are based on assumptions of
independence or exclusivity of random events (for it is necessary to be able to assess
P ( A n B ) ) . These structural models are the only ones that can be reasonably
envisaged for systems of the size of CO3. However, they do not allow everything to
be taken into account. When the events are dependent but non-exclusive, the
probability of the intersection can only be assessed by means of Monte Carlo
simulation or status graphs. The use of a structural approach therefore requires
presumptive assessment of the probabilities of failure of macro-components which
bring together components whose failure and repair are dependent but not exclusive.
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6.

PRINCIPLE OF THE CO3 MODEL

The CO3 model is therefore a structural one. It is based on initial assessment, by
means of status graphs, of the status probabilities of certain macro-components.
Thus, in the example, the probabilities of the different statuses (B, M, I) of the two
redundant UAs4 are calculated by the graph shown in Figure 3. Once these
probabilities are known, the relationship between the Boolean variables representing
the statuses of the components (or macro-components) is determined. This
relationship could be a fault tree if each component had only two statuses, B and M.
The introduction of detected failures (I statuses) complicates the problem.
a)

Construction of the model

Combinations of binary variables are used for each set of components:
• at unit level (indexed i), the relationship is:

where B, M, and I are exclusive binary variables.
at segment level (input to the OR gate), the relationship is:

M s is calculated bearing in mind the fact that, in terms of correct operation,
the units behave like a series system and that, in terms of the inhibiting
detected failure, they behave like a parallel system:

at signal level (output from the OR gate), only two statuses can be
envisaged: correct operation (issuance of an instruction) or incorrect
operation (masking undetected failure):
MSI + B SI = (B S1 + M S1 + I s l ) (B S2 + M S2 + IS2)
The operating rules of the OR gate when it comes to the inhibiting detected
failure mean that the following result is obtained:

Acquisition

Units
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M

SI =

M

S1 (MS2 +

The formulas for B Sx , MSx, and ISx make it possible to explain M SI and B SI
in accordance with Bj5 M;, and I,,
at chain level (output from the AND gate) there are also two statuses:
B c + M c = (B SI1 + MSI1) (B SI2 + MSI2)

M c = 1 - B SI1 B SI2
B c and M c are thus expressed in accordance with Bi5 Mj, and Ij.
b)

Probabilistic Assessment

Since the variable M c is binary, its mathematical expectancy is the same as its
probability of being equal to 1, i.e. the probability of non-transmission of the reactortrip instruction:
E(MC) = 0(1 - P(MC = 1)) + 1P(MC - 1) = P(M C = 1)
It therefore suffices to assess the mathematical expectancy of the binary expression to
obtain a probabilistic relationship. The mathematical expectancy is distributed under
the sign "sum o f but not under the sign "product of, unless the variables are
independent. This explains the need to build the model from independent units, and
consequently to presumptively assess certain probabilities with status graphs.

7.

DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED

There are two difficulties in CO3 type studies:
• the first is linked to the possibility of finding independent or exclusive basic
events. In the particular case of CO3, structural modelization is possible
only because it can be said that a "segment" (see paragraph 6.a) is a series
system for correct operation and a parallel system for inhibiting detected
failures. If masking undetected failures could block the inhibition order,
construction of the model would be much more complicated.
• the second is linked to the complexity of the system. Here the word
"complexity" should be given its etymological meaning of "interleaving".
This means that in CO3 it is not possible to study the system with several
levels of detail without introducing additional assumptions which are not at
all easy to substantiate. It is not possible to define several levels of
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imbricated macro-components which are subject to failures in accordance
with independence or exclusivity assumptions. For the subsystem of the
example, there are two causes for this:
- the role of the inhibiting detected failures on the operation of the OR
gates,
- the existence of modules common to several levels.
This complexity of the model is linked to the design of the system. Questions might
be asked about the actual gain this interleaving provides in terms of dependability,
relative to the difficulty (or even impossibility) of previsional assessment of
dependability.

8.

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

Manual assessment of the CO3 model requires additional assumptions to be
introduced. In the example, the assumptions (which have been validated) involved
bracketing the probability of there being a masking failure on a chain by two values
obtained by decoupling the segments. This situation is in keeping with the data
available, but could be unacceptable for other data. It is therefore necessary to try to
overcome this restriction. There are two possible channels:
- automate the assessment, which would allow for exact expression of the
probability (if the construction of a structural model can be envisaged, of
course),
- oblige designers to apply design rules allowing step-by-step and ranked
assessment of their systems. One of the main difficulties is to define these
rules while taking account of the problems raised by the use of software.
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FIGURE 1: Schematic diagram of the structure of the CO3 DIPS
used for reactor trip
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chain

FIGURE 2
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Status graph
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FIGURE 3 : Generic modelization of 2 UAs
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APPENDIX 2
EXAMPLE OF A FORMAL MODEL
OF THE THERMOHYDRAULIC SYSTEM
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This appendix presents a feasibility analysis of availability studies by means of semiautomatic production of fault trees. This analysis was performed as part of the
CIDEM approach, with a view to controlling the fortuitous unavailability of
1300 MW power stations. More precisely, the purpose of this appendix is to see if it
is possible, using the EXPRESS knowledge base previously used for Probabilistic
Safety Assessments, to obtain the same results as the study performed manually by
Westinghouse who analyzed the impact of dysfunctions within the steam-generator
feedwater system on the unavailability of the unit.

1.

STUDY PROCEDURE

This feasibility study consisted, on one hand, in using EXPRESS to produce the fault
trees corresponding to certain undesirable events in some phases of the operation of
the steam-generator feedwater system, as considered by Westinghouse, and on the
other hand, in quantifying the minimum cutsets obtained. The Westinghouse study
thus constitutes an initial reference for testing the validity of the semi-automatic
method used.
The undesirable events in the unit adopted for this study are:
•
•
•
•

reactor trip,
reduced power,
inability to start-up,
forced outage.

The generation of trees with this semi-automatic method, and their comparison with
those presented by Westinghouse should confirm the technical feasibility, the
interest, the rapidity, and the traceability of the semi-automatic method relative to the
manual method.
At the same time, in order to give more specific details on the different aspects of the
feasibility of the method, we undertook the following studies:
• an alternative to the "start-up" study of Westinghouse,
• a study of the sensitivity of the system architecture by adding a train to the
APP* system.

Refer to glossary for terms marked with asterisks.
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2.

SYSTEM STUDIED

As for the Westinghouse study, the system modelized is limited by the two tanks
(ARE* and ASG*) on one side, and by the four steam generators on the other. The
power supplies, air control systems, the steam circuit upline of the turbines, and the
high-pressure heaters, as well as the instrumentation and control system, were not
modelized.
The system layout acquired with the EXPRESS knowledge base is presented in
Figure 1. All the components of this system are assumed to be repairable.

3.

TOOLS USED

•

EXPRESS: this tool is designed to produce fault trees taking account of
thermohydraulic components, their power supplies, and their I&C systems.
It consists of a generic section (knowledge base) containing information on the
systems, their components, failure modes, and behaviour of components. This
information can be used from one study to another. EXPRESS also includes a
special section for acquiring information specific to the system studied (its
condition, the type of dysfunction being analyzed, assumptions on
thermohydraulic operation, etc.).

•

PHAMISS: this program is used to quantify the cutsets of a fault tree as might
be produced by EXPRESS for example. In particular, on the basis of the
probabilistic parameters associated with component failures, it calculates the
overall unavailability of the system and the importance of the minimum cutsets
(i.e. their contribution to that unavailability).

4.

MODELLING METHOD

The undesirable event is studied in several steps:
• graphic acquisition of the system with EXPRESS,
• identification and modelization with EXPRESS of the undesirable event at
the level of the system which leads to the undesirable event at unit level,
• choice of operating assumptions and of the status of the system, in
accordance with the undesirable event, the descriptive files, and the
assumptions adopted by Westinghouse,
• acquisition of the specific part concerning these assumptions, using the tools
available in EXPRESS ("configuration", "manual rules", etc.), and
component failure-rates,
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automatic production of the qualitative fault tree by EXPRESS, without
consideration of repair times, which are not taken into account by the
knowledge base,
consideration of repair times by means of a "parameters" file,
quantification with the PHAMISS program.

5.

RECONSTRUCTION OF THE WESTINGHOUSE "TRIP" TREE

The undesirable event at system level which causes reactor trip is the loss of
feedwater supply to at least one steam generator.
The power plant initially operates at its nominal regime, under ARE*.
The problems encountered when modelling this dysfunction are essentially linked to
the operating assumptions adopted by Westinghouse: they are difficult to identify
because of the lack of traceability of the manual study, and they are debatable in
terms of physical reality.
However, the aim of our study is not to analyze the exactitude of these assumptions,
but to consider the Westinghouse results as a reference allowing us to reach a
conclusion as to the feasibility of the semi-automatic method.
If these same assumptions are used, overall we obtain the same minimum cutsets and
very similar degrees of importance, which tends to demonstrate the technical
feasibility of the method used.

6.

RECONSTRUCTION OF THE WESTINGHOUSE "REDUCEDPOWER OPERATION" TREE

The undesirable event at system level which causes reduced-power operation of the
reactor, after operation at the nominal regime, is defined by Westinghouse as loss of
one of the two turbine-driven feedwater pumps. However, study of the Westinghouse
results appears to show that the undesirable event is brought about by loss of an
APP* train or an AHP* train.
Overall we found the same results as the Westinghouse study. However, it would
have been advisable to modelize more components of the APP* system which has a
preponderant role here. Furthermore, it would be interesting to understand why the
Westinghouse study includes minimum cutsets which are already found in the tree
for reactor trip, and to ask about the meaning of the minimum cutsets for this
undesirable event.
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7.

RECONSTRUCTION OF THE WESTINGHOUSE "INABILITY TO
START-UP" TREE

In principle this too concerns the loss of feedwater supply to at least one steam
generator, but this time the reactor startup phase is considered, i.e. only the ASG*
system is operating.
The Westinghouse assumptions for ASG* operation were also difficult to appreciate,
particularly with respect to the number of pumps required to start the unit and the
common modes (failures affecting several components).
However, we found results similar to those of Westinghouse, apart from a few
exceptions.

8. STUDY OF THE WESTINGHOUSE "FORCED OUTAGE" TREE
Forced reactor outage is shutdown caused by the operator after certain failures on the
APP*, AHP\ ARE*, and ASG* systems which, while not preventing unit operation,
put it in a situation where there are risks of accidents occurring.
We did not produce a fault tree or obtain quantitative results because of the
impossibility for the tools used to take account of the operating technical
specifications for the availability studies featured in the Westinghouse report.

9.

ALTERNATIVE STUDY: START-UP

To carry out a more-realistic study in connection with startup, we re-performed the
"inability to start-up" study with an additional consideration at component level:
failure on component startup.
The purpose of this study was essentially to assess the impact of these failures, but it
also provided information on the interest and rapidity of the method.

10.

SENSITIVITY STUDY

Since manual methods are not easily adaptable to changes to the systems of operating
assumptions, we added an APP* train to better judge the interest of the semiautomatic method used.
Thus, even though the quantitative results obtained for this modified system turned
out to be of little interest, the study did demonstrate the rapidity and simplicity with
which the method takes modifications into account.
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11.

CONCLUSION

The "trip", "reduced power", and "inability to start-up" studies showed that, using the
EXPRESS knowledge base and the PHAMISS software, it is possible to obtain the
same results as Westinghouse, which tends to prove the technical feasibility of the
semi-automatic method.
However, these three studies, and particularly the "startup" and "sensitivity" studies,
also demonstrate the interest of the method, relative to a manual approach, in terms
of the rapidity and simplicity of use, as well as traceability of operating and
modelization assumptions.
Nevertheless, the shortcomings of EXPRESS when it comes to modelling operating
technical specifications do not make it possible to deal with all the problems. It is
therefore necessary to envisage using a tool that would be better adapted to
availability studies.

GLOSSARY
APP Turbine-driven feedwater pump system
ARE Feedwater flow control system
ASG Auxiliary feedwater system
TPA Turbine-driven feedwater pumps
AHP High pressure feedwater heater system
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APPENDIX 3
EXAMPLE OF AN ERGONOMIC APPROACH
FOR PRELIMINARY DESIGN
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The first step for helping to define the future distribution of man-machine tasks was
considered to be operating feedback on the existing situation, and particularly on risk
situations.
Two sources of information were used for this:
- the results of Probabilistic Safety Assessments (PSA) which made it
possible to target the situations which are still safety-sensitive,
- qualitative analysis of certain sensitive situations on a life-size simulator,
with the crews of nuclear power plants.
Through this double approach we hoped to benefit from the complementarity of
reliability and ergonomics.
In concrete terms, our approach consisted of choosing from the preponderant
sequences those for which the "human factor" was the most important, and then
simulating the situations corresponding to those sequences in order to perform
detailed analysis.
Here we will discuss only the first situation we analyzed.
This situation enabled us to study two crucial operator interventions on the Safety
Injection (SI) automatic engineered safety system. If necessary, SI starts up
automatically while the reactor is operating. But whatever the status of the reactor,
shutdown and fresh startup of this system are controlled manually. For certain reactor
statuses in which the automatic system is inhibited (by design), startup is also left
entirely to the initiative of the control crew.
The situation simulated involves a small Loss of Coolant Accident (on the circuit
involving control of the nuclear reactor) for which the operators must perform the
following operations (very roughly):
- start-up SI when the saturation margin (temperature difference until boiling
point of water in the primary cooling circuit) is too small, by using a first
instruction;
- stop SI when the margin becomes satisfactory again, by using a second
instruction;
- start-up SI again if the margin drops again, while retaining the second
instruction.
The results of the PSAs showed that these operator actions are among the
preponderant sequences that can lead to core melt.
In connection with our research into automation, we were interested in the role of
operators in difficult safety-related situations, and therefore in the pertinence and
robustness of the aids they are given to fulfil this role. We therefore defined a
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scenario which comprises a cumulation of haphazard events implying drift of the
displayed saturation margin, i.e. the central indicator for reactor operation.
This scenario involved an evolutive LOCA, with a 15-minute loss of the saturationmargin indicator, followed by drift of the indicator.
The procedure adopted to study this accident is based on two methods. Data is
gathered by autocomparison; the accident was then reconstituted and analyzed using
the fault-tree method. The interest of the latter method is that it constitutes a tool
with three uses:
- for analysis of the available data: it is based on an inductive approach based
on simple and exhaustive questioning: "What had to happen for this event to
occur? Is it necessary? Is it sufficient?". Starting from the final event, by
reconstituting the sequence of events and their context of occurrence
(technical, organizational, temporal, etc. characteristics of the situation), it is
possible to trace behaviour back to the original factors such as design
principles or reasoning,
- for representation of data: the model used is that of a diagram which simply
and unequivocally links events to events preceding them,
- for investigation aimed at finding solutions to the problems identified: the
tree built is then used as a support for finding solutions. Working back from
the roots of the tree, for each event one has to ask "What must be done to
prevent it?".
We do not give details of the analysis of the simulated situation here. We present the
main results by means of fault trees, in order to demonstrate all the factors that made
management of the accident difficult in the simulation. We feel that these factors
help better understand the failures of human actions.
First of all, it is important to note that the accident was controlled by the crew (two
operators and an operations engineer). Nevertheless, they did have some difficulties
which required them to stop Safety Injection a little too soon on two occasions (socalled unwarranted shutdown) (Figure 1).
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Figure 1 - General sequence of the simulated accident

When the strategies underlying the two instructions that the operators have to use
are examined, one can see some paradoxes. Whereas the operators are confronted
with an accident, the design principle requires them to lock out the engineered safety
system, Safety Injection. In this situation, where the scope of operation of the
automatic systems is restricted, everything is in the hands of the operators, who are
required to make decisions that are of capital importance in terms of safety. We are
faced with one of the "ironies" mentioned by Bainbridge.
If we now examine the first "unwarranted" shutdown, we can see that the operators
find themselves in a dual-constraint situation. They must put the SI into operation,
but not for too long, or the pressurizer might be overloaded, resulting in another
LOCA. The operators therefore have to manage a risk tradeoff: they have to accept
loading the valves a little in order to keep the SI operating long enough. In the
situation simulated, we feel that this perception of the risk of another LOCA made it
more difficult to detect the drift of the saturation margin indicator: since the operators
want to eliminate this risk, they do not question the value of the indicator (although it
drifts) because, precisely, it is moving in the direction compatible with shutdown of
the SI.
This dual-constraint situation seems to have been accentuated by the absence of
anticipation of evolution of the saturation margin indicator. This oversight by the
operators made it even more difficult to detect drift of the indicator.
The first "unwarranted" shutdown of the SI is described in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 - Simplified fault tree corresponding to the first
"unwarranted" shutdown of SI by the operators
For the second "unwarranted" shutdown the operators had realized that the saturation
margin indicator was giving a false reading. They then had to calculate this indicator
"manually". To do so they used a graph (on paper) called the "sock". This graph
represents reactor status against pressure and instantaneous temperature. The "sock"
is used in normal operating conditions, for transients, in order to go from shutdown
to nominal operating conditions (and vice versa).
As a tool available in the event of loss of the saturation margin indicator, the "sock",
in its current form, is not a particularly well adapted means of calculation for
accident situations. In particular, it was seen that it was not easy to trace the lines: an
error of one grid in reading the pressure or temperature could mean a difference of
several degrees in the supposed saturation margin. It might be wondered if this is not
a portrayal of an unfavourable effect of automation on the work of operators: the lack
of practice at this sort of calculation - before doing it with the "sock" - together with
the absence of a calculation support really adapted to the case of unavailability of the
indicator, represents an error factor whose consequences can be seen in the
simulation.
The second "unwarranted" shutdown of the SI is described in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 - Simplified fault tree corresponding to the second
"unwarranted" shutdown of SI by the operators

For us, these results show that overall, regardless of the level of automation chosen,
from the point of view of safety it is crucial to verify that the tools available will
indeed allow the operators to fulfil the role they have been given.
We consider that the qualitative analysis carried out gives better understanding of the
reasons why, in some situations, operator actions are deemed to be safety-sensitive. It
can be seen that the procedure we have applied combines what Leplat (1985) calls
"assessment of reliability by errors and assessment of reliability by its conditions":
we analyzed accident situations and tried to specify their internal and external
conditions.
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1.

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Context

When an incident occurs at a power plant, operators and safety experts are forced to ask the
following questions:
how could the incident have degenerated into an accident with much more serious
consequences ?
can one develop a means of measuring the difference in seriousness between the end of an
incident and a potential accident with unacceptable consequences ? What would the
meaning of this measurement be ? How can it be validated ?
Probabilistic incident analysis sets out to find a real answer to these questions. The method
consists of applying event trees representing accident scenarios to a real incident: the real
incident is considered to be an initiating event (this is the case of operating transients) and
existing trees are modified to take account of the incident's effect on the impairment of safety
functions (case of equipment unavailability).
The study is pursued to assess the conditional probability of core melt, thus identifying the
seriousness of the incident and its main sequences, i.e. the most probable impairment modes
which lead up to core melt.
This method of analysis complements the methods of analyzing the causes of incidents that are
generally employed by EDF (and by many other companies). In fact, the methods generally used
(fault tree analysis, preliminary risk analysis) are not designed to answer this sort of question,
even if they can give qualitative information, however incomplete and imprecise in general
terms.
Preliminary risk analysis methods also have the disadvantage of being essentially based on
operating feedback: it is therefore necessary for the incident to have occurred at least once for
risk analysis to be possible. They are therefore generally restricted to minor incidents. This is
precisely the interest of using models that are based not only on feedback but also on knowledge
of all aspects of the plant's accident-situation operating modes (physical, technological,
organizational aspects, etc.).
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1.2

Background

We undertook a study programme at the end of 1991. To start with, we performed some
exploratory studies aimed at learning some preliminary lessons on this type of analysis:
assessment of the interest of probabilistic incident analysis,
possibility of using PSA scenarios,
skills and resources required.
At the same time, EPN1 created a working group whose assignment was to define a new
approach for analysis of incidents on NPPs. This working group gave thought to both aspects of
Operating Feedback that EPN wished to improve (Fig. 1):
analysis of significant incidents
analysis of potential consequences.
We took part in the work of this group, and for the second aspect, we proposed a method based
on an adaptation of the event-tree method in order to establish a link between existing PSA
models and actual incidents. Since PSA provides an exhaustive database of accident scenarios
applicable to the two most common types of units in France, they are obviously of interest for
this sort of analysis.
With this method we performed some incident analyses, and at the same time explored some
methods employed abroad, particularly ASP (Accident Sequence Precursor, a method used by
theNRC).
Early in 1994 EDF began a systematic analysis programme. The first, transient phase will set up
methods and an organizational structure.

2.

OBJECTIVES AND PROBLEMS RAISED BY PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS

Identifiable objectives can be put in four main categories:
Building a risk indicator, which we will call "quantitative risk analysis" or "incident
gravity assessment". This indicator of the risk arising from incidents is used for
assessment of the level of safety of units, or of all French nuclear power plants in general.
Looking for qualitative lessons to be drawn from actual incidents taken as precursors of
potentially more serious "unoccurred" accidents. This is what we call "qualitative incident
analysis" or "accident feedback".

EDF's Nuclear Power Plant Operations Division
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Promoting a new method for unit operation analysis by operators, which involves criteria
drawn from probabilistic methods for decision support or risk assessment. This objective is
part of the movement towards a "probabilistic safety culture".
Lastly, the fourth category is more especially intended for reliability specialists, unit
incidents being a means of comparing PSA with reality. Precursor analysis is a means of
enhancing PSA.
The four types of objective discussed in this document are presented from the point of view of
direct utility to the operator; no judgement is intended on the interest of developing other types
of objective.

2.1
2.1.1

Assessment of Level of Safety
Description

This objective is the one that most closely resembles what is done in the United States (Accident
Sequence Precursor (ASP) programme). The principle involves assessing the seriousness of the
incident on the basis of its conditional probability of core melt. The sum of the conditional
probabilities for all the sequences initiated by the incident gives a measurement of the
seriousness of the incident. In other words, the incident is represented by a figure which totalizes
all the scenarios identified as being the most probable which might lead to reactor core
meltdown.
In the ASP programme, incidents are sorted, and only those deemed to be the most serious are
actually analyzed.
The ASP method consists in sorting the most striking incidents of all American power plants
(selection of about 100 incidents from the 8,000 declared every year). These incidents are then
analyzed using five simplified trees to determine about thirty precursors which are ranked in
accordance with their conditional probability of core melt. The values associated with the
incidents are then added together to determine indicators for individual plants, for each type of
plant, or for all American NPPs.
On the basis of this brief description, one can debate the validity of this sort of safety indicator.
Are the 30 precursors representative of the overall risk of all the power plants ? Should all
8,000 declared events be analyzed ? Can one apply to a given unit what would be valid for all
reactors as a whole ? Isn't there a minimum number of incidents that should be analyzed if the
indicator is really to be valid ? How valid is an indicator that is based exclusively on incidents,
without taking account of equipment unavailability for example ?
An incident can be assessed in several ways:
process the events studied in the context of the plant where they occurred, taking account
of all known parameters giving the fullest possible description of this context,
step back from the context by transposing events to another plant or to another unit status
(how serious would the incident have been if it had occurred on another plant or when the
plant status was different ?),
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choose standard, average models and data to describe the installation, which amounts to
considering that the event occurred on an "average" unit like that taken into account in
PSA.
A study of the seriousness of an incident can therefore give several different results, all of which
in principle have their utility. These different types of studies can correspond to different
objectives: assessment of the generic risk, of the specific risk for a given unit, and even of a
particular risk (concerning specific staff of a plant). Similarly, users can "be different (experts at
the national level, site managers, unit operating staff).
In other words, it can be said that the risk "point of view" of a national expert (covering all
nuclear power plants) and that of an operations crew faced with a particular incident may not be
the same.
Several levels of analysis of increasing complexity can also be envisaged: a simplified ASP-type
analysis could give a conservative result which could then be made less conservative by a more
thorough analysis.
From assessment of the conditional probability of core melt can be deduced an assessment of the
safety of a plant, by adding together the values for several incidents. In this way one could assess
the probability of core melt for one year of operation of a given plant (particular indicator for a
unit), for a given unit, type of unit, or for all the nuclear power plants in a system.
This assessment enables intercomparison of incidents or of types of analysis: it would give a tool
for quantitative assessment of safety, which would be a means of dialoguing with other NPP
operators and with Safety Authorities since the authorities are developing similar tools.
This assessment tool could be associated with a scale of seriousness. For example: level of the
incident = (6 + logio(total probability of Unacceptable Consequence)). Level 6 of this scale (the
highest level for a level-1 PSA, corresponding to effective meltdown of the core) is equivalent to
level 4 on the DSIN* scale or levels 4 or 5 on the INES* scale.
2.1.2

Problems posed

The description in the above paragraph includes a number of questions. They are taken up again
here, detailed, and complemented.
It has been seen (this is the first problem) that the assessment could result in several values,
depending on the assumptions chosen.
It thus depends very much on the reliabilistic assumptions chosen: should one choose data
specific to the incident (difficult to get hold of) or more generic data from PSA (known) ?

Asterisks indicate terms defined in the glossary at the end of this communication.
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These assumptions depend on what one is trying to find out: the potential consequences of the
incident on the plant where it occurred, in the status of the unit in which it occurred, and - in as
far as possible - given the exact status of equipment at the time it occurred. This amounts to
deliberately setting the probability of all the events actually observed to 1 and keeping values
from operating feedback for events that did not occur.
Here we are obliged to specify what is to be changed in a standard PSA tree:
- to reflect the incident as well as possible, unfavourable incidents are "forced" to 1. This is
the method recommended by the NRC.
- one can also modify the standard tree and introduce everything that is typical of the
incident situation, without asking if the elements one is adding are favourable or
unfavourable.
In a first approximation, the difference between these two approaches introduces a variation in
the margin of conservatism.
A second problem comes from the level of detail of what one decides to model. Some analysis
experiments have shown that the end result could be very sensitive to the level of detail.
An outstanding example of the variability of the result is the case of the incident on a 900 MW
PWR unit on (27-hour loss of the LHB* switchboard due to a short-circuit). The conditional
probabilities of occurrence of sequences H3* and HI* can vary by several orders of magnitude,
depending on the method for calculation of the common mode between emergency switchboards
LHA* and LHB. The most robust assessment is based on the analysis of the failure of the
internal component of the electrical cell which caused the short-circuit, on the basis of models
with a non-constant failure rate (see § 3.2. below).
Another problem posed by this type of risk indicator is that it is founded on the implicit
assumption that the risk is entirely within operating incidents detected and declared by power
plants. In the strictest terms, this sort of assumption can only be false, but it can be supposed that
declared incidents are "representative" of the most significant fraction of risk; failing anything
better, the only observable fraction at the current time, together with that due to the unavailability
of important safety-related equipment.
If one supposes that incidents are representative of the overall risk, one must again ask in which
incidents the most significant part of the risk due to the incidents is to be found. In other
words, is the risk in a large number of harmless incidents, or is it concentrated in a small number
of serious incidents ?
Therefore, one cannot know whether the risk is represented by all the incidents, by the declared
incidents, or by the most striking incidents.
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It can thus be said in conclusion to this aspect that the risk of making a mistake is high (results
can vary over several orders of magnitude) but that the consequences of these mistakes are
restricted to uncertainty over the indicator and its utilization. The magnitude of error can be
limited by defining precise standards for the analysis method. It remains that the essential
problem is that of the indicator's meaning, particularly in its wide variations from one year to the
next.

2.2
2.2.1

Feedback on Accidents
Description

If assessment of the seriousness of an incident consists in representing it by a number that one
can rank on a scale of seriousness, it causes us to lose a great deal of the information the value
represents. A probabilistic description of the incident can give us information on the causes of its
seriousness and on the manner in which it could have degenerated.
Thus, since the event tree for the incident is a quantitative and qualitative representation of the
incident, it can tell us about the sequences that represent the risk:
- is the risk distributed across several sequences, or is it essentially concentrated on one of
them ?
- what are the generic events with the most weight, what are the associated lines of defence
(in particular, are they automated procedures or manual actions) ?
- are there common sequences (or common generic events) for incidents deemed to be very
different ? Can one derive useful statistical information from it ? Can one deduce as-yetunidentified cause-and-effect relationships or common modes from it ?
From preponderant sequences for degradation of an incident into an accident one can identify the
weak spots (and strong points) in a plant and the manner in which it is operated, and assess the
"lines of defence" set up during design and operation. One can therefore draw lessons concerning
the way the incident is handled (particularly with respect to operating procedures), organization
of maintenance, and even on the design or modifications of the plant.
In §2.1. it was seen that the different ways of calculating an indicator (choice of initial
conditions that are average or unit-specific, transfer of the event studied to another plant) could
lead to several different risk indicator values giving information on the types of preponderant
sequences, depending on the assumptions used. There is therefore continuity between these two
objectives, i.e. the indicator and operating feedback.
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One can thus envisage the possibility of a "semi-deferred-time" decision-support system for
operators (comparable to the ESSM in the long term). This would involve providing the ISR2
(for example) with a means of identifying the main possible degradation sequences and sensitive
equipment to be monitored especially closely, which would help engender a "probabilistic safety
culture" (cf. § 2.3.).
More generally, if it is assumed that PSAs are models simulating reality, then probabilistic
analysis is a means of knowing the potential sequences of an incident without them actually
occurring. This method of analysis allows a form of "feedback" based on events that have not
actually occurred; it enables us to learn from what has not happened in the same way as we
usually learn from what happens every day. Event-tree sequences are investigation tools that can
consequently provide information that is more than just a simple measurement of the seriousness
of incidents, since they give us insight into the possible modes of degradation of incidents, while
sparing us their potential consequences.
This objective is therefore more ambitious than just quantitative analysis of the seriousness of an
incident, even if it is restricted to analysis of a few incidents considered to be "significant". In
particular, it is a tool for dialoguing with the Safety Authorities (ranking on the INES scale, steps
to be taken in terms of operating feedback, etc.)
2.2.2

Problems posed

Here we find the same objections as those encountered in § 2.1.2. Is PSA a good simulation of
reality ? To what extent can the most probable PSA sequences be assimilated to potentially
realizable events ? These problems do indeed exist, but are of lesser importance:
- More thorough analysis on a limited number of incidents means the PSA event trees can
be adapted to make a more realistic assessment of the differences due to the underlying
assumptions. An example is the Bugey incident of 14.4.84 (slow degradation of the
LCA* ) which led to the construction of a totally case-specific tree involving a sequence
of total loss of electrical sources and three thermohydraulic sequences (LOCA, RTGV*,
and loss of GV* supply).
- Since the incident is treated by specific means, the problem of its representativity relative
to the global risk of the plant is not an essential problem. Moreover, the qualitative
lessons it gives are generally valid, the problem being that not all the lessons are drawn
and that quantification or ranking can be suspect, which is chiefly disturbing for
quantitative analysis.

Ingenieur Surete Radioprotection - Shift Technical Advisor (STA): the person who steps in in the event of
accident-situation operation.
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2.3
2.3.1

Safety Culture
Description

One of the parts of the risk due to the human factor is represented by the fact that we often have
poor perception of risk (refer to this to all the literature on the subject, even if debate is
raging ...)• This idea can be found in the INSAG 4 report:"... to develop an interrogative attitude,
what can go wrong ? How can safety be compromised by errors I might make ? ...".
At the moment, operators are trying to develop this interrogative and preventive attitude by
developing a safety analysis method, as described in a guide for nuclear power plants which
presents a qualitative method for analysis of the potential consequences of events. This method is
based on the event-tree method.
Quantification of event trees with PSA tools and models would enable operators to have and use
tools for assessment of risk and identification of the potential consequences of incidents; this
would serve as a support for this interrogative attitude.
Even more, INSAG 4 refers to probabilistic studies: "... The results of safety analyses,
particularly probabilistic analyses, are consulted regularly to back up the decisions to be taken
when special problems arise, and to give the person concerned an idea of the main design and
operation characteristics of the power plant in terms of safety...".
The general idea at the base of the need to develop this type of interrogative attitude can be
formulated as follows: the behaviour of operators has important effects on the level of safety of a
plant, and is highly affected by the perception operators have of risk, this perception of risk itself
being linked to an interrogative attitude towards the potential dangers involved in operating
situations. The purpose of probabilistic methods is to reduce the subjective character of the
frequency of expected or undesirable events. They are therefore capable of modifying the
perception of risk by operators and consequently having an effect on the safety of the plant.
Risk loses its character of inevitability; it can be measured and one can thus reduce the usual
phenomena of distortion (one tends to exaggerate the probability of an expected event, to cancel
that of an undesirable event, to reduce the probability of an undesirable event if one is directly
involved, to accept the risk more easily if it is not due to the behaviour of others or if the
expected benefit is great, etc.). One could refer here to a study by D.R. Kouhabenan (1985): "one
allocates the causes of an incident in different fashions, depending on one's degree of
involvement in the incident".
This sort of supposedly objective modelization can be particularly useful for assessing the risk
due to high-frequency harmless incidents. Experience tends to show that serious accidents are
often caused by multitudes of harmless incidents, and it is for this reason that fault trees often
leave causal incident analysis short of a satisfying conclusion (this can be assimilated to
V. Bernhardt, 1984: "most accidents are the result of a combination of factors which can appear
harmless in terms of safety if considered separately" (see also § 3.2.). It is with probabilistic
methods that the precursor nature of events deemed to be minor could be brought to light, since it
is often accepted that the most serious accidents have been described in literature before they
actually occur.
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2.3.2

Problems posed

Like all changes of this kind, this evolution of "safety culture" cannot take place without some
difficulty. It should involve all operational levels in power stations, which requires substantial
resources and time before measurable results will be observed.
It is stated above that these analyses require multidisciplinary expertise (PSA, reliability,
operation, accident-scenario operation, etc.), which consequently requires a substantial
investment by those interested in pursuing the matter. It is therefore probable that probabilistic
analyses will remain the business of some specialists with central or on-site services, and the
dissemination of this safety culture is likely to be very limited. Nevertheless, we have seen that
analyses carried out by specialists were generally legible by the operators of nuclear power
station sites.
Moreover, it is not certain that the effects are always positive: one might ask just how much the
increased knowledge of risk generates a stress situation incompatible with operating activities.
One never insists sufficiently on the difficulty (and danger) of constantly reminding staff of the
risks run. Fear could emerge and be a major hindrance to common sense, reflex, experience, etc.
In addition, one does not know how "formal" safety based on expertise and "non-formal" safety
based on the practical experience of operators can interfere with each other.
Finally, this is where the consequences of an error can be the most important, and it has been
seen that it is very easy to make a mistake in this field since there is practically no means of
verification. Reliabilistic reasoning has to be integrated into the usual deterministic approach and
this reasoning must be properly controlled, even if its scope must be restricted to do so. In
addition, the safety criterion must be situated amongst other operating criteria (cf. Topic 2 on
PSA applications).

2A
2.4.1

Evolution of PSA
Description

Probabilistic analysis of incidents compares PSA with reality. It validates or invalidates the PSA
assumptions, models, and data by integrating the feedback from unit operation. This is one of the
major lessons of exploratory studies performed until now. Probabilistic incident analysis is thus a
preferential means of making PSA evolve, which is a prerequisite for achieving what is called
"living PSA".
2.4.2

Problems posed

In general terms, as we have seen above, real incidents reveal differences from modelized events.
Our experience shows that it is often difficult to interpret these differences, even for the
designers of the models. This requires the participation of those in charge of designing PSAs and
making "living PSAs". This objective is therefore difficult to obtain, but it is not conceivable to
not use the information in these analyses in order to enhance PSA models.
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3.

3.1

EXAMPLES OF STUDIES, LESSONS, AND POSSIBLE CHANNEL FOR
RESEARCH

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to propose a channel for research into PSA based on some lessons
from Incident Analysis. It is based on the interpretations that can be made of classical experience
(analysis of incident causes), and on the interpretation of accident scenarios. These scenarios
have been revealed by PSA models in the probabilistic analysis of the consequences of real
incidents; some of them are briefly described in the next paragraph.

3.2

Examples of Studies

Details of four examples of incident analysis are given in the appendix. The examples are
considered to be representative of the diversity of the types of analysis that can be made and of
the lessons that can be drawn from them.
The first case (incident due to frost) demonstrates the interest of linking several incidents whose
origin seems to be a single cause when making a probabilistic analysis. Here, the cold weather
caused several failures in very different parts of the installation: in particular, a voltage drop on
the network and the freezing up of the level sensor in the PTR* tank. Independently these two
failures can be considered to be minor. But together they made the incident serious: there was an
initiating event (LOCA) and unavailability of the associated engineered safety feature (Safety
Injection).
The significance of the incident can only be appreciated if one has a global representation of the
installation (a PSA type representation). The first difficulty consists in building the event tree
(i.e. identifying the important sequence(s)). The second difficulty is that of quantifying them:
here this involves assessing the probability of there being a LOCA and unavailability of IS*
simultaneously, i.e. calculating a common mode between these equipment items which, on the
face of it, are linked in no way.
Another type of common mode is illustrated by Case 2. This concerns a fire which made an
emergency 6.6 kV switchboard (LHB*) unavailable. The most probable mode of aggravation is
easy to identify (it is H3*, black out); in addition, this situation is similar to standard situations
described in PSAs. The only difficulty lies in the calculation of the probability of initiating event
H3. Several types of calculation have been proposed. The one that seems to be most robust relies
on a model with a non-constant lambda value applied to a component part of the 6.6 kV
contactors. The importance of the incident depends on the probability of loss of the LHA
switchboard when the LHB switchboard is unavailable (this probability is the probabability of
initiating event H3 and the value of the common mode between the two switchboards). The final
risk is about 1E-2, and if automatic calculation had been done with a PSA model, a value of
about 1E-6 would have been found. This is because standard PSA models do not take account of
common modes between switchboards and use constant failure rates. This example demonstrates
the interest there might be in undertaking a close study of the causes of failures. Here, automatic
application of a standard PSA gives a result that is completely irrelevant.
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The third case illustrates what a preliminary risk analysis using PSA models could contribute. It
concerns the programmed unavailability of an SEC* train. The train was locked out for
rehabilitation works. Before the works, specialists made a risk analysis and concluded that the
undesirable event was loss of the redundant train (HI* type risk). A study made with the global
EPS 1300 PSA model detected a sequence 70 times more significant that no-one had thought of.
This study shows the interest of analyzing the potential consequences of incidents using
quantified event trees. It makes it possible to envisage scenarios that tak'e account of the entire
installation, including the human factor. This is very difficult to do, even for safety specialists.
Finally, the fourth case illustrates a problem of incident analysis which is detailed in Chapter 4.
During uncontrolled cooling of the reactor the operator locked out an engineered safety feature.
Probabilistic analysis of the transient shows that the risk is moderate, that the incident is not very
important (contrary to the other three cases, probabilistic analysis has a moderating effect). But
was the total risk measured ? What would the consequences of this unwarranted action have
been under other circumstances where the risks were higher ? The study is complex, but it is
considered important to not restrict things to the initiating event that actually took place during
the incident, for the effect of this action should also be assessed for all cases where the
engineered safety feature function would have been necessary. This question is re-examined in
§4.1.3.: initiating events other than the one that actually took place should be envisaged.
In conclusion to these examples, it can be seen that automation of incident analysis cannot be
envisaged. Incident analysis requires information and logical data, but also the knowhow,
intuition, imagination, and experience of specialists.

3.3
3.3.1

A Special Lesson from Incident Analysis
An Indirect Lesson from Causal Analysis

A henceforth classic significant lesson of analysis of the causes of incidents can be expressed as
follows: serious incidents are often the result of the aggregation of several harmless failures (see
"Safety Culture" § 2.3.). This aggregation can involve a large number of failures. The important
thing here is that they are small, routine, and apparently independent failures. If a method such as
the "fault tree" is used, at the "roots of the tree" one finds a string of small failures which, taken
separately, are deemed to be innocuous and are generally considered acceptable by the operator.
For this reason fault trees, even if acceptably constructed and rigorously logical, often fail to live
up to expectations. Probabilistic analysis does not solve this problem: if the failures are
independent, the aggregation is given a very low probability. It may nevertheless be of help in
finding dependencies between the failures.
3.3.2

Interpretation of Some Accident Scenarios

The examples given above are re-examined here, together with the Three Mile Island accident.
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TMI
The causes of the TMI accident can be summed up simply by the aggregation of:
- a concealed unavailability of the ASG* (isolating valves closed),
- a concealed failure (pressurizer relief valve jammed open),
- unwarranted action by the operator (who had trouble understanding what was going on).
Two simple, independent failures were enough to make the situation sufficiently complex to
explain human error (given the procedures and organization at the time).
The probability of this sequence occurring is very low in the EPS 1300 PSA.

Train BRRP + LBA*
This example of incident aggregation is taken from a calculation made for Operating Technical
Specification application. It corresponds to the incident described above (Case 3 in the
appendix).
This scenario, which is due to the aggregation of two apparently independent failures, is also
difficult to imagine without using computerized PSA. "Experts" generally think that it is the loss
of the redundant train (Train A RRI*) which represents the highest risk (HI * initiator).
As for TMI, this type of scenario is initiated by two supposedly independent equipment failures.
Scenarios based on two types of common-mode failures
In the chapters above we have seen two examples of incidents distinguishing two different
concepts of common-mode failures: the climatic Big Common Mode (Case 1) and the classic
Small Common Mode (switchboard fire, Case 2). In both cases a single cause resulted in several
failures which had previously been considered to be independent.
3.3.3

Lessons

All these incidents show that one can finish up with unacceptable consequences from a very
limited number of failures (never more than two) or of causes of failure (just one in the case of
the climatic common mode).
These failures concern identical equipment with a high common-mode factor (Case 2) or
different and independent equipment (TMI and Case 3).
In all cases, a "classic" PSA approach (i.e. based on a sensitivity study using existing models)
does not furnish a realistic assessment of the seriousness of the incident.
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3.3.4

Conclusion: A Qualitative Approach to Small Cutsets

The common factor in these incidents is that they are initiated by small cutsets (2nd order)
whose probability in the models is very low, either because the failures are supposed to be
independent, or because the common-mode failure is deemed to be of negligible probability. The
order of the cutsets is linked to the level of detail of the failures considered: it corresponds here
to the level of detail of generic events or initiators described in PSA event^trees.
One could try to survey all the incidents of this type, i.e. to start with all the second-order cutsets
whose conditional probability of unacceptable consequences is high (> 1 E-2) without taking
account of their probability of occurrence.
One could also build a large matrix involving all the main second-order aggregations.
For the highest results, one could then imagine the scenarios at the origin of the aggregations,
which would make it possible to find the appropriate beta factor.
The interest of this method lies in using sequences described in PSAs "backwards" in order to
find accident scenarios: a second-order cutset is identified, and a scenario that might lead up to it
is then built.
One application of this could be to build more realistic rules of aggregation of unavailability
(Table III 6.9 of the French General Operating Rules) than those currently used.
Higher-order cutsets could then be investigated.
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4.

4.1
4.1.1

OUTSTANDING QUESTIONS

How is an Analysis Performed ?
Introduction

To guarantee their validity, incident analyses should have the following characteristics: they
should be as exhaustive as possible (do not forget any significant fraction of risk), conservative
(without being too conservative, in order to remain credible), and reproducible (sufficiently
formalized). Our thinking on formalization of these analyses was the main reason for us asking
the following questions.
4.1.2

Where Should Analysis Start ?

A complex incident is often a succession of events {Ej}i = l,n, some of which aggravate the
situation, others improving it. Under these circumstances, P(Ej) is the probability of reaching
unacceptable circumstances after occurrence of event Ev The incident can be represented as
shown below:

P(Ei)

E1

The risk may not be a function, first increasing, then decreasing in accordance with recovery of
equipment or of human errors. This function may have several local extremes.
The question here is to know where to make the break between the determined past and possible
futures (cf. Fig. 6). How, at which moment in the incident, and in which unit status should one
set the starting point for potential aggravation sequences ?
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The break separates the determined past from possible futures. What actually happened after the
break has no particular status: all possible evolutions exist side by side. The break is generally
made at the place where the risk is supposed to be greatest (most impaired status). Evolution of
the situation is then modelized by a series of event trees (Fig. 7). The total risk could thus be
represented by a logic sum of all the breaks, of all the variations, and all the elementary risk
sequences associated with each sequence calculated.
The starting point of the analysis can therefore be varied (does one analyze the consequences of
the first incident to occur, or of that incident plus the events that occurred subsequently ?). These
questions can be asked in the case of complex or long-lasting incidents (which are generally the
most serious). What method should be adopted ? Should an iterative approach be used ?
4.1.3

What Should be Varied

PSA-model-based incident analysis usually involves modifying the probability of the model's
base events or top events which occurred during the incident.
It is usually postulated that:
- P (Ei) = 1 if event Ei occurred during the incident and,
- P (Ei) = nominal value of the model otherwise.
The model's input parameters are thus modified so that:
A,

hourly rate of occurrence of an event

y

probability of occurrence of an event

if/

probability of occurrence of human error

I

frequency of the initiating event

and sometimes:
P

rate of common-mode failure

(a.

hourly rate of equipment repair

On the other hand, the following are not varied often enough:
p

type of unit

r\

initial reactor status

X

chronology of events that occurred during the incident.

A harmless incident for a unit in a given status may become much more serious if it occurs on
another type of plant, in another reactor status, or if the chronology of events is changed.
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But how do you estimate the probability of the incident occurring on another type of plant, in
another reactor status, or of the chronology of events being changed ? Similarly, how do you
take account of the actual behaviour of operators, such as for example the fact that they recover
the situation in a timet ?
What should be changed in a precursor type analysis ? All parameters can affect the risk.
Shouldn't the risk associated with an accident precursor be written as follows:

/ e Utnits } j ekta

where:
Pi

: probability of an incident occurring on unit i,

Pij

: probability of an incident occurring in status j of reactor i, knowing that it
occurred on reactor i,

P (Cij): probability of core melt, knowing that the incident occurred on reactor i in status j .
The analysis can become complex, for an event is rarely specific to a given unit. It is therefore
always necessary to vary parameter p and to duplicate the analysis as many times as there are
design types !
There are fewer limits to the domains of parameter variation in the case of analysis aimed at
determining information about design or operation. But one might ask if the sole criterion of core
meltdown is sufficient to get information efficiently.
4.1.4

Generic, specific, average, or instantaneous data ?

In estimating the risk run by a unit during an incident, one might be tempted to calculate a
conditional probability of core melt with representative data on the actual status of the unit at the
time of the incident, i.e. using instantaneous specific data (for equipment as well as for
operators)3.
But doesn't that go against the grain of the precursor programme which aims at estimating the
safety level of reactors, not the conditional probability of core melt for thirty odd nonreproducible events (an incident can never re-occur in the exact unit status in which it first
occurred).

"Instantaneous" reliability data is representative data on the actual state of the component (degree of wear,
time since the last test, etc.) or of the operating crew (state of fatigue or stress of the various crew members,
etc.). Unfortunately it is extremely difficult to estimate data of this kind.
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Furthermore, average generic data is non-representative. The risk calculated with average
generic data is not the same as the average of risks calculated on all units with specific
instantaneous values. One encounters a more complex version of the problem experienced in unit
shut-down PSAs where the possible configurations of units are very numerous (risk cannot be
assessed with average unavailabilities and configurations).
4.1.5

Analysis Criterion

Incident analysis is based on a single criterion : core meltdown. This criterion poses a great many
problems (cf. § 4.2.3.).
It is not a real safety criterion like the risk of release of radioactive matter or the number of
deaths resulting from an accident. These analyses rank the TMI and Chernobyl accidents in the
same way, whereas the INES scale makes a distinction between them.
Nor is it a valid economic criterion. Incidents can cause very costly damage without putting the
integrity of the fuel in the balance.
Moreover, this criterion is very "distant" from the concerns of operators who tend to reason more
in terms of availability, surpassing of operating technical specifications, loss of barriers
(protection, in the broadest sense, against initiation of a serious accident, or to limit its
consequences), doses to which people are subjected, etc.
Should accident precursor analyses be performed with several criteria : safety, security,
availability, potential costs, etc. ? Depending on his position (safety service or safety authority,
maintenance service, operator, designer, etc.), each analyst could apply his own criteria.

4.2
4.2.1

Validity and Merit of these Analyses
Validity and Merit of a Safety Indicator

Is risk induced by around thirty precursors, by all declared incidents, or by "near misses" (an
operator is on the point of making a mistake but, at the last minute, realizes his error; two
independent events occur on the same day, but with the "right chronology") ?
Cf. the communication "PSA Applications", paragraph on the complementarity of the ESSM and
the Safety Index (Topic 2).
How should the very large year-to-year variations of the NRC Safety Index be interpreted :
American reactors are not "very safe" one year and "not very safe" the next ?
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4.2.2

Using these Analyses for Design and Operation

What sort of organization should be set up to ensure that the results of these analyses are
channelled back to designers and operators ? Incident analyses require a large number of skills :
knowledge of the plant, operation, reliability, human and organizational factors. Using these
studies to enhance design or operation is even more demanding from this point of view.
Collective thinking around this application has to be organized.
Can these analyses be used not only to find "chinks" in the "armour" of design and operation but
also to find defences to these chinks ?
4.2.3

Safety Culture

Isn't accident precursor analysis a dangerdtis tool for an operator ?
•

it is a complex tool: it is therefore likely to be used incorrectly;

•

it is couched solely in terms of risk : it might therefore induce stress in operators;

•

it is based on a single criterion (risk of core melt) and has no equivalent (which could be
used for reference or comparison). It can therefore be either rejected or serve as the sole
factor in a decision if a safety problem arises.

How can this decision-support tool be associated with other elements based on criteria of
different kinds : availability, cost, doses, production or operation requirements, etc.
4.2.4

Validation of PSA

If the incident is merely an equipment failure, the corresponding reliability data is reviewed.
If an incident is a matter of human error, things are often more complicated : the event may not
be modelized in the PSAs. Should it be added ?
If the event is a combination of equipment failures and human errors, the effect on PSA models
is often very difficult to take into account. Let us look at some examples.
1.
After the Chernobyl accident (TUV Workshop - Hamburg - May 1990), the Soviets
claimed they had quantified the probability of this scenario occurring. They found a probability
of 10"9 ! They deduced from this that a PSA would not have revealed this scenario and would
therefore have contributed nothing to the safety of RBMK reactors. If they had had a PSA for
this type of reactor, they would probably not have doubted this study after the accident.
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2.
We have mentioned above the fact that the TMI type scenario is of very low probability
in the PSA model for French PWR reactors (if it is assumed that the failures that caused the
accident are independent). Does that detract from the quantification of this type of scenario in the
PSA ? What exactly can be deduced from it ?
An incident always has a negligible probability of occurring "as is" in PSAs. It should be
checked whether there is an "envelope" scenario for the incident in the PSA and whether its
probability of occurrence is countered by the occurrence of the incident. But this is subject to
interpretation:
Is a given scenario the "envelope" of the incident ?
What is the statistical value of an event ? After TMI, can it be said that the risk of core
melt for an American reactor is about 10-3 (approximately one accident per 1,000 reactor
years) and that PSAs giving probabilities of around 10"4 under-estimate the risk ?

5.

CONCLUSIONS

"What's the point of giving a report on the previous day's weather ?" : that could be said of this
method of analysis. What is the point of producing a method that assesses the risk post hoc,
"after the horse has bolted" ? It could even be said that the post hoc risk of core meltdown is
always zero since it has never happened.
In fact this method constitutes another point of view on safety : it is decided to attribute as much
importance, from the point of view of information, to "near misses" as to actual incidents. This
makes use of the immense quantity of knowledge in PSA.
This method makes it possible to understand "how serious it is" and also, and above all, "why it
is serious". Whereas we content ourselves with a risk indicator when we do not how to
understand "why it is serious", the probabilistic method should enable us to understand what the
risk involves, particularly in the case where "hulls scraped" but the operator was not aware of it,
or where the accident was more impending than experts thought.
Another important point not mentioned here in detail (refer to the communication on Topic 1,
"Methodology"), but which should be referred to in the conclusion, is that the calculation
methods are extremely important. When an incident is studied from the probabilistic point of
view, it is often necessary to study combinations of unavailabilities. But it is not unavailability
that matters but loss of the mission : if the grid is lost for 20 minutes, as is most frequently the
case, the risk is practically zero, apart from the risk due to failure of Trip (there is no H3 or
"black-out" sequence lasting less than one hour). What makes the H3 risk is the probability that
the 20 minutes become 3 hours or 6 hours. Now finding this probability requires two vital
conditions :
- the causes of the incident must be known, "in as far as possible", which works in favour
of the conventional analysis of causes and the probabilistic analysis of consequences
being performed by the same people, and the incident being analyzed "as close as
possible" to the point where it occurred;
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- you have to have mathematical models capable of. satisfactorily modelizing the time
dependencies that might exist in the accident sequences.
Furthermore, it must be stressed that:
- this work is still in the exploratory stages, and a lot of thinking and research remains to
be done,
- we are a far cry from systematic, automatic methods, for, as we have seen, the analysis of
incidents raises a whole host of questions that cannot easily be answered.
Lastly, to conclude, it can be said that risk analysis could perfectly well take place without
incidents : what is title point of incidents occurring before they have been analyzed ? The best
answer : "the fact that an incident has occurred contributes nothing other than to give us new
ideas for enhancing the safety of our plants".
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APPENDIX 1
EXAMPLES OF STUDIES
Case 1 : The Big Common Mode (climatic incident)
In January 1987, a wave of intense cold put out the electrical grid in the west of France.
On 12th January there were several incidents in succession on the unit (CP2 900 MW unit):
-

loss of the main 400 kV supply,
turbine trip, emergency shutdown,
switchover to the 225 kV auxiliary transformer,
voltage drop on the auxiliary system,
trip of several 6.6 kV pumps (ASG*, RRI*, SEC*, etc.) caused by the "maximum
current" protection on the motors (risk HI* [total loss of the cooling water], break in
primary coolant circuit pump seals, etc.),
- alarms on diesel generators (only available power sources), automatic coupling rejection
(risk H3* [black out], etc.). Manual coupling of diesel generators.

The pumps were then started up by the operator. The main line was reconnected after 20 minutes.
On 13th January, in another incident declaration, the operator reported more difficulties due to
the cold :
- blocks of ice in the Loire river (risk HI, etc.),
- freezing of the ASG*-degasser connection (unavailability of ASG tank feed in normal
mode) (risk H2* [total loss of steam generator feedwater], etc.),
- freezing of VVP sensors (pressure measurement in steam pipes),
- freezing of level sensors in PTR* tank (IS* water supply). Immediate maintenance work;
sensors pulled out; the automatic containment recycling system understood the tank to be
empty (in the event of Safety Injection startup, the system immediately switches over to
the empty containment sumps and the RIS* and EAS* pumps are destroyed).
The importance of the incident went relatively unnoticed because the operator broke it down into
two incident reports. The probabilistic study of this incident is complex. Nevertheless, the
conditional probability of core melt can be assessed at between 1 E-l and 2 E-2. This makes it
the most serious incident with French reactors that we have studied.
A single sequence represents the entire figure (see tree, Fig. 2) : the simultaneous loss of
injection at the seals and of the thermal barrier of the primary coolant circuit pumps causes a
LOCA which requires Safety Injection. The pumps then start up, connected to the empty
containment sumps since the automatic system interprets the PTR tank as being empty. Safety
Injection is thus totally unavailable. The sequence leads to core melt. The intervention by
maintenance staff does not seem to have taken this sort of sequence into account. This sort of
sequence requires understanding of the overall operation of the plant.
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A single cause affects several equipment items of very different design and purpose. The
seriousness of the incident is due to the common mode between the LOCA and the only
associated line of defence. If the two events are considered as independent, the probability of
such aggregation is infinitesimal.
This is a classic example of a large aggregation of failures on supposedly independent and
different equipment. There may be other examples of Big Common Modes : other types of
external aggression (earthquake, floods), maintenance (the same technicians with the same work
sheets perform maintenance on the line breaker and the diesel generator couplers), etc.
The existence of such big common modes now makes it difficult to demonstrate that the total
risk of core melt is less than 1 E-3.
It has thus been demonstrated that it is possible to lose supposedly unconnected equipment
simultaneously and for the same reason.
Case 2 : Small Common Mode (switchboard fire)
A short-circuit on a 6.6 kV contactor caused a fire on the LHB* switchboard (6.6 kV B train with
emergency diesel power).
The reactor (CP2 900 MW) was initially operating when a short-circuit in the 6.6 kV cell caused
a fire which destroyed the LHB switchboard. The switchboard was out of action for 27 hours. In
addition there was only one train A SEC* pump available at the time of the incident (the other
SEC pump was under maintenance, and was put back on line again 5 hours after the start of the
incident); The failure of the cell was due to the failure of one of its components (an operating
mechanism damping washer). Subsequently a large number of damping washers on the LHA*
sister board were also found to be in critical condition.
The probability value for the H3* initiator is due entirely to calculation of the common mode
between the two switchboards (a result between 1E-1 and 1E-2, IPSN* and DER values). The
failure of an H3 situation of this type is of the order of 1 E-l, which puts this incident just behind
that described above in terms of seriousness (see tree, Fig. 3). The common mode between the
two switchboards was calculated using a model with non-constant failure coefficients (ageing
law).
It can be seen that the ASG* is the weak point in the plant : all the preponderant sequences
include its failure. On the other hand, the unavailability of an SEC Essential Service Water
System pump is of little effect. During control of the incident however, the operator was very
concerned by the SEC system, and requalified the pump with a startup test, causing two
operations in a cell which was already weakened.
What can be called the "small common mode" corresponds to the traditional definition of the
beta factor (common-mode failure on identical equipment).
It should be noted that there is no common mode between the two switchboards in PSA models.
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As a result, the analysis of this incident with basic PSA models determines a very low risk (about
1 E-6). Measurement of the seriousness of this incident is therefore very sensitive to the method
of calculation of the common mode between the two emergency switchboards under emergency
supply.
Case 3 : partial unavailability of the cooling water system
This incident occurred on a 1300 MW unit in September 1993. Apparently the unit had been shut
down for about one month for maintenance on the underground pipework of the SEC* circuit.
Works were undertaken on one train, then the other, the fallback state chosen by the operator
being intermediate shutdown, RRA valved in, with one primary coolant circuit pump on line.
Analysis of the potential consequences of the incident performed by the operator revealed risk
HI* (total loss of cooling water).
If studied from the probabilistic point of view, this prolonged unavailability reveals a potential
scenario different to that mentioned by experts (the HI risk due to loss of the redundant train).
Indeed, for unavailability of the train B RRI* (or train B SEC), the EPS 1330 PSA describes a
more critical scenario (i.e. more serious and more frequent) than loss of the redundant train.
This scenario is described in the event tree in the appendix (Fig. 4). It consists of envisaging loss
of the LBA* switchboard [125 V DC power system bus A]. Loss of the LNG [Continuous
220 V AC Power System] results in similar effects: LBA loss causes total loss of cooling to the
bearings of the primary coolant circuit pumps as well as making it impossible to manually or
automatically stop the operating primary coolant pump from the Control Room. The pump then
continues to operate without cooling and without protection. Studies refer to a 30-minute period
after which overheating causes the shaft to seize; the pump stops, causing a LOCA. Failure of
LOCA control is certain since Safety Injection is totally unavailable without LBA and without
train B RRI.
Without recovery of the initiator (LBA or train B RRI), the only line of defence is to shut down
the primary pump locally (impossible to use a pendant-control box) or to open the line breaker.
Human reliability studies reveal the weakness of these lines of defence : there is little time
available, and the operation is not easy to perform.
Calculation of the sequence gives rise to several comments.
The risk of core meltdown due to LBA loss (2 E-5) is about 70 times higher than the risk
due to Train A RRI loss (3 E-7). That is why it is the former risk that is always referred to
by safety experts.
The study reveals a substantial disproportion between the risk linked to unavailability of
RRI/Train A SEC and unavailability of RRI/Train B SEC. This is because this scenario
does not exist in the event of unavailability of RRI/Train A SEC.
There are uncertainties : in the context of the incident (ground movement and works on
SEC pipework) the type "HI" hourly risk is certainly higher than the basic data of the
EPS 1300 PSA. On the other hand, feedback shows that the probability of failure of the
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LBA (5.5 E-3 per reactor year) is essentially due to maintenance works when the unit is
shut down. This assumption remains valid even if, as is probably the case, all works on
Train A are prohibited during the period during which the SEC/B is locked out.
Finally, the study shows that it is absolutely necessary to choose a fallback state with
primary coolant circuit pumps shut down, or at least to prepare operators for the eventuality
of such a sequence. This is the main lesson learnt from the study.
Case 4 : mistaken action
Locking out of safety injection by the operator (1300 MW, 1993).
During a low-power test, a valve on the condenser bypass circuit jammed in the open position.
The loss of steam from the secondary cooling circuit resulted in uncontrolled cooling of the core.
Thinking he had the situation under control, the operator chose a programmed cooling procedure
and locked out the automatic Safety Injection startup system.
What is the risk involved in this incident, i.e. the conditional probability of core melt associated
with the mistaken action of the operator ?
There are two ways of analyzing the situation :
- one can start from the "secondary coolant steam boost" transient that is studied in the
EPS 1300 PSA, or
- extend the mistaken action to all the initiating events requiring startup of Safety Injection.
The first analysis can be deduced from one of the EPS 1300 PSA event trees (see tree 1, Fig. 4).
The second analysis is more complicated : what is the probability of such action occurring under
circumstances different to the actual circumstances (Tree 2) ? In other words, the operator could
have disactivated the SI system in a situation where it was in fact required, as with small LOCAs
for example. There is time for such manual disactivation to occur, but misinterpretation of events
is less likely than in the incident under study. Quantification of human error is more difficult in
this case.
It is relatively easy to quantify the risk consecutive to this initiating event (the risk is low; see
Tree 1). On the other hand, this value is not all-encompassing. The unwarranted action could
have occurred under other circumstances where the risks would have been greater (see Tree 2).
This is what is called variation around the "initial status of the plant" (cf. below, § 4.1.3.). It is
then very difficult to assess the probability of operator error. Nevertheless, from human
reliability data, we know that the probability is greater than 1E-3. The risk is therefore greater
than 2E-6.
To appreciate the total risk, all the scenarios where SI is required and there is enough time for it
to be disactivated must be taken into account.
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GLOSSARY

AGR:

Advanced Gas Reactor

ASG :

Auxiliary Feedwater System

AU:
DSIN :
EAS :
ESSM:
GMPP :
GV :

Trip
French safety authorities
Containment Spray System
Essential System Status Monitor
Reactor Coolant Pump
Steam Generator

HI :
Total loss of Service Water or Component Cooling System
H2 :
Total loss of Steam Generator Feedwater
H3 :
Total loss of emergency supplied power system (Black out)
INES :
International Nuclear Event Scale
IPSN :
Technical support of DSIN (French safety authorities)
IS :
Safety Injection System
LBA :
125 V DC power system train A
LCA :
Relaying 48 V DC power system train A
LHA, LHB : 6.6 kV AC Emergency Supplied Power System trains A and B
LNG :
Continuous 220 V AC Power System
LOCA :
Loss of Coolant Accident
PTR :
Boric acid tank for SIS and CSS (Reactor Water Storage Tank)
RCV :
Charging pump
RIS :
Safety Injection System
RTGV :
Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR)
RRI:
Component Cooling System
SEC :
Essential Service Water System
VVP :
Main Steam System
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FIGURE 1 : the link between causes and consequences
This figure features on the cover of the "Guide to Incident Analysis" that the management of
EDF nuclear reactors has issued to all EDF nuclear power plants. It symbolizes the
complementarity of conventional analysis of the causes of an incident (fault tree for faults
upstream of the incident) and analysis of potential consequences (fault tree downstream).

CASE 1 : climatic incident
Frost

400 lost

225 impair

RRIlost

RCVlost

1

LOCA
>90t/h

Maint.
Works

Manual
switchover

• AC

Calculation of core-melt

0,5

p = 0,5 (loss of RCV)
maint. works: lh/24h
manual switchover failure
5E-3 + E-2.3.1E-l = l,4E-2

UC2
1/24
UC1
premature
switchover
UC2:3,5 E-3
UC1: 1,04 E-2

Total risk = 1,4 E-2

FIGURE 2
This event tree presents one of the scenarios that could have led to unacceptable consequences
during a brutal cold snap in the west of France in 1987. The seriousness of the incident is entirely
due to the common mode between the initiating event (LOCA on primary coolant pump seals)
and the defence designed to counter it (safety injection). The LOCA could have been caused by
simultaneous loss of seal injection (RCV) and of the thermal barrier (RRI) : some pump motors
tripped when the system voltage dropped.
Safety Injection could have been lost in two ways :
- unwarranted switchover of SI pump suction to empty sumps due to pulling out of level sensors
inthePTRtank(UCl),
- failure of manual switchover to sumps, the automatic system being out of action due to freezing
of level sensors (UC2).
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Case 2 : 6,6 kV switchboard fire
Acceptable consequence

UC= 5.10-8
"with p = 3 E-2
UC = 3 E-6)

initiator HI
Negligible
consequences
(UC1E11)

T—UC= 1.10-6

initiator H2
Total loss of cooling water

UC= 1.10-7
(with p = 0,2
UC = 2 E-2)

initiator H3

Total loss of SG feedwater (H2)

Total risk = 1,15.10-6
(with P coefficient, risk= 2 E-2)

Total loss of electrical supply

FIGURE 3

This event tree shows the three main modes for potential degradation into an accident with
unacceptable consequences which could have developed following a fire on a 6.6 kV electrical
switchboard. The loss of the ASG is the preponderant sequence of trees HI, H2, and H3. It is
therefore important to monitor the proper operation of the SGs during the entire duration of the
incident. Measurement of the seriousness of the incident depends much on the value of the p
common mode between the two emergency switchboards. This value can be calculated in several
ways. In our opinion, the most robust calculation involves very detailed analysis of the cause of
the fire (failure of a contactor component) and uses a reliability model with non-constant
coefficients (Weilbull law).
CASE 3 : Partial unavailability of the cooling water
Train B RKI locked out, one primary pump operating, loss of LfiA (or of LNG)

RRI/B

•II

LossofLBA

GMPP
shutdown

Seals

Success
LOCA

or LNG
AC
1

2.1 E-4

/ /
9 E-2

1
2,]E-4 = 5.5E-3 X2/52

CI = 2E-5

FIGURE 4
The unit (1300 MW PWR) was shut down for a month in September 1993 for rehabilitation
works on the underground pipework of the SEC Essential Service Water System circuit. For
15 days, each SEC train was therefore locked out. The risk envisaged by the operator at the time
was simultaneous loss of the two SEC trains (HI situation).
The tree shows another sequence which is far more critical. In the event of loss of a 125 V
switchboard, cooling of the seals of the primary coolant circuit pumps is lost, and the pumps can
only be stopped locally. In the event of failure, Safety Injection is then unobtainable, and the
LOCA at the seals leads to unacceptable consequences. Simultaneous loss of the Train B SEC
and the Train A 125 V results in a LOCA and failure of the only associated defence.
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CASE 4 : Unwarranted lockout of safety injection (simplified trees)
Tree 1 : secondary transient (real situation)
successful

IS blocked
Secondary
valve
opens

AC

value 1/2
1,7 E-5

proba. = 1
(real cause of
the incident)

value 1/2

AC

(comparison of the

6,7 E-7

two sequences)
Tree 2 : small LOCA (highest risk)
IS blocked
p > 1 E-3

IS failure

>2E-6

small LOCA
proba. = 2 E-3
. < 1 E-7
AC

FIGURE 5

During a low-power test on on a 1300 MW PWR power plant, a valve on the secondary coolant
circuit jammed in the open position. This caused uncontrolled cooling of the core. Thinking that
cooling was a normal result of startup of the ASG, the operator chose a normal cooling procedure
and locked out the automatic system for startup of safety injection.
What is the risk associated with this incident ?
Two analyses are possible : consider only the transient that actually occurred ("secondary coolant
steam boost"), or extend the erroneous operation to all initiating events that require IS startup.
The first analysis can be deduced from an event tree of the EPS 1300 PSA (tree 1). The second
one is more difficult: what value can be given to the probability of such action in a context other
than the real context (tree 2), for the operator could indeed have locked out IS in another
situation where it was in fact required : this is the case, for example, with small LOCAs. The
times available make this lock-out possible, but an error in diagnosis is less probable than in the
incident studied.
It is therefore relatively easy to assess the risk due to the real initiating event of January 20th
(tree 1). Nevertheless, one knows that this value is not an envelope value. The erroneous action
could have been performed under circumstances where the potential risk is greater (tree 2). To
determine the total risk, it is necessary to take account of all the initiating events where safety
injection is required and where the time available allows it to be locked out.
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FIGURE 6 : the problem of the break

Development
of trees
fot each
real state

Succession of
real states

Discrete model
of actual
evolution of
the plant

Exclusive
trees :
Xpi=l

FIGURE 7 : example of a solution
In the case of complex incidents or incidents which last any length of time, specific questions
must be asked : how, and when during the incident should one determine the starting point for
potential aggravation sequences ? In other words, what moments in the incidents should be
chosen to initiate the potential aggravation scenarios ?
Figure 6 illustrates this problem. A nuclear power plant is an installation that is continually
evolving within a "risk space" limited by a lower boundary (everything is available, optimum
safety) and an upper boundary (probability of unacceptable accident = 1 ) . The value of the risk
fluctuates above the lower boundary and can deviate substantially from it during an incident. An
incident is therefore a moment in the history of the plant when this function reaches extremes.
Probabilistic analysis consists in trying to identify some of these extremes and to make a break
between what actually happened afterwards and the potential aggravation scenarios. In Figure 6
three possible scenarios (aggravation sequences) are started at two moments in the incident
(breaks). A break separates the determined past from possible futures. Since one cannot know the
risk-function beforehand, the break is made at the point where the risk is assumed to be highest.
Figure 7 represents the modelization that can then be made of the incident: a succession of plant
states defines a succession of initiating events. Each initiating event is associated with one or
more event trees.
This type of modelization is still wholly experimental. It should concern a very restricted number
of incidents. But it seems that they are the most important ones.
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INTRODUCTION : AIMS AND MOTIVATIONS OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF
INDICATOR STUDIES
Since 1986 the United States' Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has been committed to a
major R&D program on indicators. The objectives of the program appear to be of two types :
•

on one hand, to provide nuclear power plant management with decision support;

•

on the other hand, to help orientate NRC audits and inspections in power plants.

These days the development of indicators* can be considered to be a relatively general problem
of concern to the various organizations involved in the operation, monitoring, and management
of nuclear power plants, and in the verification of these activities by the safety authorities.
Consequently, at different levels and for different reasons, organizations such as the IAEA,
UNIPEDE, INPO, NRC, and consequently EDF, have developed programs, research, and
thinking on the subject of indicators.
As part of its Scientific and Technological Monitoring program looking at PSA and human
reliability, the Research & Development Division (DER) of EDF has, since 1990, identified the
question of indicators as an emerging, and even critical subject. Bibliographical and exploratory
studies have therefore been organized since 1990.
Thorough examination of available literature (not necessarily exhaustive) in this field leads us to
consider that a certain number of questions must be envisaged simultaneously when thought is
given to indicators, which does not appear to be the case in the literature examined. The
approach to problems associated with indicators (their choice and development), and the
objectives and criteria they should be based on are not considered to have been presented in a
global, synthetic manner, but always in a rather fragmentary way : this is a first difficulty. A
second difficulty appears to be linked to the fact that the use and operation of these indicators
are not clearly explained, as if it was patently obvious, yet support systems for decisions for
safety management, detection, and identification of safety problems are considered to be
particularly difficult, involving concrete representations and theoretical models of the operation
of the organizations. We therefore think that elucidation of questions on the use of indicators,
and on validation, should be given not subsequent to the creation and development of
indicators, but simultaneously, for the empirical and theoretical questions of validation, practical
implementation of indicators, and safety objectives linked to the operation of the organizations
are likely to have a considerable effect on the direction taken by actual indicator research and
development, if only through the initial methodological choices.
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A third difficulty lies in the very design and organization of safety, and in the role of the various
organizational levels (operators, field supervisors, managers, safety experts) which broadly
underlies indicator studies. This difficulty has not escaped some writers, especially those
working for the NRC :
•

Wreathall et al. take explicit inspiration from J.T. Reason's "model" of triggering and
development of emergency situations (see [1] for example),

•

Marcus et al. argue the need for a theoretical model of the organizations in order to
effectively structure the multitude of possible observations and events occurring
within an organization and to identify those that are really relevant [2].

Although the theoretical constructions or models proposed do contain some interesting
characteristics, we do not consider them to be sufficiently well backed up, neither by a set of
satisfactory empirical data, nor by sufficiently well developed models (of human behavior, of
organizations) or theory. Major shortcomings and lack of reflection seem to seriously restrict the
scope of research into indicators. Some epistemological obstacles (in G. Bachelard's sense [3])
are seen to be relatively important and to hinder and fetter thinking on indicators. Among these
obstacles, we consider the following two to be particularly important:
(i)

the lack of a theoretical model of the work, of the organization of the work, and of actual
work (with respect to prescribed work)

(ii)

an essentially top-down attitude towards safety and the prevention of serious incidents and
accidents in which work procedures, measurements, and arrangements are developed by
experts and managers, field staff being simply in charge of applying them to the letter.

We therefore consider it essential to repeatedly put the premises for research and development
of indicators and to undertake work on synthesis (grouping of and links between objectives and
criteria for the development of indicators). It would then remain to position exploratory studies
relative to the work done on the subject throughout the world. The work by the NRC in this field
appears to play a leading role. However, we know nothing of the NRC's latest developments
(1991-1994), and we consider it vital to first try to determine the current position of those
studies : what are the latest developments? Have concrete experiments been carried out in pilot
power plants? How do conceptual models of the operation of organizations and indicators fit
together? What type of indicator is NRC giving preference to? etc. We shall deal with the
positioning objective referred to above in the discussion phases of the Seminar.
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1.

INDICATORS : WHY?

Since a nuclear power plant is a sociotechnical system, the major and priority concern of safety
is prevention (the second being the control and limitation of the consequences of accidents if
they cannot be prevented). Prevention consists basically of predicting and. identifying as quickly
as possible the sociotechnical situations which might deteriorate even further and, in
combination with equipment failures and human errors, become accidents. This therefore means
diagnosing potentially risky sociotechnical situations and reducing them, preventing their
development, and drawing up an anticipatory diagnosis (as early as possible) in order to reduce
the gravity of situations before they deteriorate any further.

It can be seen from the outset that the question of safety indicators is closely linked to a "model"
of accidents, their causes, and their conditions and modes of development, to a particular
conception of the start and development of accidents, and to the possibility of efficient diagnosis
and prognosis of the operation of organizations.

Given the amplitude and complexity of the problem, we propose to restrict ourselves to the class
of accidents supposedly involving "human factors" at the micro, meso, and macroscopic levels,
to adopt the presentation of Hale and Glendon [4] : human errors; behavior which apparently
does not conform to procedures; shortcomings in safety culture and professional attitude;
organizational dysfunctions, etc. In other words, we exclude accidents with a very large
technical component and a low human component [if that is possible]. That is why we
concentrate essentially on what we call sociotechnical accidents. It could doubtlessly be easily
argued that most of the major accidents that have concerned experts and safety authorities in the
last fifteen years or so belong to this category : on various occasions, experts have declared
human factors, human errors, etc. to have had a major or even decisive role in accidents (TMI,
Bhopal, etc.), and sometimes a practically exclusive role (Chernobyl, Challenger). For more on
this question and a thorough, in-depth discussion, see reference [5],

Sociotechnical safety indicators are therefore closely linked - with the restrictions we have just
indicated - to human activities in nuclear power plants.

What type of available information could be used in a first analysis to meet the objectives of
sociotechnical indicators? There are three types :
Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA),
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global indicators of the operation of a unit (number of scrams for example),
qualitative indications from human-factor type surveys (ergonomics, organizational
psychology, occupational psychodynamics, etc.) carried out for "clinical" purposes [in
opposition to "epidemiological or statistical" purposes].

But these three types of information do not appear to answer the problem totally :
PSA : the results of PSA tend to be generic; specific data on the population of a
particular unit cannot be integrated.
The current return periods for updating PSAs (3 to 5 years) do not appear to be
satisfactory, given the times for change in the phenomena to be identified (about a year or
less).
global indicators of operation : they are difficult to interpret and do not appear to meet the
criteria that we will mention in Chapter 4 (sensitivity, ease of interpretation of results,
etc.).
For example, it is not obvious that a reduction in the frequency of emergency shutdown
(which is, however, the objective sought by the utility) is necessarily a criterion for
improvement of safety in all cases. It is not any more obvious that the trend to "zero
defects" (reduction in the number of significant incidents) is a predictive indication of the
improvement of safety : reducing the number of incidents in general (and especially minor
incidents) means reducing the corresponding number of possibilities for the development
of collective work, informal critical review, and interpersonal readjustments [7], in the
framework of daily work, that can be decisive in dealing with more serious incidents.
qualitative indications generally expressed in terms of trends : they may be criticized for
their lack of objective substantiation, or for not being relativized quantitatively.

2.

FUNDAMENTAL REQUIREMENTS

So as not to extend the discussion too far, we propose to present a certain number of
fundamental requirements which, in our opinion, are necessary in order to build, develop, and
make use of organizational-type safety indicators. There are two main types of requirements :
they deal with models of organization and of work, with the principles of identification of
concrete problems in unit operation, and with the methods for using indicators and making
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decisions. They are presented below schematically, in abbreviated form; they refer to theoretical
texts, to the results of empirical surveys, and/or to long arguments that we will not repeat here :
1) it is necessary to distinguish between the prescribed framework of work, the
prescribed organization for the work, the prescribed tasks, and actual work and the
actual organization of work. Instructions and procedures are guidelines, frameworks
for action, but, in the strictest terms, the work actually done cannot be assimilated to
the work prescribed,
2) written procedures, prescriptions in fact have restrictions of different kinds. Although
they are necessary, they are not sufficient.
In particular these restrictions are due to the following :
•

it is impossible to describe actual work in all its detail, in all its specificity,

•

contingencies, unexpected events not mentioned in procedures can and do occur,

•

the precise sociotechnical context of the work cannot be fully specified, and the
"time" variable is not easily taken into account in procedures,

•

"envelope" procedures do not describe details or phases of work within the
envelope-frameworks,

•

procedures can contain errors, "bugs", etc.

In other words, procedures therefore call for localized adaptation, interpretation,
"micro-decisions" or "micro-choices", and therefore a cognitive, psychic, and
collective investment by operators, or to put it another way, a collective subjective
mobilization (which can be partially described by words like "commitment", "sense of
responsibility", "professional attitude", "initiative", "co-ordination", and "cooperation").
It should be remembered that we are talking in terms of anticipatory prevention,
dealing specifically with normal and incidental work procedures, quality assurance,
and quality procedures related to organizational processes.
The considerable range of eventualities that may occur in a complex system - and
particularly when one takes account of the human environment of work, of human
behavior - cannot be represented or modelized in full. Procedures are schematic
representations, models of sociotechnical reality (explicitly or implicitly), and are
therefore simplifications which, right from the conception of instructions, attempt to
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avoid the risk of becoming lost in an "inextricable labyrinth of scenarios and events".
Thus, with regard to risk analysis methods : "Although these various methods vary in
their particulars, they are all attempts to define and render tractable a significant subset of an enormously complex labyrinth of potential sequences and interactions that
the real system represents [6, pp. 30-31].
3) The difference between prescribed work and actual work is permanently managed by
power plant staff. This management involves not just formal, prescribed rules, but also
informal (non-formal) rules, as H. Mintzberg [7] has analyzed them for example,
together with tacit knowhow and knowledge [8]. Recently, in a different field, we
were able to demonstrate how linemen applied prudence knowhow linked specifically
to safety behavior and cautious attitudes [9].
4) Consequently, it must be supposed that operators and supervisors and managers also
implement collective vigilance, intuition, initiative, and creativity, and that these
aspects can be neither required by decree nor proceduralized! On the other hand,
certain forms of pressure (emergency, workload felt to be excessive, multiplication of
managerial demands, etc.) can "gel" behavior, favorize "work-to-rule" tactics, and
impede staffs ability to react quickly and efficiently. Consequently, a psychological
and collective balance between regulations and adaptations to the prescribed
framework appears to be particularly favorable for prevention.
5) This balance cannot be fully modelized, schematized, or objectivized. It can be
appreciated, through a set of day-to-day activities and behavior, only by a diagnosis.
To take up an analysis by N. Sillamy concerning psychometric tests, we would say
that a good indicator, however laudable its qualities (see Chapter 5), is only a means
of exploring the behavior, perception, and appreciation of staff. The indicator provides
precious information but not diagnosis.
"It [diagnosis] is a judgement* based on complex reasoning* which integrates
psychometric results into non quantifiable observations, intuitive data, and factors
drawn from the background of the subject" [10] (and we would add, from the
background of the group, of the firm, if we transpose the definition of individual
diagnosis to organizational-type measurement tools).

Our bold type.
Our bold type.
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6) Bringing under our wing and transposing another form of epistemoligical-type
analysis initially developed to study biological and medical phenomena (see A. FagotLargeault [11]), we postulate that scientific facts concerning human aspects are built
up case-by-case from clinical, biographical inquiries and statistical generalizations of
the logico-deductive type, but that in the long run, as one is always dealing with
singular cases, with impure and complex causality which cannot easily be simplified,
it is necessary to pass judgement, to take a decision beyond any reasonable doubt by
integrating the incertitudes, singularities, and specific features of the context.
In other words, if the indicator can be built from a twofold (as strict as possible)
clinical, epidemiological, and scientific procedure, the decision that necessarily
follows the analyses is of an ethical nature ("cognizant" judgement).
7) The following points determine the general procedure for preparing, validating, and
implementing indicators (also see Chapter 5):
•

clinical enquiry for identification of variables and items characterizing the
problem concerned (evaluation of the degree of organizational safety or "safety
culture level"),

•

statistical survey of a standard population (reference sample),

•

preparation of the indicator-tool and tool-validation tests (intrinsic, statistical, and
extrinsic, relative to the measurement objectives sought after),

•

regular use of the tool,

•

interpretation of results in conjunction with the personnel concerned
[interpretation cannot be total without the participation and validation of the
people concerned].

The procedures for using indicators must therefore also have protocols for analysis
and return of the results to the staff.
The first phases of the procedure are conventional in the realm of behavioral and
social sciences. The study by Sutherland and Cooper [12] is a standard example of the
clinical-statistical procedure.
8) Can a safety indicator be based on questionnaires dealing with operators' perception of
the working environment? How reliable can such indicators be? Without giving a
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definitive answer to an open question, we can contribute some thoughts on the matter
which are also supports for the preparation of indicators :
•

the perceptions of operators and managers must not be neglected, and must be
considered as an element of reality. The social climate questionnaires that have
been developed in recent years integrate these perceptions or are based on them
[13]. If they can be expressed freely, the perceptions of certain deteriorations of
work and perhaps of safety can be a means of detecting safety problems at an early
stage. Field surveys forming part of the occupational behavioral sciences
demonstrate that subjective experience is an important element of appreciation of
working conditions and situations,

•

the questionnaire can also be built from representations of the staff with respect to
actual work. In this case, the concrete appreciations the staff give of work
difficulties, certain working constraints that are difficult to respect, the clearness
of the prescribed framework, the cohesion of crews and the quality of
communications at work, and of the quality of the organization of work and
methods of co-operation, are essential from the point of view of safety. They
constitute diagnoses and results of experience of professionals on the work
context,

•

moreover, a number of "basic" variables concerning work, the status of equipment,
crew morale, etc. can only be correctly appreciated and evaluated by the workers
themselves : they are permanently closest to the reality of working situations.
Field surveys show that the staff evaluates (at least qualitatively) the changes and
trends for change in these situations.
Furthermore, this permanent collective elaboration is, in our opinion, one of the
most decisive factors in ordinary, day-to-day safety.

It could be objected that it is difficult, and even dangerous, to base one's work on the
opinions or perceptions, i.e. the subjective experience of operators, when dealing with
safety. We insist that certain subjective variables belong to the field of reality, in the
same way as certain objective variables. Although these subjective variables do not
necessarily represent "objective reality", they do characterize the perception operators
have of it, even if their view is biased or flawed. The perception some of the field staff
have of an unfavorable evolution, for example, of certain working conditions, is an
element of reality that managers should make the most of.
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Remember that an indicator is an instrument, a tool for measurement. But the
measurement then has to be analyzed and interpreted.
9) To illustrate this we refer to the variables on which the occupational safety indicator
of S.J. Guastello [14] is built (prevention of occupational accidents). Most of them are
indeed psychosocial variables:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

experience, demographic data concerning operators,
safety management,
perception of dangers,
structure of beliefs concerning the control of safety, or locus of control,
anxiety,
social stressors,
physical stressors,
characteristics of shift work,
size of crews.
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3.

FROM "CCQ" TO "SCQ" ("CORPORATE CLIMATE" TO "SAFETY
CLIMATE" QUESTIONNAIRE)

3.1

Preparation of an "SCQ"

Various studies of international relevance have given importance to the "safety culture" concept
since its appearance in August 1986 at the IAEA congress on the Chernobyl accident

But from our point of view, these analyses are relatively imprecise, and abstract in any case, or
highly influenced by an essentially normative attitude towards safety which implies that safety
knowledge and skill are the exclusive property of safety experts. Whence, in the second case,
the description of an "ideal", "quasi-perfect" world of safety which is not based on meticulous
field studies and which does not recognize as fundamental problems the existence of the
practical difficulties - or even contradictions - that operators and field supervisors have to
continually overcome under conditions of stress (particularly time constraints). Furthermore,
these analyses do not make it possible to develop the general methodology leading up to
measurement of the level of safety, to the development of the corresponding indicators
effectively taking account of the collective and organizational aspects of safety. Although they
set people thinking, they hardly enable any concrete progress to be made.
Now the studies resulting in evaluation of corporate social climate, and based on the perceptions
of the staff of the firms, are an interesting framework for thought on the development of
indicators. The method used consists of drawing up a "corporate climate questionnaire" or CCQ
[18]. CCQ was developed from tested statistical methods (clustering; inter-correlational
analysis; analysis into principal components) which make it possible to select and validate the
choice of the variables to be used, the variables themselves being determined on the basis of
questions or items. The CCQ finally has 14 variables, each being approximately defined by a
dozen items (there is a total of 128 items). It seemed to us that the methodology of the CCQ tool
was sufficiently well developed for it to be adapted and transposed to the problem of safety
culture and safety climate.

3.2

Feasibility Study of an SCQ

A preliminary, exploratory study of the feasibility of the use of CCQ in building an SCQ (Safety
Climate Questionnaire) was undertaken. On the basis of a "clinical" survey among twelve safety
experts (8 with the ESF Department and 4 with the Blayais nuclear power plant), it was possible
to obtain a preliminary classification of the variables which could be integrated into the SCQ.
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The 12 semi-directive individual interviews made it possible break the variables into five
groups, in reference to CCQ (see Appendix).
Preliminary analysis was affected by the socio-organizational approach during the interviews; it
revealed two types of variables: organizational variables referring principally to the framework
of prescribed work; and psychosocial variables with a human resources orientation.
We willingly propose to center SCQ on work, making a distinction between the following
aspects, as they are seen by staff:
•

the quality of prescribed work, of the organization of prescribed work;

•

actual work, actual organization of the work.

Finally, it should be stressed that the sample of people questioned is relatively small. Obviously
therefore, in a later phase it would be important to make more intensive, more thorough
interviews, and to carry them out in sufficient numbers (about to 20 or 30 more).

3.3

Consideration of the Relevant Variables in SCQ

From what follows, a possible orientation for SCQ can be identified : to center it on actual work,
on the actual organization of work, in relation to the prescribed framework. The variables can
therefore be classified in 7 main categories :
•

appreciation of the psychological situation at staff level (stress for example),

•

appreciation of the quality of co-operation with the crew of which the operator is part,

•

managers' and experts' perception of actual activity and safety,

•

appreciation of the quality of judgements on the work and of the recognition or
appreciation of the work done,

•

perception of day-to-day safety,

•

appreciation of the prescribed framework for work (clearness of tasks and
assignments; procedures, technical operating specifications, etc.),

•

appreciation of difficulties or contradictions in actual work.
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To that can be added objectivable or quantifiable factors [such as rate of absenteeism, staff
turnover, occupational accident rate, etc.] that one can try to correlate to staff perceptions and
appreciations.

It must be stressed that of course the definitive choice of variables and the corresponding items
is based on i) a clinical survey which identifies the themes and variables considered to be
important and the various questions used to describe them, and ii) processing of the results
obtained with a test population (clustering, etc. [18]).

4.

PROPERTIES OF INDICATORS

In what follows we limit ourselves to listing the main properties that indicators should have.
1) fidelity (repeatability) : the indicator should give roughly equivalent if not exactly
identical results if it is applied to the same group of persons in the same situation on
several occasions in succession,
2) sensitivity : the indicator should effectively identify changes in the situation of
relatively small amplitude,
3) validity : the indicator should actually measure what it is supposed to measure.
Validity is appreciated by comparing the prognoses given by the indicator with actual
facts. This is obviously the most important property.

To these properties should be added :
4) the simplicity and the ease of use and implementation of the indicator. At a given
time, application of the indicator (collection of information and data by means of
questionnaires) should not raise insuperable problems in terms of the organization of
work, the occupation of operators, and the logistics to be used on a nuclear power
plant,
5) the ease of drawing up results : similarly, statistical analysis should be easy to perform
and require a reasonably short time.
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The last two properties are linked to a return period, a relatively short time for obtaining final
processed, aggregated results after the decision to develop the indicator. If this time is not
sufficiently short, the indicator will possibly lose its efficiency and interest.
6) robustness : the indicator's ability to remain relatively stable with respect to some
unwarranted variations (parasites) to the variables considered in the preparation of the
indicator,
7) "specificity" and "genericity" of the indicator : the indicator's ability to represent the
evolution of a property [the quality of maintenance for example] for a particular unit
["specific" indicator], not just for a set of units or a site ["generic" indicator].

The last two properties can be considered to be part of property 3 (validity).
8) the possibility for interpreting results. Despite all the qualities defined above, an
indicator is just a means of exploration. It provides precious information but no
diagnosis, as we have seen above (Chapter 2, point 5).

5.

NOTION OF ORGANIZATIONAL DIAGNOSIS

Using the methods of psychometry on one hand and the theoretical support defined in Chapter 2
(on work, and on the operation of organizations), one can carry out a real organizational
diagnosis of safety. The SCQ could be used at any time to obtain a questionnaire-based
diagnosis with the following qualities : overall diagnosis made with a representative sample of
the population of a power plant (not only can two sub-populations (field operators and
supervisors) be distinguished, for example, but also different sectors of activity : operation and
maintenance). Through comparison with results obtained in the past, it should make it possible
to detect new difficulties, certain trends towards deterioration, but should also give precious
information on the causes of deterioration, difficulties, and disfunctions.

Once the questionnaire has been validated, its ease of use and analysis could make it a reference
tool. But we must stress once more that interpretation of its results must be validated by safety
experts, occupational behavioral science experts, managers, and power plant staff.

If the questionnaire refers to work and the organization of work, the results can also give rise to
improvements, trends for the efforts to be made by management.
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The overall procedure is as follows :

Questionnaire

Analysis of

Return of

Decisions for further

results and

results to staff

action and

interpretation

and discussion

improvement

Lastly, the general questionnaire can be complemented by more specialized questionnaires (for
operation or maintenance for example) and be positioned at a greater or lesser level of detail
(power-plant or service level).

6.

DISCUSSION

The previous chapters having defined the objectives pursued in the creation of a sociotechnical
safety indicator, the overall procedure for its creation, and the underlying methodological and
conceptual principles, it is now time to discuss the interest and limits of such an indicator, as we
see them with the knowledge we have today.

We give special attention to the predictive and preventive nature of the indicator.
1)

The first question concerns the important role attributed to the field staff in the early
detection of safety problems. Aren't experts better able to identify such problems?
Furthermore, aren't the management staff of a nuclear power plant in a better position to
identify safety problems than field staff?
The organization of the SCQ can make a distinction between two categories of staff,
operating staff and supervisory staff on one hand, and executive staff and management on
the other. The degree of detail and the specificity of some questions would obviously be
different for each category of staff.

2)

The second question concerns the risk of exaggeration or dramatization of the difficulties
and problems encountered by the staff. This risk has been identified by risk psychology
specialists.
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For us, a reasonable answer would be to base the safety approach on a general principle of
precaution [5] : it is better to identify too many possible risks and problems than not
enough. We once more underline the need for SCQ results to be interpreted and validated
by staff.
The validation process necessarily includes close, interactive discussion in order to check
the persistent nature of the diagnosis derived from the questionnaire.
3)

Aren't some phenomena likely to escape observation by the staff? Here the question deals
with the risk of euphemization of problems and disorders, or even rejection [denial] of
reality. We refer to risk psychology studies and to the concept of occupational-defense
ideologies [19]. Slow deterioration and deviation of working and safety practices could
take place without the staff being aware of it. In this case the SCQ would not detect any
such shortcomings at the human and organizational level since to start with they have no
appreciable or measurable effect on the safety of plant.
However, we consider this eventuality to be quite unlikely. Moreover, we feel that it
would be even more justifiable in this case to also have objective references (rate of
absenteeism, staff turnover, occupational accidents).
The objection or limitation mentioned above is also felt to justify the need for regular
qualitative field surveys carried out by independent specialists.

4)

Finally, there is the question of fast and substantial deterioration of the work situation, as
could arise out of occasional managerial decisions (partial reorganization of the unit for
example). This sort of deterioration might not be noticeable due to the necessarily limited
frequency of SCQ.

These various eventualities do not however solve the question of decision, once the SCQ
results have been obtained. How can executive staff and managers be sure or convinced of the
need to make certain changes to the organization of work and to working conditions, even if
SCQ results indicate that need?

We cannot give a definitive answer to this fundamental question, and can merely point out that
most major industrial accidents are preceded by a certain number or "accident precursors",
particularly warnings from personnel - see [5] for example :
•

the interventions by engineers of Morton Thiokol in an attempt to prevent the launch
of the shuttle Challenger before its fatal flight,
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•

the warnings and attempts by Bhopal staff to alert their supervisors and the authorities
of the State in which the plant was sited,

•

the letter sent to the management of the power plant by a TMI operator,

•

the Applegate memo pointing out the risk of DC-10 crash due to shortcomings in the
baggage-hold door locking system.

In most cases, operators or executives, i.e. those closest to the realities of the work, take the
trouble to write to those in charge in order to express their fears and present arguments.

This reinforces us in our position of wanting staff to be able to express their perceptions and
concrete appreciations of safety. The construction of such an indicator must also, as we have
tried to show, respect the recommended rules, procedures, and criteria in the fields of
psychometrics [20] and epidemiology [12].
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APPENDIX:
CLASSIFICATION OF CCQ VARIABLES
WHICH CAN BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT IN SCQ
[CCQ : Corporate Climate Questionnaire [18] - SCQ : Safety Climate Questionnaire]

Classification resulting from a first survey among researchers and operators.
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

CCQ variables to be used whose effect on safety is felt to be high by the persons surveyed
(in order of decreasing importance):
•

clarity of the task and role,

•
•
•
•
•

involvement,
team spirit,
responsibility/independence,
coherence of strategy and operation,
availability and fluidity of information.

CCQ variables whose effect on safety is felt to be "moderate" ("mitigated" variables):
•
•
•

quality of personal relations,
recognition and consideration,
physical and moral comfort,

•

freedom of expression.

CCQ variables on whose effect there is no consensus of opinion ("ambivalent" variables):
•
•
•
•

(iv)

encouragement of innovative ideas,
flexibility of supervision,
feeling of justice,
policy of openness in labour relations.

variables possibly related to CCQ (with positive or negative effects). We mention only a
few (a total of 17 such variables have been identified):
•
•
•

motivation (a variable that can be attached to involvement)
role of shift supervisor (supervision or management),
confidence (team spirit, quality of relations),
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(v)

•

co-ordination (clarity of the task and role),

•

distribution of tasks (supervision).

variables not found in the CCQ (with positive or negative effects)
a) organizational variables (a total of 16 variables):
•

organization - type of structure,

•

adherence to the safety system [to the safety doctrine],

•
•
•
•

staff numbers,
organizational rigidity,
organizational rigor,
fragmentation of tasks, etc.

b) non-organizational variables :
•
•
•
•

ergonomic problems
response times [for the tasks to be performed],
competence, professional attitude,
access to technical and safety culture [related to training].
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ABSTRACT
The possibility of carrying out Probabilistic Human Reliability Assessments (PHRA) is often
doubted. Basing ourselves on the experience Electricite de France (EDF) has acquired in
Probabilistic Safety Assessments for nuclear powerplants, we show why the uncertainty of
PHRA is very high. We then specify the limits of generic data and models for PHRA: very
important factors are often poorly taken into account. To account for them, you need to have
proper understanding of the actual context in which operators work. This demands surveys on
the field (powerplant and simulator) all of which must be carried out with behavioural science
skills.
The idea of estimating the probabilities of operator failure must not be abandoned, but
probabilities must be given less importance, for they are only approximate indications. The
qualitative aspects of PHRA should be given greater value (analysis process and quelitative
insights).
That is why the description (illustrated by case histories) of the main mechanisms of human
behaviour, and of their manifestations in the nuclear powerplant context (in terms of habits,
attitudes, and informal methods and organization in particular) should be an important part of
PHRA handbooks. These handbooks should also insist more on methods for gathering
information on the actual context of the work of operators. Under these conditions, the PHRA
should be possible and even desirable as a process for systematic analysis and assessment of
human intervention.

1.

INTRODUCTION

We are going to talk about Probabilistic Human Reliability Assessment (PHRA). This is a
particular approach to human reliability forming part of Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA).
That is why we use the acronym PHRA rather than the more conventional expression "Human
Reliability Analysis" (HRA). In fact "HRA" designates the same thing. HRA is also
probabilistic, but the acronym does not say so!
Precisely, would it not be better for HRA to stick to what it announces, i.e. analysis of human
reliability? Is Probabilistic Human Reliability Assessment really possible? The answer is not
obvious. A lot of behavioural sciences specialists even say "No".
We are going to add to the debate in connection with a very particular aspect: that of nuclear
powerplant PSAs. We will base our points of view on experience acquired in our work on
PHRAs for PSAs carried out by EDF (Electricite de France). Our role in this, as the DER1, is to
develop methods and data, and then to apply them to PSAs, in conjunction with our colleagues
in SEPTEN2.

EDF's Research and Development Division (Direction des Etudes et Recherches)
EDF's Service Etudes et Projets Thermiques et Nucleaires
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Today we are above all "practicians" who are called on to take part in relatively short-term
applicative projects. In addition, due to the problem of language (particularly problematic in
PHRAs where you have to understand the context - procedures, operators' comments, etc.), we
have trouble taking full advantage of international skills. Our knowledge of recent research
development is probably insufficient. In relation to this, this article will probably be inexact in
places. Nevertheless, we are taking the risk of stating our position and making criticisms. The
debate must be fed, and we would invite readers to draw our attention to any weaknesses in this
article. Readers will note that before casting a critical eye over the works. Qf others, we take time
to examine the limits of our own work. And they will not forget that in the past we have never
failed to recognize how much we owe them ... Ill,121.
First of all we query the "realism" of PHRA and review the associated uncertainties. This will
allow us to then query the means for taking account of the real context in PHRAs: can one really
use "generic" data and models? We can then examine the problem of quantification. At this
point, as often happens in a study, we have transformed the original question. Under what
conditions is a PHRA possible? We will try to answer by proposing orientations for research.
We would be grateful for the comments of experts, in particular on the last section (Chapter 5)
which provides a synopsis of our positions and the questions we are" asking.

2.

HOW REALISTIC IS PHRA?

Without making any claim to exhaustive examination of this question, we are going to approach
it through analysis of the uncertainties of the PHRA for the "EPS 1300" PSA (PSA of the
1300 MW Paluel nuclear powerplant for which we carried out a PHRA 111,131).

2.1.

Realism: a major preoccupation of the EPS 1300 PHRA

The realism of the study was a major preoccupation for us. We therefore gathered as much
information as possible, directly at the plant or indirectly via our representative in the plant (who
performed surveys and gave us a lot of information). We also used 204 simulator tests
performed with 78 teams of EDF operators.
These tests were performed under the conditions as realistic as possible IAI. Their only purpose
was to get feedback, so they were not training sessions or operator appraisal tests (which reduces
some of the bias pointed out by Dougherty in particular/11/). The operators came especially for
these tests, and never took part in more than three. The instructors or observers had no contact
with them during the tests. Sustained interviews (2 to 3 hours per 2-hour test) gave a better
understanding of what was observed during the tests. Ergonomists helped with the observing
and interviewing in order to get as much qualitative information as possible out of it and to limit
bias. This therefore went well beyond a simple collection of times for actions and errors.
The samples gathered were quite extensive (204 tests) and uniform, the campaign being carried
out from 1982 to 1988 with:
-

the same methods, more or less
the same teams of observers, more or less
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-

only two different man-machine interfaces (apart from a few special cases, the EDF's
PWRs at the time consisted of only two types of plants, those of each type being
practically identical in all respects).
operators working with the same organization and methods.

Finally, the tests were quite well adapted to the needs of the EPS 1300 RSA since the methods
for collecting data and a large part of the accidents tested had been defined in relation to these
requirements, in close co-operation with us.
The data available to us for the EPS 1300 PSA was therefore good, or even exceptionally good,
relative to that often available for a PHRA. However, we are aware of the very major restrictions
on the realism of the study. But what are the main causes of uncertainty?

2.2.

Uncertainty linked to the modelling of the power plant.

Modelling of the power plant is not part of the work of the PHRA, but it sets the framework:
actions required, sequences and consequences of those actions, time available to carry them out.
It therefore plays a determining role in uncertainties, but it is very difficult to evaluate it.

2.3.

Uncertainty linked to qualitative modelling of operator intervention

The most crucial points with respect to this are felt to be the forecasting of extraneous actions
and the consideration of dependencies. Both of these aspects have a considerable effect on the
very structure of the event or fault trees, but are very difficult to process.
In the EPS 1300 PSA we systematically envisaged unwarranted shutdown of the systems
required. In addition, we observed the start of some unwarranted actions on the simulator
(unwarranted shutdown of safety injection after a LOCA; unwarranted isolation of steam dump
to the atmosphere after steam generator tube rupture), which helped us to take them into
account. As for dependencies, our knowledge of operator habits and the use of large event trees
facilitated our task.
Nevertheless, these problems are still imperfectly solved, and it is not easy to put a figure on
their impact on uncertainty.

2.4. Uncertainty linked to the difference between simulator conditions and real
conditions
The quality of simulation of physical phenomena was not major problem, even though some
shutdown or seriously impaired situations were, at the time, pushing the possibilities to the limit.
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Operator behaviour on simulators is necessarily different to their behaviour in real-life
situations. This probably has a significant effect. We drew up a list of the probable causes of
differences IAI. We also compared data gathered in real-life situations and on simulators for
identical situations 151. The phenomena are very complex. It is not possible to establish a
correlation for correcting the data from simulator tests. The "simulator effect" depends both on
the events and on the parameters considered, and it can vary in opposite directions, depending
on the case. It cannot be said, for example, that performance is always better on simulators. We
therefore took the test data "as is" for the EPS 1300 PSA.
Simulators must not at all be rejected because of these restrictions. Operating problems observed
on simulators can generally occur just as easily in real-life conditions. Simulators constitute an
outstanding source of information. Their use should be encouraged for PHRAs.

2.5.

Uncertainty linked to the "models" for quantification of operator-error probability
(apart from simulator/real-life differences)

Even if they only predicted the behaviour of operators doing simulator tests, quantification
"models" would be a source of uncertainty. This uncertainty is linked to the representativity of
the samples used to develop the "models" (bearing in mind the variability of the teams), to the
assumptions on the effect of the various factors, to the non-consideration of certain factors, etc.
In general terms, it concerns the current limits of modelling of human complexity. Because of
these limits, for the EPS 1300 PSA we tried to remain as close as possible to the test data. We
had no illusions about our ability to actually modelize.
In Appendix 1 we undertake detailed examination of the limits of the "models" we have
developed from our simulator tests. It turns out that even if some parts of the "models" are very
"close" to the test results, we always have to complete test results with engineering judgement.
The main problems lie in:

2.6.

-

the rarer situations (and particularly times for action longer than 30 minutes),

-

modelling of factors other than time (particularly "recovery factors" such as
redundancy or alarms),

-

the preparation and use of standardized curves (like our "standardized model" or that
of EPRI HCR/ORE 161): insufficient criteria on pooling of test samples; major
instability of probabilities obtained, depending on the starting point of the times
chosen; and difficulty in selecting this starting point; uncertainty on extrapolations.

Uncertainty linked to the use of quantification "models"

This source of uncertainty concerns the adaptation of the model to the quantified situation, and
the pertinence of its application (various judgements will be necessary). It depends much on the
variability of the skills of the people using the models and on the greater or lesser ease of use of
the models. Of course the more generic the model is, the greater are the problems in adapting it
to the situation concerned. And unfortunately it is often necessary to "extrapolate" by means of
much engineering judgement, few contextual factors being modelized. The broad scatter of
results obtained in the international benchmark exercise organized by the European Research
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Centre in Ispra 111 (in which we participated) gives a good illustration of this source of
uncertainty. We will also analyze it on the basis of important sequences of the EPS 1300 PSA.
Several sequences concern LOCAs with the shutdown cooling circuit connected and the primary
coolant circuit open. The team has to start up safety injection. To quantify these sequences, we
have no test data that can be used directly (the risks involved in work in progress in the reactor
building play an important role in the decision-making process of operators: this is one reason
why it is difficult to simulate this situation). As for our "models", they did not really make it
possible to represent the specific features of the action. The "least well adapted" appeared to be
the "diagnosis model". Given the lack of feedback on this action and the shortcomings of the
models, we felt it preferable to make a "conservative" quantification. Since the operator stands a
chance of finding himself in a situation with conflicting objectives, we used the most pessimistic
curve of this "diagnosis model". As we have shown in Appendix 1, this curve is very
hypothetical. We then applied the model for recovery by the ISR3 which has a much sounder
basis.
Another series of important sequences was quantified with the "normalized model"
(Appendix 1) corrected by engineering judgement to take account of an unfavourable factor not
explicitly modelized and not present in the simulator tests available.
This shows that even for important sequences, and despite the relatively good quality of our
data, we had to make extensive use of judgement because:
our "models" were not sufficiently, well adapted to the cases considered,
they parametered only a small number of factors (and even those were not always well
structured), which restricted their field of application (unless compensated by judgement).

2.7.

Evaluation of uncertainty

We developed a method for structuring the engineering judgements necessary for quantitative
evaluation of the uncertainty of PHRA. Only the last three sources of uncertainty above were
taken into account (the uncertainties involved in modelization of the power plant and in
qualitative modelization being difficult to quantify).

3

In France the ISR (Ingenieur Surete Radioprotection) plays a role similar to the Shift Technical Adviser (STA).
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Each quantification "model" was considered as the product of three lognormal distributions
associated with the three sources of uncertainty taken into account. Engineering judgement
"estimated" the limits (Bs and Bi) between which the "model" would be situated for each source
of uncertainty, in the absence of the others. An error factor was then calculated for each of the
associated distributions, and then for their product, the model itself. Table 1 gives an example
for the "diagnosis model" referred to above.
The error factor for the probability of operator error is then obtained from those of the models
used for quantifying it. The factors obtained in this way vary from 2 to 10, depending on the
errors. These factors were then integrated into the global evaluation of the uncertainty of the
EPS 1300 PSA.
Finally, a lot of important sequences of the EPS 1300 PSA have a very high error factor, largely
due to the uncertainty of the PHRA. Of course the uncertainty for a set of sequences is lower, for
errors are supposed to cancel each other out. For the LOCA "family", which is preponderant, the
90% confidence interval is still broad [4.7 x 10"7; 1.8 x 10"5]. For the entire EPS 1300 PSA, the
90% confidence interval is [2.2 x 10"6; 2.1 x 10"5], for a core melt probability of 1.1 x 10-5/unit
x year /3/.
Furthermore, the sequences with the greatest weight were often sequences for which a
"conservative" attitude had to be adopted since there was a shortage of good data for them. In
other words, the fact that a sequence has a great weight can mean only that, in the context of the
study (means, time available, etc.), it was not possible to prove that its weight is lesser (and not
that it is really important for safety)...

2.8.

Conclusion: is a PSA an analysis process rather than a realistic model?

The example of the EPS 1300 PSA enabled us to detect the limits of the realism of a PHRA,
even if there is good data on the context studied. In spite of everything, a PSA can be a decisionsupport system. But the users have to be aware of its limits: a PSA modelizes reality
corresponding to the knowledge available at the time it is made, but the knowledge is very
imprecise in some fields, and can change subsequently, if further investigations are made
(simulator tests, thermohydraulic studies, etc.). Some predominant sequence "peaks" can be
partly "eroded", and new sequences, which were "overshadowed" by the first, "come into the
light". A PSA is therefore also, and possibly above all, an analysis process. Should the name
"PSA" be changed to "ARARA" (As Realistic As Reasonably Achievable), based on ALARA?
Now let us look at the implications the limits that we analyzed have on the way of carrying out a
PHRA.
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3.

CAN GENERIC DATA AND MODELS REALLY BE USED?

3.1.

The attraction of generic data and models

Some PHRAs are carried out without PHRA specialists being authorizecUo make observations
and interview the operators and instructors (it being claimed that this sort of exchange would
"disturb" the operators).
Without taking up these practices which, in our opinion, have little to do with a PHRA, many
people make up for the shortage of statistical data specifically for the context studied by using
generic data taken from "literature". The famous "Handbook" by Swain /8/ is several hundred
pages thick and incites readers to "check in the field". However, what is certainly read the most
are the 27 tables of figures in Chapter 20 which are very widely used throughout the world by
both good and not-so-good specialists. This data comes from a variety of sources, but these are
not detailed. It is said to be generic, i.e. usable in a variety of contexts, and even outside the
nuclear field. The EPRI method (SHARP 1 191 and HCR/ORE 161) incites people to seek out
specific data (especially action times) which is extrapolated with generic normalized curves. But
this encouragement to gather data in the field is not particularly strong, neither implicitly (few
factors are modelized) nor explicitly (SHARP 1 does not put data collection in the field at the
centre of the procedure). Lastly, in a method under development (INTENT), Gertman and coauthors /10/ provide upper and lower probability limits for very general categories of "errors of
intention". For example, for "violate procedure and reconfigure equipment", they propose
[5.5 x 10~4; 8.3 x 10"2-] without any further indication of the context. Here again, the authors do
not claim that the intervals can be used "as is". They recommend taking account of various
factors, and propose some weights for these factors. But is it really legitimate to provide such
intervals for such general categories of errors?

3.2.

The importance of the actual context ("specific" context).

We know that it is not always possible to find the qualitative and quantitative information
necessary for a PHRA "in the field". The analysis of the uncertainties of our EPS 1300 PHRA
gave a good demonstration of this. We had to extrapolate, often on the basis of simple
judgement. It is therefore necessary to have a means of generalizing extrapolations, for example,
from one situation to another. But we consider that:
-

the complexity of extrapolation is generally underestimated,

-

even authors who are aware of this often provide methods which stand a substantial
chance of being used as "give me a number" methods, to use Dougherty's expression

mi.
To go from generic data or from a generic model to an appraisal of human reliability in a
specific case, a rich description of context must be entered into the generic "box". If the "box"
does not allow this, or if it can produce a result without all the data being entered, the results are
haphazard. As Dougherty says /11/, "context is everything".
It is quite easy to understand that this can be the case for errors concerning complex cognitive
processes ("mistakes"). But are there many important safety-related errors that do not concern
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such mechanisms? Even what at first sight might appear to be a mere "slip" may combine "slip"
and "mistake". On simulator tests4 we have seen errors in reading parameters or errors in
orientation logic tests in the procedure which were due to a combination of:
-

poor presentation of the information (this factor is included in the generic data like
that of Swain),

-

the fact that the operator expects or unconsciously wishes to read a certain value, or
follow a certain branch of the organization chart for the procedure. (This factor is not
explicitly included in Swain's generic data.)

These phenomena are conventional in terms of perception. But they are not well covered by the
data tables supposed to be used to deal with "slips". Now they have a considerable effect,
especially in the very little "skill-based" context of emergency operation of nuclear power plant.
Even when he is supposed to apply an emergency procedure to the letter, the operator of a
nuclear power plant still thinks 121.

3.3.

Contextual elements to be taken into account

What do we mean by "rich description of context"? It need not be a very long description aimed
at covering absolutely everything. Above all it is a characterization of the context including the
really determining factors for the case considered. In the example given in Appendix 2, the
presentation of a specific part of the procedure and the operators' concern over unwarranted
safety injection are important factors. Among these important factors can often be found:
1

the time-linking of events in the sequence,

2

the exact type of events and their manifestation in the control room,

3

the normal operating habits of operators (which they tend to transfer to emergency
situations, even if priorities are no longer the same),

4

the general characteristics of the cognitive and "affective" sides of human behaviour,
and above all, their manifestation in the context studied, e.g. the need for "operating
comfort"5 for EDF operators,

5

informal organization (actual application of prescribed organization). Some aspects
are specific to each team and therefore cannot be taken into account in a PSA. But
there are also aspects which, on average, are valid for all operators, e.g. the "credit"
that the ISR (STA) benefits from in operators' eyes5.

6

and of course the characteristics of the man-machine interface.

It can be seen that factor types 1, 2, and 6 above (together with training and the prescribed
organization) constitute the prescribed framework. You cannot go directly from this framework
("input") to the actual activity of operators ("output"). The characteristic intermediary variables

4
5

See example in Appendix 2
See Appendix 3.
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of the "black box" (factor types 3, 4, and 5) must be known. The "black box" must not stay
black! Of course here we are touching on the limits of the behaviourist approach.
The problem is that apart from the characteristics of the man-machine interface, a number of
these factors are not well covered by the models and data used in PSAs. This is partially because
it is more difficult to get the information required.

3.4. How can you appreciate and integrate the actual context?
In order to take account of these contextual aspects, we highly recommend:
a far-reaching study of the context combining statistics-oriented studies (analysis of
incident files, brief collections of data during simulator training) and qualitative-oriented
studies (visits and surveys at the power plant, with direct interaction with operators and
instructors; specially organized simulator tests for analyzing and understanding
behaviour);
for qualitative-oriented studies at power plants and on simulators, the combination of
observations and semi-directive interviews. Interviews are indispensable for
understanding behaviour. The "self-confrontation" method of ergonomists (in which the
operator is filmed at his work, then given the chance to watch the film and comment on
his actions) is seen as being most productive;
using large event trees (or at least representations that clearly evidence time dependencies
and, more generally, context dependencies). The use of "standard" errors quantified out of
context for "reuse" in a variety of sequences inherently unknown to the PHRA specialist
is obviously to be prohibited (at least for post-emergency situations).

3.5. Conclusion: taking account of human factors requires behavioural science methods
A PHRA requires means of generalization and extrapolation. But as has been seen above,
extrapolation is not easy. To use a "generic model" for a specific case, the really determining
factors of the actual context must be taken into account. In addition to relatively technical
factors (times available for action, man-machine interface, etc.), a lot of important factors are
more closely related to human aspects (habits, attitudes, and "values" of operators with respect
to the tasks studied, not in general).
Since PHRAs have often been very close to technical reliability, many methods do not allow
these factors to be taken into account in structured fashion. Even worse, they do not put enough
stress on the need for them to be taken into account, even if only by engineering judgement. The
methods should at least have enough warnings to take any credibility out of those using them in
their offices by simply varying a few parameters concerning the man-machine interface. They
should require collection of far-reaching information in the field.
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Finally, to make progress with the models and methods, it is necessary to get help from
behavioural science specialists (ergonomists, psychologists, and sociologists). We recommended
this in III. On this point we think along the same lines as Ryan /12/ in "Human Reliability
Analysis: Why Not Turn to the Human Factors Community"6. Of course this means the
specialists concerned would have to agree to take an interest in PHRAs, to "leave their ivory
towers" (Dougherty /13/). They are often discouraged, particularly by the claim that PHRAs
evaluate the probability of human error. It is the famous question of quantification that we are to
examine next.

4.

IS IT REALLY NECESSARY TO QUANTIFY?

4.1.

An old debate

This question is neither new nor very original when it comes to PHRA. To a certain extent it is
an "eternal question"... Despite everything, the question should be broached again. First of all,
because the debate is obviously not finished, and it should be further clarified and advanced.
Then, the answers given are decisive for orienting future research ... and for convincing
behavioural science specialists to help us!
For many of these specialists (particularly ergonomists of the "French-speaking ergonomics"
trend) quantification is one of the major sins of PHRAs. The few French-speaking PHRA
specialists blush when they talk about it, swearing that they do not attach a great deal of
importance to it, and publicly declaring their attachment to qualitative analysis of human
reliability.
As for the engineers in charge of studies, they are great consumers of "figures". They want to
"know the probabilities of human error" and wish to be able to estimate "the weight of the
Human Factor". Although making greater discrimination, many PHRA specialists, especially in
the U.S., also attach a great deal of importance to quantification of the probabilities of operator
error. The "founding father" himself, Swain, recently wrote /14/:
"Human Reliability Analysis (HRA) is any method by which human reliability is
estimated. Human reliability is the probability of only those activities necessary for
either a reliable or an available system ..." "A realistic assessment of human error
probabilities, a major goal of HRA..."
Our analysis in the preceding chapters leads us to think that it is hardly possible to carry out
such a "realistic evaluation" in most cases encountered in a nuclear powerplant PSA. We will
attempt to demonstrate this.

But are we speaking of the same Human Factor specialists? It is not certain. There are often substantial
differences, particularly between "French-speaking ergonomists" and "Human Factor specialists" in the USA.
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4.2. Probabilities have a lot of limits
We have seen that the probabilities provided by PHRAs were in fact mostly the result of
engineering judgement more or less structured by the use of models. Even when good field data
is available, as was the case with our EPS 1300 PSA, it is always necessary to introduce
judgement into a quantification. And in some cases - sometimes predominant in terms of the
probability of core melt - we come close to "pure judgement".
Of course one could say that what counts is not the absolute values of the probabilities but rather
their relative values. In other words, even very uncertain figures have at least the advantage of
helping rank accident sequences. That is true, but we have seen how contingent this ranking is,
how it can change during a PSA, depending on the evolution of knowledge.
Furthermore, is it indispensable to quantify operator error in order to rank sequences? It is not
certain. Quantification of the sequence without human factors already constitutes an important
basis for ranking. In addition, one could content oneself with ranking operator failures by
putting them in different categories (from the most probable to the least probable), without
going as far as quantification proper. This would prohibit global quantification of the risk of
core melt for the entire PSA. Would that be a big disadvantage? Decision-makers could no
longer forget all the uncertainties of PSAs. One would limit the risk of imprudent use. The very
ease of use of figures is dangerous, especially since all figures, although they have the same
"name", obviously do not have the same "status". The "10" designating the number of fingers on
our hands and the "10"3" for a probability of operator failure are not entities of the same kind.
Then, doesn't the interest shown in probability turn some analysts away from qualitative
aspects? We have underlined the importance of the analysis of real context. But sometimes more
time is spent tracking down probabilities in tables than observing what actually happens in the
field ! Lastly, to make progress in safety, beyond safety assessments, qualitative lessons should
be drawn from PHRAs. Simply providing probabilities serves no real purpose in this respect.
We have tried to go further in the EPS 1300 PSA 121, but even that was insufficient.

4.3.

Probabilities are also of some interest, and "qualitative" aspects are not "without
reproach".

However, it should not be forgotten that quantification helps explain some assumptions that are
necessarily made when one tries to determine ranking in a qualitative manner. Probabilities can
therefore be seen as means of making engineering judgements more explicit.
On the other hand, quantitative data and probabilities can help in judgement and facilitate
understanding of some problems. Statistics on times for action, for example, can be used to
verify judgements (or to invalidate them, as was sometimes the case with the EPS 1300 PSA).
Of course this "basic" data is not the "composite" and so-uncertain probabilities obtained from
PHRA. One could give up carrying out PHRAs, while nevertheless using statistics whenever
possible. But it must be recognized that the "desire for probability" which characterizes PSAs
has the advantage of encouraging the development of statistics, and of inciting people to
multiply observations on simulator tests. Observing a large number of teams of operators can
result in significant enrichment of qualitative data. One can discover behaviour that would have
had little chance of occurring in a smaller number of tests. Abandoning the "quantification
requirement" means risking abandoning the advantages of the "statistical point of view" and
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limiting oneself to the "clinical point of view". This would amount to "jumping out of the frying
pan into the fire".
Finally, it should be noted that uncertainty does not concern probabilities alone. It also affects
qualitative aspects. The lack of data on certain accidents, the extreme difficulty in modelling
operator behaviour, and the problems of representativity of operator behaviour on simulators
affect qualitative aspects of PHRA just as much as quantitative aspects..The same applies to the
instability of the weight of sequences, depending on the evolution of studies, as referred to
above.
Focusing on the uncertainty of probabilities is possibly the result of attempts to assess the
uncertainty of quantitative aspects, which is not as much the case for qualitative aspects. This is
a very strong argument which relativizes the criticism levelled against probabilities because of
their great uncertainty.

4.4.

Conclusion: qualitative and quantitative aspects should be combined and the
"status" of probabilities specified

In the conclusion to the article /14/ referred to at the start of this chapter, Swain introduces some
nuance into his position:.
"HRA provides a formal, analytical method to identify the potential for important
human errors, i.e. the identification of error-likely situations. Even if one has doubts
about the accuracy of individual estimated HEPs (Human Error Probabilities), HRA
provides a determination of the relative importance of error-likely situations for the
system criteria of interest. Stated in another way, the qualitative aspects of HRA are at
least as important as the quantitative aspects".
It would be a pity to deny oneself the advantages of quantification. As Swain recommends,
qualitative aspects and quantitative aspects should be combined. This requires more stress to be
put on qualitative aspects than has been the case in the past. The article by Pate-Cornell /15/ is
interesting in relation to this, for while using probabilities, it deals with "human" qualitative
factors, in the sense seen above (recognition operators receive, etc., even if this soon reverts to a
quantitative factor, i.e. the money in their pay packet!).
What the probabilities of operator failure are and are not should also be better specified. We do
not consider that they can be seen as measurements. They are only means of expressing
judgements in synthetic fashion. Knocking them down from the pedestal on which they have
been placed is the only means of saving them for PHRA !
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5.

HOW CAN PHRA PROGRESS?

So what progress needs to be made for Probabilistic Human Reliability Assessment to be really
possible and useful? Using the information presented above, we will now try to specify what
needs to be done. A lot of improvements can be considered: without denying the interest of
long-term research, we give preference to improvements likely to give results in the short and
medium term. For we consider that it is possible and urgent to overcome some "basic"
difficulties. The greater part of future work must therefore deal with them.
This view leads us to discuss two current trends in research - "cognitive simulation" and
modelling of organization and management - before we present our proposals.

5.1.

"Cognitive simulation", modelling organization and management: what's it worth ?

Given what has been said above, we are quite sceptical about PHRA "models". We have already
mentioned our dissatisfaction with Swain's data, "HCR/ORE" type normalized curves, and even
our own "models" (although they are more "specific", closer to the context, and closely linked to
good simulator data).
We also have reservations about "cognitive simulation". The approach we made some years ago
/16/ led us to the following conclusion. Before simulating behaviour, you have to be able to
describe it properly, even if only "on paper". In the nuclear industry, this effort for description
and understanding is insufficient, given the complexity of the context. We therefore re-oriented
our works towards a thorough analysis of a relatively simple task: following part of the
procedure for recovery from a steam generator tube rupture. This analysis was performed on a
simulator, using the self-confrontation method I 111. We now have to draw conclusions from
this. Whatever happens, "cognitive simulation" is undoubtedly interesting as a research tool, as a
heuristic method. It can also be operational in cases where simple modelling of the operator is
sufficient (for first automatic validation of procedures for example). But above all it must not
take PHRA specialists away from the "field". Care must be taken that these very attractive
"models" for engineers do not become new "give-me-a-number boxes" discrediting more
"laborious", less brilliant, but more realistic and more useful "field" approaches.
We also feel that it is probably premature to try to modelize the effect the organization,
management and the safety culture have on the probability of core melt. We cannot even
properly modelize the effect of the man-machine interface! But we do not in any way mean that
no interest should be shown in management and the safety culture. Trying to build safety
climate indicators /18/ on the basis of psycho-social climate measurement type surveys seems to
be a realistic approach to us. But explicitly linking the safety climate or the organization (from
top management down) to the probability of core melt in a PSA, and using structured models, is
felt to be hazardous and not at all a priority7. It is preferable to first try to take account of the
characteristics of management and of the safety culture which have a direct effect on the control
team, without trying to modelize their links with the overall operation of the organization and
its management. This brings us back to our concern to take account of "really human" factors as
mentioned above. We consider that Pate-Cornell is working towards this in /15/: analyzing the

7

Although a little less ambitious, and despite its cautious conclusion, the article by Modarres et al 119/ leaves us
puzzled It would be interesting to know the opinion of sociologists.
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212
causes of the probabilities that she estimates, she works back empirically to organizational
aspects. But she does not appear to try to explicitly model the relationship between these aspects
and probabilities. In other words, field surveys can be used to detect such factors, and even to
demonstrate that they have an effect on a given emergency sequence, without actually being
capable of building a generic model linking safety culture and management to the probability of
core melt.

5.2.

Our proposals

We consider it useful to try to complete current PHRA methods and procedures through the
following.
1-

Greater insistence on the importance of qualitative analysis and gathering information on
the real context;

2-

Qualitative analysis methods helping users detect really decisive factors (and especially
the "really human" factors, to use this expression again). These methods could consist of
four parts:
•

a reminder of the major mechanisms of human behaviour, and especially their
manifestations of relevance in a nuclear powerplant PHRA: anticipation, transfer of
habits, reticence, "operating comfort", etc. (these are mentioned here in "random
order": they would have to be structured !);

•

detailed analysis of real or simulated cases illustrating the mechanisms and factors in
question, their manifestations, and their effects. We consider such lists of cases to be
much more useful than the quantitative data tables provided by current PHRA
methods and which are so poor in information when it comes to context and the
factors considered. Therefore the analyses of cases presented by Dougherty in /11/ are
most interesting.

•

sorts of check-lists, lists of questions to be asked during the analysis of context in
order to detect pertinent factors,

•

propositions for procedures for representing action sequences (types of event trees,
etc.) and for integrating the lessons learnt from PHRA in a PSA (insisting on
consideration of dependencies, especially time dependencies).

3-

Advice concerning the definition of the real-context data-collection programme. This
programme should combine studies with a predominantly statistical bias (analysis of
incident sheets, cursory collection of data during simulator training) and more qualitative
studies (surveys on power stations, specially organized simulator tests for understanding
behaviour). It should pay attention not only to control teams but also to the Emergency
Response Organization.

4-

Methods for achieving the various components of this data-collection programme. Either
the methods should be included in the procedure, or the documents describing them
should be referenced. How do you carry out observations and interviews in power plants?
How do you organize simulator tests? How do you limit bias? How do you facilitate
operator participation? How do you arrive at real understanding of the activity observed?
What deontological conditions should be applied? Behavioural science specialists, and
especially ergonomists, have developed these sorts of methods. They have to be adapted
to the requirements of PHRA, and above all they must be used by competent staff. In /8/
Swain gave information on this topic. It must not be forgotten, and further progress must
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be made from the moment one has understood that when dealing with PHRAs, the
essential thing is to properly understand the real context in the field (real activity of
operators and main decisive factors, above and beyond the prescribed task).
5-

Statistical methods so that the PHRA analyst can draw up his own quantitative data on the
basis of his data-gathering programme. In particular this involves giving advice on the
composition and verification of samples (conditions under which samples can be merged,
analysis of "extreme" points, best laws for extrapolation (lognormal, etc.), estimate of
uncertainty in accordance with the characteristics of samples). One should probably also
add some "generic" tables or curves which would help extrapolate and would also be of
help in the initial stages of screening important actions. But they must be accompanied by
all the precautions required to avoid "fraudulent" use.

6-

Information on the most suitable methods for collecting expert judgement (SLIM, etc.)
and on Bayesian methods, since it is obvious that when it comes to quantification, we still
have to rely on this in many cases.

7-

Clear information on:

8-

•

the "status" of probabilities. They must be taken at their real value, i.e. as nothing
more than additional information to qualitative elements, and not as "measurements",
measuring being the primary objective of the PHRA!

•

the way of getting users to understand the limits of probabilities and their real "status":
numerical evaluation of uncertainty, sensitivity studies, various warnings...

Incitement to go much further beyond probabilities in the presentation of results. As much
qualitative insight as possible must be provided. But that naturally depends on the
preceding points...

Of course the method must also require analysis to be explained in detail in the reports on the
study. But this is already well covered by existing procedures.
These proposals are relatively unambitious. We see them as a preliminary to more complex
developments. It should be possible to implement them reasonably rapidly. Furthermore, we feel
that in several respects they co-incide with those of Macwan and Mosleh /20/, Lydell 12X1, Fujita
1221, and above all, Dougherty /11/.

5.3.

Where does EDF stand relative to these orientations?

EDF's implementation of these proposals is quite well advanced on points 1, 3, 4, and 8 of the
list above, and, to a lesser extent, on points 2 and 5.
For the analysis of qualitative aspects (2), we have built up very good knowledge of the actual
context of nuclear power plants and of some important factors. We have actual cases. But we
have not as yet used all this to develop a truly satisfactory systematic methodology. Much of our
knowledge is not explained in sufficient detail (it is "in the heads" of the experts). We also need
to more systematically compare this knowledge with cognitive theories. With respect to
statistical data and extrapolation methods (5), we would like to have people's opinions on the
criteria for merging samples and, above all, on the validity of normalized curves (especially
because of the origins problem referred to above). Having made a great effort to use simulators,
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we have had to overlook methods for gathering expert judgements (6). We lack experience in
this field. Lastly, we require expertise in point 8 ("status" of PHRA probabilities).
It should be remembered also that we are asking all these questions particularly in relation to
two applicative projects which we are currently carrying out:
updating of the EPS 1300 PSA to take account of the APE8 procedures and the new
organization of EDF control teams;
the PSA for the Chooz power plant (new N4 unit) with a computerized control room.
It is therefore obvious that we are interested in external PHRA experience with procedures
similar to the APE (symptom-based procedures) and computerized procedures.
In the long term we must also work on the extension of our PSAs to level 2 (probably with the
need to take account of the Emergency Response Organization in a more realistic manner), and
probably on PHRA methods for design (EPR (European Pressurized Reactor) programme).
External experience would be interesting in relation to all these points.

6.

CONCLUSION

The analysis of uncertainties linked to consideration of the Human Factor in PSAs has led us to
ask questions about the use of "generic" models and data and on the probabilistic quantification
of operator failure. This enabled us to specify the conditions under which Probabilistic Human
Reliability Assessment appears to be possible. Probabilities should be given less importance and
the qualitative aspects of" PHRA should be given more importance. It is also necessary to take
account of the specific features of each context studied, particularly with respect to the most
human characteristics (habits and attitudes of operators, informal organization and practices,
etc.). So that these conditions can be achieved, we have proposed orientations for future
methodological development. We submit them for comments by experts in the field.
We hope that the conditions for greater "respectability" of PHRA can be achieved. Abandoning
PHRA as part of PSA would mean taking the risk of introducing errors into optimizations by
making them too local. It would mean restricting PSA to the technical side. Lastly, it would
incite designers to automate systematically in order to eliminate "non-assessable" factors: but
systematic automation has a lot of disadvantages 1241.
Although centred on PHRA, this article has raised questions that concern PSA in general. The
integration of the Human Factor into PSA is of course a major difficulty. But it is not the only
one. In particular, the consideration of common cause failures and the quantification of the
software reliability raise very difficult problems. Besides, there is a paradox: one usually accepts
that it is possible to quantify human reliability, but not the reliability of software. Is software
supposed to be more complex than operators? Isn't this difficulty with software likely to become

"Approche Par Etats" (State-Based Approach), which is similar to the "symptom-based approach" used in the
United States.
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decisive for the future of PSA, bearing in mind the growing role software is taking in large
systems?
Under these conditions, establishing realistic and mutually-comparable global evaluations of the
risk associated with complex facilities seems to be very difficult. Whatever happens, PSA is an
extremely useful systematic method for analysis. A PSA that would not provide a complete
model for installation and global assessment of the associated risk could nevertheless be very
useful on condition that it is carried out seriously, critically, and with good knowledge of the
actual context of the facility.
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Table 1

Example of how engineering judgement is used to determine
the Error Factor (EF) associated with a quantification "model"

Quantification
model

"Easy" .
diagnosis
(curve 1)
T<30min
T > 30 mm
"Easy" .
diagnosis
V(curve
I1)
T < 30 min
T > 30 min

Uncertainty
linked with the
model

Uncertainty
Uncertainty
linked with use linked with the
of the model simulation/realworld
difference

Global
uncertainty of
the model

Bs/Bi

EF

Bs/Bi

EF

Bs/Bi

EF

EF

2

1.4

2.2

4

3.1

3.1
1

5

10

10
1

10

3.1

5

2
10

1.4
3.1

1

1

3
10

1.7
3.1

2

T = Time available to diagnose the accident
Bs/Bi = Ratio of the limits between which lies the "model" for the source of uncertainty
concerned (estimated by judgement).
The global uncertainty of the model is calculated from the uncertainties for each source (see
§ 2.7?).
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Appendix 1
The uncertainty linked to "models" for quantification of operator failure probabilities
(exclusive of simulator/real-world differences): the example of the EPS 1300 PSA PHRA.

It should first be made clear that the models mentioned in this appendix are not described in
detail. The objective here is simply to demonstrate the uncertainties associated with their
development.
In particular, we do not describe the conditions and procedures for use or the contexts to which
they apply.
********
- "Diagnosis model" (Fig. 1)
This model was used to estimate the probability of failure to adopt the procedure, depending on
the complexity of the situation and the time available.
For times less than 20 minutes, curves 1 and I1 are directly based on simulator tests (curve 1>
24 points; t m { n : 1 minute; t m a x : 12 minutes; curve 1':- 118 points; t m i n : 2 minutes; t m a x :
20 minutes). Beyond 30 minutes we considered it necessary to adopt a constant "residual"
probability. The idea is that in the absence of new information from the outside, a team which
has not succeeded an easy diagnosis in less than 30 minutes stands a chance of continuing to
have failed beyond this time (no diagnosis or wrong diagnosis). The external contribution is
modelized elsewhere (intervention of the ISR (STA) and the Emergency Response
Organization): in fact the probability decreases with time. Adopting the principle of a residual
probability is nevertheless a first case of engineering judgement. The second case of judgement
is: what value should be adopted for this residual probability? Some cases on simulators where
the procedure was not adopted were not easy to interpret. We also had to take account of the
probabilities usually applied internationally (particularly Swain's equivalent model /8/ which is
globally more optimistic). Finally we adopted 5 x 10"3.
For curve 2, we have only a few experimental points, and we have none for curve 3: they are
therefore highly hypothetical curves.
- "Normalized model" (Fig 2)
This model is based on the HCR model of EPRI161. It has two curves obtained with the same
experimental data as curves 1 and 1' of the "diagnosis model", but with different time origins.
The conditions of use and the procedures for assessment of the residual probability independent
of time are also different.
The same difficulty is obviously found for the very long times (even if in this case we are
working with times normalized by the mean). We were nevertheless attracted by the concept of
normalized models, for it allowed data specific to the case treated (some experimental points
making it possible to estimate the mean time to perform, Tj/2) to be combined with a "generic"
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and even "very generic" model (by virtue of standardization). However, attention should be
drawn to two important problems concerning this type of model:
•

The probability of operator failure given by the model is extremely sensitive to the
origin assumed for the time. In addition, when one draws up a curve of this type, the
choice of the origin is also crucial. The problem does not arise if one adopts the same
origin when a model is built and used. But since the model is supposed to apply to a
wide variety of actions, this is difficult. Do the rules proposed by EPRI 161 for its
HCR/ORE model really make it possible to overcome these problems? How valid are
they?

•

Such models are generally created by pooling several samples9 after standardization.
But what criteria should be used to decide if samples can be pooled or not? This is not
clear for us. To build its HCR/ORE model, EPRI had to pool samples of various
actions gathered in a variety of contexts. EPRI's experience would therefore be worth
some discussion.

These two problems are clearly linked to the "generic" aspect of such a model.
- Other models
We have also developed two other "models".
One is used to quantify error in the application of a procedure when there is no strong time
constraint ("execution" model). It is based on two samples (13 and 46 errors respectively)
corresponding to the most serious errors committed during our tests. But here too, it was
necessary to combine experimental data and judgement to structure the model and to attribute
weighting to the various factors.
The other "model" deals with the recovery of operator failures by the ISR (STA). Field surveys
and simulator tests were used to establish a distribution for the absence of the ISR (STA) (not
permanently on duty in the control room). But with regard to the probability of ISR failure if he
is present, it was once more necessary to fall back on engineering judgement (the main problems
being the effect of stress in highly impaired situations, and that of dependencies between the
team and the ISR (STA)).

For our model we used only uniform data taken from a very standardized context. But this restricted the number
of points that could be used.
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APPENDIX 2
Example of an Error Combining "Slip" and "Mistake" Aspects

Following a small LOCA, safety injection (SI) starts up. The operators apply the procedure to
determine if SI is unwarranted or if there is indeed a LOCA. Their experience with normal
operation is that when this procedure is applied, the diagnosis is always that SI is unwarranted.
The SI must then be stopped rapidly, for in this type of plant the pressurizer is soon filled, which
creates the risk of creating a rupture due to a valve being jammed open. In other words, the most
probable outcome when applying this procedure is to stop the SI without wasting too much time.
The operators therefore expect to stop the SI and get ready to do so. If the shutdown criteria are
not presented very clearly in the procedure, there is a significant risk of unwarranted stoppage
of the SI after a small LOCA. This was the case at the start of the EPS 1300 PSA. The procedure
was then improved and the risk has diminished, but the sequence is still important.
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APPENDIX 3
Some Decisive Factors in Operator Behaviour in Emergency Situations

The search for "operating comfort"
The expression "operating comfort" is used by operators in reference to a complex notion
which includes:
-

good physical working conditions (in terms of heat, noise, etc.)

-

a notion of optimization ("the easiest route, the fastest, or the best known to attain an
objective", Dien /23/)

-

keeping a margin relative to what is unknown, difficult to control, or what can occur
suddenly.

The search for operating comfort aims at a dual optimization: optimization for the unit
(often on normal operating criteria); optimization for the psychic behaviour of the
operator (restriction of the cognitive and subjective "stress").
In some cases this search can lead operators to deviate from procedures to optimize from
their point of view or anticipate events.
The "credit" of the ISR (STA)
The redundancy provided by the ISR (STA) under emergency conditions depends much
on his "credit" in the eyes of the Shift Supervisor and operators. This "credit" relies on
personal aspects as well as the way in which the operators perceive and understand the
role of the ISR (STA). On this point there are average trends that can be appreciated by
simulator tests and the ensuing interviews. At EDF, the "credit" given to the ISR (STA)
function has increased substantially as time goes by.
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Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to provide the author's perspective on the Electricite de France
(EDF) viewpoints on probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) methodology as eloquently
expressed by Laurent Magne in his white paper for Topic 1 of the EDF International Seminar on
PSA and HRA. The scope of this paper encompasses the scope of the author's assignment; i.e.,
to critique and to comment on the issues raised and viewpoints expressed in the subject work as
well as to make some additional points that naturally emerge from attempts to focus on the
specific questions raised. This paper begins with an examination of several of the premises set
forth in Parts One and Two that frame the discussion, followed by a discussion of the issues as
stated in Part Three of the EDF paper. At the conclusion of the paper, the author raises some
additional issues not directly discussed in the EDF^paper whose resolution would make the
characterization of PSA methods and software more complete and current with respect to
contemporary PSA applications.

Part One
PSA Methodology: Boolean or Markovian?
1. Description of the Different Methodological Approaches
Characterization of the Methods
We agree with the basic categories of PSA methods as being well defined as fault tree linking
(FTL), event tree linking (ETL), and dynamic numerical linking (DNL) when it is understood
that any particular PSA uses one of these methods as the primary method of modeling the events
and processes responsible for accident sequences defined in a PSA. However, any particular
PSA may use any combination of these approaches, as well as many other modeling techniques
to form a complete PSA. For example, in the typical PSA developed within RISKMAN®,
although ETL is the principal way to quantify accident sequences, we almost always employ
some amount of FTL as well as the selected use of time-dependent models comparable to those
emphasized in the French PSAs. So we are not talking about sharp exclusive categories of
methods for entire PSAs, but only which of the methods takes the primary modeling burden.
With this clarification, the key question becomes not which of these techniques to select but how
much of each approach is needed to provide the optimum mix for a particular PSA and
application.

1
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What is a Boolean Method?
A small point needs to made about the characterization of both ETL and FTL as "Boolean
methods." It is agreed that both of these employ Boolean methods as a primary means of event
sequence quantification, in which case ETL performs separate Boolean analyses of many small
fault trees and FTL uses this technique with larger linked fault trees prior to application of
algebraic models and numerical quantification. However, the fact that the ETL method models
the success states rigorously and explicitly while the FTL only approximates their effects by the
use of cut set screening techniques is a distinction that makes the ETL method more powerful in
certain respects. It is precisely this reason why the ETL method can be and has often been
extended without difficulty to modeling seismic events and to the treatment of phenomenological
events typically found in the containment event tree in a Level 2 PSA, both of which introduce
elements that purely Boolean methods do not address. The main point made here is that there are
limitations of the purely Boolean models that the numerical event tree quantification methods
ETL and DNL do not have. The most important ones are the nonexact treatment of success
states and complement events and the severe computational difficulties encountered when the
"rare event approximation" must be relaxed.

Other Non-Boolean Methods
Another key point suggested in the above, and made more carefully here, is that there are many
other issues addressed in a contemporary full-scope PSA other than the time dependent problem
focused upon by the French, which the purely Boolean models either do not adequately address
or do not model very conveniently. Thus, there are other situations in which some non-Boolean
method must be employed. Examples of these are found in the treatment of seismic issues in
which there is a dependence of both the seismic hazard and seismic fragility on earthquake
intensity as well as a need to relax the "rare event approximation" routinely employed in all
available fault tree based software. Other examples are found in the treatment of
phenomenological issues such as those encountered in the treatment of fires, pressurized thermal
shock, equipment aging, and many of the severe accident phenomena involved in the
quantification of containment event trees in Level 2 PSAs. Now, this does not mean that there
are severe problems with any particular PSA simply because it uses a so-called Boolean based
PSA software package. Rather, it means that a full-scope contemporary PSA must use a
collection of Boolean and non-Boolean methods, and DNL is simply one class of non-Boolean
methods.

"Automatic or Manual" versus "Implicit or Explicit"
A distinction is made that FTL treats dependencies "automatically" whereas ETL and DNL treat
these "manually." There is a distinction to be made here, but we would characterize it somewhat
differently. It would be more accurate to say that FTL treats dependencies "implicitly" whereas
ETL and DNL treat them "explicitly." In all three of these methods, the basic understanding of
the dependencies must be developed "manually," and then reflected in the model. The concept
(not actually stated in the French paper but often appearing in this discussion) that any of these
methods is somehow preferred or more complete in modeling dependencies is not correct and
\PAPERS\N0048.DOC.! 1/12/94
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belies the fact that PSAs have been converted from ETL to FTL or vice versa with identical
results having been obtained. The adequacy with treatment of dependencies is a technical
requirement of the application of the method, not of the methods themselves. The key point is
that the dependencies have to be determined as part of the qualitative understanding of the plant;
i.e., " manually" before any of these modeling techniques can be correctly used.

2. Illustration by Example
The example selected appears to be one that we would agree that must be addressed dynamically
to treat properly and to avoid misleading results. In fact, most American PSAs, and certainly all
the ones that PLG has been involved with, actually use a time-dependent method to treat the
time-dependent issues of selected loss of electric power sequences. Our approach addresses
onsite power failure timing, recovery of onsite and offsite power, and variable mission time
depending on the amount of cooldown prior to loss of cooling, seal degradation, battery
depletion, etc. We normally introduce such dynamic models using the second of the correction
factor methods stated in the paper. Our approach is described in Electric Power Recovery
Models.
We agree with the conclusion that purely Boolean models do not work satisfactorily for this type
of sequence. The basic reason is that the Boolean method assumes that the problem can be
decomposed into independent basic event probabilities that in turn can be related to component
or system unavailabilities. The mutual dependence of these availabilities on temporal factors
makes the degree of dependence too great to ignore in this case.
Another comment on the simple example is that in a real PSA there is obviously some
compromises that must be made to balance the elegance of the time dependent methods that are
applied and the complexity associated with the large numbers of systems, components and
functional dependencies. Otherwise the DNL method would encounter too many states. Our
limited review of the French PSA also indicates that there are tradeoffs that need to be made in
practice between the introduction of these time-dependent models and the ability to model the
detailed aspects of certain functional dependencies. Of course, the problem with the need to find
the right balance in the search for the optimum level of detail in all aspects of a full PSA is not
unique to DNL or to any other method. Forcing too much elegance and degree of detail in all
aspects of the PSA makes any method unworkable. The application of various PSA methods
must remain flexible so that some of the more elegant and rigorous methods can be applied only
where it is crucial to support the particular application of the PSA.

2
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It is worthwhile mentioning at this point that the selection of PSA methods is a bit too narrowly
framed in this paper to permit a full discussion of the issues that PSA practitioners have faced in
developing and refining the details of the methodology and supporting software. If we, for a
moment, increase the scope of the PSA to include a full set of internal and external events
including seismic events, fires and other spatial interaction type dependencies, a full set of power
operation and shutdown states, and extension to Level 2 or 3 with full consideration of the
associated interface issues, a whole set of additional requirements on the methods and tools
comes into play. At PLG, the consideration of these broader sets of requirements had much more
to do with shaping our selection of ETL-based sequence quantification tools than those imposed
by Level 1 internal events PSAs regardless of the application.
Having said that, an open issue and one that has been raised especially as the result of the French
PSAs is: What is the optimum degree and level of detail of the use of DNL type methods that
should be employed? It is our current view that we American PSA practitioners may have done
too little in this area, and perhaps when we attempt to bring together the best aspects of the
separate PSA philosophies, we may find that the French may have done too much.

3. General Elements of Comparison of the Methodological
Approaches
Dependencies
We agree that all three basic methods with the usual adjustments can handle all the stated forms
of dependency reasonably well. One distinction we would like to point out with ETL, as
practiced in RISKMAN, is that, as a result of the need to model functional dependencies
explicitly, the role and contribution of each dependency in contributing to each sequence is
available for examination of the results. Risk importance measures are assigned to the
dependencies as separate from the individual items of equipment and operator actions. This
facilitates a more visible examination of the risk significance of dependencies separate from that
of the individual equipment items.

Different Analysis Philosophies
We agree with the point made about the distinction between structural and behavioral models.
This distinction is related to a fundamental distinction between ETL and DNL, on the one hand,
and FTL, on the other. The latter method is framed in terms of a key assumption that the
frequencies of accident sequences can be expressed in terms of a collection minimal cutsets
whose frequencies are computed in terms of a simple product of initiating frequencies and
independent basic event probabilities, normally associated with equipment unavailabilities, and
the total risk found by summing these terms. For this framework to hold together, the rare event
approximation must hold, and all the dependencies of importance must be reflected in the
structure of the fault trees and the manner in which they are linked. It is recognized that
departures from this basic assumption can then be made on a selective basis, such as by the
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selective application of recovery factors or conditional probabilities as an adjustment to the basic
computational algorithm that is employed by all the FTL based software.
By contrast, both ETL and DNL are framed in terms of an event tree model of accident
sequences that sets up the quantification problem in terms of conditional or dependent
probabilities. The event trees provide the basic structure of this framing such that each event tree
top event has a different conditional probability for each path through the event tree. All three
methods use event trees to define accident sequences, whereas ETL and DNL use event trees as a
quantification tool. In this application some non-Boolean properties of the event tree are used
that make it more powerful than the fault tree method. When viewed in this way, the DNL
method can be viewed as way to model the conditional probabilities arising from the mutual
dependence of model elements on the variable of time.
In the FTL approach, there is an "innocent until proven guilty" principle applied to the issue of
dependence in the sense that recognized dependencies, usually functional ones, are incorporated
into the structure of the logic which eventually gets the problem reduced once again to cut sets of
basic events with assumed independent probabilities. On the other hand, ETL, and DNL use the
"guilty until proven innocent" concept in the sense that top event probabilities are understood
and at least permitted to be dependent on the path through the event tree. This thought process
then systematically leads to the examination of the potential for dependencies that cause the
conditional probabilities to vary from sequence to sequence. It also leads to a need to order the
top events in a way that the sources of dependence are located to the left of the events in
question. In some cases such as the common cause failures and maintenance dependencies that
are frequently encountered in the treatment of multi-train, redundant systems, ETL as practiced
in RISKMAN actually employs the FTL method in a localized manner to help model these
conditional probabilities. The DNL method uses Markov models and state graphs methods to
model temporal dependencies. Thus, all the fundamental distinctions among FTL, ETL, and
DNL arise from different ways to treat different types of dependencies.

Part Two
Probabilistic Safety Assessments: Why? How? Who?
1. Starting from the Needs
Objectives of Use
We do not fully appreciate the usefulness of making the distinction between observation and
prospecting objectives. We understand that the later use would in principle impose some
performance requirements for model reuse that the observation objective does not necessarily
impose, we think that this is probably a second order effect. The reason for our view is that even
when it is only sought to determine that a certain level of safety is met or not, to be able to gain
full confidence and understanding in the PSA results to reach a sound and reliable conclusion
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imposes the full extent of requirements regarding robustness, completeness, realism, fidelity of
the models with the plant, etc.
We do however appreciate the more general point implied here that the specific objectives of a
PSA (e.g., to resolve particular siting or licensing issues, to determine the extent of evacuation
requirements, to find the most cost effective safety improvements, or to evaluate changes in
technical specifications or maintenance programs) can impose different sets of requirements on
the selection of methods and the manner and level of detail in which they are applied.

Approach for Use
Again we fail to see the need to separate the stated uses of safety demonstration and
understanding phenomena. At PLG we have developed a singular view about the basic way a
PSA needs to be structured and performed and at the basic level we make no distinction about
whether the PSA is for safety demonstration or basic understanding of safety and phenomena. In
fact we submit that a PSA that is performed solely for safety demonstration is not successful
unless a deep understanding of the underlying contributors and the risk significance of
underlying issues is developed along the way. Such an understanding in our view is necessary to
make the PSA complete and to validate the reasonableness of the numerical results. Having said
that, the details and scope of the PSA models would at the same time vary depending on the
purpose, application or decision supported by the PSA. We also believe that whether the PSA is
for safety demonstration or for phenomenological understanding, we are invariably trapped into
reliance on models. The need for models stems solely from the fact that the events of interest;
e.g., core damage accidents, are too infrequent to attack through a purely statistical approach.

The Users
We appear to be going through a transition from an era in which the real users of PSA were
largely limited to PSA specialists and some selected high level safety authorities to one in which
a large fraction of the nuclear industry and many of its opponents are attempting to use it. The
idea is even tossed around that we put so-called user friendly workstations on everybody's desk
so all can be active participants in its use.
To explore this requires that we make a distinction between the knowledge and expertise that is
needed to develop, review and refine PSA models and methods from the information that is
produced by these models and methods. Every person or organization that makes decisions or
otherwise impacts the safe operation of the plants and facilities needs to be addressed as users in
the sense that they are the ones who must transfer the knowledge gained from the PSA to steps to
maintain and improve performance related to safety. We believe that there will always be roles
for PSA specialists to help maintain, update and refine the PSA models and to help interpret the
results of the PSA and to participate in the process of transforming the results to a course of
action to maintain and improve performance related to safety. To date the progress made in
using the results of the PSA outside the realm of PSA specialists is quite limited but is rapidly on
the rise in the U.S. as the number of success stories in the application of risk based regulation
begins to grow. We are still at a very primitive state in the ability to interpret and understand the
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meaning of PSA results such as the various risk importance measures outside the realm of the
specialists. Thus, there is need to train the users in the basic concepts and limitations of PSA to
increase the frequency of use and the effectiveness of the applications.

2. Examples
The examples chosen, incident analyses and maintenance, fail to demonstrate the usefulness of
classifying the application with respect to objective and to approach. It seems to us that both
examples involve elements of observation and prospecting objectives and can equally involve an
approach of demonstration or understanding. Thus for an incident we seek to observe the
experience being accumulated in an objective and structured way and we want to know the
effects of other postulated conditions on the outcome of the event. Hopefully we can
demonstrate that the event is not a large unacceptable risk and can learn and understand both
safety and PSA lessons from the experience and the PSA evaluation. Likewise for the case of
maintenance both types of objectives and approach seem to apply in equal measures. However,
at the end of this argument we shall agree that the nature of the example or application will
impose different types of requirements on the selection and application of methods.
It may be more useful to examine specific case studies in PSA applications as a way to determine
the different technical requirements that are imposed. An attempt to do this is presented in
Table I. 4
Table 1. PSA Applications and Requirements for PSA Methods
PSA
Application
Type
PSA Updating

Design
Evaluation

Maintenance
Optimization

PSA Scope and Modeling
Requirements

Specific Applications
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plant Experience Update
Design and Procedures Update
Precursor Evaluation
Vulnerability Evaluation
Backfit Optimization
Safety Enhancement

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Technical Specification Changes
Maintenance Prioritization
Root Cause Diagnostics
Outage Risk Management

•
•
•
•

Ease/Speed of Update
Bayesian Treatment of Data
PSA Configuration Management
Design Visibility in Models
Modularized PSA Models
Ability To Analyze RiskControlling Factors
Explicit Treatment of Test and
Maintenance Impact on Risk
Use of Risk Importance Factors
Treatment of Shutdown Events
Expert Diagnostics Systems

Fleming, K. N., and D. C. Bley, "Risk Management Applications of Probabilistic Safety
Assessment at PLG," presented at 3rd TUV-Workshop on Living PSA Applications, Hamburg,
Germany, May 11-12, 1992.
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Table 1 (continued). PSA Applications and Requirements for PSA Methods
PSA
Application
Type
Performance
Monitoring
Operations
Support
Emergency
Planning

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Licensing/
Regulatory

PSA Scope and Modeling
Requirements

Specific Applications

•
•
•
•

"Risk Meter" Concept
System/Component Trending
Plant Scenario Diagnostics
Emergency Procedure Evaluation
Accident Management
Operator Training
Emergency Planning Zone
Determination
Emergency Action Level
Evaluation
Emergency Plan Evaluation
Seismic Siting Issues
Postaccident Restart Issues
Individual Plant Examinations

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tie-In to Plant Computer
Graphical Interfaces to PSA
Expert Diagnostics Systems
Adequate Scenario Definition
Explicit Model of Procedures
Extension of PSA to Level 2
Extension of PSA to Level 3
Explicit Model of Evacuation
Three-Dimensional Dispersion
Models

•

Realistic and Balanced Treatment
of Seismic Events
Ability To Identify Weaknesses
Documentation To Support
Successful Regulatory Review

•
•

3. Defining Technical Requirements
This section contains some useful requirements that may vary in importance from application,
but the method of classification of PSA objectives and approaches is again not particularly
helpful to this reviewer. We agree that the prospecting objective imposes some performance
related requirements related to re-use that the observation requirements do not necessarily
impose. But many of the performance criteria listed in this section seem to apply equally across
the classifications chosen. For example, quality assurance in the technical respect is as important
in any PSA application, whether its a safety demonstration or a maintenance application.
Accuracy and degree of uncertainty that is accepted would seem to be driven only by the
requirements of the decision that is to be supported and is not only important for observation
objectives. Also the criteria of realism and validity of the models can be applied only in the
context of the decision. For example if the application is simply to demonstrate or verify that a
particular issue or poor equipment performance is not risk significant, then conservative models
may be quite sufficient.
There are two kinds of technical requirements that are not mentioned or emphasized enough that
often impose important technical requirements. The first is completeness in the modeling of
sequences and causes of failures subject to the limitations in the scope of the PSA. This
requirement may be important in some PSAs but irrelevant in others. The second is the degree of
fidelity of the models with the specific features and characteristics of the plant and is one of the
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issues to be addressed as part of the quality assurance activity. In this regard we question the
usefulness of the so-called generic PSAs because we believe that the only meaningful results are
plant specific and that there was never built a generic plant. We appreciate that the use of
standard designs in France would be expected to reduce the plant to plant variability in PSA
results but that does not mean that a generic PSA based on, say, Paluel can be safely extrapolated
to other plants. There are some plant-specific design features, plant-specific management and
staffing and variations that need to be taken into account.
We agree with many of the limitations of PSAs stated in the section on understanding
phenomena. Our view on the subject of uncertainty is that it cannot be measured as a state
variable of nature but addressed only in terms our attempt to describe our state of knowledge
about issues and parameters whose outcomes or values are imprecisely understood. Thus, in
regard to the approach to addressing uncertainties in the context of risk, we have adopted the
Bayesian viewpoint.
In light of our previous comments about the classification method, I got very little out of the
"positioning of some PSAs" exercise. Another attempt to do a kind of positioning of some of
PLG and other U.S. PSAs is provided in Figure 1.

Part Three
Questions To Be Debated
1. The choices of methods are not the essential questions raised by PSAs. The essential
question is rather that of the mastered contents of models according to needs.
With the caveat that the choice of methods must be made among a reasonable set of tried and
proven methods whose capabilities and limitations are understood, we fully agree with this
statement. Obviously, the ETL, FTL, and DNL methods are within this reasonable set.
2. Concerning methodology, we should search for complementarity between methods, rather
than stick to a definitive and unique choice.
There have already been examples stated in the subject paper and mentioned in this paper that
show that this principle has already been applied. The current RISKMAN PSAs already
incorporate some elements of FTL and dynamic models similar to DNL. Also, a number of
PSAs have been converted from FTL to ETL and vice versa and in each instance, once the
original PSA models and underlying assumptions have been understood, equivalent yet
complementary results have been obtained. It is fairly well understood that there is no great
difficulty in defining the conditions in which ETL, FTL, and DNL provide equivalent numerical
Garrick, B. J., and S. Kaplan, "On the Quantitative Definition of Risk," Risk Analysis, Vol. 1,
No. 1, March 1981.
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Figure 1. Alternate Work Scopes of PLG and NRC PSA Projects
results. We also understand the conditions in which the results obtained from ETL differ from
FTL and why, and we know that either method can be adjusted to match the other. More remains
to be learned in our opinion to define the conditions in which the dynamic models must be used.
We agree that the methods should be used in a complementary way and moreover that other
methods must be factored in as well for a complete PSA. The tools are too compartmented but
much less so than they were before personal computers came into play. There has been some
recent progress in making interfaces between software programs that use different methods. For
example, RISKMAN has interfaces with CAFTA, SETS, and IRRAS. But we do agree that
much more can be and should be done to interface and communicate between the available tools.
3. There is too often a tendency to use PSAs to make safety demonstrations, to use the results
without querying them, forgetting the limits of the models.
True there is a tendency to forget the limitation of the models, but our perspective is somewhat
more positive than suggested by this statement. Some of the safety demonstrations that PLG was
involved with included the PSAs done to justify the continued operation of Zion and Indian Point
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following the petition to courts to shut them down in the mid seventies, to resolve the emergency
planning issues that once blocked the licensing of Seabrook, to clear Three Mile Island Unit 1 for
restart following the accident on Unit 2, to put to bed the seismic issue that once challenged the
licensing of Diablo Canyon, and to convince the Swiss safety authorities that more than
$300 million in the costs associated with a major backfit program at Beznau could be saved
because it would be of negligible risk reduction benefit. These safety demonstration type of
PSAs were extensively queried and in one respect or another were required to advance the state
of the art of the existing PSA methods because of the high stakes that were associated with the
outcomes of the respective decisions, several of which were valued in the billions of dollars.
Reviewers of these PSAs spent at least as much effort in defining the limits of the underlying
models of these PSAs as was put into the PSAs themselves. The reason for bringing this point
out is that safety demonstrations often impose more stringent technical requirements on the
performance of a PSA than any other application. The need to query the models and to avoid the
tendency to forget the limitations of the models would seem to be dictated by the requirements
and potential consequences of the decision to be supported by the PSA.
4. The objective of distribution of PSAs to non-specialists has not been reached today, and is
still a distant ambition.
We agree that the concept of distribution of PSAs to nonspecialists has not occurred yet and
moreover that the need for and desirability of this distribution has been oversold by some. What
needs to be distributed is information and knowledge needed to interpret, understand and act on
the information provided about risk levels and the risk significance of various issues and
activities. There will always be a role for the risk specialist but ideally he or she becomes just a
part of the risk management team. The effective use and transfer of risk information should
involve the following elements.
•

Non-PSA specialists on the risk management team must learn about the basic concepts of
risk, the definition of the risk measures that will be used, and identify the decisions that will
be impacted by the risk information to be provided.

•

There should be an accepted set of risk management policy guidelines that define acceptable
levels of risk and the course of action to be taken when the acceptance criteria are violated.

•

The PSA specialists should be responsible for maintaining the currency of the PSA models,
incorporating feedback from operational incidents, and guiding the nonspecialists in the use
and interpretation of the results.

•

The PSA models should be used to evaluate the cumulative effects of plant changes,
maintenance unavailabilities, and offnormal performance.

There has been some progress made recently in the U.S. in the transfer of risk information
outside the realm of the PSA specialists and even cases of the use of simplified PSA models as
tools to support risk monitoring of plant performance in a dynamic mode. Thus, we are already
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seeing the use of time dependent risk profiles in such applications as outage risk management,
and control room monitoring of plant configurations in the U.S. There is also increasing use of
risk importance factors to make decisions such as graded quality assurance, maintenance
optimization, and prioritization of motor-operated valve testing. But without the deep
involvement of the PSA specialist, the potential for abuse and misinterpretation of the risk
importance information provided is still very high.

Concluding Remarks
There are several key points that have resulted from the examination of the issues raised by the
EDF paper and several additional issues not explicitly raised that are briefly stated as concluding
remarks and hopefully will contribute to the discussion at this conference.
•»

•

Current PSAs are already employing complementary combinations of different PSA methods
like FTL, ETL, and dynamic methods as well as other methods, but more needs to be done to
find the right mix.

•

There are important implications of external events and Level 1 and 2 interfaces that reflect
on selection of elementary methods.

•

The classification of FTL and ETL as Boolean methods is somewhat oversimplified and
tends to mask the different properties of event trees and fault trees.

•

Dynamic models are just one example of non-Boolean models that are needed to perform a
complete PSA.

•

No method discussed in this paper automatically models dependencies; however, there are
important distinctions in how dependencies are modeled by the different techniques.

•

The importance measures that have been defined for the Boolean methods do not work well
for the dynamic models because of the limitation that the Boolean models attempt to
decompose the problem into cutsets of events with independent basic event probabilities that
are in turn related to equipment unavailabilities. The dynamic models relax the independent
probability assumption such that these are no longer the underlying independent elements of
the problem. Perhaps we need to rethink the definition of importance measures to solve this
problem.

•

Even when the underlying assumption behind the definition of the importance measures can
be accepted, there are still severe limitations of the risk importance measures currently
employed with Boolean methods that have not been fully appreciated. The major one is that
the individual risk importance measures for different equipment items Or basic events are not
independent parameters. They are all mutually dependent on the structure of the event
tree/fault tree logic from which they are derived including the dependencies that are
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incorporated in the models. Without carefully examining the sequences and underlying
dependencies in the model, misleading conclusions can easily be reached about the course of
action that should be taken to reduce risk. The example shown in Figure 2, which plots
Fussell-Vesely importance measures for basic events from a recent ETL PSA, shows that the
functional dependencies responsible for reactor coolant pump seal loss of coolant accidents
are responsible for a major fraction of the highest ranking basic events with respect to this
importance measure.
A final comment is that the importance of the various methodological issues raised in these
papers might tend to be magnified somewhat if the important step of uncertainty analysis is
not performed. A related concern is that the justification for more sophisticated models is
minimized if the feasibility of quantifying the parameters of these models and the
uncertainties in the results is not established.
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REVIEW AND COMMENTARY ON "TOPIC 1 - PSA METHODOLOGY"
EdF INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR ON PSA AND HRA
By
loannis A. Papazoglou
National Center for Scientific Research "DEMOKRITOS"

The objective of this paper is to provide comments on the position paper entitled
"Topic 1: PSA Methodology" prepared by L. Magne for presentation during the EdF
International Seminar from 21/11/1994 to 23/11/94. The position paper is divided into
three parts. Part I addresses the question of the choice of the most appropriate
methodology for PSAs of Nuclear Power Plants and in particular the choice between
"Boolean" and "Dynamic" models. The term "Boolean" is used by the author of the
position paper to refer to the well known combinations of Event Trees and Fault
Trees, while the term "Dynamic" to refer to combinations of Event trees and
Markovian models. In part II the author raises the issue of methodology choice with
regards to the objectives and the users of the PSAs. Finally in part III in the form of
conclusions a set of questions , with answers, are provided to be debated during the
seminar. This commentary offers a number of comments on the position paper and
follows the same structure.

PART ONE: METHODOLOGY
1.

Large Event Trees (LET) versus Large Fault Trees (LFT).

The position paper refers to the methodologies most often used in nuclear PSAs,
that is a combination of Event trees and Fault trees as "Boolean" methods. There are
two major approaches under this general category: one advocating large event trees
and small fault trees (LET), and one advocating small event trees and large fault
trees (LFT). In my opinion these two approaches are roughly equivalent. LETs are
preferred by some because of their capability to explicitly model and quantify
dependeces and their capability to handle nonbinary events. Computational tools
are not, however, widely available. LFTs are, on the other hand, preferred by some
for their capability to include functional dependences and mainly for the automated
"propagation" of these depedences across systems and functions into accident
sequences. Computational tools are significantly more widely available and used.
Both techniques require a knowledge by the analyst of the logical structure of the
components in a system, as well as, their interdepedences. Event trees and Fault
trees are essential for understanding qualitatively the operating and failures modes
of a system and for identifying the operating and failed states.
2.

Dynamic Numerical Linking (DNL).

The position paper uses the term (DNL) to refer to situations where a simple
combination of ET and FT is not enough to simulate the stochastic behavior of the
systems and their components.

OCTET-ST

I strongly support the position that there are situations where the modeling of the
stochastic behavior of components and systems require models with more advanced
capabilities than those of the "Boolean" models.
Such situations develop when the stochastic behavior of the various components
depends on:
• the state of other components and/or
• the state of the physical process associated with the function of the system they
belong to.
Since the state of the components (as far as their operability is concerned), as well
as, the state of a physical process change with time, it follows that the stochastic
behavior of the components exhibits a temporal variation. As a result, the models
that can model this change must include temporal considerations and hence the
term Dynamic. A more detail presentation of a class of dynamic models , the
Markovian models, along with a description of the circumstances that require their
use is given in Appendix 1. Here only some general remarks are offered.

3. General elements of comparison of the methodological approaches.
I am in general agreement with the views of the position paper in this section. Some
general remarks, perhaps cast in slightly different terminology than that of the
position paper, follow.
• All information concerning the functional interrelationships of components and
systems necessary for building the "Boolean" models is also necessary for the
models with DNL.
• All types of dependences either of structural nature (functional) or dynamic
must be known to the analyst along with the appropriate way for modeling
them. In other words there is no automated insertion of depedences in any
type of model.
•

Dynamic models offer more accurate numerical results in the sense, that
reliability or risk indices can be calculated taking into account the above
mentioned dynamic dependences of the components and systems.

• Additional information in dynamic models is not free of charge. Dynamic
models are more complex and more computer-storage and computer-time
intensive than "Boolean." ones. However, given the present situation of the
computer technology there is no limitation whatsoever from the numerical
computation point of view for handling realistic large dynamic models.
• Conservative calculations bounding the results of dynamic models are almost
always possible using Boolean models. Thus dynamic models might not be
necessary when compliance with quantitative criteria is to be demonstrated if
such compliance can be demonstrated with conservative calculations. The
opposite is true if compliance can not be demonstrated with "simple" models.
•

Dynamic models might also be necessary whenever insights on the relative
importance of certain events is required and whenever decisions like Limiting
Conditions of Operation and Test and Maintenance frequencies are to be
defined on the basis of PSA calculations. However, the development of new
importance indices might be necessary.

• The last two points are demonstrated with the Example included in the position
paper. A sensitivity analysis is, in my opinion, necessary so that it will be made
clear for what ranges of the parameters the two classes of models deviate and
hence when Dynamic models are appropriate. Otherwise, there will be
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objections on the need of Dynamic models by simply offering calculations with
assumptions and/or values of parameters where the differences in the results
is not significant. In this sense the selection of 24 hours mission time for on line
failures of diesel and turbine is arbitrary and lacks apparent basis. It seems like
it was picked up to show a difference between the Boolean and Dynamic
models. An one hour mission time for the short LOOPs seems more
appropriate. In my opinion substantial work is necessary in order to assess
general situations and conditions where it will be known a priori, that
substantial differences between the results of Boolean and Dynamic models
exist.
Dynamic models need to be combined with Boolean ones or at least be
"translated" in the format of Boolean ones (e.g. accident sequences) to
enhance their acceptability by users of PSAs who are more or less accustomed
to the Boolean formulations of results.
In general more work is needed to incorporate in reliability models aspects of:
Physical Processes affecting the operability of systems.
Structural Reliability
Software Reliability
Human Performance.
PART TWO: PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ASSESSMENTS WHY, HOW, WHO?
1. The usefulness of the distinction of PSAs objectives in "observation" and
"prospecting" is not apparent to this reviewer. At least I can not see how this
distinction leads to characteristically different requirements for methodologies. I
agree, nevertheless, with the position that the objectives of a PSA have a great
influence on the choice of methodology.
2. Again the distinction into two possible uses of the PSA in safety-demonstration
and understanding of phenomena is not necessarily uniquely determining the
choice of the method. The choice of the appropriate methodology depends on the
scope, the objectives and the decision making process in the context of which the
PSA is going to be used. Thus, it might be possible that a Boolean conservative
calculation could demonstrate compliance with a safety goal albeit by a smaller
margin that a dynamic model would have shown. On the other hand in a case of
understanding the important contributors to a particular phenomenon more
accurate quantification by Dynamic models might provide different results than the
Boolean ones as it is demonstrated in the Example of the position paper.
3. Potential or prospective end-users of the PSA might have a substantial impact on
the choice of the methods. In the absence of risk-based regulations a PSA could
only be supportive to the decision making process. In this case and when a
technology is evolving stability of the methodology, implying also familiarity of the
methodology by the users, is of paramount importance for the acceptability of the
results. In this reviewer's opinion the rather limited use of the dynamic models in
the nuclear PSA community so far is to a large extent due to the unfamiliarity of
both practitioners and end-users with dynamic models. Furthermore PSA
practitioners or specialists in their effort and desire to establish the probabilistic
approach in the safety analyses were not very willing to see, accept, and advertise
novel techniques that would cast a cloud of doubt on the validity of Boolean
models and by extension on the PSA approach itself. Such considerations are of
particular importance in cases of rare events where historical evidence can not
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produce the statistical basis that would decisively demonstrate the validity of one
versus another model.
4. Given my previous remark on the distinction between observation objectives and
understanding objectives, I am not going to elaborate in detail on the text of
sections 2&3 of part two. Instead I will make some general remarks.
5. Choice of methodology depends very much on the scope of the PSA and the
latter on the objectives of the PSA. As it is the case with everything else
conclusions might depend on the criteria against which the are drawn. For
example, in a level 1 PSA all accident sequences leading to core melt are
equivalent with respect to the consequence (core melt).The only characteristic of
interest is the frequency of each accident sequence and a choice of an allowable
outage time (AOT) can be made on the basis of its impact to the frequency of
core melt. In this case we would choose the AOT that minimizes the frequency of
core melt. If, however, the evaluation criterion changes from that of core-melt
frequency to radioactivity released to the environment or to health effects a Level
2 or Level 3 PSA is required, and each accident sequence is characterized not
only by its frequency but also by its contribution to the ultimate consequence. This
way an accident sequence leading to Containment failure prior to core melt is, in
terms of consequences, much more severe than a sequence leading to core melt
in an intact Containment. In this case a different AOT than before might minimize
the radioactivity expected to be released to the environment or the expected
health effects. In such a case o detailed Dynamic model restricted to a Level 1
basis might not give the right answer if health effects optimization is required.
6. Uncertainties accepted in a PSA is not a function of the methodology but rather a
matter of the decision making process in the context of which the PSA is going to
be used. Dynamic models can incorporate all types of uncertainties that Boolean
models can i.e. parameter uncertainty. Model completeness in terms both of
failure mechanisms and stochastic behavior is something external to the choice of
the model. Each model is valid within its underlying principles. Uncertainty
quantification is possible today to the same extent in Boolean and Dynamic
models.

PART THREE: QUESTIONS TO BE DEBATED.
The position paper offers four questions to be debated during the conference.
1.

The choices of methods are not the essential question raised by PSAs. The
essential question is rather that of the mastered contents of models according
to needs.
I strongly agree with this statement. Further work is, however, needed in
order to uniquely couple needs with methods.

2.

Concerning methodology, we should search for complementarity between
methods, rather than stick to a definitive and unique choice.
I strongly agree with this statement. Such complementarity should be sought
and advertised. Furthermore the choice of a particular model should be
clearly explained (including familiarity and/or availability of tools) in order to
avoid situations when perceived disadvantages of a particular model are
advertised as disadvantages of the PSA approach.

3.

There is too often a tendency to use PSAs to make safety demonstrations, to
use the results without querying them, forgetting the limits of the models.
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It is desirable, and this is the case with any kind of model, to be able to
always interpret the results of a model in terms of its capabilities, explicit and
implicit assumptions and underlying principles. In my opinion although PSAs
are used for safety demonstration they are at an increasing rate also used
for gaining important safety insights. Again here historically there has been a
reluctance by PSA advocates to advertise model limitations lest they are
going to be used by PSA skeptics as anti-PSA arguments.- Such improper
use is to a certain extent unavoidable and in my opinion PSA has reached a
stage where it should not be afraid of revealing any areas of potential
improvements. Whatever problems might exist in the current PSA methods
are also present in the deterministic approaches. Continuous evolution and
improvement of a discipline is an unavoidable prerequisite for its survival.
4.

The objective of distribution of PSAs to non-specialists has not been reached
to day, and is still a distant ambition.
It is true that widespread transfer of information and results from PSAs to
non-specialists has not been achieved. But this is not in my opinion due
mainly to the complexity of the models and/or to their fragility. It is rather due
to the lack of the proper training of non-specialists in the probabilistic way of
thinking and the lack of understanding of risk concepts. Engineers in general
are not trained in probabilistic approaches and/or uncertainty assessment
and quantification. There are people that accept without great difficulty results
of extremely complex thermohydraulic codes fraught with assumptions and
uncertainties (both in modeling and the values of parameters) simply because
by training they feel comfortable with the basic principles of thermodynamics
and heat and mass transfer. Furthermore to induce non-specialists to the use
of PSAs, results and conclusions should be put in a format that is relevant to
the decision making process involving these non-specialists. To this end, the
existence of risk management guidelines would be of great help.

APPENDIX I
The objective of this appendix is to outline the advantages and disadvantages of one
type of dynamic reliability models, namely of Markovian models and the particular
circumstances where such models are necessary.
Reliability analyses begin with the development of a logic model for the system such
as event tree, fault tree and cause-consequence graph. These models are essential
for understanding qualitatively the operating and failure modes of the system and for
identifying the operating and failed states. There are, however, two very general
categories of systems for which these logic models must be complemented by
special techniques for the quantitative evaluation of the various reliability measures.
Firstly such techniques are necessary when the systems comprise multistate components that is, components that can be in more than the usual two on/off states or
when the system behavior must be described in greater detail that is allowed by the
binary success or failure description.
Secondly more powerful techniques are in order when the stochastic characteristics
of the components of the system depend on the state of the system. These
characteristics are usually the failure and repair rates of the components or more
generalfy the rates at which they change states. In particular, when these rates
depend only on each pair of initial and final states of the system, the technique best
suited for evaluation of reliability is Markovian analysis.
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The theory of Markov processes^ .2], the application to reliability analysistS-S], and
methods for Markovian reliability analysis of large systems[10,11] are given in the
literature.
Examples of particular circumstances which generate dependences on the state of
the system are:
i.Standby redundancy. Standby failure and repair rates are in most cases different
than the corresponding on-line rates. If the switching from the standby to the on-line
mode of a component depends on the state of the system (e.g. on whether another
component is operating or not) then a Markov model is necessary to correctly
account for these differences.

ii. Common extreme environment The failure and repair rates of components change
significantly under extreme environments. When the occurrence of such extreme
environment exhibits a stochastic behavior then the environment can be considered
as part of the system and the failure and/or repair rates of the various components
depend on the state of the system.
iii.Components sharing common loads: If a load is shared by several components,
and the failure rates of the components depend on the size of the load, the failure
rates of the components depend on the number of operating components that is on
the state of the system.
iv.Systems with repairable components: This a particularly common situation where
dependences on the state of the system arise owing to physical constraints and or
policies. Repair of a component may be possible only if the system is operating and
not if it has failed catastrophically. Alternatively, repair might be possible only if the
system is shutdown and not operating; in this case several repair policies might be
possible as "repair all components and then resume operation" or "resume operation
as soon as possible". Finally repair might depend on the number of available
repairmen.
v.A class of dependent failures: In several instances the failure rate of a component
depends on the state of another component because failure of the latter might either
increase the load (case iii) or generate an extreme environment (case ii).
Furthermore the combined effect of two or more component failures on the success
or failure of a system might depend on the order in which the components failed.
vi. Failure probability of standby systems: Standby safety systems are systems that
must operate when called upon. Correct calculation of the failure probability of such
systems require the employment of Markov models.
Specific examples along with quantitative evaluations of the differences between
Markov models and fault tree are given elsewhere[12]. An example where Markov
models can handle multistate components in the case of standby systems with
periodic inspection is given in [13]. Here the issue of the failure probability of standby
systems will be discussed in some detail.
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Failure Probability of Standby Systems
Many of the quantitative results of a probabilistic safety analysis are expressed in
terms of the frequency of occurrence of undesired events like the melting of the core
of a nuclear power plant or the release of a hazardous material from a chemical
installation. Almost universally this frequency is calculated as the product of the
frequency of occurrence of an initiating event times the "average unavailability" of
standby safety systems. It will be shown here that this practice provides only an
approximation and not necessarily a good one. Without loss of generality the
discussion will be confined into a single standby system. The key concepts of unavailability on demand and failure probability will be defined and the differences
discussed.
Usually a safety system remains in a standby mode until there is a need for it to
operate. An undesirable event (an accident) occurs if the system is not available to
operate when challenged to do so. Before the onset of the challenge .however, it can
fail and if the failures are detectable it can be repaired. What is of importance here is
the coincidence of a demand and the system being unavailable. Hence, the
probability that an accident will occur during a time period T is the probability that a
challenge will occur at some instant in the period T and at that instant the system is
unavailable. Correct calculation of the accident probability requires proper handling
of the dependences between the frequency of the demand and the unavailability of
the system as follows.
Success probability -S(t)-: of a standby system is the probability that during a
predetermined time period (t) there will be no instant for which there is a demand for
the system and the system is unable to perform its function.
Failure probability-F(t)-: of a standby system is the probability that at least once
during the predetermined period of time (t) there will be a demand for the system and
the system will not be able to perform its function. F(t) is complementary to S(t).
The relationship between the failure probability and the system unavailability can be
now established.
S(t)=Pr{no accident in [0,t]}
S(t+dt)=Pr{no accident in [0,t+dt]}=Pr{no accid. in [0,t] AND no accid. in [t, t+dt]}
S(t+dt)=S(t)Pr{no accident in [t.t+dt]GIVEN no accident in [0,t]}
S(t+dt)=S(t){1-Pr{accident in [t,t+dt]\no accident in [0,t]} =>
[S(t+dt)-S(t)]/ S(t)= -Pr{accident in [t,t+dt]\no accident in [0,t]}
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(1)

If demands are arriving according to a Poisson random process with rate e0 the
arrival of a demand can not cause a system failure, and the arrival of demands does
not depend on whether an accident has occurred, then it can be shown that
{accident in [t,t+dt]} = {demand in [t,t+dt] AND system unavailable in [t,t+dt]}
Pr{accident in [t,t+dt]} = Pr{demand in [t,t+dt]}Pr{system unavailable in [t,t+dt]}
Pr{accident in [t,t+dt]\no accident in [0,t]}

=

= eodtxPr{system unavailable in [t,t+dt]\no accident in [0,t]}

(2)

By virtue of (1) and (2) it follows that
d{lnS(t)}= eodtU(t) =>

S(t)=S(0)exp[-e0 jU(x)dx ] or assuming S(0)=1 and since S(t)=1-F(t)
0

F(t)= 1 - exp[-eotUav(t)]

(3)

where Uav(t)=(1/t) \U(x)dx =aver. unavail. of system in [0,t] given no accident in[O,t]
0

If e o tU av (t) « 1 then (3) => F(t)= e o tU av (t)

(4)

It is this latter relationship in (4) than most probabilistic analyses are using to
calculate the frequency of an accident conditional on no accident up to time t.
Regardless of whether (3) or (4) is used, however, the correct calculation of Uav(t) is
required. This means that the average unavailability given no accident has occurred
up to time t need be calculated. Several models for the unavailability of standby
systems have been presented in the literature. Reference [14] provides approximate
analytical solutions for 1-out-of-2, 1-out-of-3, and 2-out-of-3 systems under
periodic test and maintenance and different testing policies that correctly account for
the time dependence of the phenomena. The same reference sites a number of
other references that address various aspects of the unavailability of standby
systems under periodic test and maintenance. The computer code FRANTIC [15]
provides the most complete coverage of the nuisances of periodic maintenance. All
of these treatments, however, address components and systems that are binary and
are not capable of calculating the average unavailability conditional on the
nonoccurrence of an accident. Markovian models on the other hand, can handle this
situation as is demonstrated with the following example.
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Two component parallel system
Undetectable failuresJhe state-transition diagram for a two component parallel system is given in Fig 1a where it has been assumed that the failures are undetectable
and unrepairable. Solution of the corresponding Markov model yields-for state 3 (two
components down):

U(t) = 33(t) = 1-2exp(-et)+exp(-2et)

(5)

This probability is the probability that both components will be down at t and hence
that the system will be unavailable. The same result could have been obtained with
other methods such as fault trees, reliability block diagrams, or state enumeration
techniques. The average unavailability over a period T is then given by
U av (T) = 1-(2/e6)[1-exp(-eT)]+(1/2eT)[1-exp(-2eT)

(6)

This expression, however, can not be used in (3) or (4) to provide the correct answer
for the failure probability since it provides the average unavailability of the system
independently on whether an accident has occurred or not. To correctly account for
the fact that unavailability of the system should be calculated conditionally on the
absence of an accident a fourth state should be added as in Fig 1b. This is an
absorbing state and the system can not leave it once entered. The probability of
occupying it at time T is the failure probability of the standby system that is, the
probability that an accident will happen in the interval [0,T]. Solution of the
corresponding Markov model yields

F(t) = 7i4(O = 1 - -i£0-exp[-\7'] + -^—exp[-2XT] - k K

kZk

(A

£ -

-exp[-

2AXA - K)

The values of the failure probability given by (7) are lower than those obtained when
(3) and (6) are combined. This is due to the fact that the model in Fig. 1a allows the
system to be exposed to challenges continuously throughout period T regardless of
whether a failure has already occurred. This would have been right only if
(instantaneous) restoration of the system after the accident was possible and hence
(4) would give the expected number of demands coinciding with the system being
unavailable. If, however.the probability that such an event will occur even once in a
period is of interest then the model in Fig. 1b is the right one. In this model the
probability of the system being unavailable is, as in the model of Fig. 1a, the probability of occupying state 3 . Now, however, 53(t) gives the unavailability of the system
given that no accident has occurred. Figure 2 gives the value of the ratio of the exact
expression in (7) over the approximation resulting from (3) and (6) for various values
of the ratio w=eo\e. The ratio of the failure probabilities is very close to unity when the
demand rate e0 is very low (in the limit when eo=O the two models coincide). As the
demand rate increases the overestimation of the usual approximation increases. For
eo\e = 3000, for example, the conventional model overestimates the failure
probability in one year by almost two orders of magnitude.
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Detectable failures: In the case where the failures of the components of the system
are detectable and instantaneously repaired then the state diagram of the system
becomes as shown in Fig. 1c. In other words it is assumed that a demand, when only
one component is operable, will reveal the existing failure of the other and will
restore the system in its "brand new" state. Solution of the Markov model for Fig. 1 c
results in failure probabilities that are of course lower than those for the model 1b.
Hence the overestimation by the approximation of (3) & (6) increases even further.
On the other hand, one could assume that the components of the system are
inspected with period equal to the mean time between demands (6=1/e0) and use (6)
with T=6=1/e0 in (3). Figure 3 shows the results of the two models for various values
of the ratio w=e,/e. In this case the conventional approximation underestimates the
failure probability of the system most of the time. Only for small values of e0 (w=30)
the approximation either overestimates or underestimates the exact solution by a
factor of 3 to 2. For larger values of e0 (w=300, w=3000) the approximate solution
can underestimate the exact solution by a factor up to 6.

Conclusion
The advantages of using Markov processes in reliability problems have been
recognized since the inception of the reliability discipline. Almost every book
published on reliability presents Markov modeling as the most powerful reliability
technique because it can incorporate a great variety of system characteristics.
Numerical difficulties, however, have limited the use of the technique to relatively
small systems consisting of only a few components. A successful effort has been
made to apply this powerful technique to large systems, through the use of three
techniques: state ordering, state merging and judicious choices of time steps in [10].
Given todays computing capabilities realistic problems can be easily handled in work
stations and even in personal computers.
As the use of probabilistic safety criteria that include target failure probabilities
widens, it is expected that more accurate methods for the calculation of reliability
indices will gain in importance and the need for the corresponding techniques will
become increasingly evident.
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New Techniques

A.

Comments on "Topic 1 - PSA Methodology"
EdF International Seminar on PSA and HRA
Jeff Riley / SAIC

The subject paper contained a comparison of PSA methodologies, followed by a brief review of
some issues surrounding the selection of methodologies. This was concluded with a number of
discussion statements. In this review I will make some general observations on the paper, and
then provide some detailed comments on specific points discussed in the paper. I will conclude
with some comments on the discussion statements.
General comments
Although the paper was in general sound, I would have expected a greater discussion of user's
needs, and how these needs interact with the methodology. In moving PSA from a purely research
activity to applications that have an effect at a plant, we need to carefully consider who our users
are, and how they can best use PSA information. The importance of this issue was briefly
mentioned in the paper, but no real information was provided.
Unfortunately, to assess the non PSA specialist's needs will require more than a room full of
researchers hypothesizing alternatives, but rather the time consuming task of sitting down with
potential users at the plant and attempting to understand what they currently know, what they want
to know, the decisions that they make, and how to map that information onto the information
provided by the PSA (understanding, of course, that the PSA probably will not solve all of their
needs). This assessment should be followed by a number of prototype applications to determine
the best way to present this information to the user. To a limited extent, this can be done on a
generic industry level, such as what EPRI is doing. However, many opportunities for utilityspecific applications exist. I would be interested in knowing what steps EdF has taken to asses
their user's needs relative to methodologies, and what they have learned so far. For example, what
are the top 5 problems that plant staff have (that PSA can address), and how do the methodologies
support the solution to those problems.

On the other hand, I particularly agreed with the idea of transparency as presented in the paper. As
you say, any of the standard methods, in capable hands, can obtain the right 'answer', but each
method varies in how it presents its results and promotes understanding of the roles of the
components that affect risk. Unfortunately this concept seems to get lost in the paper, since a large
amount space is spent at the beginning of the paper attempting to discredit the fault tree linking
approach.
I wish the theme of transparency was promoted throughout the paper, instead of limiting it to a
brief concept near the end. In particular, the concept of transparency could be compared across the
different methods. The methodologies differ in how they are computed, of course, but the most
significant differences are in how and where they 'hide' dependencies and human actions (e.g.
recovery actions).
For example, in a pure Event Tree Linking approach, the dependencies between the systems are
partitioned out of the systems into separate states. This makes it easy to perform the numerical
calculations, and the dependencies can be easily seen. A Fault Tree Linking approach places these
dependencies into the 'natural' position in the trees, which makes the logic more realistic (since aH
dependencies can not be partitioned) and makes it easier to modify and experiment with the model.
In both approaches, although more so in the fault tree linking approach, simple timing
dependencies are shown in the event tree and additional timing dependencies are evaluated outside
of the core model. The 'dynamic' approach, on the other hand, hides the time dependencies in the
calculation itself, which makes the calculation more accurate but makes the affect harder to discern.
Similar comments could be made about the human interactions, with various advantages and
disadvantages of placing recover actions (for example) in various places of the model.
Other criteria could also be compared, such as the ease of changing the model in the future, which
is affected by the number and type of assumptions in the model, and the likelihood of avoiding
errors in updating the model.
As caii be seen, the decision for modeling method (or combination of methods) requires several
tradeoffs. These tradeoffs immediately affect the transparency of the PSA model, which then
affect the usefulness of the model for various applications. But in the end, users do not care about
the method. They want to understand the results and develop an intuition about how their choices
can affect those results.

Specific points
The following section discusses, clarifies, amplifies, or corrects specific points in the paper.
These are provided in the order presented in the paper.
Section 1. The terminology used for 'dynamic method' versus 'Boolean method' seems a bit
unnatural. This may be simply because in actual practice, a variety of pure methods are
intermingled. Note that there can be a distinction between the modeling method and the
computation method. For example, one can model a system as a fault tree and still compute it in a
dynamic form, such as using a Markov calculation. This has, in fact been done outside of the PSA
industry.
Section 1.2.1. You say that fault tree linking requires "manual processing of the sequence
dependencies". Do you specifically mean sequence timing dependencies, or do you mean
something else?
Section 1.2.2. Your claim that event tree linking enables "a very accurate level of detail" is not
correct. In current practice, the level of detail afforded in either fault tree linking or event tree
linking approach are approximately the same.
Section 1.3. Even in fault tree linking, the event sequence usually doe$ represent a scenario
(paragraph 1). The second paragraph applies to all three methods, in particular, a great amount of
effort is spent at the event tree stage defining system missions. The only difference is that fault tree
linking method spends less time reflecting of functional dependencies between systems, since these
are handled nearly "automatically".
Section 1.3, paragraph 4. The event tree linking method is not "the most complete one" since (1) it
limits plant states by requiring a simplified dependence relationship, and (2) recoveries must be
generic and thus can not address all causes.
Section 2.2, Boolean method. The calculations in this section are incorrect. You have obtained
misleading results because you arbitrarily assumed a 24 hour mission time. Since the model is
stated as two different initiating events, a fault tree linking practitioner would split the calculation
between a 1 hour and a 48 hour initiating event. This leads to the following table for page 8:

Short
Long
Total

Dvnamic
1.5E-8
1.8E-6
1.9E-6

Boolean
1.9E-8
5.5E-6
5.5E-6

As you can see, the numbers are still conservative, but nearly as far off as your calculations. A
"pure" fault tree linking method would stop at this point, without considering repair. In actual
practice, of course, the fault tree linking does not stop here. The (conservative) Boolean method is
used to identify significant plant effects, then the above result is adjusted to be more accurate (as
your text suggests) when the effort to collect data and perform the analysis are justified.
The importance point here is that any method will get a "right" answer, if you understand the
limitations. But we do not always need to be "right", but "good enough" for a particular
application. Instead, the important criteria ought to be how transparent and understandable is the
method. Cutsets, for example are an easy way to show to see the effects of components, and a
Boolean method provides a relatively easy way to modify results for sensitivity studies. In your
example, a sensitivity on initiating event frequency is very easy, but what about harder
sensitivities, like adding another diesel?
Section 2.3, paragraph 3. The main result of a PSA is not "is the risk admissible". The main
result is why is the risk what it is, and what can be done to decrease the risk. This is the key to all
PSA applications, and one reason we want cutsets and other reductions of the model. As you say
in the fifth paragraph, the Boolean method give the right answer, but is also easily supplies
additional information and insight.
Part 2, Section 2.2 "A Relevant Classification?" I would to see you list of "precise needs".
Part 2, Section 3.1. I suggest you include a discussion of "Instantaneous" versus "Average"
results and the applications that they induce. Also, you discuss the need for uncertainty; how do
you do that in the Dynamic method? You may also wish to think about the currently open
questions of (1) decision making under uncertainty, and (2) how the data uncertainty is only one
part of the overall uncertainty in the results.
Part 2, Section 3.1 "Choice of results". This paragraph does not seem to be feasible in the dynamic
method approach.

Part 2, Section 3.2. Although you mention it, I do not think you give adequate discussion of the
relationship between quantification performance and the various applications, particularly as it
relates to level of detail and precision. Many applications require a very quick calculation, whereas
others do not.
Questions to be debated.
1) The choice of methods are not the essential question raised by PSAs. The essential question is
rather that of the mastered contents of models according to needs.
I strongly agree with this.
2) Concerning methodology, we search for complementarity between methods, rather than stick to
a definitive and unique choice.
I strongly agree with this. This has always been one of the goals of the EPRICAFTA software
and is the driving force of the EPRI Risk & Reliability Workstation project.
3) There is too often a tendency to use PSAs to make safety demonstration, to use the results
without querying them,forgetting the limits of the models.
Although I agree that these pressures exist, most utilities in the United States are attempting to
avoid the safety demonstration objective and instead query the results to gain insight about plant
operations. Unfortunately, knowledge regarding the limitations of the models is frequently
lacking.
However, we do not expect PSAs to replace thinking -- there is no way that an operator will put
his/her entire responsibility onto a computer. Current fears by some PSA staffs are unfounded
4) The objective of distribution of PSAs to non-specialists has not been reached today, and is still a
distant ambition.
I disagree with the second part of this item. The paper does not clearly identify the range of
interpretation for the concept of "distribution". For example, many US utilities (e.g. NEUSCo,
FPC) have developed a PSA culture whereby plant staff are aware of the general capabilities of the
PSA model and actively (whether required by procedure or not) seek out the input and opinions of

the PSA staff members when considering changes to the plant design, configuration, or
procedures. This could be considered a low level of distribution. Furthermore, through EPRI's
ORAM and Dial-CAFTA projects, non-PSA plant personnel (particularly licensing and scheduling)
are today performing queries of the model (e.g. FPC, Entergy). These implementations, along
with the EPRI EOOS software, are not yet used for risk-based decision making, but are providing
additional inputs to the overall decision making process. Furthermore, some DS utilities (e.g.
NELJSCo) have made commitments to the NRC to have PSA based risk information available on
line within the next 6 months. Therefore, I think that distribution of PSA is being successfully
accomplished, and is no longer a distant ambition.

INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR ON PSA AND HRA
November 21-23, 1994
Paris, France
Topic 2:

PSA Applications

Reviewed by: Dr. Donald A. Dube ••Manager - Safety Analysis
Northeast Utilities
Hartford, Conn., USA
(203) 665-3356
Overview
The use of Probabilistic Safety Assessment in the nuclear utility
industry continues to accelerate at a pace unmatched by any other
analytical technique. This growth in the use of PSA has not come
about by happenstance, nor even by regulatory mandate, but by the
general acknowledgement of the significant safety value added by
the use of these methods.
In contrast to the traditional "deterministic" approach to
nuclear safety, PSA brings to the table the following fundamental
principle:
Some safety issues are more important than others,
the degree to which can be quantified.
It therefore follows that in an environment of ever-increasing
economic pressures and regulatory burden, PSA provides the single
most powerful tool for optimizing nuclear safety in a costeffective manner.
Summary of EDF Viewpoint
The position paper by A. Dubreuil Chambardel describes the
principal applications of PSA as follows:
o
o
o
o
o

Demonstration of safety
Design tool support
Operating technical specifications
Reliability-centered maintenance
Risk monitor

The paper further describes the limitations of the technology and
the difficulties in using PSA for the various applications. In
particular, the use of PSA has been relegated to PSA experts who
alone have the knowledge of the model details and, therefore, the

-P.2capability to apply these techniques. The paper poses three
outstanding questions on the limits of PSAs:
(1)
(2)
(3)

What is the scope of its validity?
What credit can be given to a PSA, given its imprecision and
uncertainty?
W h o , other than the specialists, should apply PSA?

Areas of Agreement
This reviewer agrees with the broad categories of PSA
applicationPSAs have been used not only to demonstrate an
adequate degree of safety, but they continue to be used to
justify the safety of ongoing plant operation during periods of
equipment degradation or off-normal plant conditions. There are
some difficulties posed in the use of PSA, but these difficulties
are no greater than those posed by the "deterministic" methods.
The PSA provides information and adds to the state of knowledge.
It is one of several perspectives to be used in assessing the
safety of an operating condition.
The PSA should be seen as supplementing, rather
than substituting for more traditional safety analysis
techniques.
It is this reviewer's position that one of PSA's greatest
strengths is as a system design tool. Traditional design methods
are needed in the estblishment of fluid conditions and flow
rates, and electrical requirements. The design requirement of
"no single failure" has served the industry generally well, but
falls short in several aspects.
It is through the use of PSA that the industry has learned the
shortcomings of over-reliance on support systems. The dependence
of emergency core cooling systems and pump seal cooling on
component cooling water, in turn dependent on service water, is a
chain with weak links. This design feature appears in the
dominant sequences of many modern plants. Through the use of
PSA, important principles of design have emerged, such a s :
o
o
o
o

minimization of dependence on support systems
diversity
double failure proof
avoidance of inadvertent operation of safety and control
systems

This reviewer agrees with the use of PSA for improving Technical
Specifications. It is further acknowledged that a fundamental
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risks between:
o

continued plant operation at power in a safety- degraded
condition, and

o

shutdown and startup transients, which could challenge the
very safety systems unavailable to begin with.

The use of PSA to support maintenance is well-established. Here,
too, this reviewer agrees that the negative effects of
maintenance must be analyzed in order to add validity to the PSA.
The American saying, "If it ain't broken, don't fix it," is a
rule that should not be forgotten.
This reviewer concurs that PSA can have its greatest influence
when used as a risk monitor. Here again, it is not so much the
quantitative "bottom line" that makes PSA so valuable, but rather
the general principles it brings to operators and management.
For many years, the traditional thinking has been:
1l

The Technical Specifications allow an emergency diesel
generator to be out of service for 72 hours; therefore, it
must be safe."
The risk monitor carries the concept of relative risk and
elevated risk. It provides the urgency of restoring equipment in
a prompt fashion. How startling for operators to learn that the
removal of a single piece of equipment can double, or triple, the
(instantaneous) core melt frequency! After all, they have been
told it is safe.
By the same token, the risk monitor is invaluable in representing
the synergistic effects of simultaneous removal of equipment from
service. For example, most Technical Specifications treat
limiting conditions for operation as independent events. The
risk monitor can show that the combined risk of simultaneous
outages far exceeds the sum of the independent risk increases.
Areas of Differing Viewpoint
If there is a theme that resonates through the EDF position
paper, it is that the application of PSA poses many technical and
organizational problems. This is true, but the issues raised are
not unique to PSA. Here are some added thoughts:
o

The computational issues of truncation values and speed are
very quickly becoming non-limiting as more efficient

i
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numerical techniques and ever faster personal computers are
introduced. Entire PSAs can now be quantified in tens of
minutes on the fastest machines.
o

Yes, there are many uncertainties presented by PSA. But the
uncertainties are no greater than those posed by traditional
analysis techniques. An equipment qualification evaluation
states that equipment is survivable up to an ambient air
temperature of 65:C. What happens at 65.1"C? Does the
equipment reach a bi-stable condition and fail? Is there
not some finite probability of failure at 64:C? The
uncertainties of the deterministic approach are present as
well.

o

The PSA adds information and knowledge. How that
information is processed is not unique to this anlytical
tool. Yes, the PSA does have its specialists who sometimes
remain within a closed community of their own. But this is
no different from the seismic structural analysts whose
damping values, ground response spectra, and the like, are
foreign terms to the control room operator as well. It is
of paramount importance that the concepts, capabilities, and
limitations of PSA be presented to the potential receivers
(operators, designers, managers) of information.

In summary, the key to the proper use of PSA is to use the
quantitative PSA results as a filter of what could be safetyimportant, and what might not be important. In between the PSA
computer model output and the end-user must be an experienced PSA
analyst, who can carefully review the findings and interpret the
results. This limitation is not unique to PSA. The real
limitations are the institutional barriers which prevent the full
utilization of this valuable analytical tool.

Summary of Review Comments on
International PSA and HRA Seminar
of November 21-23, 1994
by
John P. Gaertner
December 22, 1995

Review of Topic 2: "PSA Applications"

In general, I agree with most of the statements in Topic 2 of the document. In fact, some
statements are truly insightful and will surely form the basis for the direction of future work
at EdF.
Each of the PSA applications selected for discussion has significant potential benefit to
EdF and to the broader nuclear utility industry. I am particularly pleased to see that EdF
proposes to use PSA more extensively for RCM. This application has not been costeffective in the U.S. because of the uniqueness of each nuclear plant and the related lack
of failure rate data for component failure modes. With an initial investment in model
development and data, many decisions that are now judgement can be more objective.
I also agree that use of PSA to demonstrate the safety of plant design or to confirm
compliance with a safety objective must not overemphasize the total core damage or
release frequency. These values can be easily biased. Instead, the difference or
percentage change in total core damage frequency or release frequency has more value.
Also, PSA cannot prove the absence of outliers or defects, but it can give us insights
about many potential risk contributors. These comments lead us to conclude that
uncertainty does not limit these uses of PSA.
Optimization of Tech Specs is noted, but it is just one of many opportunities for risk-based
and performance-based regulatory relief. Others are discussed below.
Similarly, the use of PSA for risk monitoring has great potential. This concept of
predicting or representing instantaneous risk or risk rate has many potential uses.
The EdF report emphasizes the limitations and technical concerns with PSA applications.
It is important to consider these limitations. However, the opportunities for PSA
applications are available now. There is a need for some level of consistency of models,
methods, and decision criteria. Quality of models, data, and analyses must be controlled.
Uniformly realistic assessments must be performed, and the issue of uncertainty and
completeness must be properly accounted for. Importances must be used carefully and
accurately.

Additional Comments
Early PSA applications should be used to address the most important issues facing
nuclear utility management, such as:
•

•
•
•
•

• <

Continued safe operation in all operating modes
Improvements in plant availability
Operations and maintenance cost reduction
Safety evaluation of new plants and design alternatives

PSA applications should support broader utility programs which are addressing these
objectives. Three examples are:
•
•
•

Risk-based "grading" of regulatory requirements
Risk management versus prescriptive O&M rules
Maintenance and test optimization including RCM

It is important to achieve an understandable interface between the PSA and plant
personnel, PSAs configured to give timely answers for operational decisions, and
quality control of models and data.
Finally, some specific PSA applications seem to have the greatest near-term benefits.
These are:
•
•
•
•

Out-of-service equipment planning (at power and shutdown)
Graded regulatory requirements such as QA procurement, in-service
allowed out-of-service times
Test and maintenance optimization (RCM)
Establishing O&M programs for new plants

testing,

and

I conclude by summarizing the technical hurdles that can and must be overcome as
part of a PSA Applications program. These hurdles include:
Change in paradigm - risk-based versus design basis
Plant personnel interface with PSA results
Complete, accurate, realistic, automatic results
Adequate speed of calculation
PSA model and data configuration control
Linking of thermal hydraulics with PSA
The discussion above provide a logical foundation for a PSA applications program. It
clearly establishes the utility objectives and linkage with other programs. It provides a
prioritized list of PSA applications to be developed. It lists the attributes of a successful
program, and it acknowledges the technical hurdles to overcome. This foundation will
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EDF INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR ON PSA AND HRA
November 21-23,1994, Paris
TOPIC 2: PSA APPLICATION

Comments to EDF report on PSA applications
by: Lars Gunsell, Vattenfall Energisystem, Stockholm, Sweden

GENERAL COMMENTS

The EDF report puts the finger on several important problems that we all face when we are
working with PSA and try to find the real answer. Unfortunately there will be no real answer
to many of those questions and the approach to PSA has to be another than trying to find the
truth. The overall question in mind must thus be: How can we get the best support to safety
from PSA, although PSA will never be validated, never be complete, always include large
uncertainties, missing dependencies and other errors.
This approach is further expounded in the following statements that we have put in the
introduction text to our PSA studies..
*

PSA is a unique tool that adds important knowledge about safety that we can not
achieve with other tools.

*

PSA alone does not give all the information but shall be used together with other
information, such as the deterministic analysis, experiences from operation and
maintenance and human factor aspects to form a complete assessment of the
safety.

*

When a certain problem is to be evaluated with PSA one has to be very careful
to ensure that the safety related conditions for this particular question are
described with realistic models and supported by reliable data in the PSA study.

*

An evaluation with PSA must include all initiating events (e. g. loss of electric
power, fire) and all serious consequences (e. g core damage, release of
radioactivity) of importance.

*

The PSA study is an enlarged safety analysis with the deterministic study as the
basis. Shortcomings in the validation of the deterministic analyses and its
conditions can thus give corresponding deficiencies in the PSA. The two studies
are not independent and can not validate each other.

VATTENFALL
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Another characteristic of the PSA is the use of mean probabilities which affects many
applications. In this case I am not referring to the mean value related to the random deviation
but the mean value taken from different events. Component failure, operator errors and
common cause events are represented in the PSA by probabilities that are often the sum of
several different possible failures with their corresponding probabilities, or the mean value
taken from different accident situations. For each application one must judge if mean values
are correct to use, acceptable to use or simply wrong to use.
When PSA is used for the purpose to demonstrate safety or as a design support tool or in
reliability centred maintenance it is usually correct to use mean values. In this case the
conditions are the same as in the basic study.
For risk follow-up (calculated afterwards) and precursor analyses it may not be correct to use
mean values but acceptable if the assumptions are explained. When PSA is used to evaluate a
specific event or a specific situation where the plant state is better known then in the basic
PSA study one must consider to use data estimated with respect to the known situation. For
instance the estimation of the common cause failures probability may be much different when
the actual component failure is known compared with the mean value estimation made in the
basic study. Risk follow-up could be done with mean values if it is clearly explained that
average CCF has been used for occurred failures and that a more detailed analysis could give
a higher or lower result.
For operating technical specifications and risk monitoring (instantaneous) it may be a wrong
approach. If the risk increasing factor in a certain situation is rather large (in the rang of 5-50
times the basic risk level) then the result is often very sensitive to the CCF of components
redundant to the failed one. The CCF probability is the sum of the failure probabilities of all
possible failures multiplied with the conditional CCF probability for each. The difference '
between the average conditional CCF in the basic study and the actual one may be very large.
The risk increasing factor may therefor be a very uncertain parameter to decide about
continuos operation or not. The PSA will indicate which components are the most important
to test and to verify their availability. This may be the most important information from the
PSA in this application

International Seminar
November 21-32, 1994
EDF, Paris
Topic 2: PSA Applications
Comments to the Paper authored by A. Dubreuil
EDF-DER-ESF
by
Peter'Kaika
Garching, 1.11.1994.

Chambardel,

The aim of the following elaboration is to illuminate, to complement and to
comment the widespread topic treated in the paper with additional thoughts
and opinions by an other person working in the field outside from DER-ESF.
The elaboration is divided into two parts. Some general thoughts and opinions regarding the topic and more specific comments related to given formulations within the paper text.
General Thoughts and Opinions
Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) is shown in many applications to provide a language or a technology to treat deterministic and random event scenarios in a quantified fashion (see also D. Bley, et al, RESS 38, 1992). Thus,
there exist no alternatives if we want to consider - additionally to the traditional safety assessments - random events e.g. component failures, human
actions, seismic forces, and so on. In PSAs are treated more informations
regarding the real world (e.g. distributions of the variables accounting for
the incomplete state of knowledge) and the PSA provides therefore more answers to the analyst and the managers (e.g. uncertainties, importance measures). Simply saying, the traditional safety assessments are views to the real
world through a small window - PSAs perceive the real world (e.g. the NPP)
through a large open door.
The term "PSA" should not be used as a synonym for a specific (standardized) type of analysis for a general application. It should be used as a term
for a language, a way of thinking, a tool, an analysis process, a technology.
This is required because the PSA technology can be used - to various extents - to model specific facts in the course of specific applications. In other

words the specific applications require case specific models and data. We
should not use a standardized PSA (e.g. needed for a license) to answer specific questions e. g. for Operational Safety Management. If we do so then we
have to account for the inadequate models and data within that available
PSA relative to the specific questions.
It seems to be the wrong way to prepare for each plant "one representative
PSA" and to use this study for answering questions created by various applications. Also for highly qualified PSA experts it is practically impossible to
transfer models and data - more or less ad-hoc in his brain - for specific applications (No question, many basic models and data within a plant specific
PSA can be used and transferred to a study for a specific application).
A better way seems to be to treat - case by case - the problems questioned
and to generate - case by case - the possible answers (see also the so called
Case Studies for PSA applications, initiated by IAEA, M. Cullingford). Then
we do not have to critisice the inadequate models and data (within a "standardized PSA") and to give warnings for the assignment of result to that specific case.
As the paper summarizes briefly, the various applications can be:
• Application for Plants under Operation
- Plant Risk Control
- Safety Performance Indicator
- Precursor Evaluation - Lessons Learned
- Identification and Safety Assessment of Backfittings
- Identification and Prioritization of Test and Research Programs
- Operational Risk Management
- Management Support for Test, Maintenance, and Repair Work
Planning
- Configuration Management
- Optimization of Safety Culture, Procedures and Management
- Support for Plant Staff Training Programs
• Application for the Design of New Plants
- Compliance with Quantitative Safety Goals (if any)
- Validation and Optimization of Design and Procedural Alternatives
- Identification and Optimization of Test, Maintenance and Repair
Strategies
- Deduction of Reliability Targets for Components and Equipments to

fulfill overall safety goals (if any)
- Support for Plant Staff Training Programs
- Identification and Prioritization of Test and Research Programs
•

•

«

Regulatory Applications
- Generation of the PSA-type of Work asked for a specific License
- Risk Communication with the Politicians and the Public

Summing up the general Thoughts and Opinions:
The readers impression is that the author's line says "the given PSAs" are
not so perfect that all these questions can be treated, and therefore he has
to give a strong warning to use it for that broad spectrum of applications.
The reader's line is different. Not any PSA can be so perfect (and general) to
answer questions for all these applications. PSA is a 'Technology" to build
specific models with specific data for the different applications. Then, we can
reduce inadequacies and uncertainties in these specific cases.
The author of the paper - as a member of a R&D department - overstressed
perhaps a little the requirements of further R&D work respective the inadequacy of PSA sub-models (say: is biased perhaps by his own working environment). Of course Seminars - as planned - are good platforms to balance
opinions, experiences and insights from researchers and practitioners.

Specific Comments to the Paper:
• The referenced applications are given in a very condensed form (page 1)
and therefore also the number of commented applications within the
paper is relative limited. But, the treated and commented applications
are really important ones.
• The referenced main problem in safety considerations to treat event
scenarios which we have never seen in the real world (e.g. large LOCA,
ex-vessel core melt in PWRs) is an important but very global one within
all the technical undertakings (page 2). It is valid for all deterministic
and probabilistic calculations in all technologies. It is not a PSA specific
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one in the nuclear domain. Per principii, I think it is better to try via a
PSA a prognosis in form of "what can happen if...", as to exclude within
the deterministic design basis accident concept scenarios based on an
implicit and really imperfect accident frequency assumption only.
The assessment can than become subjective... (page 3, last par..). This
is valid for the whole PSA technology and process. The models and data
are build and evaluated by experts based on their state of knowledge;
we should agree that all these undertakings (if models and formulas
required) within the various branches of our technical world are
"subjective".
It is agreeable that at a frequency level of about 10'7 per plant-year uncertainties are rather large and therefore comparisons are often numerically insignificant (page 4). But, is it agreed that CDFs (if most of
the well known contributors are considered (e.g. non full power, fires,
managerial aspects, human actions) are so low?.
Yes, it is really fair commented that for "passive reactors" a handful
new aspects one has to consider and to analyze (page 4). Without these
assessments the comparison of design alternatives would be rather
imperfect.
It is agreeable that standard fault tree programs which were designed
for calculation of averaged availability and/or reliability figures are inadequate for instantaneous risk calculations (page 6). The time dependent component models should be expanded to a sum of time
dependent, and demand dependent contributions (see also SKI Report
94, Johanson et al). (As a consequence the data collection systems at
the plants must be adopted for identification of these contributions).
Yes, the driving force for implementation of RCM would be the cost aspect (page 7). The differences in systems availability can be rather
small (insignificant) but the saved money by relaxing inadequate high
restrictions can be large. Thus, for decision makers we should combine
PSA models with cost models to show explicitly the benefits.
Detailed data considerations (e.g. Mankamo, Pom, Samanta, Vesely)
indicate that the use of a linear model for test interval is inadequate for
STI optimizations. We have to collect also the real impact to the component by various test length respective numbers). There are competing
facts (also the problem of inhouse-made transients during tests). Thus,
I agree with some warnings for PSA application for RCM, STI and AOT
optimization. The problems identified should undergo at R&D work and

in parallel we should use the PSA technology - as it is - for that questions. Needed improvements should never be blocking totally the possible uses and applications (thinking: some is better than nothing).
I do not agree that a Safety/Risk Monitor application is "potentially
dangerous" particularly since it is ...(page 11, second par). I assume
that such an adviser system would be in the hands of a safety engineer
(not in the hands of the regular control room shift) and all the advices
are add-ons to other available informations at the plant. Thus, the informations generated by the adviser expand the possibility to assess
operational aspects (e.g. outages for maintenance, cross connections,
repair priorities) with respect to the safety impact. No other means
available at plants today generates that insights. I do not agree that no
insights are better then imperfect insights.
It is agreed that a sort of available "operating instructions" should minimize the misuse of PSA applications. This culminate to the needs to
expand in general the state of knowledge regarding PSA technology at
the staff and the management level in all the involved organizations,
(see also NUREG-1489, A Review of NRC Staff Uses of Probabilistic Risk
Assessment).
The trend at EDF (as described on page 14J to do PSA applications and
day-by-day calculations on work stations interconnected by an adequate network seems to be congruent to similar activities in other technologies (e.g. aviation and space industries) and is promising for the
future.
The raised questions at page 14 and 15 are very relevant and well chosen. But, the implicit interconnected facts and elements are so widespread that answers would need additionally many pages. It seems to
be more appropriate that these questions should undergo at the discussion during the seminar.
The conclusions are in general agreed. But, the partially unresolved
issues in the analysis process of a PSA (e.g. human factor, organizational factors, computer/software/system interrelations) should not be
specified as a task which is needed as a compliment to a PSA. These
tasks are a main part of a PSA analysis process and therefore it should
be executed finally in the framework of every PSA (resolved and backedup by additional R&D work). Otherwise the interconnections and relations, inherent in the systems and the plant between Hardware - Software - Human, would be lost.

ATTACHMENT 1
TOPIC 2 : PSA APPLICATIONS
- REVIEW COMMENTS BY P J ROSS, NUCLEAR ELECTRIC

GENERAL
1)

The document provides a discussion of most of the major
issues associated with the application of PSA. However, I
get the feeling that the emphasis has been on the provision
of "numbers" and how we achieve credibilty of such numbers.
I would have expected more emphasis on how PSA (with or
without numbers) could be used in design, operation,
maintenance planning etc.

2)

One major issue not covered by the document is the use of
PSA at a system level in the assessment of system
unavailability or unreliability. This was one of the
earliest applications of PSA as it is relatively simple.
Because of it's simplicity it is also one of the best ways
to get the PSA concepts across to engineers.
For example designers will recognise that 2 train systems
are less reliable than 4 train systems (where 1 train only
is required for success). It is then a very simple concept
that leads to the recognition of Common Cause Failures
(CCF) - i.e. that a systems reliability will not increase
linearly with the number of extra trains. They will also
recognise that maintenance in the 4 train system leads to
a lower increase in "risk".
In this way the concepts of PSA can be introduced to
engineers in such a way that they can understand and agree
with them.

3)

Following on from the above I believe the fundamentally
important thing in trying to apply PSA is for engineers and
designers to understand the concepts and limitations of
PSA.
This will require a major effort by the PSA community to
move away from the continual attempt to have an "accurate"
answer (general shown as a desire to perform extensive
quantitative
uncertainty
analysis
or
use
elaborate
mathematical methods, well beyond the training of most
engineers).
The PSA analysts will have to communicate much more with
designers and engineers. There needs to be a continual
effort to build trust and confidence in PSA. In my own
organisation the real impact is made when both the PSA
analysts and the engineers come to the same conclusion
about a design change/proposal. The combined weight is far
more persuasive of management than if either the PSA
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analyst or the engineer stands up and makes the proposal in
isolation.

SPECIFIC

Introduction, 1st Paragraph
I think the first uses of PSA tended to be in support of system
reliability assessments. These were used as a tool to help to
improve the reliability of safety systems. They did not really
include investigation of system dependencies - these came later
with the advent of more sophisticated, and more powerful,
computer codes. These early uses of PSA were not restricted to
the Nuclear industry
The first large application of PSA (in the nuclear industry) to
look at intersystem dependencies was the WASH 1400 study. Even
that study was probably less to look at the "regulatory" use of
PSA but more to look at the overall strengths or weaknesses of
designs of nuclear power stations.
The use of PSA in the regulatory arena is not really verywidespread. For example the U.S. requirement to perform an IPE
is a regulatory requirement but the NRC has not said "we will
only give you a license to continue if the Core melt frequency
is less than X" - which is a good thing. Perhaps the author needs
to explicitly state what he means by "regulatory use" of a PSA.
Foreword, general
The Foreword presented is rather negative. I agree with what is
said but think we could also add that PSA can help us to rank
issues. In other words it can be used (we can even do this in an
intuitive fashion without any numbers) to identify potential
weaknesses and strengths in the design. These can be discussed
qualitatively or quantitatively with engineers and designers.
This process should lead to a better understanding of the design
and improvement to it.
Again this highlights the need for a pragmatic approach to PSA
and the need for better communication with engineers and
designers.
Foreword, 3rd Paragraph
I don't believe we can "completely validate" the Large LOCA
thermohydraulic model - not without a major accident! Though I
agree that PSA models are complex (and getting more complex) and
that validation is not possible. That is why it is so important
to generate the trust of engineers and designers in PSA.
- 2 .-
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Could Operational Experience Feedback be used in supporting the
validation of PSA models?
Demonstration of safety, II.1.1
I don't think that PSA "ensures that the risk is low". It is one
of the assessments that we perform that we believe helps us to
demonstrate an acceptably low risk.
It is also important to realise that any one PSA is of a
"snapshot" in time. It is therefore important to continue to
apply it (i.e. Living PSA).
Demonstration of safety,
I think I am in agreement with what is said here, but I did have
a little difficulty with the english! That is not a criticism as
my French would be far, far worse!
Also I did not understand what "post hoc" meant. Did the author
mean retrospectively? If so it seems odd to do the analysis
retrospectively and then go on to say "... results can be
thoroughly analysed before they are used."
Design support tool, II.2.2
The first paragraph says that these values (about 10"7/year) are
impossible to prove. I would agree with that but go further and
suggest that somewhere in the foreword or introduction a
statement is made along the lines that:
PSA can not prove anything; it is one assessment
technique which when used in combination with other
techniques allow us to assess the degree of assurance
that a design is acceptably "safe".
Design support tool, II.2.2, 2nd paragraph
If the details of the operating instructions, control systems
etc. are not available then the PSA can still be used to good
effect. In such cases the PSA should be used to identify which
aspects of those procedures or control systems etc. are crucial
or important to the design. The designers can then take action
to ensure those important aspects are designed in (or adequately
reflected in the procedures) .
Design support tool, II.2.2, 3rd paragraph
Having recognised the importance of CCFs we can improve our
understanding by reviewing operational experience.
- 3 -

Although I agree it is extremely difficult to know what kind of
CCF value we should ascribe for a new design we can identify the
causes of previous CCFs and design those out (taking care not to
design other ones in ! ) . We can, for example, assess the value
of separate pipes and tanks to supply fluids to a pumped system.
These types of assessments are more than just quantitative, they
also involve qualitative assessments as well--*as utilising
previous operational experience.
I, personally, do not agree with deriving very sophisticated
techniques to derive CCF values when what really matters is "did
we design it right?" . This I believe is where the PSA analyst
is in danger of leaving reality (and the confidence of designers
and engineers) behind. That must be a bad step.
Operating Technical Specifications, II.3.2,
The first three paragraphs discuss the way importance factors can
be used (and could be misleading) . I am not as sceptical about
the use of importance factors as the author seems to be. The
quote " the relevance of importance factors and the resulting
calculation of operating technical specifications cannot be
guaranteed" is misleading; I don't think PSA can guarantee
anything.
In any case one approach would be to use importance factors as
a type of "screening" analysis, from which one would identify the
issues of concern. These issues can then be the subject of more
specific analysis and investigation and re-runs of the PSA
analysis as appropriate.
I agree whole heartedly with the final paragraphs, dealing with
the second problem. It is not at all a simple job to determine
the risk of going from one steady operating condition to another
condition when that movement involves challenging control systems
at a time when the back up protective systems may themselves be
less than adequate.
The risk associated with transitions is very difficult to model,
the only attempts I have seen have been very simplistic in nature
(usually only addressing one of a number of important parameters)
and even so, extremely complex when modelled in PSA terms. To
model "correctly" would take some kind of "probabilistic thermal
hydraulic analysis" as well as the traditional PSA type. - It
doesn't bear thinking about !!!
Risk Monitor, II.5.2
The "suppositions" presented here are ones with which I would
agree.
In particular I believe it is essential to have a PSA analyst at
hand to deal with questions of applicability. In producing a PSA
- 4 -

there are many simplifying assumptions that are made - about
success criteria, system failure modes, representation of
failures (e.g. supergrouping, eliminating from the model etc).
It is not realistic to expect the Operators to know of all these,
let alone understand the impact of them. Consequently it is very
easy to envisage a scenario where the PSA analyst would treat the
results with extreme caution and perform further analyses before
he convinces himself the results are genuine. The operator may
not, and may seriously mislead himself.
I did not know what was meant by "deferred help" or "very slight
deferment".
Also I didn't really understand the middle part of the largest
paragraph on page 11.
»
The points, about using unit specific and instantaneous data are
good points.
Conditions for use of PSA
I agree that complex PSAs are not at all "user friendly"!
In the third paragraph the discussion of truncation values seems
a little excessive. They can't really be a big problem with
modern codes and computers.
To ensure the model is robust (paragraph 4) one could perform a
detailed PSA initially, which is subsequently reduced to a more
manageable PSA. In that way the reasons for the reductions and
simplifications are transparent. Also if one is not going to
model an item of equipment it needs to be recognised as not
modelled.
It seems odd that in the middle of this section which talks about
making PSAs more tractable to others as well as easier to use the
author then suggests that even more complex mathematical
techniques be used. I would strongly recommend against the use
of such techniques; they are engendering a belief that we can
derive a "correct" answer if we use very sophisticated
mathematical models. I would suggest the following maxim may be
appropriate:
An approximate answer that is understandable to
engineers is better than an accurate answer that is
not.
I also think the author understates the complexity involved in
Markov analysis when some of the complex interactions in modern
plants are considered. Engineers have difficulty understanding
fault trees, understanding Markov graphs would be far worse.

- 5

Synthesis of the main difficulties, final question
It is necessary to set up some way of opening up the PSA area to
non-specialists. Only once this has been done - by training
courses, secondments, rotation of staff etc - can the knowhow of
PSA specialists be imparted to others. Likewise it would be good
for the PSA specialists to learn more about design, operation,
maintenance of plants. The need for more effective communication
is two way.
Conclusions
I agree with the conclusions.
I would only re-iterate the need to have more effective
communication between PSA specialists and the engineers and
designers of Nuclear power plants.
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COMMENTS ON PSA APPLICATIONS PAPER
(Session 2)
Jean-Pierre Sursock
Electric Power Research Institute
Palo Alto, CA

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
Key questions addressed by a PSA typically include Allowed Outage Times (AOTs) and
Surveillance Test Intervals (STIs). So the issue is not so much how much risk increase is
expected but rather what potential trade off or compensatory measures are possible to
extend certain AOTs and STIs.
PSAs have been used: ...
(1)

(2)

to demonstrate that in some cases significant extensions of AOTs/STIs are
possible without noticeable risk increase (as measured by Core damage
Frequency (CDF) or Large Early Release Frequency (LERF)).
to identify what equipment could be removed from the TS list

Houston Lighting & Power has used successfully their PSA reviewed and approved by
the NRC (SER) to modify 16 TS. this was mostly done by trade-off and by developing
temporary compensatory measures.
Both the NRC and EPRI are now preparing guidelines on how to use and evaluate PSA
applications related to TS
Finally PSAs can be used a part of an extended argument to avoid unnecessary TS as
some shutdown-related TS now contemplated by the NRC
Note that contrary to the assertion in the text, the NRC has not yet adopted a risk-based
approach to TS. However, the current mood is to remain "risk neutral". That is, if a s
result of a TS change or violation risk could increase then the question is to identify
potential trade-off or temporary measures to decrease the risk commensurably. this is
by contrast with trying to evaluate the risk at shutdown for which an accepted model
seldom exist and would be expensive to develop.

RCM/MAINTENANCE RULE
The key issue is not so much how to use PSA for RCM applications but rather how to
use PSA and RCM to address the Maintenance Rule (MR), from that standpoint, PSA
can be used in two ways:
(1)
Identify the risk-significant (RS) Systems, Structures and Components (SSCs)
through a ranking process
(2)

Determine adequate performance criteria for these RS SSCs

Addressing (1) cannot be done with PSA alone for the simple reason that not all RS
SSCs are modeled in PSAs (eg. RPV, Pipes, instrumentation) and some components are
lumped into "super components" thus making it difficult to assign specific criteria The
list derived from PSA ranking must be complemented by deterministic/engineering
analysis and expert judgment.
Likewise, item (2) above also cannot be derived from PSA alone since feedback from
field data and RCM evaluations are crucial for integrating operational, maintenance
related and economic criteria in addition to safety.
Finally it is often the case that PSA models group components into "super-components"
and therefore may not have the desired flexibility to identify RS SSC or performance
criteria
RISK MONITOR
The issue raised in the paper, regarding the "damage" of handing the tool to non-experts
is misplaced. Non-experts in this case, are operators and plant managers. Their
knowledge of the plant is at least as good as that of the PSA expert. Thus so long as the
tool is never used as a pretext for complacency (i.e. it is never used to inhibit critical
thinking) it can only help identify problems which could not be identified by other
means, or solutions to problems which have been identified by other means.
In my opinion, the major difficulty today is that associated with human reliability
analysis, and with the need to modify recovery actions as a function of specific
configurations or as a function of time
USING PSAs
The concept of developing a framework for imbedding modeling assumptions and
conveying the essence of the model to those who did not parti dpate in its development
seems excellent ad should be pursued, perhaps in cooperation with other international
partners.

N.V. EPZ
locatie Zeeland
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COMMENTS SUMMARY'PSA APPLICATIONS1
The topical document "PSA Applications" gives a good overview of
the most inportant PSA applications at this moment. It is a pitty
that most of the attention of the document is going to the specific diffeculties and not te the usefulness of these applications,
in spite of the specific difficulties.
For all the presented applications PSA is a powerfull tool when
used in a proper way. One must always be aware of the uncertainties when using the results of PSA.
The following ways are open to handle uncertainties in a proper
way:
1.
2.
3.

Good documentation of assumptions and being aware of these.
Improvement of PSA-methods to narrow the uncertainty-bands.
Doing sensitivity studies when using results.

To my opinion for most applications the presentation of uncertainty-bands is useless. First of all these bands only represent
statistic uncertainty in inputdata and not the uncertainty caused
by model-imperfections. On the other hand the use of this
uncertainty-bands is difficult for taking specific decissions
based on the PSA results.
Indeed a proper use of the PSA results is only possible in the
hands of PSA specialists, who are aware of the different areas of
uncertainty.
The use of the PSA results by none-specialists is only acceptable
in certain well defined and bounded applications. In the future
the use of PSA to replace the Technical Specification can be one
of such an apllication. One must be very carefull to go in such a
direction. The major advantage is that a PSA can take into account
multiple unavailabilities. But there are many disadvantages:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Major effort to train operators suffiently in PSA-methology.
How to handle unavailability of components not in PSA-module.
"Conditions for operation" should be based on more aspects
than "core melt".
Use of cutset-equation (in principle incorrect), simplified
model (less robust) or complete PSA-module (long running).

Concerning the EdF standpoint to the different areas of PSA-application I have the following remarks:

Afi
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1.

2.

3.

4.

MvB/Bge/D6268

DEMONSTRATION OF SAFETY
*

I certainly agree to your opinion that too much attention on a risk goal can make the assesment..subjective, so
that important design insights could be missed.
The position of the regulator plays an important role in
this.

*

In principle uncertainties are very important when showing compliance to risk-goals. To my opinion this is a
minor problem, because when risk-goals are determined
one must take into account a wide uncertainty band.

DESIGN SUPPORT TOOL
*

To my opinion this is the most important application of
PSA. Proper handling of uncertainties is crucial here.
When used in the right way, PSA gives powerfull information.

*

Indeed when reducing risk by backfitting or optimization
of procedures, the completness of PSA becomes a problem.

*

One has to check that the justification for the modelsimplifications are still applicable after a major reduction.

OPERATING TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
*

One can distinguish two different ways to use PSA for
the technical specifications.
Off-line PSA can be used for the optimization of the
conditions for operation (optimization of Allowed Outage
Times and Surveillance Test Frequencies). This can be
done by PSA-specialists using the full PSA-model, so I
do not see problems.

*

On-line PSA can be used to replace the Technical Specifications or to support the TS in a day-to-day manner.
As already mentioned, this application must be used with
care.

RELIABILITY CENTERED MAINTENANCE
*

PSA-results can be an important input for RCM-applications but realise that maintenance-strategies should be
based not only on risk-aspects (e.g. plant efficiency).

*

One must be carefull in using risk-measures, because of
the truncation threshold problem. (Better use risk-measures where unavailabilities are increased with factor
of 10 instead of setting unavailability to 1. )
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RISK MONITOR
*

A Risk Monitor is not a real application but a way to
represent the PSA-model. A Risk Monitor has two characteristics:
easy to change the configuration;
fast running.

*

The obvious application of a Risk Monitor is on-line
Technical Specification Support. This is usefull for
decisions concerning multiple unavailabilities. All
warnings against none-specialist use of PSA-results
apply here, specially because the models must be simplified to make the code fast-running.
To my opinion this problem can be resolved by:
1.
Good dedicated training of operators.
2.
Making special model, where robustness is more important than fast running aspect.

IN CONCLUSION
PSA is a tool that has many usefull applications. Because of the
many areas of uncertainty, one must be very carefull in giving the
interpretation of results in hands of none-specialists. This
uncertainties do not offend the usefulness of PSA when handled in
a proper way. Realize that this uncertainties are in the nature of
things and are not typical PSA. Carefull use of PSA-results by
none-specialist is possible under strict conditions (dedicated
training, model robustness).

Mario van der Borst.

Zfo
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EDF International Seminar on PSA and HRA
Paris 21-23 November 1994
Position paper of P. C. Cacciabue
European Commission, Joint Research Centre,
Institute for Systems Engineering and Informatics,"
21020 Ispra(Va), Italy
The paper which was reviewed concerned the subject: From PSA to Dependability.
This is a very good paper which covers a very broad area and touches upon all the
crucial features of PSA methods and applications.
There are two main advantages in performing a PSA and in using the results of such a
large exercise: the quantitative outcome and the qualitative outcome. The extension of
PSA methods to the dependability analysis is surely valuable and it concerns mainly the
qualitative results of a PSA. These can be identified in the outcomes of methods such
as FMEA, definition of safety functions, functional representation of a plant, the data
evaluation and the task analysis etc.
My impression is that the authors are referring to the use of these method for a wider
scope than just safety assessment. In this sense, their application to the phases of
preliminary studies, functional specifications design and construction is surely valuable
and worth introducing.
However, there are certain aspects of caution to be considered, specially concerning the
area of Human Factors and Ergonomics. A specific comment concerns the lack of use
of the wording Cognitive Ergonomics with respect to Ergonomics. The latter has, in
my view, a mare behaviourist characteristic, which leaves aside the crucial question of
cognition. This question is, on the contrary, of paramount importance for the analysis
of the supervisory roles and tasks of operators.
In the area of human factors the aspects which are most relevant to consider have been
identified as the causes, modes and consequences of human errors. Now, if one starts
digging in this area, as some of us have and are doing, one immediately, faces the
problem of defining the following features needed for an appropriate analysis of the
causes:
1. the definition of a paradigm of cognitive human behaviour,
2. the definition of a classification of erroneous performances relative to this
paradigm; and
3. the definition of the factors affecting of human performances.
Moreover, the analysis of the consequences demands the use of an appropriate model
of the system which is able to be combined with such a detailed analysis of human
behaviour. In this case, it has to be recognised that the tools that are being used in PSA
for system analysis are not at the detailed of the refinement that it is here envisaged for
the Human Factor analysis.
Finally, the use of automatic tools, for the construction of safety studies based on the
construction of automatic fault tree, is a recomendable developmrnt as it allows to
build data bases of knowledge and of behaviour that will allow the build-up of a vast
knowledge of data that can be reused in the application of many different cases of
similar plants.
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TOPIC 3 - From PSA to Dependability

Comments
by Jose A Carretero
EMPRESARIOS AGRUPADOS
c/Magallanes 3
28015 Madrid

The integration of probabilistic techniques in industries such as nuclear or aerospace have
undergone different ways. In the nuclear industry, Dependability Studies were introduced in the
way of Probabilistic Safety Assessments and safety concerns. On the contrary, in the aerospace
and aircraft industries, other concepts involved in Dependability, such as reliability or
maintainability, have been more relevant and only quantitative analyses have been lately
requested as part of safety assessments.
These different approaches have resulted in very diverse structures associated with the
application of quantitative analyses in the framework of these industries. Such structures should
be taken into account when proposing the inclusion of dependability studies in design projects.

1.

Dependability Studies

The concepts implied in the word "dependability" are associated with different areas of concern.
Therefore, the approaches to assess fulfilment of goals should not be established "a priori"
although they must be same, and the coordination of methods and models would be an asset. The
objectives of each concept should be defined in clear terms; then, an adequate combination of
qualitative/quantitative approaches should be identified.
For example, it is clear that systems in a nuclear power plant associated with power generation
are normally different from those intended for risk mitigation. This, in addition to the fact that
the plant unavailability numerical figure objective is normally much less ambitious than the
safety objective, results in that the level of detail of models representing the plant production
unavailability is not necessarily the same than the level required for assessing the plant risk (ie,
PSA).
Similarly, the question of maintainability (eg, spare parts, human work load, etc) is not
necessarily the same concern of analysts developing a PSA although such assessments can be
considered to be more quantitative or probabilistic than deterministic.
The general impression about Topic 3 is that the main goal was to extrapolate the probabilistic
approach developed in a PSA to dependability problems instead of trying to identify the global

dependability framework for a nuclear project, taking advantage of and integrating probabilistic
and deterministic approaches into the project based on the specific objectives to be met.
2.

Project Management

The fact that the PSA has been the way to introduce probabilistic techniques in the nuclear
industry sometimes makes it difficult to include it in design activities because PSA's are
perceived as licensing activities rather than as a design tool. Therefore, a discussion on the
management problems associated with the introduction of dependability assessments based on
probabilistic techniques seems to be more appropriate. This discussion is specific to the approach
addressed by each utility and country.
In addition to the CIDEM approach, no clear attempt has been made in Topic 3 to cover this
aspect. Without a more detailed discussion on the roles and responsibilities of the various parts
involved in a project, not only EdF departments but also contractors, it is difficult to accomplish
a dependability assessment integration.

3.

Methodology

The methods to be applied and their integration in an evolutionary project should be clarified in
more detail before they can be included as design activities.
Design activities require certain stability in the methods and techniques used although an
evolution should not be disregarded. In this respect, the uncertainties of the methods should be
understood to be in a position to trade off between alternatives.
Items such as data probabilities, human reliability handbooks to assess human roles, types of
modelling techniques (eg, RCM, RBD, Markov, FTLM, etc) applicable to each objective (eg,
availability, risk, etc) should be classified within a general framework, particularly when
contractual matters are involved.

TOPIC 3: FROM PSA TO DEPENDABILITY
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PRA AS A MANAGEMENT TOOL IN THE DESIGN PHASE

by Elisabeth Pate-Cornell
Professor of Industrial Engineering and Engineering Management
at Stanford University
Comments on the paper entitled:
FROM PSA TO DEPENDABILITY
and its three Appendices, by Desmas and Lagrange
(Electricite de France)

RELIABILITY, SAFETY AND HUMAN FACTORS
The link between reliability (or safety) and human factors is
an important one and EDF is right to emphasize its role in system
design. Dependability (with its different attributes, including
reliability) and safety must be clearly defined to permit
development of adequate measures, comparisons, and communication.
I want to emphasize, in particular, the potential trade-offs
between reliability (therefore, productivity) and safety in the
short term of daily operations (but not in the long run).
Furthermore, the measures of both safety and reliability by
probabilistic methods based on system analysis and PRA 1 share a
common analytical core. The focus here is on nuclear power plants,
but this discussion applies to other types of critical systems
designed, operated, and managed by EDF.
DEPENDABILITY
It is important to precisely define "dependability" from the
beginning:
-> What are its attributes?
-> How can they be characterized?
-> How can they be measured?
In

particular,

the

link

between

"dependability"

and

productivity is essential because it constitutes the backbone of
the paper's argumentation.
PRA is a tool designed to measure not only safety but also
reliability which is one of the dimensions of dependability. The
two (safety and reliability) have a lot in common, for example,
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the occurrence of initiating events (as described further) and the
impact of external events.
Note that if dependability does
include reliability, it is clearly quantifiable at least in that
dimension.
One thus needs (1) to provide a measure of the
different factors included in the definition of dependability and
(2) to construct a global dependability index,-aggregating the
measures of its different dimensions. This aggregation process
will have to address explicitly potential trade-offs. It is argued
further that this could be done, for example, through an expected
life-cycle cash flow. If one wants to use dependability concepts
to make design decisions, such an index is necessary to compare
the dependability levels of two proposed systems (or two versions
of the same system) in the design phase.
Note that even maintainability (which is often described
qualitatively) will result in maintenance time and costs that are
measurable. So, the link between PRA and dependability is simple:
PRA is a tool used to measure safety, of course, but also one ( or
more) of the dimensions of dependability, including reliability.
This is true because PRA yields not only accident sequences but
also the description and probabilities of sequences that will lead
to reactor trips (therefore, unplanned outages) in addition to
those that might lead to severe core damage.
HUMAN FACTORS
It is worth stressing that human factors and ergonomics are not
presently included in the design phase of nuclear reactors as much
as they should be2.
This integration is part of the design of
other types of complex systems such as airplanes. For example, the
designers of the Airbus (the A320, in particular) face very
similar problems of automation vs pilot intervention.
In that
case, ergonomic factors are critical and recognized as such.
Failure Mode and Effect Analyses (FMEAs) are part of the approach,
with some degree of quantification. Interesting lessons may be
learned from practices in that industry.
LINK BETWEEN RELIABILITY AND SAFETY
It may also be useful to sharpen the definitions of reliability
and safety.
Again, while it is true that they do not serve the
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same purpose, they are closely linked by a large part of their
respective analyses including, for instance, initiating events
that can result in reactor trips but can also, if mishandled, in
an accident.
In the same way, some external events can cause
either safety failures or simple production interruptions.
Therefore, the two kinds of studies have a common core.
In
addition, managing both involves time horizon considerations. In
the short term, there is often a trade-off between safety and
productivity: interruptions of operations for inspection and
maintenance on demand generally enhance safety but decrease
productivity. In the long run, however, a severe incident or an
accident is likely to have a sharp negative effect on
productivity.
PRA IN AN ITERATIVE DESIGN PROCESS
It is not clear that integration of dependability measures in
system design is not compatible with reliability methods and
practices.
This integration can be done through an iterative
process. One can start with a coarse description of the functions
that are needed, assess the reliability and failure rates of
available components or subsystems needed to fulfill these
functions, identify the weak links, and iterate the process. For
example, a group of researchers at Stanford University is
currently involved in the design of a patient monitoring and
decision support system for hospital intensive care units. This
iterative process permits a complete analysis of successive
versions of the system based on a distribution of patients
condition and uncertainties about actual system performance. At
each step, the system is modified to improve performance factors.
PRA at this preliminary stage can be a very valuable tool to
choose among several technologies to perform a given function.
For example, a team of Stanford students under my supervision used
it last spring to guide the design of a communication satellite at
the onset of the design phase. They used PRA and decision analysis
to choose between several types of earth-pointing systems. The
different options had very different costs and failure rates,
which were estimated for the anticipated conditions of operation.
Anticipating these conditions and future needs for repair under
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different circumstances is essential when one needs a "very long
screw driver" (mostly software driven) to access a satellite in
orbit.
A study of these conditions was thus the first step of
this study. The resulting choices involved both concepts of
reliability and safety (in the sense of avoiding the possibility
of catastrophic failure).
Of course, critical design decisions have to be made before
knowing the fine details of the system. But there is not really a
"paradox" here: it is a very general fact of life that one often
has to make preliminary choices such as GO or NO GO before seeing
the detailed picture. Yet, it is clear that to do so, one needs
to adopt a top-down approach, i.e., to consider first the whole
system (even at a very aggregated level) before detailed studies
of the different parts. In fact, this is mostly an organizational
problem: if independent teams without sufficient communications
are required to design separately the components of a larger
system, inconsistencies in reliability (as well as safety) are
likely to occur, as well as a suboptimal allocation of safety
resources among the subsystems. PRA can be performed at very
different levels of detail and uncertainty analysis. If necessary,
one can quantify the secondary uncertainties about the overall
probabilities of failure (or of production interruption) due to
uncertainties in the inputs.
In some cases, this iterative
process can simply begin by a "back-of-an-envelope" computation as
it was done for the case of the satellites.
The recommendation here is thus to construct the design phase
as an iterative process of successive PRA evaluations (that are
relatively simple at a high level of aggregation) and refinements
of the design. This process will involve coordinating the safety
and reliability measurements at each step through the use of PRAs
(at increasing levels of detail) to obtain a measure of both, and
completing the picture with a measure of the other attributes of
dependability. Indeed, a "system approach" is required for both
reliability and safety studies (the system's analysis is part of
what they share in any case). In other terms, what is described
in the paper as a two-step process can be a multi-step process,
alternating what the authors call active phases (design of design
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modifications) and reactive phases (checking the effects of the
design and modification decisions on the safety/reliability of the
system) . The success of this process will depend on the ability
of the organization to efficiently coordinate and integrate these
two types of activity.
ORGANIZATIONAL PROBLEMS
The "paradox" that one actually faces is thus an organizational
one and not, really, a theoretical one. It is the fact that PRA,
which is viewed by the organization as part of safety studies, is
generally foreign to the reliability ("dependability") specialists
who may be involved in the design. Yet, these specialists need the
same methods to actually quantify reliability. This is precisely
the problem that we encountered at NASA when we first approached
their Safety Office at the NASA Washington Headquarters about
performing and using "PRA as management tool" for the heat shield
of the space shuttle. The head of the Safety Office rejected the
concept: PRA seemed to be just a way to come up with the "right"
number and to prove to Congress that they were "safe enough" to
get more funding.
We simply went directly to the relevant
managers in the Space Centers and proceeded with a PRA of the heat
shield which is now used to set priorities in the maintenance of
the tiles.
TRADE-OFFS
Initial costs versus operations and maintenance costs
The authors mention an important trade-off between initial cost
and operations and maintenance costs later (all of them linked to
the robustness of the system) . At the beginning of a project, and
under cost constraints, there is often a tendency to push safety
and reliability problems down the line into the operations phase
by the choice of a cheaper but less robust system. Such a choice
may, in the long term, be much more costly to manage safely and
efficiently. Only an economic analysis involving anticipation of
future maintenance needs and costs (as well as failure costs)
allows comparison of two alternative designs.
Therefore, one
needs to link the dependability indicators (measures of its
different attributes) to the life-cycle cash flow.
Doing so
requires anticipating the way the system will be managed. This is
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true for nuclear power plants but it is also true for cars, toys,
and washing machines.
The trade-off between productivity and safety
The authors present a good example of the use of PRA to manage
the trade-off between productivity and safety.'
Indeed, the
management of planned and unplanned outages is precisely based on
this trade-off. It is necessary, at this stage, to specify which
decisions (both in design and in operation phases) will influence
the frequency and the length of outages. PRA results, if
available, could be extremely helpful information. The value of
PRA-type information will depend essentially on how much
flexibility exists at the time of these choices, and much of this
flexibility is determined in the early stages of the design
process. A complete cash flow model is then needed to provide
economic information necessary to transform safety/reliability
results into comparable monetary quantities. This cash flow will
provide a decision support system involving the probabilities of
both planned and unplanned outages, as well as the costs of each
option.
CRITICALITZ
The "criticality" of different elements needs to be defined
further: in safety/reliability studies, criticality is often
understood as in "criticality one" (or two or three) level (e.g.,
in a Critical Item List). Yet, "criticality one" in itself is not
a problem.
It all depends on the failure probability of the
component. A subsystem of redundant components (each of them being
therefore at least of criticality two), but each with a high
failure probability, may be more dangerous than a single but very
robust criticality-one element.
Again, the issue is: how does one measure the "indicators"
corresponding to the different attributes of "dependability".
Indeed, these indicators (take for simplicity the probability of
subsystem failure per time unit) can be used to make design
choices.
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Three types of such design choices come to mind: f i r s t , the
choice, of a component technology (for instance/ the satellites
earth-pointing system mentioned e a r l i e r ) , second, the numb&r of
redundancies (e.g., two or three gyroscopes)/ and third,
the
dimensions and characteristics of the components . "This last choice
requires knowing both the costs and the probability of failure (or
capacity to sustain various load levels) as a function of the
dimensions. One then faces an interesting (but theoretically
tractable) optimization problem. This optimization is more or less
complex according to the dependencies among the various components
and the shape of the curves linking costs and failure probability.
(I often use exponential functions
for that purpose but,
obviously/ one sometimes faces discontinuities.)
I t is important to stress that design decisions and choices of
operating procedures are strongly linked . Of course, one can make
design choices first and not worry in the i n i t i a l stage about
future management problems (i.e., if one does not want to consider
at that point the economic trade-offs that will emerge later).
But i t i s clearly preferable to anticipate in the design stage
management factors such as:
"the number of people that will be required to operate the
system,
"the level of training that will be required,
°the extent and the frequency of maintenance on schedule,
and the rule by which one will decide to interrupt production (at
a cost) for maintenance on demand.
To different options will correspond different cash flows that
are clearly useful as part the decision support in the design
phase.
In particular, one c r i t i c a l issue regarding personnel
selection and training is the required depth of operator knowldge:
"deep knowledge" versus "operating knowledge". This decision will
influence the design of sensors and the choice of the information
provided to the operator (therefore, the design of control panels)
as well as the plans for crisis management and the accessibility
of some subsystems. One also wants to keep enough flexibility in
the design to adjust procedures based on operation feedback.
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The authors are absolutely correct when they state that "the
model of the operator which must be introduced into the analysis
is richer than conventionally used by designers or by human
reliability specialists" (and not only, in my opinion, in PRA).
For example, the distinction between oerators' deep knowledge and
operational knowledge is relevant here. The first question is:
how much is one willing to pay to maintain a group of operators
with "deep knowledge" (and how deep? probably not a doctorate in
nuclear physics), and how attractive can such a job be made to
people with "deep knowledge"? The second question is: how much
safety and reliability will be gained by hiring "deep-knowledge"
operators?
One option that may be worth considering in the future is the
possibility of simulator tests at the onset of the design stage.
Recent generations of simulators (including the ones that I have
seen for training anesthesiologists) are remarkably flexible and
may be programmed to recreate some incident/accident sequences
associated with a particular design so that one can get a feeling
for operator reactions under the proposed option. I assume (but I
have not seen it) that some of this is done in airplane design.
As far as "lessons learned", there is no doubt in my mind and
from experience in other fields that human factors have to be
accounted for at the onset of the design phase. Again, I do not
believe that there is any "paradox" about doing so when it is most
useful, even though, at that stage, there is little information.
This fact of life simply implies that one needs to properly assess
the levels of uncertainties in the outputs given the uncertainties
in the inputs. Clearly, one needs more flexibility when facing
more uncertainty.
The necessary level of flexibility can
therefore be derived from PRA results
(in the same way
uncertainties about future loads determine the needs for design
capacity), and that too is very valuable information.
Along these lines, one lesson that was certainly learned in the
oil industry after the Piper Alpha accident is that they should
have considered explicitly the trade-off between productivity and
safety in the design stage, for instance, when they decided to
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locate the control room right above the production modules.
A
fire (or an explosion) in these modules implied (with high
probability) loss of central control and a good chance of losing
the whole platform, which is precisely what happened in July 1988.
Given the chosen configuration, the probability of such an event
was high enough that this design decision could not be reasonably
justified by the time that it saved the operators when going from
the control room to the production module. This fact was known, of
course, but in another part of the firm.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the general idea of using PRA in the design
phase is a good one. Many different industries are exploring the
same concepts (I know personally of such efforts in health care
systems, in the oil and gas industry, the aerospace industry, and
airlines operations). Clearly, in most cases, these concepts are
not yet part of standard procedures. In addition, it is becoming
apparent everywhere that management procedures and technical
features have to be linked to increase both safety and
reliability.
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COMMENTS ON THE APPENDICES
Appendix 1
There may be some problems with Markov models when the
transition times are clearly not exponentially distributed. For
instance, in some cases, the distribution for transition time is
•

•

*

not exponential, but a constant plus an exponential distribution.
This occurs, for example, when a maintenance crew takes a fixed
amount of time to reach the site and assess the problem, then an
exponentially distributed time to fix it. We encountered the same
problem when studying the growth of fires in oil refineries: the
firemen take about two minutes to get to the site while the fire
keeps growing unchecked at the initial rate. We developed for
this case a simple "ad hoc" method, introducing a power of a
smaller transition matrix in a larger transition matrix (the paper
was published in Risk Analysis, in 1984) .
Note also that Monte Carlo simulation is truly "brute force"
and will be impractical in the case of large problems. It is often
advantageous to replace it by an analysis of relevant moments. It
all depends again of the decision support needed.
Independence assumptions must be carefully checked. The events
do not need to be independent for probability computations (one
then use conditional probabilities of failure). Actually, the
results can be competely wrong if the basic events are dependent
and assumed independent. Here again, the PRA results depend on a
set of assumptions regarding operating rules and procedures and I
believe that one is better off recognizing explicitly this
dependency, so that, for example, one can assess the sensitivity
of safety and reliability to the choice of these procedures.
Appendix 2
When studying

"undesirable

events",

it

may

be

useful

to

distinguish between those that are linked to a management decision
(e.g.,

choice of a threshold

below which operation

should

causing a forced outage) and those that are not ( e . g . ,
to s t a r t ) .

stop

inability

Therefore, i t may be interesting to specify what are

the specific t r i p c r i t e r i a used in the Westinghouse study.
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Appendix 3
In ergonomic studies, I believe that it is important to make a
distinction between operator decisions and actions (execution).
This is true because these two types of moves are influenced by
different management options. Execution errors can come from an
operator overload or lack of understanding of the system. Decision
errors can come from the wrong incentive structure, for example,
rewarding productivity and not safety to the point where it
becomes rational to cut corners, for instance, when restarting a
nuclear reactor after an unplanned outage without sufficient
evidence that the right problems were actually detected and
properly fixed.
As a next step, it will be useful to use the analysis sketched
in Figure 2 to derive its implications for the physical system
design. Then the authors will have closed a loop and made an
important contribution to the field.
FOOTNOTES:
1. Note that I use the acronym PRA instead of PSA for the simple reason that
what we compute through PRA is the risk ("failure" probabilities and levels of
"losses" or

"costs" for example, through

"fault" trees). I do understand,

however why the emphasis on safety rather than risk is preferable from EDF
point of view.

2. A good reference on this topic is the work by Don llorman on failures and
accidents due to design errors induced by ergonomic problems.
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COMMENTS ON "INCIDENT ANALYSIS", TOPIC 4 AT THE INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR ON PSA AND HRA ARRANGED BY EDF IN PARIS,
NOVEMBER 21-23, 19 94
by Gustaf Ostberg, University of Lund, Sweden

Introductory remarks
The document on "Incident Analysis" is an extensive and
exhaustive review of a large number of pertinent aspects
of the subject in question. Its scope and depth are such
that it would require more time than has been available
to me to fully acknowledge
all the merits of
this treatise. Therefore, I have to limit myself to a
few remarks concerning issues that I have found to be of
interest from the point of view of my own experience in
this field. By this I mean, among other things, that I
am not able to appreciate all the details of a statistical
nature which should warrant attention in a comprehensive
analysis of the document.
Furthermore, I want to apologize for not giving my remarks
in the form of a logically organized overview but rather
as a list of comments, in the order of the different issues
brought up by the author in his systematic inventory of
problems with respect to the aim of the treatise. On the
other hand, this will probably make it easier to associate
my comments with particular subjects dealt with in the document.
A philosophical point of departure
Before making detailed comments on various issues, I would
like to take the liberty of referring to parts of the philosophical foundation of current ideas about handling of risk
in the present context. Not being a philosopher by education,

I have to confine myself to a few principles which I have
found
important to
consider. even in
practical work in this field.
What we are dealing with is systems that are often characterized as sociotechnical. About such systems S0ren Kierkegaard once made the following statement: "A logical system
is possible; an existential system is not possible". I mention this because I believe that we have to recognize that
the systems in question are mental artefacts that cannot be
expected to mirror real life to the extent that is sometimes assumed.
Another citation I wish to offer is a statement by Ernst
Mach: "Erkenntnis und Irrtum fliessen aus denselben Quellen;
nur der Erfolg vermag beide zu scheiden" or, in imperfect
translation into English: "Knowledge and error flow from
the same mental sources; only success can tell one from the
other." The implication of this lesson from the life of a
scientist and philosopher is, in this context, that it is
virtually impossible to draw any firm conclusions from
observations of events with respect to their consequences
in a complicated system - such as those events relevant to
nuclear technology.
Specific comments
The remarks made in the previous section of this analysis
can be considered
as comments on the introductory section of the paper. In the following, I turn to subsequent
issues in a more discursive manner, referring., to particular
paragraphs.
Page 3, 2.1.1.: The points made about sorting are well taken.
An illustration that comes to my mind is the Three Mile Island accident which initially was registered in one of the
major data bases simply and solely by the code "Valve failure" and not very much else.
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Page 4, top: The statement about "transposing events to
another plant" is certainly worth consideration from a
systems point of view. I gather that many participants of
the
seminar can quote examples from their own experience. One case that I think of &t the moment is the
references which were made in Sweden about the use of
hydrogen injections into the cooling water of a BWR reactor in one plant, with respect to another BWR in a
different plant. The response in the second reactor was
different not only in degree but to some extent also in
kind,
despite assertions in advance that there was sufficient knowledge from the first reactor to understand
the mechanism in question in general.
Page 5: The background of the reasoning in this part of
the paper is the experience that incidents do not seem
to correspond to the events assumed, when the PSA system
was first established. It would be interesting to learn
about the efforts that have been made
to understand why the assumptions were constructed in such a way
that incidents could not be compatible with the assumptions .
Page 6: Here, for the first time in the paper, the dilemma
of low probabilities appears. This is a very important
and difficult issue indeed. In order to deal with the
question of
people's abilities to really handle low
probabilities one would need a full session during the symposium. For the moment I want to confine myself to the
comment that we should try to relate what is called "skill",
in the paper, to such aspects of handling low probability
events as those related to our mental models.
Page 7: Concerning differences between qualitative and
quantitative representations, I would like to call attention to the use of descriptions in a more or less narrative form. Again, this has to do with the mental models
referred to above. While some form of mathematical expressions or even figures are often needed, this could
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probably benefit from verbal accounts in order to raise
consciousness about the implications of the event in question.
Page 8, 2.3.: I have not been able to make up my mind about
so-called safety culture, but I want to comment briefly by
referring to the ideas of social and cultural anthropologists about differences of values, and underlying concepts
about nature,within cultures in general. Phrased provocatively, these views can be said to expose the phenomenological character of much of what is commonly being thought
about safety culture. ,
At this point, I would also like to say something about the
concept of "perception" of risk; I have made a note of that,
referring to this section of the paper, although I am not
able for the moment to associate this with any particular
statement. Anyhow, I think we should consider what can be
meant with "perception" of risk. Is risk something that
exists "out there", which can be observed and evaluated
like a physical phenomenon? Or, is risk an internal experience which is interpreted in logical terms and concepts
when we deal with it
in, for instance, risk handling
during reactor operation?
In this context, I believe it may be useful to consider
what sociologists have to say about our ways of dealing
with risk and uncertainty. For the sake of brevity I want
to mention just one book on this subject:•"Uber den Umgang mit Unsicherheit" by Adalbert Evers and Helga Nowotny,
Suhrkamp, Frankfurt, 1987. Again, this is a reference to
reflections about the nature of the concept of risk from
both theoretical and practical points of view.
Page 10ff, 3.: With respect to examples and their interpretation, I want to make the same comment as to page 5
about the need for analysis of the arguments behind a
particular assumption and the description of the event in
question. Too often, in my opinion,
investigations into
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accidents concern only the actions or decisions taken, with
no consideration of the reasons for the judgements made
before, at various instances. One expression of this lack
or interest in the mental conditions and processes is the
application of the term "human factor" as a sufficient explanation of, or even excuse, for
an accident. I do not want to
criticise the author for referring to the "human factor"
in his account of cases, but I think this could be a subject for discussion during the seminar.
Page 12ff, 3.3.: A linguist would find the treatise in
this section interesting as an illustration of the use of
metaphor in describing events and causes of failure. I do
not want to question the .metaphor "tree", but I think
that most people, including nuclear technologists, sometimes are inclined to believe that we are dealing with-a
system that resembles a tree in all respects. To take just
one example, which I thought of when typing, it is easy
to imagine that an abstract system reacts in the same
way as a tree when it is watered at the root, i.e. that
the
flow of water to all branches
is an analogy to a signal from one end of the system to other ends.
In order to explain in greater detail what I mean by the
power of metaphor in this context, I refer to a special
paper on this subject that will be made available to the
participants of the seminar.
Page 14ff, 4.1.1.: The characteristics mentioned are
certainly necessary, but I would like to mention another
aspect of incident analysis that has emerged in recent
years during investigations of accidents in England.
There is a psychologist at the University of Surrey, Dr.
David Canter, who has been permitted to interview people
who have witnessed accidents before they were subjected
to interrogation by the police. He found that their spontaneous versions of the events differed considerably, and
significantly, from the reports compiled by the police.
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At
first glance, such a comparison between reactor incidents and more common accidents like fires, collisions
between cars, etc. might seem farfetched. Reactor operation
is perceived by most people as something rather systematic
and rational which may be described objectively in the
terms used in directives for the operation. A reflection
on a similar kind of activity, namely piloting an aircraft,
should, however, support the idea that the development of
a series of events, which could lead to an accident, can be
visualized quite differently based on the tape recorder
in the "black box" as compared with indications of the
instruments or other objective indicators.
Hence, an analysis of an incident should include impresrsions of those involved in terms that permit an interpretation of circumstantial evidence in addition to facts
which could be correlated with the PSA system.
Page 16, 2. paragraph from the bottom: This point about
non-reproducible events is very important. It touches
upon the crucial question of whether one can rely upon the
prerequisite that any new event is sufficiently similar to
a previous one to permit the use of rules. Generally speaking, I think it would be worthwhile to spend some time
during the seminar
on the concept of rules and rulefollowing as a philosophical problem.
Page 17, 2. paragraph from the bottom: Again, the paper
highlights a very important issue in this paragraph. Experience shows that "channelling back" of lessons from
a previous incident is not such an automatic process as
commonly believed. One would have expected that the
collision between two jumbo jets on the airport
of Tenerife
should have made
traffic control organizations all over the world aware of this type of risk.
Nevertheless, an incident of the same kind occurred a
few months later on the Arlanda airport near Stockholm,
fortunately not leading to any accident.

Even more surprising was the lack of attention to the
real cause of the Chernobyl catastrophe, the violation
of rules for reactor operation, that was proved by
operators at the Swedish Oskarshamn plant some months
after the Chernobyl catastrophe. Fuel elements were
shifted without the prescribed safety devices being in
operation, again fortunately with no serious consequences,
but definitely an incident of the same kind as Chernobyl
with respect to the root causes.
Page 18ff: I agree with the general conclusions in th.i s
final section of the paper, and in particular with the tone,
so to speakv
Incident analysis may be worthwhile,
maybe not because of the end results of considerations
of the PSA system, but with regard to the effects of
having performed the process of analysis. In order to
be effective, however, this process has to be arranged
in such a way as to permit considerations of all the
non-technical conditions mentioned in my comments on
a number of points. This would also require the involvement of expertise other
than the technical disciplines usually engaged.
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Review of Topic 6
Safety Indicators: Problems and Paths for Development

by: Bruce Logan, INPO
Ae indicated by the authors, the measurement of an organisation's
safety awareness and culture Is an enormously complicated project. The
large number of factors that effect performance of an organization, or an
individual, vary not onjy from task to task, but also with time for a given
task. The authors have attempted to perform this measurement via a
questionnaire, or a series of questionnaires. Although not stated, the
purpose of the questionnaires is presumably to provide plant managers
with information they can use to identify potential staff performance
problems and make the changes necessary to prevent the problems from
impacting safe operation of the plant. To this end, the questionnaires
proposed by the authors are potentially beneficial. However, there are
some limitations which were not fully discussed that could impact the
usefulness of the questionnaires.
A major lirntlation is associated with validation of the questionnaires.
The measure of ail organization's safety culture obtained from a
questionnaire must be tied in some manner to the organization's level of
performance to allow proper interpretation of the information. The
relationship between questionnaires and organizational performance
establishes anchor points, or benchmarks that can be used as points of
comparison with otner questionnaires and interpretations of results. The
changes in this relationship from questionnaire to questionnaire alto
provide Insight into the correlation of the questionnnlrc to organizational
performance, ftjnd allows prediction of performance based on a
questionnaire. The paper did not elaborate on the need for establishing
anchor points or on methods to establish them.
An interesting application of the questionnaire approach would be to
Interview staff that havo been Involved in plant Incidents and compare
their responses to the anchor points that have been established through
previous questionnaires. This might provide insights into changes in
safety culture, work control, or other factors that result in operator
errors.
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In their discussion of limitations of the questionnaire-approach, the
authors indicate that to offset plant staffs potential lack of sensitivity to
gradual changes, regular qualitative field surveys should be carried out
by independent specialists. The frequency of the field surveys
(questionnaires) is a crucial subject. Infrequent surveys can miss
changes that have taken place and to which plant staff has adjusted
(thus the quoolionnedre reeultc oould be different them during th.e

acyustment period). Surveys that are too frequent can also skew results.
If the plant staff perceives the surveys as commonplace, or as a
nuisance, their responses are not likely to be as frank or as well thought
out. Further, frequent surveys run thft risk of actually interfering with
work. More discussion of the determination of when to conduct surveys
would have been useful.
it is unclear how, or if, the JnTofmation containedTln the
questionnaires was intended to be interfaced with the performance of
probabilistic studies, such as PSAs. Many of the psychosodal variables
associated with the proposed questionnaires are also factors that are
considered in PSAs when estimating the likelihood of operator errors.
Thus, there should be some rational method for integrating this
information into the human error analyses in PSAs.
Measurement of an organization's safety culture alone is hot a
sufficient measured of safety. As the authors point out, a nuclear power
plant is a sociotcchnicai 6ystcm, Any accurate measurement of the
ability to operate a plant in a safe manner must include a measurement
of the physical status of the plant, as well as a measurement of the plant
staffs ability to perform the tasks required for plant operation. Often
changes in the performance of plant systems or equipment are an
indicator of changes in the plant management and staffs emphasis on
safety. Coordination of the questionnaires with other indicators that
measure system performance parameters was not addressed in the
paper.
Lastly, the inference that human error has been a decisive factor in
most of the.celebrated industrial accidents overstates the case
somewhat. All major industrial accidents hove Involved both human and
equipment failures. The two cases cited, Chernobyl and Challenger, were
caused in fact by design limitations that were exposed due to human
fallibility.
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International Seminar on PSA and HRA
November 21-23 1994
TOPIC #5
SAFETY INDICATORS
COMMENTS ON THE DOCUMENT PREPARED BY EDF
By B.Tomic, IAEA

1. INTRODUCTION
My comments on the EDF-prepared document on safety indicators are provided. General comments
on issues discussed are summarized following sections of the original document. Conclusions on the
approach and its position in an overall indicator development process are given. Recommendation for
further activities in the area are summarized. In Appendix detail comments on individual issues are
discussed with aim to add to the usefulness by providing additional or alternative arguments.

2. GENERAL
The identification of the general objective of use of indicators in NPPs is well done. Problems
identified in relation to the development and use of indicators are presented in a comprehensive
manner. The literature search to support the study does not appear to be exhaustive (this was also
identified by the authors of the paper), thus not addressing some major and very important activities
on safety indicators.
NPP are defined as a sociotechnical system. Nuclear safety is said to be dominated by human errors.
Prevention of incidents addressing, in particular, human factors is the framework for the development
of safety indicators. Three types of analysis to meet the objective of sociotechnical indicators were
identified and commented on. All three are said not to fulfill the requirements.
A total of nine fundamental requirements for development and use of safety indicators were
identified. Because of the sociotechnical nature, some of the requirements actually highlight various
aspects of the work process and organization. Some of the requirement discuss specific issues related
to validation or use of indicators.
An interesting (and intriguing) issue is elaborated as a "normative attitude" of safety experts vs.
"practical difficulties" experienced daily by the field operators. A valid conclusion that it was not
possible to develop the "....general methodology leading up to the measurement of level of safety...."
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is used as a justification to evaluate the "corporate social climate" and transform (or transfer) it into a
"safety climate". The variables to be considered were grouped into organizational and psychological
variables, and are classified into seven specific categories. The goal is to capture what is
ACTUALLY happening as opposed to what is SUPPOSEDLY happening at an NPP.
Eight major properties of indicators are listed and briefly discussed. Theiist contains many relevant
characteristics to define the "SQC- Safety Climate Questionnaire".
The basic principle of using SQC to make a general diagnose of safety level or specific diagnosis of
various kinds is presented. The basic principle is solid although the whole description/explanation is
rather superficial and may be generally missing some important issues.
The interest and limits of sociotechnical safety indicators are discussed in four distinctive areas.
Those include issues related to actual capabilities of staff to discuss problems, risk of exaggeration,
adequacy of coverage and frequency of observation in terms of the speed of deterioration. Those
issues are fundamental to indicators. However, it is felt that some other issues not mentioned here
may in fact also significantly influence development and use of indicators.
The appendix lists "Corporate Climate Questionnaire" variables which may be used to support the
SQC. The methods of selection is based on interviews with four researchers and eight plant staff.
Again the concept and the approach is interesting although one may argue on the selection and
grouping of individual variables.

3. CONCLUSIONS
The document discuss an unique (to nuclear industry) approach to develop and use safety indicators.
The approach has a lot of very interesting features and when fully developed could be successfully
used to monitor and improve safety of NPPs. I am fully supportive of continued work towards
development and validation of SQCs.
Some issues needs to be clarified before further development of SQC. Should SQCs be considered
indicators or an another kind of a tool (approach) to support the safety improvements, and what is
their intended area of coverage. If SQCs are to become indicators, then some additional criteria to
develop and use SQC should be observed (e.g. 14 criteria from IAEA TECDOC). It seems to me that
SQC could to a certain extent be called indicators, because the data are being collected and
processed, and actions may be taken on the basis of the results. What is the intended and possible
area of coverage of SQC is a more difficult question which require a careful consideration.
I believe that SQCs may have some predictive capabilities especially when there are a bigger
disturbances in labor relation etc. I also see the quality of SQC in adding to an efficient operational
experience feedback within the plant, as the management would have a tool to systematically
monitor and address staff concerns.
On the other side, I see SQC only as a part of a broader indicators programme. I cannot see them as a
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stand-alone indicators. I believe that SQCs should be used in conjunction with data-based,
quantitative indicators which would monitor the outcomes rather than the inputs to programmes. The
appropriate combination of the two would make a comprehensive safety indicator system. In that
respect I would see the SQC approach being extended to cover the areas of training, supply etc. to
achieve a broad coverage of programme inputs.
The R&D activities related to indicators are emerging in many countries. Some of those activities are
along the same lines as SQC (organizational factors) and similar principles (subjective assessment).
Those indicators do not seems to be widely used in nuclear industry yet. At present, indicators based
on results are widely used by both utilities and regulators. It is of high importance to recognize the
strengths and limitations of each category of indicators and correctly define their area of coverage.
In summary, the paper reviewed clearly indicate the importance of tools and approaches such as SQC
to maintain and improve nuclear safety. Although the tool is still not fully developed I can see some
distinct qualities and potentially beneficial uses. Further development shall be strongly encouraged.
However, the SQC and related development shall be put into the perspective with other programmes
to achieve an optimal development and use of the safety indicators concept.

4. RECOMMENDATION

Continuation of development activities on SQC is recommended.
The first step to be undertaken is a comprehensive review of current activities in the area worldwide
with special attention to the subjective indicators and their interaction within the overall framework
for development and use of indicators. The review of activities shall address regulatory indicators
and industry activities including both associations (like WANO, INPO and UNIPEDE) and
individual utilities results.
The development of SQC may proceed with more detailed review of variables to be considered. This
would help associate individual variables with specific work practices at NPPs. In parallel, a
programme for verification and validation of results should be drafted. This shall be done together
with experts familiar with NPP operation. Subsequently the SQCs may be implemented at one (or
preferably more) NPP sites.
Calibration of SQC results is important. The calibration should be done against some quantifiable
value on the high level (like scram rate) and on the low level (like unavailability due to corrective
maintenance of safety equipment). The result of this shall be the interpretation of SQCs values or its
trends and the correlation with NPP safety (improvements).
Special attention should be placed on the utilization of information SQC would generate. As
indicated in the appendix (detail comments) one of the major requirement for indicators is that those
should be less likely to cause undesirable actions. Regarding SQC this issue may require significant
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activity in the further.
Finally I strongly recommend that EDF undertake a comprehensive study on indicators which wil]
address SQCs alongside with other indicators, tike plant specific safety indicators (PSSI), Tech Spec,
based indicators and complex risk based indicators. Such a study may over a period of about 2 years
generate an indicators-based management tool for safety monitoring and safety improvements at
"NPPs. SQCs would then become an integral part of that management tool.
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APPENDIX: Detail discussion on individual items

This Appendix contains specific comments on individual section of the EDF prepared document. The
purpose of comment listed is to add to the usefulness of the discussion by providing additional or
alternative arguments. The purpose of this section is not to criticize the* work done nor to make an
overall conclusion. Its aim is to argue with specific issues and possibly to provide alternatives as
based on my personal experience and overview of safety indicators activities worldwide over the last
few years.
By concentrating on alternative issues the discussion will not highlight issues which I am in
agreement with. Therefore a critical tone shall not be taken in a negative sense.
This Appendix is structured to follow the layout of the original document. Comments on every
section are grouped in a separate chapter.

1 Introduction
There are at least three significantly different objectives which need to be considered when
developing an indicator system. The regulatory body objective is to pick up the signals of
deteriorating performance; International utility association (or a big utility) wants to identity the best
practice without going into details of programs etc.; Individual NPP (or site) objectives is to have a
management tool to be able to optimize resources and be proactive in safety improvement.
In addition there are safety indicators and performance indicators, indicating the objective of every
group. Each of those has a clearly different approach to development and utilization of indicators.
The choice and development as well as criteria varies. The examination of available literature by the
study team appears to indicate that this aspect was not fully considered. The NRC's (regulator)
sponsored studies are quoted in an attempt to propose plant specific or utility indicators. If only the
methods are concerned, it is acceptable, but one has to consider that even the methods are heavily
influenced by the objectives selected.
I would to a certain extent disagree to at least two "difficulties" listed in the text. I believe that some
of indicator systems were developed considering an overall perspective; I also believe that most of
the indicator systems (not the most popular though) simultaneously considered validation and use (it
needs to be noted that the development of indicators is an iterative process). The third difficulty
(organization of safety) is well taken. The organizational aspect of nuclear safety are being seriously
investigated over the last few years although to my knowledge without a clear conclusion. The
obstacles listed in the text are not only the obstacles to develop indicators; Those are inherent to the
organization of NPP operation. I generally disagree with the statement that a top down attitude
towards safety is basically imprudent.

2. Indicators: why?
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I agree that predictive capabilities of safety indicators is the most attractive issue in the whole
indicator development process. I also agree that the development of indicators needs to be linked to
an "accident model" which I would read as apportioning safety to selected contributors. Human
factors is clearly a contributor of a major importance (but not the only one).
The discussion seems to indicate that human factors are the dominant cause of all major accidents;
therefore, sociotechnical indicators would give users a broad safety coverage. Basically I agree even
with that part (although I disagree in the way the incidents are related to human factors; at least two
of that incidents were related to the design of the facility). There is always a human factor in the first,
second or third level of root cause analysis (operation, construction, design). The issue here which I
have a problem with (it is dealt with in later chapters) is that how you monitor those human factors?
Directly or indirectly, process or results-outcomes? This is the issue all developers of indicators have
struggled with over the years.
Three types of information are proposed as a first analysis of sociotechnical indicators. These three
types of information are significantly different in their character, level of coverage and emphasis. I
disagree with the conclusions of what is the problem related with each of those approaches.
Many PSAs are as plant specific as one can get, which means that a lot of plant specific data is used
and actually all risk significant items tend to be plant specific. The same apples to human factors
where some PSAs used extensive simulator tests to determine crew specific error rates. Some PSAs
are never updated (but those operators would hardly be interested in safety indicators as well), while
others are updated every refueling outage or so. For apportioning safety, 3-5 years update interval is
not a strong argument. The phenomena to be identified may be slow but also much faster than the
one year indicated. If there is a serious maintenance problem the equipment reliability or availability
will deteriorate over less than six months.
The issue of what those global indicators are actually telling us is well taken. The reduction in
SCRAM per se does not mean that an NPP is safer over a long period of time. There is serious
difficulty in interpreting what those indicators are actually measuring. Related item which I believe is
important and has not been discussed is the different levels of indicators and their predictive
capabilities (lagging and leading indicators). Major accident or other major events (SCRAM) can be
considered a consequence of many small events, like deterioration in different areas of an NPP. The
major accident rate is clearly a retrospective (lagging) indicator. Knowing that an accident occurred
would not help in preventing it. SCRAM rate is again lagging indicator if SCRAMs are of our
concern. It is however the leading indicator to an overall accident rate (supposing that we can
establish a correlation between increased scrams and accidents). Moreover, deteriorating
maintenance results is lagging for maintenance, leading for scram rate and even more leading for
accident rate. In my view this philosophy is the essence of the indicator development process.
The statement that "qualitative" indicators are expressed in terms of trends and that not being
acceptable is not fully clear. I believe that trends are very useful in indicator-based management. The
objective substantiation of those indicators may be a problem, in particular considering that it is very
difficult to asses what is actually being measured and what is the relation of say "occupational
6
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psycho dynamic" to nuclear safety.

3 Fundamental requirements
I am not fully clear on what the "model of organizations and of work" impact on indicators is. I fully
support that identifying the problem is one thing and using indicators and making decisions quite
another one. As it is nicely pointed out those two need to be looked at simultaneously.
The list of nine "fundamental requirements" appears uneven, i.e. it contains requirements for
development and use of indicators but also some, purpose of which was not fully clear to me.
Requirement #L It is correct to say that the work could be conducted differently than prescribed, but
what is the relevance of that to the development of indicators. The only thing the plant manager or
shift leader is interested in is if the work was successfully done and the results he wants are there.
The outcome of an activity could be better or worse if the activity follows a prescribed procedure or
not
With requirement #2 I have the same problem as with the first one. The statements listed are correct,
but what is its relevance as far as development of indicators? The discussion of Requirement #2 is to
a certain extent over simplistic towards operation of an NPP. The safety of NPP is based on a broad
defense in depth and per se is quite robust to "micro-decisions" etc. I do not agree on "risk analysis
being lost in labyrinth of scenarios". In my view those analysis which were lost failed to define their
objectives in the first place.
For the first 4 requirements I foiled to recognize how would one use that for developing or using
indicators. I agree with many issues listed and I found those relevant.
Requirement #5 opens a very interesting issue: what does the indicator provide. It appears that an
indicator is defined as raw data, while diagnostics is necessary to get the answers on what is actually
going on. While the definition is a matter of convention, some other authors tend to see an indicator
as information on what is going on which is then used to determine a corrective action..
Requirement #6 sounds like that one wants to develop indicators theoretically ("scientifically") and
test those in practice.
Requirements of #7 are logical. It is not fully clear how would one calibrate indicators if you do not
have an actual event, and how much time would one take to calibrate those. You properly identified
an NPP as a sociotechnical system which per definition is constantly evolving. I may argue that the
calibration is obsolete the moment it is done. The way around, however, is to collect the information
on a higher level where the changes are slower and less influenced by day-by-day fluctuations.
Requirement #8 is a very important one and you indicate it is still an open issue. The perception for
sure has to be considered 'an element' of reality. How much is the contribution of that element is not
fully clear. How much would you believe a maintenance supervisor if his perception of his unit work
is very good, and one sees increased unavailability of equipment? Is a case as such possible at all? I
7
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believe that the difference between actual working practice and what one may imagine as prescribed
(or expected working practice) is less in NPP than in some other industrial installations. Finally I
strongly disagree that "status of equipment etc. can be only appreciated and evaluated by workers". I
think that workers may provide a contribution to an assessment (I would not dare to say how big) but
results have to speak for themselves. I do not see "collective elaboration" as the most decisive factor.
Operation and safety of an NPP is influenced by numerous factors inside and even more outside of
plant staff control.
Regarding requirement #9,1 would like to see the validation of those factors as to occupational safety
and general accuracy if you apply a similar approach outside the facility analyzed.

4. From CQC to SQC
I agree that the safety knowledge is not an exclusive property of safety experts. However, it seems to
me that the organizational factors are possibly given too much attention and importance. The fact that
"those analyses do not make it possible to develop general methodology... safety" is in my view not
justified. In particular I strongly disagree that those approaches "..hardly enable progress..."
The corporate climate and staff perception of corporate social climate is a good indicator which the
management can in various discussions with staff. I believe that CQC is sufficiently developed and
tested for that purpose. I even believe that the CQC approach could be useful in determining the
problem of safety culture and safety climate. The point I am making here is that even if indicators are
made on that basis one has to see what their coverage is and what those indicators are actually
monitoring.
I would like to better understand your argument on why should one concentrate on work instead of
on results. In nuclear safety I tend to think of the results as an important item, although it is difficult
to achieve good results without appropriate organiaation and actual performance of work.
Relevant variables in SQC are well structured for a questionnaire. However, I do not fully see the
correlation between those and the actual safety level of a plant. In addition, some of SQC variables
may be even misleading. I fully support that some quantifiable factors are to be added. Validation or
calibration of SQC is essential.

5 Properties of indicators
The properties listed are relevant. However, there are some which are missing from the list and
which most of the indicators development programs considered important. The first question one
should ask is the indicator's relation to some objective measure of safety. The other important
characteristics are unambiguity, not susceptible to manipulation, unlikely to cause undesirable
actions and worthy goal (source IAEA TECDOC 600). Some of those may just not be applicable for
SQC type indicators.
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6 Notion of organizational diagnostics
The process described and SQC could probably be every successful in determining the organizational
diagnostics of safety. However, I am not sure on what that has to do with a "realistic" safety level.
The discussion indicates it might be possible to observe "certain trend towards deterioration..". The
issue here is how much would that trend have to do with safely. The overall procedure is acceptable
except it is not fully clear how would one implement the findings.

7 Discussion
As it could be concluded from my previous comments, I do not see "..methodological and
conceptual" principles fully developed.
Issue #1 is a fundamental question. The fact that two different SQCs would be developed
(management-staff) does not answer the question. The level of detail is important but appropriate
positioning of the results is even more important
Issue #2 exaggeration, has been carefully looked at in many indicator development projects. Most of
those put a high value on low false alarm rate. This problem does not seem to be looked at in enough
detail.
Issue #3-slow deterioration. This the essence of what an indicator has to capture. Most if not all
deviations and degradation in NPPs are slow and gradual, and therefore not identified hy the
management (until it is too late). If the deterioration are abrupt, there would be action before
reaching dangerous level. Those situations are likely, and "...objective references..." would not help
that much. If in addition to indicators one needs a ".. qualitative field surveys... by independent
specialists" what is the actual use of indicators.
Issue #4 It is hard to imagine any indicator which would immediately capture the situation described.
I believe that if e.g. a reorganization is taking place, additional attention would be taken to recognize
any safety problem arising from such an event
The issue of decision on the basis of information collected through an indicator system is a very
important one. This issue has in my view only remote relation to listening to warnings and opinion of
personnel. Those has to be encouraged and taken care of irrespectible of the use of indicators or other
management tools. Modem approaches to feedback of operational experience at NPPs are doing
exactly that: encouraging the staff to report everything and have mandatory follow up on every
report. Although such a practice gives a push to safety improvements and guarantee continuous high
safety awareness, it has very little to do with indicators in their traditional sense. The incidents
quoted are of interest to improve the overall feedback process and encourage the transparency of an
operation. To use selected accidents as a support for implementation of the SQC type tools may not
always be the most appropriate.
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8 Appendix: Classification of CQC for SQC
Issues (variables) having a high impact on safety still does not represent a good safety indicator. 1
would broadly agree with safety importance of individual variables (classification) but I would like
to stress that some of "variables" are fundamental standards or prerequisites for a safe nuclear power.
If a task is not clear, I believe that most if not all NPP operators will do something immediately.
Procedures are being regularly reviewed, etc. Team spirit is being encouraged and it is actually there
(as most people fear for their jobs). In short, while lot of variables may have actual and measurable
impact on safety, I am not sure that those would make an efficient indicator with a broad coverage.
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Preamble
I thoroughly enjoyed reading this article. It makes some very good points that should be
given a wider forum, so that the community of PFWHRA researchers and practitioners
may benefit from them. The following comments are my reaction to some of the many
issues that this article raises. They are offered not so much because I disagree with the
substance of the argument, but, rather, to contribute to the debate.

1.

Quantitative vs. Qualitative Approaches: Are we asking the right questions?

I don't think that the question should be posed as whether we should quantify or not. The
question ought to be "are the probabilities that are produced by a PHRA representative
of our state of knowledge?" I believe that this article, as well as many others over the
years, most notably those by Dougherty (1990) and Hollnagel (1993), answer this
question with a resounding "no."
Let's look at this issue from a different perspective. Reading the HRA literature, one
conclusion becomes very clear, namely, that the uncertainties regarding human
1

performance are very large. This is a fact that simply reflects our level of understanding
of such performance. Now, the only language that humans have devised to deal with
uncertainty in a rigorous way is probability theory. The obvious conclusion follows, i.e.,
that probabilities must be employed when people deal with such uncertainties. Why,
then, are eminent researchers opposed to it so strongly?
To answer this question we must dig a bit deeper. Just to say that probability theory is
the language of uncertainty is not enough. The probabilities that we produce must form
a coherent set. In de Finetti's (1974) original formulation this means that our probabilities
must comply with the mathematical theory of probability. However, in practice, we must
go beyond this and require that our probabilities reflect the totality of our knowledge and
experience also. The problem with most of the existing HRA "models" is that they do not
produce coherent probabilities. For example, most of these models ignore the context
within which the humans function, as so many people have pointed out.
So, the issue is not whether we ought to quantify or not (the answer is "yes"), but, rather,
how to do a good job when we do it. The probabilities that our "models" are producing
do not represent the current state of knowledge about operator behavior. By the same
token, doing a purely qualitative analysis can not be satisfactory either, because it does
not communicate the large uncertainties that are inevitably contained in it. I was very
pleased to see this point made in Section 4.3. Our colleagues in the human error
business must understand that the use of probabilities is not a luxury or a unique
requirement of nuclear PSAs;
large uncertainties in human performance exist
independently of whether we quantify or not

3.

The PRA Structured Approach: An unappreciated strength.

The efforts to quantify human reliability in a way that reflects what we, as a community,
know about human performance lead to a structured and disciplined approach that has
not been appreciated to the degree it deserves, especially by human error theorists.
An example from my recent experience will make my point clearer. My research group
at UCLA had a project with the USNRC to include organizational factors in PRA [our work
is reported in Davoudian et al, (1994a and 1994b), reprints are enclosed]. We started out
by reviewing the literature which, as expected, was overwhelmingly qualitative. In my
opinion, the big gap that existed was between organizational theory and the plant
hardware and humanware. The need to quantify led us to the concept of Candidate
Parameter Groups (CPG), i.e., groups of parameters whose numerical values might
change due to the influence of organizational factors. The large number of such
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influences, as well as of minimal cut sets, demanded the development of a prioritization
scheme. This, in turn, led us to the use of the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) to
determine the relative importance of various organizational factors with respect to a given
CPG.
All these analytical tools that take us to the first step of integrating the plant practices and
hardware with organizational theory were the result of the requirement to quantify the
probabilities in a defensible way. I would be very surprised, if anyone were able to ask
the questions that we have asked and to develop the prioritization schemes that we have
proposed by following a purely qualitative analysis. The basic reason, in my opinion, is
that safety problems are multidisciplinary and PRA has been developed specifically to
handle such problems, while qualitative analyses are done, by and large, by experts in
one particular field, such as psychology or organizational theory.
At this point, I think that it is important to explain a little the meaning of the word
"qualitative." The way it is used in the EDF article, it implies the analysis that an
ergonomist would do. What I am saying here is that, before any numbers are produced,
PSA demands a qualitative analysis that is based on the scenario (event sequence) idea.
This kind of analysis is critical to the success of a PSA and is missing from the traditional
qualitative analyses. It is in the PSA qualitative analysis that the multidisciplinary nature
of PSA becomes very clear.

4.

Should We Include Safety Culture and Organizational Factors in PRA?

My discussion above clearly suggests that my answer is "yes." The EDF Report states
(p. 13) that it is "probably premature" to try to develop such models. I believe that PRA
does provide the framework within which engineers, organizational theorists, and
psychologists can develop integrated models.
An example will help support my position. As it is well known, each plant in the USA
must submit an IPE to the NRC. It happened that some plants that had been found by
the NRC staff to be managed very poorly submitted core damage frequencies that were
comparable to the industry average. What do these frequencies mean? Is organization
irrelevant? Are we looking at the right contributors to risk? The reason that we do a PSA
is to facilitate risk management and to spend our limited resources wisely; the evidence
is that the major incidents in the history of nuclear power have involved some aspects of
the organizational structure and the prevailing safety culture at the plants. Can a PSA
that leaves the organization out be a useful risk management tool?

5.

An intriguing question.

What are the substantial differences between "French speaking ergonomists" and "Human
Factor specialists" in the USA (p. 10)?
I am looking forward to finding out at the
Workshop.

6.
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Analysis of EdF Document
Topic 6 - Human Reliability
Joseph R. Fragola
SAIC/New York

1.

Summary

The EdF document is a well thought out document which raises some very
fundamental points about Human Reliability Analysis. In general, this reviewer is in accord
with both the insights given and the conclusions drawn. However, there are some specific
points of disagreement or at least of confusion which should be clarified or revised before this
document could be endorsed. These points are discussed briefly below.
2.

Probabilistic HRA:

While it is possible to define reliability in a manner which does not involve probability
(just as we could define risk without reference t o probability) reliability is a probabilistic
concept in engineering analysis and therefore Human Reliability Analysis as well as Risk
Analysis, is by nature "Probabilistic". Probabilistic Risk Analysis and Probabilistic Human
Reliability Analysis are therefore redundant terms. What the authors of the document seem
to be referring to are qualitative and quantitative assessments of Human Reliability. Both of
these approaches t o assessment are valid. Therefore even though we may have t o live with
the term Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) from a historical context it is more properly
Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) so let us not continue the error in the HRA context
Therefore it is recommended that the authors refer to QRA and ask the valid question: "Is
Quantitative Human Reliability Assessment possible?"
3.

The Importance of Probabilities

It is important to remember that the importance of the probability of any failure
comes from outside the assessment process. When the cost of artillery shells and bombs was
low, very little attention was paid to the probability of their failure in design. It was only when
large numbers of them began to fail that the consequence of failure became significant and then
the probability of failure became important. For very expensive systems, the failure of a single
system can be of consequence and accordingly its probability of failure is considered before
the fact. When hardware was relatively unreliable and the operators of the hardware played a
relatively minor role in the failure of the systems, human reliability may have been relatively
unimportant and was therefore ignored except in unusual instances. As systems hardware
became much more reliable and the systems became more expensive, or as the operator
played more of a key role, then the probability of human error became more important.
It is well to remember that the original draft WASH 1400 study did not consider
Human Error Probabilities and it was widely criticized for this exclusion. This was precisely
because reviewers thought that the probability of human error was important Therefore the
probabilities of human error cannot be given less importance than they have by their nature.
What we could possibly give less importance t o is the quantitative assessment of these
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probabilities.
4.

Human Reliability Models

If we are interested in formulating a human reliability model there is a need to clearly
define both the objectives of the model as well as its particular formulation. The problem is
complicated because there are a number of objectives for such a model and the importance
and value of each of these objectives varies for various individuals or groups. Thus in the
formulation and structuring of a systematic model and in its implementation, the identification
of the objectives is not a trivial taskFurthermore, since various groups have differing capabilities and skills the perspective
taken of the tasks may differ appreciably among groups. In the construction of a model of
human reliability, the situation may be particularly complicated if the individuals with many of
the basic skills to aid in proper model development (e.g. psychologists and ergonomists) are
far removed from the individual users of the model outputs (engineers and risk assessors).
Therefore it should not be surprising if engineer practitioners (because of their lack of
behavioral insight and expertise) produce questionable outputs. Nor should it be surprising
that ergonomists produce questionable outputs because of their lack of understanding of the
design and operational context (i.e., the situational variables) in which the behavioral task is
embedded. This problem has now been alleviated somewhat by the use of teams including
individuals of both skill areas and by the creation of a cache of skilled practitioners, (i.e.,
human reliability analysts) with skills in both diverse areas. However it is still critical that the
objectives of the model be established unambiguously and defined in sufficient detail using
language common to both ergonomists and engineers otherwise misunderstandings are bound
to abound.
A key issue in the identification of the objective of the model is its required
performance. While it is intuitively obvious that the model must perform adequately (i.e.,
adequately predict the probability of human error), the interpretation of the term "adequate"
is by no means universally agreed upon. It is therefore essential that what constitutes
adequate performance be stated in terms which are as specific as possible. A primary concern
in this specification of performance is what range of uncertainty is considered reasonable and
proper to consider the predictive abilities of the model to be adequate.
In particular many of the models suggested by behavioral scientists for human reliability
prediction try to emulate sequences of individual human actions. While modelling sequences
of particular actions by a particular individual rather than modelling the statistical performance
of a representative of a group of individuals on general tasks can obviously provide
considerable greater insight into human behavior, this type of modelling is certainly ambitious
and extremely difficult if not impossible t o employ in all but the simplest instances. While
there is no doubt that behavior oriented modelling is extremely useful in providing a better
structure for a statistically oriented model there is a significant question as to whether a
statistical model of grouped actions might be adequate even given the far greater uncertainty in
the resulting predictions, when applied in specific instances.
It is for this reason, a lot of behavioral scientists say that it is not possible t o model
human reliability quantitatively. However, when they do this they beg the question as to how
to answer the fundamental question as to the degree to which human errors contribute to the

risk of nuclear and other systems. The only hope they offer is ever more detailed research
forays into the specifics of the behavioral and contextual contents of individual tasks that lead
to little insight concerning the more general issue of human error risk contribution.
In this way they are acting in a similar fashion t o those who dismiss the use of any
generic information for hardware reliability evaluation and call for a detailed physical analysis in
each instance to determine the probability of device failurefref. I]. How could any technologist
argue against a physics of failure approach to either hardware or human system elements?
And therefore how could anyone argue for the use of more generic hardware or human
models? The argument for a more generic technical approach (i.e., more generic models and
data) can only be made by considering the reduction of uncertainty gained by the cost
expended in each instance. And it is this compelling argument that forces practical
practitioners of both hardware and human reliability to search for "adequate" practical models
and data. That is, models that balance the broadness of the extension of the model and
corresponding data set with the associated affordable reduction in uncertainty in the estimates
resulting.
In the words of James O. Berger [ref. 2] "... models should be defended. Anything one
does in a statistical analysis is an approximation in some manner: the key is to find
approximations that are (I) reasonable, and (2) intelligence amplifiers", (i.e., produce "value
added"). "Models are often intuitively reasonable (especially if rich enough), and they can
definitively lead to sound conclusions that sheer intuition (without models) cannot perceive.
And models are often much easier to construct in simple stages, than in one grand gestalt".

5.

Human Error Rates

In attempting to evaluate the reliability of any system element whether hardware,
human, o r software by using generic models and data, it is critical that the limitations of the
underlying population (more correctly the respective prior distributions) be understood. The
term failure rate or human error rate only has meaning when drawn from and applied to a
population. In other words the human error rate should be viewed as a measure of a mixture
of individual human error histories which are grouped together to form a distribution. In this
case the human error rate represents some central measure of the constituted mixture
distribution (usually the mean or median).
The analyst, whether for human elements or hardware elements must always
determine which items can be considered part of a particular population and which cannot
There is no mathematical or natural test for making this assignment since the boundaries of
the population can be varied by the analyst However mathematics can provide good clues as
t o whether the population boundaries chosen are more or less useful. Broadening the
boundaries admits more members and therefore provides more statistical confidence that the
estimated mean is representative of the actual population mean. However, broader
boundaries (i.e., less specific behavioral and contextual information in the case of human
reliability) simply implies an increase in the inhomogeneity of the identified population so that
the estimated mean is less likely to be representative of particular included subpopuiations (in
particular the one the HRA analyst is investigating) [ref. 3]. Narrowing the boundaries by
including more contextual or behavioral information assures that the calculated mean is more
representative but it also necessarily depletes the included population (since funds are limited)

thereby decreasing the confidence in the mean until, in the extreme, the population is
constituted by only one member, as in the case of some clinical trials.
It is belief of this reviewer that it is the improper establishment of the boundaries in
terms of specifying the behavioral and situational context which is responsible for many of the
extreme cases of improper human reliability evaluation. Therefore while it may be true that
some practitioners of both human reliability and hardware reliability casually establish the
population context before they assign an error rate or failure rate this practice should never
represent the standard for reliability professionals. The proper analysis of human reliability
requires the determination of the behavioral (task oriented) and situational (context oriented)
characteristics to the degree necessary to establish that the human error event at hand can be
understood within an acceptable uncertainty to be represented by a suitably adjusted estimate
resulting from an underlying generic data s e t
6.

Use of Generic Data

Generic data sources and evaluations obtained from their use are worthwhile to the
extent that the sources generally represent the task at hand and the analyst clearly understands
that the data are drawn from a broadly heterogeneous mixture of subpopulations and
therefore must be viewed as highly uncertain even when they are judged to be applicable. In
our practice generic sources are used early on in the human reliability evaluation when actual
field performance is unavailable. Whenever they are used they are applied with a broad
uncertainty range. However even with these caveats these admittedly crude estimates can be
used effectively to screen out human error events of minor significance so that those of
potentially more significant impact can become the focus of attention.
7.

The Value of Behavior and Context Specific Models

There can be no doubt of the value of a behavior and context specific approach to
human reliability just as there can be no doubt of the value of the physics-of-failure approach
to hardware reliability. Further, there is also no doubt that when a human reliability analyst is
interested in troubleshooting an existing design to determine the root cause of a significant
sequence of actual historical events and the appropriate corrective action to be taken that
generic data and models are of limited usefulness. However, it also must be understood that
the development of detailed behavior and context specific models is extremely expensive to
apply to the full spectrum of identified human error deficiencies to determine their risk
contribution even if the analysis is performed properly (unless of course the design is simple
and/or the spectrum of operator interactions is extremely small). For this reason, the value
added by the wholesale application of this approach is often small compared to the significant
cost incurred. If this situation would lead to a concomitant increase in the analysis resources
to allow each potentially significant human error instance to be addressed in detail, then
perhaps a general argument might be made for the application for behavior and context
specific models for each event. However, as this is not the case, the actual result is almost
always that management tends to dismiss completely the analysis due to its cost
ineffectiveness.

8.

Usefulness of Generic Models

In a great many practical instances of human error evaluation it may be sufficient to
have some idea of the expected range of probability of occurrence of even a general task that
is somewhat similar to the task at hand, and within a general context, somewhat similar to the
context at hand. As long as the analyst understands that this generic model only provides him
or her only with the initial expectation bounds (i.e., the space of possibility) then they may be
useful regardless of how much better these expectations might be established by the choice of
a finer measuring instrument. In fact an experienced probabilistic analyst always must consider
the expected value of even perfect information (EVPI) before determining that a more precise
instrument is worthwhile to employ.
The point is that the importance of the uncertainty associated with a human reliability
estimate depends on how much that uncertainty could affect the risk associated with the
human error probability not simply how it might change the estimated value for that
probability. In this way the EYPI is a measure of the importance of the uncertainty about a
quantity (here the human error probability) in terms of the expected improvement in the
decision that might be obtained from knowing the value of the quantity exactly. The measure
of improvement is the expected difference in the expected value of the risk before and after
the "true" value of the human error probability were known [ref. 4]. Further it should be
understood that although it is intuitively obvious, and also true, that in certain classes of
probabilistic assessments it is an extremely poor idea to ignore uncertainty (and analysts
ignore it at their peril), what is also true, and may be counterintuitive, is that the expected loss
(i.e., error) from ignoring uncertainty decreases as the uncertainty becomes larger. So what is
often important in human reliability analyses where human error probability estimates will
always be surrounded by relatively large uncertainties is to establish the space of possibility
appropriate t o the human error events considered and to apply finer instruments t o reduce
uncertainty only when these more elaborate assessments are likely to prove worthwhile in
terms of the risk associated with the events.
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Is HUMAN RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT PROBABILISTIC?

A Comment To Topic 6:
"Is Probabilistic Human Reliability Assessment Possible?"
By
Erik Hollnagel, Ph.D., Professor (Hon.)

HUMAN

RELIABILITY

A S S O CI AT E S

The following is an attempt to rephrase the issues that are discussed in the paper, and at the
same time comment on them. I have great sympathy for many of the views that are expressed,
and share the concerns that are voiced. However, I am not convinced that the conclusion,
which- calls for a probabilistic HRA, is the only alternative. As the title of this response
indicates, the question may well be asked of whether HRA is (or should be) probabilistic.

Good Old-Fashioned HRA Looks At Manifestations
In classical HRA, OT first generation HRA, or Good Old-Fashioned HRA (GOF-HRA), such as
THERP, the flavour if distinctly phenomenological. Their concern is whether something is
done, is not done, is done incorrectly, or is replaced by something else. The analysis is
intrinsically coupled to the simplified representation provided by an event tree, where each
node or block is an identifiable action or event. It is therefore not surprising that the focus is on
the manifestation of the event, in particular whether or not it occurs (= omissions).' Much
effort has been put into finding out what the probability of a specific event category or
manifestation is, either empirically or through calculations. The problem is, however, that there
is insufficient empirical basis for such an approach, and that there is insufficient data available
to produce reliable distributions or calculate event frequencies. There is not even a serious
hope of getting enough data. Although the logical error modes are few and can be exhaustively
described2, their occurrence is not independent of the situation or conditions. This means that

1

It is rarely realised that a commission logically includes an omission. By doing C instead of B, you
logically omit to do B.

2

This is possible because human action takes place in a four-dimensional space-time continuum.
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the number of possible manifestations, seen as an error mode + a situation, is very large and
clearly beyond what one can reasonable expect to be able to cover through empirical
investigations.

Probabilistic HRA
GOF-HRA is concerned mainly with the phenomenology or phenotype of actions. It is,
however, impossible to consider the phenotype without necessarily also considering a
corresponding genotype, which describes the assumed causes of the phenotype or
manifestation. GOF-HRA normally is content with only a very simple genotype, ranging from a
time-reliability function, as in the TRC, to a basic information processing model. GOF-HRA
has, in practice, neglected the genotype and has tried to solve the quantification problem purely
through an empirical approach. Since this is impossible, as argued above, it is necessary to
consider whether a solution can be found by putting more emphasis on the genotype. There are
several ways in which this can be done.
One solution is boldly to disregard specific manifestations and instead work with a small
number of generic tasks. Each generic task is assumed to be potentially affected by a (small)
number of conditions, with the relation being expressed in a probabilistic manner. The generic
tasks correspond to the phenotype, while the error producing conditions correspond to the
genotype. In principle, this is an approach which considers the context as all determining. This
solution certainly limits the need for empirical data to the almost manageable, but introduces
some potentially nasty theoretical problems. Human performance is described as inherently
probabilistic, which is hi conflict with common sense and the intuitive understanding of the
roots of behaviour. After all, an essential characteristic of cognition is that it is intentional.
Furthermore, the solutions raises some questions about the validity both of the concepts (the
generic tasks and the error producing conditions) and the probabilities that are assigned to
them. Since the validity cannot be argued theoretically, the data requirement paradoxically
becomes more essential. HEART3 is the best example of this solution.

Model-based HRA
The other solution is to base HRA on a psychological model or theory for how actions are
produced. The quite reasonable assumption is that human action - including erroneous action is causal, at least locally. It is, in principle, always possible to find the (likely) causes for an
action, and conversely to reason about the (likely) consequences of a set of causes. To do so,
however, requires that the model is structured, i.e., that it is some kind of (psychological)
process model rather than a statistical or mathematical model. The modelling approach also
makes it possible to consider aspects such as extraneous actions and dependencies, both of
which are difficult to reconcile with a probabilistic approach. Psychological models and models

Williams, J. C. (1988). .4 data-based method for assessing and reducing human error to improve
operational performance. Proceedings of IEEE 4th Conference on Human factors in Power Plants,
Monterey, CA, 6-9 June.
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of cognition, however, tend to emphasise that human cognition is deterministic or causal and
that it is continuous rather than discrete, even to the extent that it is not reasonable to describe
behaviour in the simplified form of the event tree. In this solution we are thus faced with, on
the one hand, a PSA/PRA which by definition is probabilistic and, on the other, psychological
models which are non-probabilistic.
A deterministic model will always provide specific results, because the outcome necessarily
will belong to a specific category. Of course, even a deterministic model may be imprecise. No
psychological models are, in fact, completely deterministic in the sense that they leave no room
for uncertainty. In e.g. the step-ladder model, the decision can go one way or the other,
depending on conditions. The point is, however, that if the conditions were known, then the
uncertainty would disappear.4 This therefore preserves the basic feature of the deterministic
model. The event is not that something is likely to occur if the conditions are right; on the
contrary, if the conditions are right, then the event will necessarily occur. As an example,
consider similarity matching. This might at first sight seem probabilistic, but it is really not so.
The person (or the person's memory function5) looks for the best match, and that determines
the outcome. The fact that the match cannot be predicted, does not make the search is
probabilistic. As an information process, it remains inherently deterministic.

Data, Data, Data...
This view has consequences for data collection as well as for expert assessment. Both have
traditionally focused on manifestations rather than on causes, or - at best - on the dependencies
between conditions and manifestations. But if we want to use a model-based HRA - as for
instance a Cognitive reliability Analysis (CORA) - data collection must change to consider
causes rather than manifestations. In order to do that it is, however, necessary to have a
substantial and comprehensive description of the causes, in other words a good theory of
human action - or as a minimum a consistent and justifiable classification scheme.6
The PSA requirements have usually led HRA analysts to adapt in a straightforward manner the
binary description (as epitomised by the event tree) and to think of HRA as probabilistic. Yet
the strong requirement to provide numerically expressed HEPs does not mean that this
approach is the only one possible. Quantification is, indeed, not the only requirement from PSA
to HRA. There are additional requirements to the completeness of the analysis and
justification of the results, and these are in many cases seen as being more important that the
quantification per se. Both can furthermore be met by a model-based HRA. It is therefore
possible, both hi principle and in practice, to perform a qualitative analysis and leave the
quantification to be done separately. In fact, if the main need is to be able to rank order events
in terms of importance or criticality, it may be sufficient to have a qualitative description, since

"*

This corresponds to the Laplacian idea that probability is an expression of ignorance.

5

The danger of introducing a homunculus lurks here.

6

CfcCAM, which is an example of a second generation HRA or CORA, has been developed according to
these principles.
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qualitative descriptions can easily be rank ordered (e.g. using paralogic or transitivity
relations). In this way it is quite possible to have a deterministic HRA and still interface it with
a probabilistic PSA. The two do not have to use the same principles or methods. The challenge
is therefore to develop a second generation HRA or a CORA, which can produce the modelbased analysis and translate the results into a form which can be used by the PSA.

A Small Example
At this point it would be highly desirable to produce an example of a model-based HRA. It
would, however, take too long to do that, mainly because prediction is a complicated matter.
As the next best thing, let me instead show an example of a model-based event analysis, where
the model and the principles are the same as those that would be used in a prediction. The
example shows how the Cognitive Reliability and Error Analysis Method (CREAM) can be
used to suggest the possible causes for an event.
Reference is made to the case described in Annex 2 of the paper, which reads as follows:
Following a small LOCA, safety injection (SI) starts up. The operators apply the
procedure to determine if SI is unwarranted or if there is indeed a LOCA. Their
experience with normal operation is that when this procedure is applied, the
diagnosis is always that SI is unwarranted. The SI must then be stopped rapidly
for in this type of plant the pressurizer is soon filled, which creates the risk of
creating a rupture due to a valve being jammed open. In other words, the most
probable outcome when applying this procedure is to stop the SI without wasting
too much time. The operators therefore expect to stop the SI and get ready to do
so. If the shutdown criteria are not presented very clearly in the procedure, there
is a sigf2ificant risk of unwarranted stoppage of the SI after a small LOCA. This
was the case at the start of the EPS 1300 PSA. The procedure was then improved
and the risk has diminished, but the sequence is still important.
The case is presented as illustrating a combination of slips and mistakes. In terms of HRA this
is, however, of limited value, since there are no known HRA approaches which have slips and
mistakes among their error categories. CREAM, on the other hand, produces an analysis
which in the first instance points to three possible causes: "error in procedure", "faulty
interpretation / diagnosis", and "wrong goal selected". When the analysis is continued it turns
out that "wrong goal selected" points to "faulty interpretation" as a likely cause, which
therefore combines two of the primary causes into one. The analysis of "error in procedure"
leads to "inadequate quality control" as a possible cause. The analysis of "faulty interpretation /
diagnosis" produces two candidates, either "cognitive biases" or "insufficient training". In
order to continue the analysis and identify the most likely cause, it is necessary to have
additional information about the event. But even in the lack of that the example demonstrates
how the analysis can be made. The complete analysis is shown in the figure (the terms in italics
denote specific instances of a cause).
The important poiut about this analysis is that if the same paths are traversed in reverse, the
result is a prediction of a consequence. The example therefore indicates how a model-based
HRA could be performed. The important point is not the specific categories that are used, but
Page 4
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the fact that the method uses a set of categories with a consistent underlying principle. This
enables not only a coupling between event analysis and performance prediction, but also a
potential improvement of the focus in data collection.
SI stopped

Wrong goal selected

Error in procedure
Ambiguous text
Faulty
interpretation/diagnosis

Inadequate quality
control

Cognitive biases
Confirmation bias
Hypothesis fixation
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Insufficient training
Inadequate basic training
Inadequate retraining
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As a general comment I have a good deal of sympathy for many of the views expressed in the paper 'Is
probabilistic human reliability assessment possible ?'. In order to structure this brief response, I have
attempted to answer a number of questions:
•

•

Do I agree with the paper ?
Main points I agree upon
Main points I disagree upon
The EDF approach - strengths and weaknesses

in addition, I have added a brief preface asking the question, 'Is HRA still a live issue ?', which
summarises my views on the UK perspective in the Nuclear Power and Reprocessing industries, and
explains the context in which I am currently working, and hence some of the comments on the EDF
approach. I stress the 'personal' perspective, as others in the UK may not share the opinions in this
response, and hence it should be taken at 'lace value'.
Ql - Is HRA still a live issue ? A (personal) UK perspective
The main HRA applications underway in the UK at present and over the past few years in the Nuclear
Power and Reprocessing (NP&R) industries have been for the Gas-Cooled Reactors (the majority of the
NPPs in the UK), the PWR being commissioned at Sizewell ('Sizewell B'), and the Thermal Oxide
Reprocessing Plant (THORP) at Sellafield. This work is considerable, and involves the major utilities in
the UK (Nuclear Electric; Scottish Nuclear; and British Nuclear Fuels) and a number of consultancies.
The Gas-Cooled Reactor PSAs/HRAs in particular are leading to the evolution of a particular style of
approach to practical HRA. Whilst quantification is soil very central to PSA and thus HRA in the UK (see
comments below), the emphasis has shifted significantly to qualitative analysis, primarily using task
analysis techniques. This qualitative analysis involves significant analysis of the existing stations'
operating practices, and in terms of resources far outweighs the effort put into actual quantification.
The UK has also been involved in research into a number of HRA key issues: the (successful) validation of
three H&& quantification techniques; consideration of Human Error Analysis techniques; Human Eaor
Database construction; Safety Culture Assessment tool development; Operating Rule Violation
Assessment tool development; Communication and Teamwork studies; etc.. There is thus a good deal cf
focus and interest from both the utilities and the regulatory body (the Nuclear Installations Inspectorate.
Nil). HRA is therefore very much a live issue. Furthermore, its current high profile is due in part to the
degree to which HRAs are starting to have impact on the design of operator interfaces and operator
support systems (training and procedures). It is no longer a 'numbers game*, although numbers are still
the primary mechanism for deciding whether the operator systems arc adequate or not. HRAs, and PSAs,
are being used to improve systems, and to make precise adjustments to actual stations. PSAs and HRAs
are therefore having an impact, particularly with the existing stations (as opposed to those being assessed
at the design stage). PSA/HRA is being seen as having something useful to say: it has become useful to
the utilities, the regulators, and even the station personnel themselves, in developing improvements that
are believed will actually improve safety performance.
HRA is therefore very much a live issue in the UK. Six main areas of interest at present, which are not
adequately dealt with in UK PSAs qualitatively or quantitatively (author's opinion) are the following:
Human Error Analysis techniques (skill and rule based error identification); errors of commission
(including rule violations); cognitive (diagnostic) error, safety culture; performance using symptom-based
procedures; and teamwork/communication performance (e.g. distributed decision-making).
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02a - Main points of agreement with the paver
1. The need for more qualitative analysis has been strongly argued in the paper, and the UK practice is
developing along these lines. In particular task analytical techniques arc being used in the data
collection and analysis phases of HRAs. This practice varies from contractor to contractor, but some
of the techniques in evidence arc as follows: hierarchical task analysis; timeline analysis; tabular task
analysis; decision-action diagrams; as well as reviews of operational experience, use of various
checklists, interviews, and observation of performance in exercises and during walk-throughs.
2.

Although some quantitative safety culture tools have been developed in the UK, the overall consensus
is that NP&R PSAs will not include quantitative safety culture influences on any of the numerical
components in the PSA. Instead the NP&R industries arc attempting to assess and deal with the safety
culture threat qualitatively.

3.

I agree with the utility of simulator exercises as a back-up for HRA studies, but there is very little
experience of this in the UK, mainly because simulator facilities are being used primarily for training
and re-certification exercises. What EDF have done is somewhat unique (given the large number of
simulator exercises), and perhaps EDF can publish more on the usefulness of such an approach,
setting an example which then other nations may wish to follow.

4.

My own experience from a recent UK Gas-Cooled Reactor PSA, is also that dependencies can have
significant impart on the results of a HRA. Frankly I was surprised by the way in which certain
previously low-importance tasks became dominant in the risk analysis when we inserted dependence
into the trees (via cutset analysis). Dependence analysis is somewhat under-played in HRA.
particularly if working within a PSA faull-lree-driven approach.

5.

Extraneous actions are also under-modelled in PSAs, although a HAZard and Operabtlity (HAZOP)
style of approach has been used somewhat experimentally in at least one recent NP&R PSA

O2b - Main ooitfti of disagreement with the paper
1.

At a general level (and perhaps this was not the message Som vhe paper), quantification is not the
problem. The quantification of human perfonnaiici or errors has become a dirty word in certain
circles. But it is not the quantification that is the problem, it is the uncertainty in the numbers, which
is itself due to the way human performance is quantified. Whether scientists or practitioners, there is
nothing wrong with having the ultimate goal of quantification, even if we do not accept current
quantification models (e.g. because they have insufficient theoretical substance or empirical validity),
and even if we believe quantification will not be possible for decades. The goal of quantification is the
right goal, ultimately, since it offers more precise predictions for integrated human-machine systems.
The problem with quantification as it stands at present is that the predictions are not very precise at
all. However, the UK experience is that such predictions, even givea their uncertainty, are useful to
the NP&R community, and indeed to the community as a whole. The result of these quantifications is
that safety is being improved, since they are allowing human factors interventions to occur, leading to
improved lighting, better alarm system configurations, improved procedural systems and training
regimens, etc.. If we jettison quantification, we may lose the potential impact of good Human Factors
Engineering practice on NP&R installations. Since PSA, in the foreseeable future, is to be a
quantitative approach, HRA must retain a quantitative element, or else PSAs may revert to their preTMI mode of largely ignoring the human element. Such a situation is neither safe nor desirable. What
is clear, therefore, and stated firmly in the paper, is the need to emphasise the qualitative aspects of
the analysis, as well a continuing the development of better quantification tools.

2.

In the UK the HCR approach has largely been discredited (references 1 - 3). The more one looks at
scenarios in detail, the more obvious it becomes that time is but one factor, and not the dominant one
at that Attention has turned to other methods in the UK. The dominant models in use in the UK are
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at present (and in order of prevalence) HEART (Human Error Assessment and Reduction Technique).
THERP (Technique for Human Error Rate Prediction), and JHED1 (Justification of Human Error
Data Information).
3.

I agree whole-heartedly with Mosnerin-Dupin, Dougherty, and others: context is everything in HRA.
Accuracy of predictions is therefore dependent on the depth of contextual analysis, and is therefore
proportional to the degree and appropriateness of the qualitative analysis.. As an example of the extent
of the mismatch between real operating context and HRA/PSA, consider the multiple fault scenario
involving a turbine trip followed by a steam geacraior tube rupture, the first scenario leading the
operator into firstly a failure to detect the SGTR because of symptom masking by ihc turbine trip, and
then luring the operator into a misdiagnosis of a LOCA if a single alarm is overlooked or missing
(secondary side radiation alarm). The likelihood of diagnosis failure or misdiagnosis is highly
dependent on the proximity of the disturbances, and the exact chronology of the incident and alarms.
Furthermore, we must not delude ourselves into thinking operators have the same goal structures and
even the same values we have when we create and analyse scenarios, at least at the onset of such
scenarios. Consider for example the loss of sealing water LOCA in which the operator rushes to
protect the reactor coolant pumps (RCPs), starting additional back-up supplies and exacerbating the
leak, because the RCPs are so expensive; or the operator who discovers an oil leak which will lead to
common mode failures of six pumps around the plant, but whose priority is to get operators working
in the area out of there before the leaking oil catches fire and threatens their safety.

4.

I agree with the need to assess informal organisational aspects of the operating crew, but this appears
to be a principal area for research, rather than something that can be practically achieved now ?

5.

I agree with some of the reservations on cognitive simulation approaches. However, I also believe
they are a potentially useful tool for understanding and improving our PSA modelling. One of the
largest and ever-prevalent dangers with HRA is the danger of under-modelling, i.e. the error of
under-spectfication. The beauty of cognitive science is that mental events must be fully specified. That
is why models such as CES, COSMO, CREWSIM, etc. are of such interest: they allow us to test in
an extremely comprehensive and explicit way our modelling and models of the operator. It is a
disadvantage that research funding for such models seems always to dry up before HRA practitioners
can get their hands on them.

03 The EDF approach - strengths and weaknesses
The greater degree of qualitative analysis, and the utilisation of simulator exercises are general strengths
of ihe approach. The reliance on HCR-stylc approaches is a distinct weakness of the proposed approach.
It is not clear from section 5 how an EDF HRA will look, ouce these developments have been realised.
The elements would appear to be as follows:
Observation; interviews; simulator exercises; checklist application; task analyses (including timeline
analysis of some sort) dependency analysis; event tree representation; quantification fHCR and/or SLIM)
In support of these analyses will be a database of operator behavioural studies and incident analyses, and
statistical analyses of data, and the development of extrapolation rules to support quantification.
This is all fine. However, it would be useful for EDF to specify in more depth how it will all work
together, to give the programme more coherence. What is desirable therefore, is to see an example
application, particularly of the usage of simulator data for HRA (qualitative and quantitative) purposes.
More generally for the HRA community as a whole (and therefore not merely EDF), a useful project
would be to create a HRA exemplar. This would be developed by a single international team of HRA
practitioners, and would constitute best current practice for a scenario (e.g. LOCA; SGTR etc.) which is of
general relevance to the international NP&R community. It should address all relevant aspects of the
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human performance problems currently addressed in PSAs. An international experts' assessment, an
example of best practice', would therefore be the product.
The spectres of cognitive errors and errors of commission stilJ require addressing by EDF's approach.
These are a function of detailed context, and so should be able to fit into EDF's HRA philosophy, but
tools/approaches need development or selection from those currently available.
Validation is unaddrcsscd by the paper. Simulation and incident databases offer £ certain amount of
validaiory feedback, but some more formalised validation requirement should be imported into the HRA
development philosophy.
The soda] aspects of crew performance, elsewhere considered under the term 'sociotechnical error' or
'crew functioning' is a welcome focus by EDF. since there is not enough research and development in this
area given its importance.
Lastly, as for the paragraph in section 6 on software reliability, the question of whether software or the
human mind is more complex is moot > a comparison cannot be validly made between two parties by one
of the two parties, due to obvious bias, especially when one party designs the other (was Frankentein the
scientist, the monster, or both, and who/what was more complex ?). The question is whether the totality
of the system is safe. The human operator is the guardian of software reliability. If the software screws up,
the operator must detect and correct the situation. The question is whether this will occur, and whether
system designers support such a role of the operator, Does anyone want to fly in pilotless planes ?
Summary
In summary, the EDF approach gets my vote of approval (such as it is) as a practitioner and a researcher
in the field, with the exception of the current use of HCR-style tools. It would be useful to see the
approach operationalisedby a case study, and developed into a formalised HRA procedure and
development programme. The data collected via the simulator studies could also be highly useful for the
international research and practitioner community, and perhaps could be analysed for one of the
international databases currently under development. Having created this seminar. EDF should maintain a
relatively high profile via publications and conferences to secure feedback on its own HRA programme's
development and to act as leaders in the field, to encourage more qualitatively-driven (valid) approaches
to HRA.
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